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Introduction

The **RadExPro** software is dedicated to comprehensive processing and interpretation of mainly near-surface on-shore and off-shore 2D seismic, VSP and GPR data, as well as to 2D/3D field Quality Control (QC).

The software operates on standard Windows-driven PCs and does not make any distinctive demands on specific hardware or require any additional software.

The scope of the system includes:

- Processing and interpretation of 2D on-shore and marine seismic data.
- Field QC of 2D/3D seismic data.
- Refraction seismic data processing and interpretation.
- MASW
- VSP data processing.
- GPR data processing and interpretation.

The **RadExPro** is available in several configurations united by a common user-friendly graphic interface but different in the set of embedded processing modules:

- **Start** - basic processing of 2D near-surface seismic reflection data, refraction seismic data processing, analysis of surface wave (MASW);
- **Professional** - advanced processing of 2D/3D near-surface reflection data, field processing and QC of deep 2D/3D seismic data, processing of refraction seismic data, analysis of surface waves (MASW), processing of VSP data.

This manual describes the **RadExPro Professional** configuration. If you have one of the other configurations of the software, be aware that some features described in this manual are not present in your configuration. You can check the content of the configurations on our Web-site:

http://www.radexpro.com
System Requirements

Minimum:

- Pentium 4 CPU
- 512 Mb RAM
- OS MS Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8

Recommended minimum:

- Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
- 2 Gb RAM
- OS MS Windows XP/Vista/7/8
Contact Information

Any questions and requests regarding functions of the software may be addressed to the **DECO Geophysical Software Company:**

DECO Geophysical SC  
Moscow State University Science Park  
Leninskie Gory 1-77  
119992 Moscow  
Russia  
Tel. (+7 495) 532 76 36  
Fax. (+7 495) 930 80 58  
Internet: [www.radexpro.com](http://www.radexpro.com)  
E-mail: support@radexpro.ru
Working with the Software

Launch **RadExPro** from the **Start Menu** (or **Start screen** in Windows 8). The program is located in the **All Programs** menu in **DECO Geophysical** group.

A Project Manager window will open – create a new project there, select it in the list of registered projects and click the OK to start working with it.

**Project Manager Window**

Before the program is launched the Project Manager window will appear. The window contains a list of already registered **RadExPro** projects (when you launch the software for the first time it will be empty) and project management buttons:

![Project Manager Window](image)

The list list of **Registered projects** contains 3 columns: **Project name**, **Date created** and **Date modified**. Click on the header of any column to make the list content sorted accordingly.

Right-click on the list area to see the context menu. You can **Sort items** there as well: beside the options available through the column headers there is one extra sorting option in the menu – **As added**. If selected, it will resort projects in the order as you were adding them to the list (the latest added project will be at the bottom of the list):
Another command of the context menu will **Open project folder** in a new Windows Explorer window.

The **Project directory** string at the bottom of the window contains full path to the folder of the currently selected project. You can select the string contents with the mouse and copy it to clipboard.

The following project management buttons are available:

- **New project...** allows creation of a new, empty project, the name of which will appear in the list of registered projects
- **Select project...** allows adding an already existing project into the list of registered projects.
- **Remove from list** button removes the selected project from the registered project list (the project itself remains on your hard disk).
- **Save list...** button saves the list of registered projects into the text file.
- **Load list...** button loads the list of registered projects from a text file.

When required project is selected, click the **OK** button. To leave without saving changes, click **Cancel**.
Project Management

What is a project?

All data processing is performed within the framework of a **processing project**. A project is a set of different types of data, their geometry, as well as processing flows applied to the data. Each project is kept in a separate directory on a hard disk.

A **RadExPro** project represents a database, divided into **Area**, **Line**, and **Flow**. Area consists of one or more lines, each line, in turn, is made up of flows.

The objects of a project’s data can contain seismic data, borehole data (wells), time picks (picks), velocity picks, grids and bitmap images. Each data object of the project is associated with this or that level of the database, attached to a specific area, or a specific line, or a specific flow. Although **RadExPro** provides for working with external data files, in most cases work with a data file should start from registration in the project database.

For example, you perform the processing of the data, acquired near illage along 3 lines. You may create a new project (see the section “Creation of a new project”), add an area **“Unnamed”**, and inside the area you can create 3 lines: **“Profile1”**, **“Profile2”**, and **“Profile3”** (see the chapter “Working with a project”, in the paragraph “Working with a project tree”).

Next, you have to load data into the project. In the given case the data represent the set of field seismograms for each line (the data loading is examined in the chapter “Working with a project”, in the paragraph “Registration of the data files in the project”). Seismograms of the 1st line should be tied to the level **“Profile1”**, the 2nd line tied to the level **“Profile2”** etc.

After loading the data, you may create several processing flows for each line (see the chapter “Working with a project”, in the paragraph “Working with flows”) and run the tasks.
You may need to save intermediate processing results. You can do this by creating new datasets inside the project, linked to any level of a project.

You may exit the program and during the next run you can open a project created earlier with area, lines, and attached seismograms and processing flows (see the paragraph “Opening an existing project”). You can modify the project, add new lines or flows, change the parameters of procedures in the flows created earlier etc. All your work is well organized and stored in one place. You can look through the project to find out what had been done earlier and add something if you need to do so. After you have finished the processing, you may need to extract the processing results from the RadExPro project and save them as a file to a disk in one of the standard formats. There are special modules for data output to external files (see the chapter “processing modules”, in the paragraph “Data I/O”).

Creating a new project

The process of new project creation starts with determination of a directory on disk, where all data objects of the project as well as its database files will be stored.

In the RadExPro Project Manager select a New project... button. A dialog window for project folder selection will appear.
Select a directory and click the OK button. If the OK button is not active, it means that the selected folder already contains another RadExPro project.

After the directory for a new project has been selected the New database window will appear. Enter the name of the new project in the Title field. If the Create subfolder option is activated, the subdirectory with the name specified in the Title field will be created in the selected directory. Otherwise, a new project will be created directly in the selected directory.

After all parameters have been specified, click the OK button. A new project will be created in the specified directory. In this case the RadExPro program will create five project database files in the directory:

data.fbl

struct.fbl
The name of a new project will appear in the registered project list (Registered projects) of the RadExPro Project Manager window.

Select the created project by clicking the left mouse button (MB1) (in this case, in the Project directory field the information about the project path will be displayed) and click the OK button.

Opening an existing project

In order to open a project it should first be added to the registered project list (Registered projects) in the RadExPro Project Manager window.

If the required project is already on the list, you can simply select it with the left mouse button (MB1) (in this case, in the Project directory field the information about project path will be displayed) and click the OK button.

If the project already exists on the hard disk but its name is not displayed in the registered project list, select the Select project... button. The window for project directory selection will open.
Select the directory in which the project is stored and click the OK button. If the OK button is not active, then it means that the directory selected does not contain a RadExPro project.

If the project directory was successfully selected then its name will appear in the registered project list (Registered projects). After this, the project can be opened as described at the beginning of the chapter.
Working with Projects

Starting work with a project

After a new project has been created (or an existing project has been opened) the main application window containing a graphical view of the active project tree will be displayed. If the project is a new one the window will be similar to the following:

The menu contains the following commands:

- **Help** command launches the **RadExPro** program help
- **Options** command opens the submenu containing the following commands:
  - **Refraction mode** This command switches on and off the specialized mode designed for processing of the refraction data. When this mode is on, the program respond differently to mouse commands (see **Refraction mode** part of this manual for details).
Font... When selecting this command the dialog box for parameters selection for the font to be used for database element names will open.

Logs... When selecting this command, the dialog for logging parameters will open.

Database command opens the submenu containing a number of commands for working with a project database: Save saves to the active database on disk into a special file with *.dbs extension.

Load loads the previously saved database from the *.dbs-file.

Add data file adds a new seismic data file to the project.

Geometry Spreadsheet allows you to view and edit the trace header field values.

Database Visualization launches the Database Visualization application.

Database Manager launches the Database Manager application.

Database History... shows the processing history of one or another seismic data file registered in the project.

DXF export

This menu entry allows saving horizon picks into the DXF format for further processing in GIS and CAD systems. When the option is selected the following dialog appears:

On the left there is a representation of the project tree with picks. On the right there is a representation of the resulting DXF file structure, possibly including layers and picks to be exported.
You can add picks to the DXF from the project either using the Add button or double-clicking the pick name. You can remove picks from the DXF by either using the Remove button, or through a context menu (right click on the pick name and select Delete... in the pop-up menu).

In the DXF you can create layers and save picks either to the root or/and to these layers. To create a layer right-click the DXF structure field and select the New layer... command of the pop-up menu. When created, the layer can be renamed: double-click it and type a new name.

When you are ready with populating the DXF structure with layers and picks, click the Save... or the Ok and specify the name of the output file. If the Ok button was used the dialog will close, while using the Save... button allows creating several DXF files within one session.

Coordinates. The two matching headers of the pick are interpreted as X and Y coordinates of the DXF accordingly, while the pick value is considered as Z coordinate. In case both headers are the same (e.g. CDP_X:CDP_X), the pick is considered as 2D. In this case, the header value is stored as X coordinate of the DXF while Y coordinate is assigned 0.
Below there is an example of the **RadExPro Plus** picks exported to DXF and loaded to **AutoCAD**:

- **Edit header fields** allows you to edit header fields, i.e. delete/change the existing fields and add new ones

- **Database Management** opens the submenu with two commands: **Fix data file location** and **Bulk data file location**. The first command allows you to change the paths to the source data within the database and the second command allows you to change the path to the directory containing all project files. The application of these commands may be required when loading a previously saved database structure from the *.dbs-file*

- **Tools** command opens a submenu containing the following commands:

- **View Map** launches the **Map** application
- **Velocity model editor** launches the **Velocity model editor** application
- **Velocity Picks To CMP Matching** launches the **Velocity Picks To CMP Matching** application
- **Export To Half-Link** exports the project database into **Geoshare Half-Link** data interchange format
- **Import From Half-Link** imports the project database from **Geoshare Half-Link** data interchange format
- **Exit** exits the RadExPro program.

Aside from the above, in the bottom right of the window there are three command buttons designed for project structure editing:

- **New** button creates a new area, line, or flow
- **Rename** button renames the existing area, line, or flow
- **Trash** button removes the existing area, line, or flow

The status bar at the bottom of the working window contains hints for mouse usage:

- **MB1 DBLClick** double clicking the left mouse button (MB1) on the flow name allows you to edit it;

- **MB2** single clicking of the right mouse button (MB2) on the area name, line name, or flow name launches a context menu with available commands;

- **MB1** clicking and holding the left mouse button (MB1) on a flow name and dragging it to a line name allows copying the flow into this line.
Working with project trees

A project tree is a graphical presentation of data organization in the project. All data is divided into areas, lines, and flows. Every area must include one or more lines and every line, in its turn, must consist of flows.

When selecting an existing project, in the main RadExPro window, the project tree with areas, projects, and flows will open. This tree can be edited. The names at every level are sorted alphabetically. The window of the already existing project may have the following view:

When creating a new project, a project tree should be constructed. The tree core is a yellow circle in the upper left corner of the working window.
The tree construction order is the following:

- Create a new area. There are two ways to do this:
  - Place the mouse cursor on the yellow circle. Click the right mouse button (MB2) and select the **Create new area** command in the context menu. Then, in the opened window enter a name for the new area and click the **OK** button.
  - Place the mouse cursor on the **New** icon, click the left mouse button (MB1) and, holding it down, drag the icon to the yellow circle and then release the button. In the opened window enter a name for the new area and click the **OK** button.

- Create a new line inside the area. There are two ways to do this:
  - Place the mouse cursor on the area name, click the right mouse button (MB2) and select the **Create line** command in the context menu. Then, in the opened window enter a name for the new line and click the **OK** button.
  - Place the mouse cursor on the **New** icon, click the left mouse button (MB1) and, holding it down, drag the icon to the area name and then release the button. In the window that has opened enter the name of a new line and click the **OK** button.

![New line name window](image)

- A new flow is created inside the line. There are two ways to do this:

- Create a new flow. There are two ways to do this:
  - Place the mouse cursor on the line name, click the right mouse button (MB2) and select the **Create flow** command in the context menu.
  - Place the mouse cursor on the **New** icon, click the left mouse button (MB1) and, holding it down, move the cursor to the line name and then release the button. In the window that has opened enter the name of a new flow and click the **OK** button.

Similarly, areas, lines, and flows can be added to the tree of an already existing project. If necessary, any tree element (area, line, or flow) can be renamed or removed.
In order to rename a tree element, move your cursor over it, click the left mouse button (MB1), drag it to the **Rename** icon, and release. Enter a new name for the element in the window that has opened and click the **OK** button.

In order to remove the tree element, move your cursor over it, click the left mouse button (MB1), drag it to the **Trash** icon, and release. Confirm the removal in the opened window.

**ATTENTION**: The tree element removal cannot be undone!

When the first flow is created in the profile, a “-” sign appears to the right of the profile name. Clicking this sign collapses all flows in that profile into a single line:

![Diagram showing collapsed and expanded flows]

Clicking the “+” sign expands the list of flows. This makes it easier to navigate projects containing a large number of profiles and flows. When all flows in all profiles are collapsed, the project looks as follows:

![Diagram showing collapsed and expanded flows]

When identical processing procedures are to be repeated for each line, profile copying can make working with the project considerably easier.
To copy a profile, click and drag it with the left mouse button to the area name. The new profile name selection dialog box will appear.

![Diagram showing profile copying process]

Enter the new name and press **OK**. The profile will be copied with all processing flows and parameters.
Attention: when profiles are copied, all parameters, including all input and output data (data sets, picks etc), remain unchanged. Don’t forget to change the names of input and output files and data sets before running the new flows.

Project navigation

The project can be scrolled up and down using the vertical scrollbar or the mouse wheel.

Queues

Flow execution can be queued. Both individual flows and entire profiles (i.e. all profile flows one after another) can be added to an execution queue.

To add a flow to a queue, right-click the flow, select the **Add to queue** menu item, and then select
The program allows running flows in four independent queues. Queues are launched in parallel; this reduces the total processing time on multi-processor or multi-core machines.

After the queue number is selected, the queue window will appear:

The upper part of the window contains tabs that allow switching between the queues.

The current queue editing window shows the list of active flows added to the queue and their status. The flow status indicates the flow processing stage:

*Not started* – the flow has not yet been started;

*Running* – the flow is running;

*Canceled* – execution of the flow has been canceled.
The flows in the queue are executed one after another, from top to bottom. The flow execution order can be changed:

- move the flow up one level in the queue.

- move the flow down one level in the queue.

The right part of the window contains buttons used to manage the list and the flow procedures:

- Delete – delete the selected flow from the queue
- Delete all – delete all flows from the queue
- Run this queue... – run the current queue
- Run all queues... – run all queues
- Stop this queue – stop the execution of the current queue. This button is active only when the queue is running.

**Show status** – opens a window showing the current status of all queues:

![Queues status](queue_status.png)

Here:

*Queue* – queue number

*Batches* – number of the process in the queue

*Status* – current process execution status

**Always on top** – if this option is enabled, the queue window will always be displayed on top of other program windows.

An example of queues is shown below. Two queues were created; each of them contains a set of flows in separate profiles. When all queues are launched, the two current queues will be run in parallel.
### Queues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White_Sea/White_Sea/Line_04 - 2/000 data input</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White_Sea/White_Sea/Line_04 - 2/010 r_coef</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White_Sea/White_Sea/Line_04 - 2/020 prepare for inversion</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White_Sea/White_Sea/Line_04 - 2/030 prepare impulse for inv...</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White_Sea/White_Sea/Line_04 - 2/040 - measure anps</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White_Sea/White_Sea/Line_04 - 2/050 avo_mes</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Queues status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Batches</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queue 1</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>Running...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue 2</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>Running...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue 3</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue 4</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>Not started</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Image of Queues dialog window]

[Image of Queues status dialog window]
Working with flows

Data processing and visualization is performed by creation of execution sequences (flows) from the set of available modules. These flows are stored inside the database and can be changed, copied, or removed.

Such organization has a number of advantages because it allows storage of the processing history, which in turn allows you to return to any step and repeat the whole process, with different parameters or reuse the already created processing flow with another data set.

The processing sequence (flow) is a set of processing modules, whose inputs and outputs are somehow connected.

RadExPro has two modes of flow presentation: simple (text) mode and complex (graphical) mode. In the simple (text) mode the processing flow is represented as a list of processing modules so that the output of every module is connected to the input of the module that follows it. The flow is conducted sequentially (top-down) and linearly.

In the complex (graphical) mode the processing modules are presented as icons and the links between them as tubes. The inputs and outputs of the processing modules are manually connected by tubes. The modules can have several inputs and outputs. The processing flow can branch out and form cycles. Such presentation of the flow gives more flexibility in data processing organization. Owing to this, the flows created in graphical mode cannot always be presented in graphical mode.

Every flow starts with one of the modules of data input from the Data I/O chapter. Usually (for files registered in the project) it is Trace Input. A data input module initializes the flow and allows selection of data for processing. There could be several data input modules within one flow. This can be useful, for example, for:

- combining several data sets for co-processing;
- data set processing by different methods with succeeding co-visualization by Screen Display module or combining in one output file.

There are also modules designed for data editing and processing: amplitude correction, filtering, stacking, etc. Every flow usually ends with a data output module, saving processing results on harddisk (for instance, Data/Trace Output) and/or by interactive tools (for instance, Screen Display).
The result of every processing routine/module can be adjusted by changing the parameters of the module.

**Flow construction (simple mode)**

When you double-click the left mouse button (MB1) on the flow name in the project tree, the flow working window will open. If simple (text) representation of the flow is possible, then by default the flow will open in simple mode. The window is divided into two parts: the right one is a list of available routines (modules) which can be used to create a flow; in the left part the flow itself, i.e. the modules used in the active flow, are displayed.

The flow allows you to conduct various manipulations with the seismic data registered in the project (for example, processing, correction, interactive analysis). Manipulation of external files is also possible.

The modules from the right part are grouped by chapters. For example, **Data I/O** (data input/output), **Signal Processing**, **Interactive Tools**, etc.

You can include a module into the active flow by two methods:
Click the left mouse button (MB1) on the name of the desired module in the list of available routines in the right part of the window and, holding it down, drag the mouse cursor to the left part of the window and release the button (drag-and-drop).

Double-click the left mouse button (MB1) on the left side of the working window and select the required module from the list of available routines that will open as a pop-up menu;

When a module is being added into the flow, a dialog box with the module parameters will appear. The way it looks depends on the module selected.

When creating a flow the following operations are possible:

- **Switching module state in the flow (active/inactive)** - is performed by clicking the right mouse button (MB2) on the name of the module in the flow. Inactive modules will be displayed in narrow italics, and three * (*** ) will appear before its name

- **Transfer of a module in the flow** - is done by clicking the left mouse button (MB1) on the module name and, holding it down, moving the cursor to a new position and releasing the button

- **Viewing and editing of module parameters** - is performed in a special dialog window that opens when you double-click the left mouse button (MB1) on the module name in the flow

- **Module duplication** - is done by means of the keyboard combination Ctrl+MB 1 on the module name

- **Module removal** - is done by double-clicking the right mouse button (MB2) on the module name while simultaneously holding the Ctrl key down. When doing this, the module with set parameters will be removed from the flow and placed onto the clipboard

- **Restoring the last removed module from the clipboard** - is done by means of the keyboard combination Shift+MB1 in the flow construction window. The removed module can be restored not only in its initial flow but also in any other flow of this project

In the working window menu the Help, Options, Database, Tools elements are the same as in the main window of the program (see How to Start). The Exit command of the menu, unlike the similar command in the main window, does not result in the exiting of the program. The selection of this command allows closing the flow window and returns the user to the project tree viewing, i.e. to the main RadExPro window. The menu also contains the following commands specific to the flow window:

- **Run** launches active flow execution
Flow mode allows the user to select modes of flow execution (see Modes of flow execution section for details).

**Complex (graphical) mode of flow creation**

In the graphical mode, the left side of the working window contains a graphical presentation of the flow, and the right side contains the set of available processing modules.

Every module included in the flow is presented as an icon.

Module inputs and outputs are connected manually. The module input is displayed as a small circle located in the upper part of the icon; the module output is displayed as a small circle located in the bottom part of the icon. When the mouse cursor is placed on the icon a small hint with the module name will appear on the screen.

In the case when several tubes are connected to the module input, all data from these tubes will be combined (in order of tube creation). In the case when several tubes are connected to module output, all data "out-flowing" from the module will be distributed to every tube.

Creation of the flow in graphical mode comprises modules adding to the flow and connecting them by tubes. Later the modules can be added to the flow, temporarily excluded from it, copied onto the clipboard and/or pasted from it.
To add a module into the flow, drag it from the list or double-click on the left side of the flow window and select the desired module from the pop-up menu.

To connect the input of one module to the output of another, click the right mouse button (MB2) at the input (or output) of one module and drag the tube that appears to the output (or input) of another module. When dragging, the line showing the tube will follow the mouse cursor. When the cursor points to a possible connection site, the tube-line will be thicker. At this moment, you can establish the connection by releasing the right mouse button. It is impossible to connect input with another input or output with another output.

To change the parameters of the module already included in the flow, you can simply double-click the left mouse button (MB1) on the module's icon in the flow, where upon the dialog box for parameter specification will appear.

To move the module icon, drag it by holding down the left mouse (MB1) button.

It is possible to exclude the module from the module sequence under execution but keep it in the flow (make the module inactive). Inactive modules are slightly faded. To enable switching the module mode in the flow (active/inactive), click the right mouse button (MB2) on the module's icon.
To remove the module from the flow, double-click the right mouse button (MB2) on the icon of the module in the flow while simultaneously pressing the Ctrl. key. The module with set parameters will be removed from the flow and placed onto the clipboard.

To remove all tubes connected to the module input or output, click the left mouse button (MB1) on the corresponding small circle in the upper or bottom part of the icon of the module in the flow.

To copy the module onto the clipboard, click the left mouse button (MB1) on the center of the icon while simultaneously pressing the Ctrl. key.

To paste the module from the clipboard, click the left mouse button (MB1) on the left side of the screen while simultaneously holding down the Shift key.

In the graphical mode the menu of the flow working window contains the same commands as in the text mode (see Flow construction (simple mode) chapter).

Switching between flow editing modes

When creating a new processing flow (or when opening an already existing flow, if it can be viewed in text mode) a simple presentation mode is selected by default. To switch to the complex mode, double-click the right mouse button (MB2) on the left side of the window. The flow will be converted and presented graphically but the routine's sequence will be the same as in the flow presented in simple (text) mode.

Simple (text) flow is executed sequentially and linearly. Graphical (complex) mode can have branches and cycles. In this case a simple (text) presentation of such a flow is impossible and when opening this flow it will be displayed graphically.

If the flow is displayed in graphical mode but it does not have branches and cycles, then it also can be displayed in a simple (text) mode. To switch this kind of flow into simple mode, double-click the right mouse button (MB2) on the left side of the window.

Modes of flow execution

To choose flow execution modes for the current flow, click the Flow mode… menu item in the flow editor window. The following dialog will open:
Here you can separately select modes for memory flow data processing (memory usage) and input/output. Any combinations of the modes are allowed.

**Flow data processing modes**

The **All at once (all in memory)** mode is set by default. When using this mode all data from the flow is placed into system memory. This mode is used for small data files that can easily fit into the available RAM.

For large data files the **Framed** mode is used. When using this mode all data from the flow is processed in portions, their volume in traces is defined in the **Frame width (traces)** window. Activation of the **Honor Ensemble boundaries** option avoids trace division inside the ensemble – at the end of a frame it will be completed until the end of the last ensemble within the frame.

The **Honor Ensemble boundaries** option can also be used to ensure that each ensemble is processed separately (for instance, to view strictly one ensemble at once in the Screen Display module). Switch it on and set the frame size to 1 trace. As a result, when creating a frame the software will read the first trace and complete the frame until the end of the ensemble.

When the Framed mode is on, an indicator is displayed at the bottom left of the flow editor window:
I/O modes

The **Normal** mode is set by default. When you run the flow using this mode, the flow is executed only once and its input and output are fully controlled by the parameters of the corresponding I/O modules used. In this mode, you can input the data from one or several datasets or files process them and output altogether to one new dataset or one SEG-Y file. This is what a processor would need in the majority of situations.

The alternative is the **Batch** mode. When using this mode, you will first need to click the **Edit batch** button to define a batch of datasets or files to be used for input. When you run the flow, it will be executed for each of the input objects (datasets or files) in the batch – as many times at the count of files/datasets listed there.

When you click the **Edit batch** button, the following window appears:
First, in the **Mode** field, select the type of the batch content – **Files** or **Datasets**. Depending on your choice, clicking the Add files/Add datasets button will open either the standard Windows’ File Open dialog or the RadExPro dialog for database object selection.

**NOTE!**: The type of objects listed in the batch shall correspond to the input module that you use in the flow. For instance, if the flow starts with the Trace Input, the batch shall contain datasets. Otherwise, if the input is performed by SEG-Y Input or SEG-D Input, the files of appropriate format shall be listed.

When the input objects are listed in the batch, you can use the up and down arrow buttons at the right of the batch parameter dialog to move the currently selected object through the list. You can also use the **Remove** button to remove an object from the list.

**NOTE!**: When using the batch mode, in the parameter dialog of each of the I/O modules used in the flow you need to manually indicate that the module shall take a file/dataset name from the batch. Each I/O module that supports the batch mode has a dedicated **From batch list** flag in its parameter dialog for that. As an example, SEG-Y Input parameters with the switched on **From batch list** option is shown below:
For the moment, the following modules support the batch mode:

**Input:**
*Trace Input*
*SEG-Y Input*
*SEG-D Input*

**Output:**
*Trace Output*
*SEG-Y Output*
*Header Output*

**Stand-alone:**
*Marine Geometry Input*

Parameter dialogs of the output modules that support the batch mode all contain the **From batch list** option (shall be on when using the batch mode) and the **Batch output settings** button. As an example, the *Trace Output* module dialog prepared for operation in the batch mode is shown below:
When you click the **Batch output settings**… button, the following dialog (the same for all output modules) will appear:

![Batch mode output parameters dialog](image)

As the flow in the batch mode is executed separately for each object in the batch list, the name of the output object is generated automatically each time from the current input object name, with a **Suffix to add** (‘_res’ by default) placed at the end of the output name.

**Output path** can be either the **Same as input** or can be defined by clicking the **Select path** button. It is a path inside the project database for the *Trace Output*, or a folder in the computer’s file system for other output modules.

It shall be understood, that the **Same as input** output path can only be used when the output objects are of the same type as those on the input.

Finally, you can define what to do **When file with the same name exists** at the specified path. The options are:

- **Overwrite** the old object (silently, no warning will be shown!);
- **Skip** – the output of this object will be cancelled (silently, no warning will be shown!), the old object remains;
- **Save both** – a sequential version number will be added to the name of the new object.
When the batch mode is on, the following indicator will appear in the bottom left corner of the flow editor window:

![Batch mode indicator]

You can use both framed and batch modes together – in this case, the flow will be executed in the framed mode for each object in the batch:

![Framed and batch mode]

**Flow execution**

The Run command of the working window serves to execute the flow. A small status bar will appear on the screen. On the status bar the list of active modules of the flow and task completion rate for every module will be shown.

At present, in the flow there are several interactive modules meant to interact with the user during their execution (for example, **Screen Display**, **VSP Display**, etc.). Interactive modules exist in a separate window and can be considered by the user as independently executed tasks. Via standard Windows functions, it is possible to switch from the interactive module back to the **RadExPro** working window and continue working with it. At the same time the flow containing the interactive module is still under execution and the interactive module window is available for visualization and activation. Thus, more than one flow can be executed. This is a very convenient feature because it allows you to compare the data on the screen. The interactive modules are completed either through the module interface or at the completion stage of the whole program (upon closing of the main working window). In either case the flow is executed to the end. When launching more than one module at once, remember that every launched flow needs computer memory (mainly for data storing) and that is why a limited number of flows can be launched at the same time.

It is possible to interrupt flow execution. To do this, close the status bar and click the **OK** button when the corresponding question appears. You should use this opportunity only as a last resort because such interruption is abnormal and may result in loss of system resources (of course they will be restored after a Windows restart).
**Logging**

The **RadExPro** program includes the facility of logging of flow execution. When a flow is being executed, appearing messages can be written to a text file (log). When necessary, this file can be viewed by any text editor. It could be helpful to look into the log, when the flow execution terminated abnormally. The log could explain the reason of the error, or at least define at what stage the problem occurred. The logging facility is optional, i.e. it can be switched off. Logging parameters can be set through a dedicated dialog window. All logs are stored in the LOGS subfolder of the root folder of the project. The structure of the LOGS folder repeats that of the project, so the logs corresponding to a certain flow are stored in the folder of the same name. Each flow execution creates a new log. The name of the log consists of the date and time of launching of the flow execution, to distinguish the logs related to one flow that was executed several times. The name structure of a log is `ymmdhhmmss.txt` (For example, the name of the log `090101001053.txt` indicates that the flow was executed on the 1st of January, 2009 at 00 hours 10 minutes 53 seconds.)

The **Logging parameters** dialogue can be opened using the **Options->Logs...** entry of the main program menu.
The logging parameters:

Enable logging – enables/disables logging facility.

Log content – defines message types to be included into the log:

- **Status** – doubling of the messages from the Status Window
- **Report** – dedicated messages, created specially for logging.

Log size limit - this group combines parameters controlling the size of the LOGS folder:

- **Track log size** – enables/disables log folder size tracing.
- **Maximum log size** – sets maximum log folder size in MBytes

Action on reaching log size limit – defines the action to be performed, when log folder size reaches maximum. Select one of the following:

- Automatically delete old logs
- Warn on project loading

Adding data files to the project

Though RadExPro provides for the possibility of working with external (in respect to the project) data files, in most cases any operations with a data file should be started with its registration in a database of the project so that you can use the program's features in full measure.

There are two ways of adding a data file to the project. Having created a RadExPro project, area, line, and flow, it is possible to have external (in respect to the project) files registered by means of entering it into a flow via one of the data input routines (for example, SEG-Y Input) and then saving it in the project via the Trace Output routine. However, in most cases the alternate method is more convenient. Select the Database menu item in the main RadExPro window (project tree window) or in the working window of any flow within the project and then select Add data file... in the submenu that has appeared.
This command activates a special tool for adding data files.
Adding data files to the project

Adding a data file

When the Add data file... command of the Database menu is selected, the Data File: dialog box will appear.

In the Format field, select the format of the file to be registered in the project.

**Supported data formats**

At present the system is compatible with 7 standard data formats (SEG-Y, SEG-2, SEG-1, Pulse EKKO, RAMAC/GPR, Zond, Diogen) as well as with User Defined format. The user defined format support allows reading the data presented in any demultiplexed format with fixed length of file header and trace header, as well as fixed number presentation and byte order throughout the data.

When selecting one of the standard formats, RadExPro fills in the project database header fields automatically on the basis of standard data location in the headers of the format selected. If the format of the source file is not completely compatible with the accepted standard you can apply format remapping (Remap header values). When selecting a user defined format always apply remapping to correctly fill in the header fields.
Dialog parameters

- **Format** - select a file format from the list of formats
- **2D Survey, 3D Survey** - the switcher that defines file identification in project as 2D or 3D surveys
- **Profile** - in this field you can define the sequence number of 2D profile if 2D Survey is selected
- **IBM Floating Point** - if this option is activated the amplitudes (trace counts values) will be read from the file as 32-bit real numbers with a floating point in the IBM Floating point format.
- **Store headers outside db** - if the option is off, the headers of the file under registration will be stored directly in the project database file. Otherwise a separate file will be created inside the directory for storing the headers. If there is much data in the project, the storage of headers in separate files increases program operation speed. This option is activated by default.
- **Format definition** - a group of parameters of the user defined format. These parameters are available only when selecting the User Defined format from the Format list:
  - **File passport** - in this field, define a file header size expressed in bytes (0 - if the file header is lacking)
  - **Trace passport** - in this field, define a file header size (0 - if the file header is lacking)
  - **Data format** - in this field, select the format of trace samples in the input file. Possible variants:
    - I1 - 8-byte integer
    - I2 - 16-byte integer
    - I4 - 32-byte integer
    - R4 - 32-byte real with floating point
    - UI1 - unsigned 8-byte integer
    - UI2 - unsigned 16-byte integer
    - UI4 - unsigned 32-byte integer
    If R4 format is selected in the field, the data will be read either as an IBM floating point or as IEEE, depending on the IBM Floating Point switch status. For any other Data format header the IBM Floating Point status is disregarded.
- **Reverse Byte order** - if this option is activated, the program will assume that all values in the file are recorded with reverse byte order
Remap header values - if this option is off, the header fields in the project database will be filled in automatically on the basis of the standard definition of the selected format. If the option is on, the header fields will be filled in accordance with format remapping. If the option is active then a text field for remap specification as well as Save remap... and Load remap... buttons allowing you to save the active remap in a database and to load the already saved remaps, respectively, via the Database Object Selection (see Database Object Selection window chapter) become available.

Example of format remapping:
RECNO,4I,,181/ILINE_NO,2I,,189/CDP_X,4R,IBM,197/CDP_Y,4R,IBM,201

In this example:
- RECNO = database header field name where the values from the trace header field specified in a remap will be recorded;
- 4I = a field format in a trace header, i.e. a format in which the value is stored in the source file, in this case it is a 32-byte integer.
- IBM or IEEE — flag, identifying the representation standard used for the real floating point numbers. Used for the 4R format only. For the integer types the flag is not used, and nothing is placed between the two commas.
- 181 = offset of the required field in the trace header expressed in bytes;

A field format may contain the following maps:

1I - 8-byte integer;
2I - 16-byte integer;
4I - 32-byte integer;
4R - 32-byte floating-point real (either IBM or IEEE standard depending of the flag that follows);
8R – 64-byte floating-point real.

Thus, RECNO,4I,,181 means that RECNO header field corresponding to the receiver point number will be filled by 32-byte integer values read from trace headers starting with the 181th byte from the beginning of the trace header.

File - After format and other parameters have been selected, click a File button and select a data file which should be registered in the project from the file selection window. The number of traces contained in the file will appear in the Trace count field directly under the button. The trace number will be computed on the basis of the format and remap selected. If a file is not compatible with the format selected, then a trace number may be populated incorrectly.
After all parameters and the file name have been defined, click the **OK** button. A **Database Object Selection** (see **Database Object Selection window** chapter) window will open where the user will be asked to enter a name under which the data set from the source file (**dataset**) will be registered in the database and to select a database level where the data set from the source file will be stored.

We recommend that all seismic data be stored in the database at the **Line** level. Select one of the database sections of **Line** level and specify the name for a new data object under which the file will be registered in the project, and click the **OK** button. Wait until the selected file is registered in the database.

The process of registration will display as a progress bar.
**Database Object Selection window - saving and opening project database objects**

The **Database Object Selection window** in the **RadExPro** program is a standard tool for operating with database objects similar to open/save file dialog box which is a standard tool for manipulation of files in a Windows OS.

Almost every time you choose any existing **RadExPro** project database object or when saving a new object to database you will see the **Database Object Selection** window. The header of the **Database Object Selection** window will contain an enquiry which will depend on the task under execution.

Below you can see the **Database Object Selection** window that appears while a new data file is being registered in the project:

![Database Object Selection window](image)

The project tree is shown to the right in the **Location** field, and the active section is selected. In this window the user can navigate throughout the database structure choosing the desired section. All objects of this kind registered in the active DB are displayed in the **Objects** field to the left. At the top is the **Object name** field, in which the name of the selected object is displayed.

In this example the project database contains 2 sections of Area level (area1 and area2), in the area1 section is one section for **Line** level (line1), which, in its turn, contains one section for **Flow** level, i.e. a flow (some_flow). In the current section there is one data file, work1 that has already been registered. In the Object name field the user is asked to enter a name under which the new file will be registered in the project. After the name has been selected and the **OK** button is pressed, the data will be registered in the current project database section (in this example that would be line1). In order to register a file in another database section, change the current section.
Similarly, when opening any existing database object, you should first select the DB section, containing the required object, and then select the object from the list of already existing objects of this kind in the section. Below, is an example of the **Database Object Selection** window appearing while loading the previously saved format remap:

![Database Object Selection Window](image)

In this example, in the active section of Area level (2D area) there is only one remap of `remap ibm` format and this is the remap chosen by the user for loading.

The **Database Object Selection** window is used in different RadExPro program modules for opening/saving of different types of data objects. Therefore, in the **Objects** field, only the objects to which the current operation can be applied are shown. Thus, when selecting a file with a seismic dataset registered in the project, only the datasets that belong to the active level will be shown in the **Objects** field. Objects of another type (for example, picks) belonging to the same database level will not be displayed.

You will also see two buttons in the **Database Object Selection** window:

**Rename** - is used to change the name of the selected object. To do this, select the desired object in the **Objects** list, enter a new name in the **Object name** field, and click the **Rename** button. After the operation has been confirmed by the user, the name of the selected object will be replaced by the new one.

**Delete** - is used to delete the object from the database. To do this, select the desired object from the **Objects** list and click the **Delete** button. After the operation has been confirmed by the user the object will be deleted from the project database.

**ATTENTION**: if the selected object is a set of seismic data, only the file registration in the project will be canceled, but the file will remain on disk. Objects of any other type are stored directly in the project database and if they are deleted from the database they are also deleted physically. This operation cannot be canceled or undone!
Geometry Spreadsheet - spreadsheet editor for trace header values

The Geometry Spreadsheet application is meant for spreadsheet visualization of header field values of a data set in the project and for performing operations with them.

To launch the application, select a Database/Geometry spreadsheet command either from the main program window (project tree window) or from the working window of a flow. After a data set has been chosen in the Database Object Selection dialog box that appears, the Geometry spreadsheet application window will open. The window will contain one column with TRCENO header field values (trace numbers) for a selected data set.

Using the geometry spreadsheet editor

The Geometry spreadsheet editor menu includes the following options:

- **Fields** - opens the commands list, that allows you to add and remove columns from the table.
- **Add field** – adds one or several columns to the table with the values of chosen fields. The choice of header fields is performed in the pop-up window.

![Image of Geometry Spreadsheet](image)

In order to choose several header fields, select them with the mouse, holding the Shift or Ctrl button. The buttons **Save template selection** and **Load Template selection** allow you to save the chosen headers set as a template in the database and load the templates that have been saved earlier.

- **Hide field** – hides the selected column from the table.
Edit – opens the list of the following commands.

Save changes – saves all changes to the fields carried out during the work of the application.

Undo all changes – cancels all the changes.

Tools – opens the commands list, that allows different operations with headers, import/export of the data.

Header Math – performs mathematical operations with the header values (see the paragraph “Using the mathematic operations headers editor”)

Export...—exports the content of the spreadsheet to a file in ASCII format

Import... – imports the file in ASCII format. You should specify the text rows and columns to import into the spreadsheet (see the paragraph “Import of files in ASCII format”).

Import SPS X...—allows import of the data to the header fields from the SPS-X files (see the paragraph “Import of SPS-X files”).

Import UKOOA p1-90... allows import of UKOOA p1-90 files

Trace Enumerator – invokes the tool for the specification of continuous trace numbering, sorted by two header fields (see the paragraph “Trace Enumerator tool”)

Exit – leads to exit from the geometry table. If there are some changes to the header fields during the work, there will be a saving request.

The following buttons and keys are used during the editing of the spreadsheet:

Single left mouse button click (MB1) on a header column selects the whole column. In order to select several columns, select them one by one, holding the Ctrl button (Ctrl+MB1).

Double left mouse button click (MB1) on a header column sorts the values in the column in ascending order

Double left mouse button click (MB1) on a cell allows text editing

Single left mouse button click (MB1) on a cell selects the cell; use the left mouse button holding the Shift (Shift+MB1) in order to select the values set in the column or several columns.

The selected values set can be copied to the clipboard using the Ctrl+C buttons.

Select the cells and use the buttons Ctrl+V to insert the values from the clipboard into the cells. If the cells’ size in the clipboard exceeds the selected block that you are going to paste, only a part of the values from the clipboard will be inserted.

Ctrl-PageUp: jumps to the start of a column
**CTRL-PAGEDOWN**: jumps to the end of a column

**INS**: fills in the selected block with new values. You should enter the start value in the field **From**, while the increment is entered in the field **Step**.

**F**: finds the given value in the current column.

### Using the editor of mathematic operations with headers

The module **Trace Header Math**, designed for mathematical operations with header values, is activated using the command of the geometry table editor window **Tools/Header Math**…

The module description is given in the paragraph “Processing modules” → “Geometry/Headers” → “Trace Header Math” of the present manual. The single distinction is that in this module the mathematical operations are applied to the headers in the table immediately after you click the **OK** button in the module's parameters window.

### Import of ASCII files

When the **Tools/Import** command is selected from the menu of the **Geometry Spreadsheet** window the **Import headers** dialog box appears:
Import parameters

File... - opens a standard window for ASCII spreadsheet file selection from which the values will be imported

Matching Fields - shows the header field for which existing values will be compared to the values of the column selected for this field, while importing the columns selected in the Assign Fields field into corresponding header fields

Assign Fields - shows the name of the headers to which the values imported from the columns will be assigned.

The Matching Fields and Assign Fields correlation is shown in the following example: if you set the parameters the way it is shown in the Figure above, then in all traces with a field value RECNO equal to 40 the REC X field values will be replaced by 413291.0. In traces with a field value RECNO equal to 41 the REC_Х field values will be replaced by 413289.0, etc., i.e. the settings in the Matching Fields field set a fitting criterion. When fulfilling this fitting criterion the import is accomplished according to the Assign Fields field settings.

Both the Matching Fields and Assign Fields fields have the following buttons:
Add... - this button adds a header name from the headers list in the field

Delete - this button deletes a header name from the field

Individually for every header in the lists of Matching Fields and Assign Fields fields the following parameters can be set

Column - in this field a column number is shown in a text file which, at this moment, is correlated with a selected header. To change the conformity of headers and columns: (1) select a desired header, (2) click the left mouse button (MB1) on the column that should be correlated with this header and (3) click the Column button. In the Column field a new column number will appear. Also the value in the field can be changed manually

Multiplier - the data from the selected column will be multiplied by this value while correlating with values of the selected header (in Matching Fields case) or while importing into the selected header (in Assign Fields case).

There is also a group of parameters Lines where the range of the lines in the text file should be defined. In accordance with the Matching Fields and Assign Fields fields settings the values imported will be accomplished only from the lines of the selected range. To set a number for the initial line of the range click the left mouse button (MB1) on the desired line in the text file content window and then click the From button. The selected line's number will appear in the From field. Similarly, a finite line's number can be specified in the To field via the To button. Also, the lines' numbers can be specified in the corresponding fields manually (the numerations of lines in a file starts with 0).

The Save template and Load template buttons are designed to save current import parameters in a template of the project database and to load import parameters from a previously saved template respectively.

Load with interpolation option allows to import file with interpolation. In case of presence missing values in any part of the file – they will be linear interpolated by the header field which is set in Matching field block. To set the header – choose it in the Reference field option. By pressing OK button the following message will appear:
Cancel – procedure of importing values to headers will be canceled with returning to Import Headers window. By pressing Yes button the value, which is currently displayed on dialog box, will be interpolated. Yes to all — all missing values will be interpolated.

Extrapolate - extrapolates values, missing at the beginning or in the end of file:

No extrapolate – extrapolation will not be done;

Use edge values – missing values will be filled equal the last value which is present in the file

Extrapolate – extrapolation using specified trend. Trend will be calculated by number of points, selected in Points to estimate trend field.

Recommended procedure:

First, click the File... button to select an ASCII spreadsheet file from which the values will be imported. File content will be displayed in the Import headers dialog box.

Then, specify the line range from which the values will be imported. To do this, select the first line to be imported by clicking the left mouse button and then click the From button in the Lines group. The number of the line which will be imported first will be displayed in the From field. Click the left mouse button on the last line you would like to import and click the To button in the Lines group. The number of the last imported line will be displayed in the To field. (Use a scroll bar while selection
if necessary). Also, the lines' numbers can be specified in the corresponding fields manually (the
numeration of lines in a file starts with 0). Line range specification is compulsory even when all lines
from the file are imported!

- Use Add... button to select the headers from the list of the headers for the Assign fields and
  Matching fields fields.

- Correlate selected headers with columns in the file. To do this, click the left mouse button (MB1)
on the header name in the Assign fields and Matching fields fields, then click on the column with
displayed text that corresponds to the selected header. After that, click the Column button and the
column number will appear in the Column field. Set Multiplier value for the selected header.

- When all parameters are set, click the OK button. Values import will be accomplished. The header
field values, where the values have been imported to (i.e. fields from the Assign fields list), will
appear as separate columns in the Geometry Spreadsheet window.

- In case of missing values in the file in any column, warning message with the position will appear.
  Press Cancel to stop importing process and return to Import headers window. While pressing Skip
button current value will be skipped without changing in the header (if Load with interpolation
function is disabled). Press Skip all button to skip all missing values in file (if Load with
interpolation function is disabled).
Trace Enumerator tool

A tool dialog box appears when you choose the command Tools/Trace Enumerator from the menu. This dialog box allows you to sort traces by two header fields and then to assign a continuous numbering index to them, the values of which are entered in the third header field.

Primary key (header field that will be used as a primary sort key) and Secondary key (header field that will be used as a secondary sort key) are set in the Sorting field.

The progression parameters for continuous numbering—Value and Increment—are set in the field Progression where you choose the field to which the acquired values will be written—Target header field.

Example of usage:

For instance, if the data include two traces with one FFID value, differing by TRACENO values, after using the Tool with parameters which are represented on the figure, the values of the field CHAN can be:

```
FFID TRACENO CHAN
1   1   0
1   2   1
2   1   3
2   2   4
```
Import of SPS-X files

To import SPS-X files use the menu command Tools/Import SPS-X.

The following dialog import window will open:

Recommended procedure:

- Choose the SPS-X file using the File… button. The file content will be reflected in the lower part of the window.

- Please indicate the lines of the file to load with the number of the starting line in the From field and the number of the ending line in the To field within the Lines section of the parameters. You can also position the mouse cursor on the required line and click the From or To button—the line number will be automatically reflected in the corresponding field.

- Choose the mode of line separation into separate fields Text table type Delimited by columns: the fields in line will be separated by a space.

- Fixed width by positions: the fields in line will have a distinct position relative to the start of the line and a fixed width.

- Set matching between the columns (positions) in file and header fields to which the data are loaded. The matching is carried out by the fields Field record number and Chanel. The loading is performed to the Source line, Receiver line, Source station location, and Receiver station location.

First of all, when you load a line you can determine the Field record number, corresponding to the line. Then, the channel numbers are determined for this record number using the fields From chanel,
To chanel, and Chanel increment. Furthermore, the values are loaded to the indicated headers for each trace from the fields Source line, Source station location, Receiver line (pairs record number - chanel), described by the given line.

As well, the value of Receiver station location is loaded for each trace according to the fields First receiver station location, Last receiver station location, and Receiver station location increment.

You should set the name of a specific trace header for each field that matches.

The current header names for each field (column Description of Field in the list of the upper left part of the window) are visualized in the right part of the list (Header Name column). To change the header corresponding to any field, double click on its name with the left mouse button or use the Change header button.

In order to set the column (position) in the file corresponding to a field:

- Select the field in the list using the mouse.
- In delimited mode, indicate the column number or point the mouse cursor to the required column and click the Set column button.

- In fixed width mode indicate the values of the first and last position in the corresponding entry fields, or select the required range using the mouse and click the Set pos button. The current range will be visualized in red, while the range being edited is visualized in blue (their intersection will be viewed in green). The fields Chanel increment and Receiver station location increment can be filled in by two methods: from the file (From file), indicating the column (positions), or manually (Manual), setting the value in the corresponding entry field. After setting all the parameters, click the OK button to load data from the SPS-X file.
UKOOA p1-90 files import

UKOOA p1-90 files are imported using the Import UKOOA p1-90 menu command.

The program imports source and receiver coordinates and elevations from the UKOOA file; the rest of the information contained in the file is ignored. Search for the values corresponding to sources and receivers is performed based on the S and R identifiers (source and receiver identifier, respectively) located at the beginning of the line in the file.

The import dialog box looks as follows:

![Import UKOOA P1-90 file dialog box]

The dialog box is divided into two main areas that control the import of headers associated with sources and receivers: Source format definition and Receiver format definition, respectively. Each import block has four columns: Field description – header field description, Beg – beginning of the column corresponding to the header value in the file being loaded, End – end of the column
corresponding to the header value in the file being loaded, and **Header name** – header field name. Header fields to which other values are linked are shown in blue. For source coordinates this is the FFID (shot number) field, for receiver coordinates – the CHAN (channel number) field. Three repeating CHAN header, coordinate and elevation fields are specified for receivers in the geometry assignment block since the standard UKOAA p1-90 file has three columns for coordinates/elevations. By default the range of values for each of the headers is specified in accordance with the standard UKOAA p1-90 file format (format description can be found at [www.seg.org](http://www.seg.org), the following link is active as of September 1, 2011: [www.seg.org/documents/10161/77915/ukooa_p1_90.pdf](http://www.seg.org/documents/10161/77915/ukooa_p1_90.pdf)).

**Recommended procedure:**

To load the file, press the **File...** button and select the file you need. Its contents will be displayed in the lower pane of the dialog box:
Left-clicking a line that contains a header field highlights the corresponding value column (according to the standard file format). If columns with header values are invalid for some reason, they need to be redefined. To do this, select the relevant header in the **Source format definition** block, select the range of values corresponding to that header in the lower pane by clicking and holding the left mouse button, and press **Set pos**. Values in the **Receiver format definition** block are assigned in a similar manner. The **Load template...** and **Save Template** buttons allow saving and loading the current file import settings. The **Load default** button restores default UKOOA p190 file import settings according to the current format.

Make sure that values correspond to all headers are valid and press **OK**. The coordinate and elevation values will be written to the specified headers in the database.
RadExPro header fields

To store auxiliary information on seismic data, the RadExPro program uses its own set of header fields. They are kept in database files, separate from data files which provides fast access to the header fields.

When creating a new project the set of header fields in the project is similar to trace headers in SEGY format. However further the header fields can be edited, i.e. you can add new fields and delete and rename the existing ones. To view and edit the active set of project header fields you should select the menu command Database/Edit header fields... in the main window of the program (project tree window).

In the new (or existing) header fields you can record various information. For example, seismic trace static shift or arrival time picked on the trace. You can do mathematical operations with header field values, convert them into picks, display changes of header values in different datasets, etc.

Edit Header Fields

To view and edit an active set of project header fields, select the menu command Database/Edit header... from the main window of the program (project tree window).

The window containing the list of headers from the active project will open:
In the header list there are three fields:

- **Name:** the name of header field
- **Type:** the type of header field value
- **Description:** header description

To add a new header field, click the **Insert** button. To edit the existing header field, double-click the left mouse button (MB1) on the name of the required field. To delete an existing header, select it in the list with the left mouse button (MB1) and click the **Delete** button. After the deletion has been confirmed the field will be deleted from the project.

When adding a new header field or editing the existing one, the following dialog box will appear:

![Dialog box](image)

Here you can specify/change the name, format, and description of the header. Enter/change the header field name in the **Name** field.

Select the required format of the header from the list of available formats. The header field values can be stored in one of the following formats:

- **Integer, Int32:** 32-byte integer
- **Int8:** 8-byte integer
- **Int16:** 16-byte integer
- **Real:** 32-byte real with floating point
- **Real8:** 64-byte real with floating point

In the **Description** field, specify the annotation or textual description of the header field.
After all parameters have been set, click the **OK** button. To exit without saving the changes click the **Cancel** button.

**Important header fields**

Below you can find a list of some most important standard **RadExPro** header fields. We advise you not to delete these fields or change their meaning.

- **DT**: sampling interval in ms
- **NUMSMP**: number of samples per trace
- **FFID**: seismogram number (shooting number)
- **SOURCE**: source point number
- **CDP**: CDP number
- **RECNO**: receiver point number
- **SOU_X, SOU_Y**: X coordinate of the source, Y coordinate of the source
- **REC_X, REC_Y**: X coordinate of the receiver, Y coordinate of the receiver
- **OFFSET**: distance between the source and the receiver
- **AOFFSET**: absolute value of the offset
- **CDP_X, CDP_Y**: X coordinate of the CDP, Y coordinate of the CDP
- **SFPIND**: identification number of dataset used while displaying objects on the map. For 3D data, it is given automatically when the file is registered in the project. In the case of 2D data, the profile number is specified in the Profile ID field in the SEG-Y Input or Add data file window.
- **SOU_INL, SOU_CRL**: the source number along the observation line, the source number across the observation line
- **REC_INL, REC_CRL**: the receiver number along the observation line, the receiver number across the observation line
- **ILINE_NO, XLINE_NO**: CDP number along the observation line, CDP number across the observation line

A correspondence of RadExPro header fields to SEG-Y standard trace header is provided in the description of the **SEG-Y Output** processing module.
Processing modules

Data I/O (Data input/output)

Trace input

This module is designed to load seismic data files registered in the project into the flow.

When launching this module, the following window will appear:

The Add…button from the Data Set field calls a standard dialog box Database Object Selection (see Database Object Selection window) with Choose dataset header, where you select the needed seismic dataset. You may choose one or several data sets. The names of the chosen datasets will appear in the Data Sets list. You may change the position of data sets in the list using the buttons with arrows to the right of the list (while reading the unsorted data using the Get all option may be useful). The data sets, selected using the mouse can be removed from the field, using the Delete button. The Add…button from the Sort Fields field calls a standard dialog window, containing the list of header fields. You need to choose sort keys from the list, in order to perform the input data sorting. The selected keys will appear in the list Sort Fields. Mutual position of keys on the list can be changed using the buttons with arrows to the right of the list. You can delete selected keys from the list using the Delete button.
If the option Selection is on, the data—input into the flow—will be sorted in accordance with the sort keys that are given in the field Sort Fields. You should write a line with the input range for each key in the Selection field. A colon separates the ranges of different keys.

For example:

Let's assume that 2 sort keys are selected in the field Sort Fields. Then the range line in the Selection field will look like the following:

*:* - all data, sorted according to two selected keys will be input

*:1000-2000(5) – the data, sorted by the second key will be input within the range of 1000 to 2000 with 5 as an increment.

The Select from file option loads the input string from the text file range. Click the button File…, choose the required file with the text samples assignment from the pop-up window.

The Get all option allows loading the whole data set in the order they were recorded without any additional sorting. You don’t need to assign sort keys and ranges. When you choose this option the corresponding fields become inaccessible and their content doesn’t affect the result. If the field Data sets contains several data sets, the first data set input in the flow will be the uppermost in the list, then the next one, etc. To assign the required input sequence, use the buttons with arrows to the right of the list Data sets.
Trace Output

This module is used to record the data from the flow into the program database in any of the formats: R4, I2, I1. When launching this module the following window will appear:

When clicking the File... button the Select Dataset dialog box will appear. Here, in the Location field, define the path to where the file to be created will be stored. The name for the file that will be created should be entered into Object name field or, if the user wants to save the file under an old name, it should be selected from the list in the Objects field.

Activation of the Store headers outside database option saves the headers outside the database (this is the recommended method).

In the Output sample format field the user can choose the desired format for saving the data of the file under creation.

SEG-Y input

This module is designed to input external (with respect to the project) files in SEG_Y format, into the flow. When this module is activated the following window appears:
To choose input files click Add.... In the dialog box you may choose one or several files from one directory (to choose several files use the Ctrl and Shift buttons). After you have chosen the files, their names will appear in the File(s) field. When you choose several files check the correctness of their mutual position in the list: the uppermost file from the list will be loaded to the flow first, then the next one, and so forth from top to bottom. If you need, you may correct the mutual position of the files in the list. Select the file for which the position is to be changed using the mouse and, using the corresponding buttons with arrows to the right of the list, move it up or down.

You may delete one or several selected files from the list using the Delete button. The other method is to save the current file list as a text file on a disk (Save list...) and to load the list of files (Load list...).

The following parameters will be automatically set after choosing SEG-Y files, from the headers of the first file from the list. However, if you need you may change the values of parameters manually.

Indicate the format to read the samples from the input file in the field Sample format. Here:

- **I1** – 8-bit integer
- **I2** – 16-bit integer
- **I4** – 32-bit integer
**R4** – 32-bit floating point real, or IBM floating point, or IEEE as a function of option **IBM Floating Point**

Options **SEG-Y Normal/Reverse byte order (MSB first)/(LSB first)** set normal and reverse byte order in the word.

After choosing SEG-Y files, the sampling interval in ms will be reflected in the field **Sample interval**, the trace length in file, in samples, will be shown in the field **Trace length**. The values can be changed by the user and any change influences the process of file reading. However the values taken from the traces of the input file will still be in the header fields.

After opening the file, the number of traces in the **Number of traces** field in the selected SEG-Y file will be displayed. This value is calculated depending on file size and trace length. If the user has changed the trace length in the **Trace length** field, in order to recalculate the trace number in the file, click the **OK** button and open the dialog box of the module in the flow again. A new value corresponding to the changed trace length will appear in the **Number of traces** field.

The option **Use trace weighting factor** indicates the necessity to take into account the normalizing coefficient during amplitude recovery, recorded in bytes 169–170 of the trace's header (see module **SEG-Y Output** description). The option is checked by default, however in cases, when the bytes are filled in incorrectly (for example, contain “trash”) this option needs to be toggled off. The sort keys of the input data are indicated in the **Sorted by** field (by header names). The change of the keys doesn’t have any impact on the real input data sorting, however it allows making the set by values’ ranges of the indicated keys using the **Selection** option.

The options **Get all/Selection** gets all the data or a part of the data confined by primary and secondary keys, indicated in the field **Sorted by**. If we input a part of the data, then the limitations on the primary and the secondary keys are indicated in the **Selection** field.

**For example:**

*: * - all data will be input, *: 1000–2000(5) - according to the secondary key the data will be input in the range of 1000 to 2000 with step 5.

Depending on the type of input data (3D/2D) the **3D Survey/2D Survey** options, respectively, should be selected. If the input data are 2D data (**2D Survey** option is selected), then you should indicate the unique profile number in the **Profile ID** field.

The **Remap header values** option (see **Add data file to project** chapter) sets the format of the remap. The **Save template...** button saves the active remap into the database.
The **Load template**... button loads the remap previously saved in the database.

**SEG-Y output**

This module serves to save the (processed) data from the flow, into an external file in SEG-Y format on disk. When this module is activated the following window appears:

To enter the name of the input SEG-Y file where the data will be saved, click the **Browse**... button. After the file has been chosen, its name and path will be displayed in the **File** field. You can enter the output file name in the **File** field manually.

The format in which the samples will be recorded into the file should be defined in the **Sample format** field. Here:

I1 – 8-byte integer

I2 – 16-byte integer I4 – 32-byte integer

R4 – 32-byte real with floating point, or IBM floating point, or IEEE depending on **IBM Floating Point** option state
The **SEG-Y Normal/Reverse byte order (MSB first)/(LSB first)** options assign normal or reverse byte order in a word, respectively.

**The Trace weighting** field saves data in integer format without loss of raw dynamic range. The options of this field become accessible, if one of the integer formats is chosen in the field **Sample format** (I1, I2, or I4).

According to SEG-Y format specifications, N value can possess the values 0, 1, … 32767. However, in case the dynamic range of data exceeds that of the chosen integer format, there is an alternative option of using negative values of N. To permit the usage of negative N values, check the option **Allow negative weighting factor** (this option is accessible when you toggle on **Allow trace weighting**).

If you don’t use **Trace weighting**, or if you use only positive N values, in cases where the amplitude values go beyond the dynamic range of the record format, the following warning appears during the run of the module:

![Warning Message](image)

To toggle off the warning, toggle on the option **Suppress out of range warnings**.

The **Remap header values** option allows format remapping while SEG-Y-file recording (see **Add data file** chapter).

The **Save template** and **Load template** buttons save the active format remap into the project database and loads a previously saved remap from the database, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RadExPro Plus header field</th>
<th>Byte numbers of SEG-Y trace header</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRACENO</td>
<td>1–4</td>
<td>Sequence number of the trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFID</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>Original field record number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAN</td>
<td>13–16</td>
<td>Channel number (trace number within the original field record)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE</td>
<td>17–20</td>
<td>Source point number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>21–24</td>
<td>CDP ensemble number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQNO</td>
<td>25–28</td>
<td>Trace number within the CDP ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC_TYPE</td>
<td>29–30</td>
<td>Trace identification code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACKCNT</td>
<td>31–32</td>
<td>Number of vertically summed traces yielding this trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRFOLD</td>
<td>33–34</td>
<td>Number of horizontally stacked traces yielding this trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFSET</td>
<td>37–40</td>
<td>Offset (distance from center of the source point to the center of the receiver group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC_ELEV</td>
<td>41–44</td>
<td>Receiver group elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOU_ELEV</td>
<td>45–48</td>
<td>Surface elevation at source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPTH</td>
<td>49–52</td>
<td>Source depth below surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC_DATUM</td>
<td>53–56</td>
<td>Datum elevation at receiver group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOU_DATUM</td>
<td>57–60</td>
<td>Datum elevation at source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOU_H2OD</td>
<td>61–64</td>
<td>Water depth at source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC_H2OD</td>
<td>65–68</td>
<td>Water depth at receiver group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOU_X</td>
<td>73–76</td>
<td>Source X-coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOU_Y</td>
<td>77–80</td>
<td>Source Y-coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC_X</strong></td>
<td>81–84</td>
<td>Receiver group X-coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC_Y</strong></td>
<td>85–88</td>
<td>Receiver group Y-coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UPHOLE</strong></td>
<td>95–96</td>
<td>Uphole time at source in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC_UPHOLE</strong></td>
<td>97–98</td>
<td>Uphole time at receiver group in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOU_STAT</strong></td>
<td>99–100</td>
<td>Source static correction in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC_STAT</strong></td>
<td>101–102</td>
<td>Receiver group static correction in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOT_STAT</strong></td>
<td>103–104</td>
<td>Total static correction in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TLIVE_S</strong></td>
<td>111–112</td>
<td>Mute time — Start time in milliseconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TFULL_S</strong></td>
<td>113–114</td>
<td>Mute time — End time in milliseconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NUMSMP</strong></td>
<td>115–116</td>
<td>Number of samples is trace (RadExPro Plus specifies: one value for all traces from the internal parameters of the data frame!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DT</strong></td>
<td>117–118</td>
<td>Sample interval in microseconds (RadExPro Plus specific: one value for all traces from the internal parameters of the data frame!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IGAIN</strong></td>
<td>119–120</td>
<td>Gain type code of field instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PREAMP</strong></td>
<td>121–122</td>
<td>Instrument gain constant (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EARLYG</strong></td>
<td>123–124</td>
<td>Instrument early or initial gain (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COR_FLAG</strong></td>
<td>125–126</td>
<td>Correlation flag (1=yes, 2=no)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEEPFREQSTART</strong></td>
<td>127–128</td>
<td>Sweep frequency at start (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEEPFREQEND</strong></td>
<td>129–130</td>
<td>Sweep frequency at end (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEEPLEN</strong></td>
<td>131–132</td>
<td>Sweep length in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEETYPE</strong></td>
<td>133–134</td>
<td>Sweep type code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEETAPSTART</strong></td>
<td>135–136</td>
<td>Sweep trace taper length at start in milliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEETAPEND</strong></td>
<td>137–138</td>
<td>Sweep trace taper length at end in milliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEETAPCODE</strong></td>
<td>139–140</td>
<td>Taper type code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value Range</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAFXILT</td>
<td>141–142</td>
<td>Alias filter frequency (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAXSLOP</td>
<td>143–144</td>
<td>Alias filter slope (dB/octave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQXN</td>
<td>145–146</td>
<td>Notch filter frequency (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FXNSLOP</td>
<td>147–148</td>
<td>Notch filter slope (dB/octave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQXL</td>
<td>149–150</td>
<td>Low cut frequency in Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQXH</td>
<td>151–152</td>
<td>High-cut frequency in Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FXLSLOP</td>
<td>147–148</td>
<td>Low-cut slope in dB/oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FXHSLOP</td>
<td>155–156</td>
<td>High-cut slope in dB/oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>169–170</td>
<td>Trace weighting factor defined as $1/2^N$, where $N = 0, 1, \ldots, 32767$ for integer formats (RadExPro Plus specific: negative integer values are allowed if the option Allow negative weighting factor is toggled on!)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEG-D Input**

This module is designed to input external (relative to the project) data from disk files in SEG-D format into the flow. The parameters dialog looks like the following:
A method of calculating number of samples

As there are different ways to calculate the number of trace samples for different seismic stations, you should indicate the calculation method in the parameter section **Trace length**: 

- $NP = (TE - TF)/dt + 1$ – if a zero sample corresponds to the start time (TF from Channel Set Descriptor), while the last sample corresponds to the end time (TE from Channel Set Descriptor)
- $NP = (TE - TF)/dt$ – if there is no information for the end time (TE) in data
- **Override trace length** – the given mode allows the user to specify the number of trace samples in manual mode

**Preamplifier gain**

The **Apply pre-amplifier gain** parameter allows choosing **Station Type**. The station type selected affects the position in SEG-D file from where the descale multiplier (MP-factor) will be read.

**Skip records of types**
If you specify the record type in the field **Skip records of types**, the records of the indicated type will not be loaded by the module. If you indicate -1 in this field, the records of any type will be loaded. If you have to indicate several record types, you should use a colon as the separator.

**Input channel type(s)**

The field **Input channel type(s)** indicates the channel type of traces input into the flow. Different types of channels are separated by a colon. If you indicate -1 in this field, all channels will be input into the flow.

*Example:* 1:2 – the traces of channels 1 and 2 are input.

**Specify seismic data channel type(s)**

The field **Specify seismic data channel type(s)** indicates the types of channels containing seismic data. It is used along with **Set auxiliary channel number to negative** parameter. When it is set, the values of the channel numbers, which are not considered seismic channels, are negative.

**Suppress warnings**

Exceptional cases can sometimes arise when reading data from files. If the cause of such a situation is not critical, the module can process it in a special way (for instance, in the case of a mismatch of sample numbers in different sets of channels) or proceed to read from another shot/file. The notification to a user is made in the form of a small message window and the module stops operation and waits until the user presses **OK**. Often that kind of behavior is unwanted, and to suppress the notification on the screen you are recommended to tick the flag **Suppress warnings**. In this case all messages will be written to a log-file, if it is indicated.

**Remap SEGD main header values.**

Allows specifying **Remap** of shot header into the **RadExPro** headers of traces being loaded, i.e., you can save a trace header with the indication of the number format and its position (starting position + increment on channels set) in the file header. If the indicated header is not registered in the list, the remap cannot come into effect. The number format must be one of the following: 1I, 2I, 4I, #B, #C, 4RIBM, 4RIEEE, 8RIEEE. The line of header remap consists of six fields and a symbol '/' at the end as a record separator, relating to different headers. The fields within the record are separated by commas.

*For example:*

YEAR,Year of shot, 2B,,10.5 / SOURCE,,1i,,76/
Field 1: YEAR – the name of the registered RadExPro trace header field

Field 2: Year of shot – description of header field (used only for record descriptive purposes), can be omitted.

Field 3: 2B – format of value in the header SEGD. This field can be one of the following: 1I (1-byte integer), 2I (2-byte integer), 4I (4-byte integer), #B (1–9 BCD numbers), #C (1–9 numbers in symbolic notation), 4RIBM (4-byte IBM floating point), 4RIEEE (4-byte IEEE floating point), 8RIEEE (8-byte IEEE double precision floating point). Number format BCD as well as numbers in symbolic notation are indicated in the form: 'number B', for example, 3B for three numbers BCD or 4C for four numbers in symbolic notation.

Field 4: 1:2:3 or flex – field to control channel sets. If this field is void, it means that all channel sets are selected. If this field contains set numbers (1:2:3), to get a position to read the value from, the starting position (field 6) is incremented by product (set number)*(increment (Field 5)). The set numbers should be separated by colons. The headers are written only for traces that belong to the indicated sets. This header will not be rewritten for traces from the other channel sets.

byte position = start byte position + (channel set – 1)*increment

If the field contains the identifier flex, in order to get a position to read the value from, the start position is incremented by the product (overall number of channel sets) * (increment).

byte position = start byte position + (total channel sets )*increment

Field 5: Increment - used together with field 4 to ensure flexibility in indication of the read value position. If there is a number in this field the start position (Field 5) is incremented by the indicated number of bytes for each channels’ set or for all sets of channels. If the field is void, the increment is equal to zero. If the input number is not a BCD number, the increment should not be multiple of the byte, as the byte contains two BCD numbers.

For example: K1,,3B,,1.5, 0.5/

Here the value for traces from the first set are BCD numbers 1–3, and for the traces of the second set BCD numbers 4–6.

Field 6: 10.5 – is the starting position in SEGD header. If the input number is a BCD number, the increment can be in full or half bytes (nibbles). In that case, in order to read the first BCD digit from the first nibble of the byte you should indicate the position that is half a byte less than the byte number.
For example, the first nibble of byte 3, has position 2.5, while the second nibble of the byte 3 has position 3.

**Remap SEGD trace header values**

Allows remapping (Remap) SEGD trace headers into RadExPro trace headers. The remap line format is identical to the case of shot header; the only exception is that field 4 and Field 5 should be void.

**Log file**

All messages, as well as other useful information on the file being loaded (for instance the main shot header, channel set headers, and trace headers) can be saved to a log-file. To do so you can switch on the option **Debug log file** and indicate the text file name, where you prefer to output the report on the job run. This possibility can be used for error diagnostics and exception cases.
SEG-B Input

This module is designed to input external (with respect to the project) files in SEG-B format into the flow. The parameter dialog of the module is shown on the following picture:

Click **Add...** button to choose input files. In the dialog box you may choose one or several files from one directory (to choose several files use the *Ctrl* and *Shift* buttons). After you have chosen the files, their names will appear in the **File(s)** field. When you choose several files check the correctness of their mutual position in the list: the uppermost file from the list will be loaded to the flow first, then the next one, and so forth downwards. If you need, you may correct the mutual position of the files in the list. Using the mouse select the file (or several files) for which the position is to be changed and, using the corresponding buttons with arrows to the right of the list, move the selected file (or files) up or down.

You may delete one or several selected files from the list using the **Delete** button.

It is also possible to save the current file list as an ASCII text file on a disk (**Save list...**) and to load the list of files (**Load list...**) from an ASCII text file.

**IMPORTANT!** All input files in the list must have the same trace lengths and sample intervals!
When the files are selected the **Trace Length** (in samples) and and **Sample Interval** (in ms) are detected from the headers of the last file in the list. You can check the values for any other file from the list by double-clicking on its name.

If the trace length and/or sample interval are determined incorrectly, you can change the values manually. When the traces are read from the files, the values of trace length and sample intervals are taken from the corresponding dialog fields, not from the file headers.

Exceptional cases can sometimes arise when reading the data, e.g. sample interval indicated in the file headers may differ from the value indicated in the **Sample Interval** field of the dialog that will be actually used. Then a warning message box is demonstrated and the module operation stops waiting until the user clicks the **OK** button. Often this kind of behavior is undesirable – set the **Suppress warnings** not to see the warning messages.

**SEG-2 Input**

This module is designed to input external (with respect to the project) files in SEG-2 format into the flow. The parameter dialog of the module is shown on the following picture:
Click **Add...** button to choose input files. In the dialog box you may choose one or several files from one directory (to choose several files use the **Ctrl** and **Shift** buttons). After you have chosen the files, their names will appear in the **File(s)** field. When you choose several files check the correctness of their mutual position in the list: the uppermost file from the list will be loaded to the flow first, then the next one, and so forth downwards. If you need, you may correct the mutual position of the files in the list. Using the mouse select the file (or several files) for which the position is to be changed and, using the corresponding buttons with arrows to the right of the list, move the selected file (or files) up or down.

You may delete one or several selected files from the list using the **Delete** button.

It is also possible to save the current file list as an ASCII text file on a disk (**Save list...**) and to load the list of files (**Load list...**) from an ASCII text file.

**IMPORTANT!** All input files in the list must have the same trace lengths and sample intervals!

When the files are selected the **Trace Length** (in samples) and **Sample Interval** (in ms) are detected from the headers of the last file in the list. You can check the values for any other file from the list by double-clicking on its name.

If the trace length and/or sample interval are determined incorrectly, you can change the values manually. When the traces are read from the files, the values of trace length and sample intervals are taken from the corresponding dialog fields, not from the file headers.

Exceptional cases can sometimes arise when reading the data, e.g. sample interval indicated in the file headers may differ from the value indicated in the **Sample Interval** field of the dialog that will be actually used. Then a warning message box is demonstrated and the module operation stops waiting until the user clicks the **OK** button. Often this kind of behavior is undesirable – set the **Suppress warnings** not to see the warning messages.
Text Output

The module is designed to output the data from the flow to an external ASCII file. The parameter dialog of the module looks as following:

Click the **Browse** button to select an output file name, or type it manually to the **File** field.

As a result of the module operation, an ASCII file of the following type will be generated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Tr0000</th>
<th>Tr0001</th>
<th>Tr0002</th>
<th>Tr0003</th>
<th>Tr0004....</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00.0</td>
<td>-90.81</td>
<td>18.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.0</td>
<td>-41.16</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.0</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>-21.21</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.0</td>
<td>50.28</td>
<td>-54.04</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

.....

The first column (T) contains the two-way time values corresponding to each of the samples of the seismic traces.

The following columns are the traces. They contain the amplitudes of the samples. The column names (Tr0000, Tr0001, Tr0002, etc.) contain the trace sequential numbers (0-based).

**IMPORTANT!** When saving to ASCII the module truncates the amplitudes to 2 decimal digits. This may lead to the dynamic range loss (e.g. if all the amplitudes in the dataset varies within the range of -0.009 - +0.009 the output file will contain only zeros). In such a situation it is recommended that the *Trace Math* routine is placed in the flow in front of the *Trace Output* to multiply all amplitudes by a constant.
**SCS-3 Input**

This module is designed to input the external (with respect to the project) SCS-3 files into the flow. When this module is activated the following window appears:

To set the name for the input of the SCS-3-file, click the **Browse...** button. After the file has been chosen, its name and path will appear in the **File** field. You can also enter the input file name manually in the **File** field.

The **Normal/Reverse byte order (MSB first)/(LSB first)** options assign normal or reverse byte order in a word, respectively.

The **IBM Floating Point** option defines the format for the real numbers (IBM floating point or IEEE).

The **Number of traces** field reflects the number of traces in the selected file.

In the **Trace length** field the number of trace counts in the selected file is displayed.

The **Override Trace Length** flag allows access to the value in the **Trace length** window. The number of trace samples defined by the user will prevail over the number of samples calculated from the header fields of the first trace.

The **Remap header values** (see **Add data file** chapter) option allows format remap setting. The **Load template...** button loads the remap previously saved in the database. The **Save template...** button saves the current remap into database.
**Super Gather**

This module creates and inserts into the flow, the trace sets (supergathers) composed of several CDP gathers (in 2D case) or of several In Lines-Cross Lines (in 3D case), breaking the created set into trace groups with a specified constant offset step (binning), subsuming the binned traces within the set.

When this module is activated, the following window appears:

![Super Gather Window](image)

Depending on whether the data are 2D or 3D the **2D Gather** or **3D Gather** option, is chosen.

If **2D Gather** option is chosen, then:

- In the **X Start** field, set the number for the CDP start point for the sets' creation, in the **X End** field, specify the end point.
- In the **X Step** field, specify the interval (in CDP numbers) between the neighboring sets.
- In the **X Range** field, indicate the number of CDP points to be included in one set.

If the **3D Gather** option is chosen, then:

- In the **X Start** field, specify the start In-Line for set's creation, in **X End** field, specify the end In-Line.
- In the **X Step** field, specify the interval in In-Line numbers between the neighboring sets.
In the **X Range** field, indicate the number of In-Lines to be included in one set.

In the **Y Start, Y end**, etc. fields, set similar parameters but this time for Cross-Lines.

The **Bin Offsets** option activation switches on the offset summing mode.

The offset start (in the **Off.start** field) and offset end (in the **Off.End** field) should be set.

In the **Off.Step** the distance between the traces is defined in meters.

In the **Off.Range** the interval around subsuming points is expressed in meters. All traces within this interval will take part in subsuming.

The **Dataset...** button opens the **Database Object Selection** dialog box, to, select a file from the database.

The **Save template** and **Load template** buttons save the module parameters in the form of templates into the project database and load the parameters from previously saved templates.
Data Input

This module has been designed to load external seismic data files into the flow. In most cases we recommend not to use this option. Instead, register a file in the project via the Add data file... command selected from the Database menu, and then load it into the flow via the Trace Input module. If you need to load an unregistered file into the flow and there is a specific module for the file format, it would be preferable to apply the specific module rather than Data Input (for example, to load files in SEG-Y format it would be preferable to use SEG-Y Input instead of Data Input).

At present, the module supports 7 standard data formats (SEG-Y, SEG-2, SEG-1, Pulse EKKO, RAMAC/GPR, Zond, Diogen) and a user defined format. The user defined format support allows for reading of the data in any format having fixed file header and trace header lengths as well as fixed numbers presentation format, which can be one of the following: 8, 16, 32-byte signed integer, 32-byte real with floating point (in IEEE or IBM floating point standards). It is assumed that all numbers are recorded starting from lower byte to upper byte.

Information about sample interval (\(dt\)) and distance between traces (\(dx\)) is obtained automatically from the input file only when it is in one of the standard formats.

Parameters

The Data Input module has the following parameters:

- **Format** - select data file format out of seven possible formats (see above). By default the SEG-2 format is selected.
dx - distance between adjacent traces expressed in meters

Length - the profile length expressed in meters, varies according to dx \( (\text{Length} = (n-1) \times \text{dx}) \), where n - is a number of traces in file

dt - sampling interval in time expressed in milliseconds

From t – start time to be read from the file (0 - first sample in trace)

To t – end time to be read from the file (if it is greater than the end time recorded in the file, then all data is read)

From x - linear coordinate of the first trace to be read from the file (0 - first trace in file)

To x - linear coordinate of the last trace be read

Data X Offset - sets the offset (in meters) of the first trace of the data file with regard to x axis zero. In From x, to x fields the values should be set taking into account the Data X Offset. (For example, if Data X Offset equals 10, then the first trace in the file is associated with the X coordinate that equals 10 meters).

Reverse - if the flag is switched on, then the data will be read from the file in reverse order.

IBM Floating point - if the flag is switched on, then the numbers in R4 format are considered to be in R4 IBM 370 format, otherwise they are taken as R4 IEEE.

File - by clicking this button you open a standard Windows dialog box for file selection. When the file is chosen the number of traces contained in a file will appear in the Trace Count: field. Here, the number of traces will be calculated according to the format that has been selected and, if the file format does not agree with currently selected format, the trace number may be defined incorrectly.

If one of the standard formats was chosen from the list then, after the file has been selected, the values obtained from file and trace headers will be automatically entered into dx, dt, Data X Offset fields (if the headers contain this information). After the fields have been automatically set, they can be changed by the user. In the flow the dx and dt values will be assumed as equal to those indicated in the Data Input parameters.

Format definition - enabled when User Defined format is selected. It allows the user to define any arbitrary demultiplexed data format with fixed lengths of file and trace headers and fixed trace length. At that, only the data samples will be loaded from the file. The headers will be simply skipped and, therefore, all header information will be omitted. To define a format set the following:

File passport - file header length (bytes)
- **Trace passport** - trace header length (bytes)
- **Trace points** - trace length (samples);
- **Data format** - number presentation format (I1, I2, I4 - 8, 16, 32-byte integers, respectively, R432-byte real with floating point).
- **Save Template** – saves the dialog parameters as database template.
- **Load Template** – loads the dialog parameters from a database template.
Data output

This module saves the (processed) data from the flow into an external file on disk.

The dialog box for module parameters specification is similar to Data Input dialog box. Similar fields have similar meaning. The Remap option and corresponding text field designed for format remapping are similar to those of the Add data file (see Add data file chapter) tool.

In this case the File button opens a standard dialog box for selecting the name for the file to which the data will be saved. This module saves the data in two standard formats (SEG-Y and SEG-2) and in the format defined by the user.

If a user defined format is used, apply format remapping to save RadExPro header information into the trace headers of the output file.

In SEG-2 format, the following extra fields will be recorded into the file header:

PROCESSING_DATE: file record date

PROCESSING_TIME: file record time

TRACE SORT AS_ACQUIRED:

UNITS METERS:

The following extra fields will be recorded into SEG-2 trace headers:

DELAY 0:

RECEIVER LOCATION: trace_number*dx
SAMPLE_INTERVAL: \( dt \)

**WARNING:** When saving processed data in a user defined format with integer types of data, pay attention to the dynamic range of the samples. For example, after automating gain control the sample values range from -1 to 1 and while saving this data in I2 number format the recorded samples will take on only three values -1, 0, 1. To save this kind of data in integer formats you can use the *Amplitude correction* routine, for example, and set the Time variant scaling equal to a constant for the whole trace. The constant is defined from the ratio of flow data range to the range of integer format under use. (The I1 range is 127–128. The I2 range is \(-32,768–32,768\). The I4 range is \(2,147,483,648–2,147,483,647\).)

**RAMAC/GPR**

When selecting the RAMAC/GPR format data input routine the following dialog box will appear.

![RAMAC/GPR Input Dialog Box](image)

Click the “**Browse**” button to select a file in RAMAC/GPR (*.rad file extension). After that information about the file will appear in the dialog box fields.

In the “**Profile length**” group in the first field, the number of traces (GPR shots) recorded in the file will be displayed. In the second field, the profile length in meters will be shown, “**Incr. (dL)=**” will show the profile increment, i.e. distance in meters between the adjacent traces. In case if the profile increment is determined incorrectly you can change it by specifying the new value.
To confirm the data file selection click the “OK”.

**LOGIS**

When selecting the GPR LOGIS (OKO) format data input routine the dialog box shown on the following figure will appear. Press the “Browse” button to select a GPR file in LOGIS format. If you click the “i” button the window containing information about the selected file will open.

To confirm the data file selection click “OK”.

GSSI

When you chose the GSSI format of GPR data input the window shown on the figure below will open. Click the “Browse” button to select a GPR file in SIR GSSI (*.dzt file extension) format. The name of selected file will display in “File” field. To confirm the data file selection press “OK”.

Dataset Math

The module performs trace by trace arithmetics with 2 datasets and input the result into the flow. The most typical usage is to subtract processing result from the input wavefield to check the difference.

Module parameters are shown below:

Use buttons to select First dataset and Second dataset. Select arithmetic operation to be performed: Subtract or Add. If subtracting, samples of each trace of the second dataset will be subtracted from those of sequentially the same trace of the first one; if adding – they will be added. The result will be input to the flow.

Using radio-buttons to the right of the dataset names, you can select which set of headers shall be associated with the input resulting traces – taken either from the first or from the second dataset.
**Trace Header Math**

The **Trace Header Math** module is meant for doing mathematical operations with values of existing headers. The operations should be specified in the form of equations.

When the module is activated the following window appears:

![Trace Header Math window](image)

**General syntaxes**

<header name1>=<form1>

< header name2>=<form2>

A form may include digital constants, header field values, functions, mathematical operation:

- **Digital constants:**

   Examples:

   1 5.6 3.81e5

- **Header fields' values**

   In the right-hand part of equations [<header name>] must be placed into square brackets. Examples:

   [sou_x], [source], [recno]

- **Mathematical operations:**

   + addition,

   - subtraction,

   * multiplication / division
involution

Functions: sin(x) - x sine;

\[ \cos(x) - x \cosine; \]

\[ \tan(x) - x \tan; \]

\[ \cot(x) - x \cot; \]

\[ \arcsin(x) - x \arcsin; \]

\[ \arccos(x) - x \arccos; \]

\[ \arctan(x) - x \arctan; \]

\[ \exp(x) - x \exp; \]

\[ \log(x) - x \log; \]

\[ \ln(x) - x \ln; \]

\[ \sqrt{x} - x^2; \]

\[ \sqrt{x} - x \sqrt{x}; \]

\[ \sinh(x) - x \sinh; \]

\[ \cosh(x) - x \cosh; \]

\[ \text{sinc}(x) = \sin(x)/x; \]

\[ \text{abs}(x) - x \text{ abs}; \]

\[ \text{sign}(x) - \text{ sign}; \]

\[ \text{round}(x) - \text{ round}; \]

\[ \text{trunc}(x) - \text{ trunc}; \]

\[ \text{ceil}(x) - \text{ ceil}; \]

\[ \text{fmod}(x, y) - \text{ fmod}; \]

\[ \text{cond}(c, x, y) - \text{ cond}; \]

When specifying a condition you can use the following logical operations:

\[ < - \text{ less}, \]

\[ <= - \text{ less or equal}, \]
> - more,

>= - more or equal,

= - equal,

& - logical AND,

| - logical OR, ! - logical negation;

mindrv(x, y) - if x = 9999.0, it gives y, otherwise it gives x (equals cond(x=9999, y, x) )

utmx(lat, lon, lon_m) / utmx(lat, lon, lon_m) - functions of geographical coordinates (lat - latitude, lon - longitude expressed in degrees, lon_m – longitude of the central meridian of the desired UTM zone) conversion into x/y coordinates - UTM meters.

**Operation examples**

sfpind=1

tot_stat = [rec_stat] + [sou_stat]

ffid = trunc(([traceno]-1)/24) + 1

chan = fmod([traceno]-1, 24) + 1

trc_type = cond(abs([disperse]) >= 0.8, 1, 2)

**Save template** and **Load template** buttons are meant for active equation saving in the template in the project database and for previously saved template loading respectively.

**NOTE:** The text buffer of the module can accommodate 200 characters. When a greater number of characters is typed, the buffer can become overfilled and an error message will appear. In this case, reduce the number of operations. To fulfill the rest of operations, enter another copy of module into the flow.
Near-Surface Geometry Input

This module is used to assign geometry to field data obtained using the CMP, refraction seismic survey and surface wave analysis methods.

Module operation

For the module to function correctly, the data must be input in the order of their sequence along the profile, since the coordinates are calculated sequentially for each source position.

The following header fields are assigned to the source data set as a result of running the module:

- source coordinates – *sou_x* header field,
- receiver coordinates – *rec_x* header field,
- source to receiver distances – *offset* header field,
- CMP coordinates – *cdp_x* header field (calculated only if the Reflection tab is active),
- CMP numbers – *cdp* header field (calculated only if the Reflection tab is active),

The following procedure is recommended: load the data set using the Trace Input module → Assign the geometry using the Geometry Input module → Output the current data set into a separate data set with the assigned geometry using the Trace Output module.

The main dialog box of the module is divided into two tabs: assignment of geometry to data obtained using the CMP and surface wave analysis methods (Reflection/MASW) and assignment of geometry to data obtained using the refraction seismic survey method (Refraction). Each array type has its corresponding interactive image that visually displays the current parameter of the tab being edited (for example, receiver position, source position etc.). The module interface is shown below:
Module description

- **Reflection/MASW** – this tab allows assigning geometry to data obtained using the CMP and surface wave analysis methods.

**Fixed mode**

This mode is used when the receiver array is fixed along the profile and the source positions are moved along the array. In this case the following initial parameters need to be entered in order to calculate the geometry (all distances are specified in meters):

- **First source position** – coordinate of the first source position.
- **Source step** – source position step.
Number of channels – number of receiver array channels.

First receiver position – coordinate of the first channel.

Receiver step – channel step.

Bin size – bin size. Data obtained using the CMP method need to have the CMP number specified in the CDP header field for further processing. Enter the preferred bin size in this field to calculate the corresponding header.

Number of shots at one point – number of shots per one profile point. If several observations were made at a single profile point, specify their number in this field. This value may reflect both the number aggregations at the source position (if they were not stacked in the field) and different shot types (left/right). All shots at the same source position will be assigned the same source position coordinate.

Reassign FFID and CHAN headers – if the header fields corresponding to the source position (FFID) and channel (CHAN) were left empty or were specified incorrectly, this option allows recalculating them based on the entered array parameters. Make sure that the data are input sequentially.

Variable mode
This mode is used to calculate the geometry of data obtained using an end-on array (the receiver array is moved together with the source along the profile at a certain step).

The following initial parameters are required to calculate the geometry:

- **First source position** – coordinate of the first source position.
- **Source step** – source position step.
- **Number of channels** – number of receiver array channels.
- **First receiver position** – coordinate of the first channel.
- **Receiver step** – channel step.
**Number of shots at one point** – number of shots per one profile point. If several observations were made at a single profile point, specify their number in this field. This value may reflect both the number aggregations at the source position (if they were not stacked in the field) and different shot types (left/right). All shots at the same source position will be assigned the same source position coordinate.

**Reassign FFID and CHAN headers** – if the header fields corresponding to the source position (FFID) and channel (CHAN) were left empty or were specified incorrectly, this option allows recalculating them based on the entered array parameters. Make sure that the data are input sequentially.

**Refraction mode**

**Refraction/MASW** – this tab allows assigning geometry to data obtained using the refraction seismic survey method.

There are three main areas of the tab: 1) receiver line parameters, 2) offset source position coordinates, 3) streamer source position coordinates. The source position coordinates may be specified either with a fixed or with a variable step.
**Receivers** – coordinates of the receiver array on the profile.

**First receiver position** – coordinate of the first receiver.

**Receiver step** – distance between the channels.

**Number of channels** – number of channels in the receiver array.

**Streamer sources** – coordinates of the source positions on the streamer.

If the source positions on the streamer were moved at a fixed step, use the **Const Step** option and specify the following parameters:

**First source position** – coordinate of the first source.

**Source step** – source position step.

If the source position step was not fixed, select the **Variable Step** option. A table will open, allowing you to specify the source position coordinates on the streamer in the **source position number – coordinate** format. The number of lines in the table is the same as the value entered in the **Number of sources** field. Enter the coordinates of all source positions on the streamer (sequentially along the profile) into the table.

**Offset sources** – coordinates of the source positions at offsets specified separately for the “forward” and “reverse” source positions. As in the previous case, the source positions can have either fixed or variable step.

To specify the coordinates with a fixed step, select the **Const Step** option and enter the following parameters:

**Number of forward sources** – number of “forward” source positions.

**Number of reverse sources** – number of “reverse” source positions.

**Forward step** – “forward” source position step along the profile, starting with the first channel. For example: if the first channel coordinate is 0 and the number of source positions is 2 with the step of 5 m, the source position coordinates will have the values of -5 and -10 meters.

**Reverse step** – “reverse” source position step along the profile, starting with the last channel. To specify the coordinates of variable-step source positions, select the **Variable Step** option and enter the source position coordinates into the tables. The number of lines in the tables is the same as the values entered in the **Number of forward sources** and **Number of reverse sources** fields.
NOTE! Images displaying the various types of arrays are schematic and static. For example, the number of hammers representing the source positions does not change when the corresponding parameter (Number of sources) is changed on any of the tabs. Only a tip – a highlight or an arrow pointing to the parameter – is displayed when any of the parameters is changed.
**Header Averager**

The module is designed for averaging values of the indicated header in traces that appear in the flow. Averaging is performed in a sliding window of the given length. As a result of the module operation the raw header values are rewritten.

**Parameters**

Parameters’ dialog is shown below:

![Header Averager](image)

**Trace Header** – the header, the values of which are going to be averaged

**Window length (trace)** – the length of the sliding window (number of traces), in which the averaging will be performed.

**Honour ensemble boundaries** – if this option is on, the averaging will be carried out within the ensemble boundaries independently.

The group **Type** specifies the type of averaging: **Running Average** – running average, or **Alpha Trimmed** – trimmed average with the indication of trimming percentage.

**Mode** group specifies the mode of module operation: **Normal** – the value calculated for each position of the running window is written to the central point of the window, or **Subtraction** – the calculated value is subtracted from the value if the central point of the window.
**Shift header**

The module is designed for shifting values of the indicated header (Source header) in traces that appear in the flow by the indicated trace number (Shift (traces)). The shifted values are written to another header field (Target Header). The module can be used for example, in order to account for the distance between the GPS antenna and the seismic system while processing single channel offshore data.

The parameters’ window of the module is shown below.

![Shift Header Window](image)

The Source header value for the \(i\)-th trace in the flow will be written to the Target header of the trace \(i\)-Shift as a result of the module operation.

**Header<->Dataset Transfer**

The module is designed for exchange of trace header information between the data passing through the flow and a dataset in the project database.

In most cases, any changes made to the trace headers during flow execution are saved together with the seismic data to a new dataset by the Trace Output routine. However, this way of saving information in many cases is not convenient. When the only aim of a flow is to fill in/modify several trace header fields, without any processing of the seismic traces, it would be most logical to re-write the headers of the original input dataset rather than to create a new one with the modified headers.

The Header<->Dataset Transfer routine provides necessary facilities for this operation.

The module can operate in 2 modes: (1) project header fields from the flow to a dataset, or (2) insert trace header values of a dataset to the header fields of the data in the flow.

The parameter dialog of the module looks as following:
Set up the mode of the operation in the **Header transfer direction** field: either **FROM dataset TO header** (header of the data in the flow) or **FROM header TO dataset**.

Click the **...** button to the right of the **Dataset** field to select a dataset to exchange trace header information with. The name of the selected dataset will be displayed in the string to the left of the button.

In the **Match by fields** field, select names of the trace header fields that will be used to match the traces from the flow to the dataset. You can type the header field names manually (separated by comma) or use the **...** button to select them from the list.

In the **Assign fields** field, select names of the trace header fields that will be assigned as a result of the module operation. You can type the header field names manually (separated by comma) or use the **...** button to select them from the list.

**Example:**

Assume, the module operates in the **FROM header TO dataset** mode, i.e. the values of the trace headers from the flow will be written to the dataset. The **Match by fields** string contains the following:

**FFID,CHAN**

The **Assign fields** string looks as following:

**PICK1,PICK2**

As a result of the module operation, for each trace in the flow the following operations will be made:
In the dataset, all traces with FFID and CHAN equal to those of the current trace in the flow will be found.

For all these traces in the dataset, PICK1 and PICK2 header fields will be assigned by the values of the PICK1 and PICK2 header fields of the current trace in the flow.
Surface-Consistent Calibration*

Surface-Consistent Calibration is a stand-alone module that allows surface-consistent calibration of the values stored in a trace header field (static shifts or amplitudes). The calibration is performed within limits of bifactorial model. In this model it is assumed that distortion of a value (static shift or amplitude logarithm) is a superposition of 2 independent distortions related to 2 axes – X and Y (typically, those would be distortions related to shooting conditions and distortions related to receiving conditions).

In the X axis field specify a header word indicating a source of the first distortion (e.g. source point).

In the Y axis field specify a header word, indicating a source of the second distortion (e.g. receiver point).

In the Header field specify a header word containing values that are to be calibrated.

Click ... button to the right of the Dataset field to select a dataset which header values are to be calibrated.

Amplitude calibration – when selected this switch indicates that the calibrated values are to be considered as amplitudes. In this case, the logarithm of the original values is calibrated.

Amplitude threshold – the values lower than the threshold are not used for calibration.

If it is need to make the calibrating process iterative, Max number of iterations, Tolerance and Accelerator parameters are to be used. Note that the duration of the iterative calibration process increases proportionally to square of the number of seismic traces. For acceleration of this process one could slightly decrease the number of conditions under test within each iteration increasing the Accelerator parameter (1 = no acceleration).
The breaking iterations condition could set through the **Tolerance** parameter or indicated directly as a **Max number of iterations**.

**Compute Line Length**

The module is dedicated to calculation of the cumulative distance of each trace from the beginning of the line. For the i-th trace in the flow, its distance L(i) is evaluated as:

\[ L(i) = L(i-1) + dL_{(i-1,i)} \]

where \( dL_{(i-1,i)} \) – distance between trace \( i-1 \) and trace \( i \).

The parameter dialog looks as following:

![Image of Compute Lines Length dialog]

You shall indicate the header fields with the X and Y coordinates of each trace are stored, which will be the input for distance calculations, as well as the output header field where the calculated L values will be stored.

**Crooked line 2D binning**

The module is designed for binning CDP 2D profiles with stochastic geometry. The module is stand-alone, i.e. it should be alone in the flow and requires no input-output modules.

**IMPORTANT!** To ensure correct work of the module, it is necessary to provide the dataset, for which binning of every trace is to be performed, with the correctly filled headers as follows: **SOU_X** and **SOU_Y** – source coordinates, **REC_X** and **REC_Y** – receiver coordinates, **SOURCE** – source point ordinal number. The input dataset must be sorted by **SOURCE**.
As a result of the module work, the following headers will be filled in the binned dataset: CDP – CDP number (if the point did not fall in any of the bins, the ordinal bin number equals -1), CDP_X, CDP_Y – CDP coordinates (bin center), OFFSET – calculated distance between receivers (always positive), TR_FOLD – repetition factor for the given CDP.

Module parameters

When adding a module into the module flow, a pop-up window of parameters is displayed:

- **Select Scheme** – in this field, the so-called binning “scheme” is configured. The scheme is an object of the database and may be saved at any of its levels. The use of the scheme makes it possible to save current status of the binning (profiles, binning parameters, other settings). To create a new scheme or to select the existing one, press **Browse** button to the right of the field.

- **Calculate azimuths** – when selecting the given option, a source direction for each trace will be recorded into the header selected from the list.

Working with module

Press the **Add profile** button and select the dataset (profile) to be binned out of the project database. After the profile has been selected, its name will be displayed in the tree on the left. On the right, in the binning run screen, the midpoints of all traces (positions of the RP-SP segment midpoint) will be displayed. One binning project (scheme) can contain several profiles.

In order to make a profile active, select it out of the list of available profiles. The midpoints of active profiles will be highlighted in green.
You can also display the positions of sources by pressing the button in the toolbar (red spots) and the positions of receivers by pressing the button in the toolbar (blue spots).

To start binning, click the right mouse button on the profile in the list and select the **Add binning line** option.
In the pop-up window, indicate the bin size (Bin size) as well as swath range vertically to the trace (Swath range).

![Bin Properties window](image)

The midpoints found in the binning line will be distributed among the bins – in the CDP header of the matching traces the CDP number (ordinal bin number) will be recorded. If a midpoint did not hit the swath, number -1 will be recorded in the CDP header of the matching trace. Further on, such traces may be removed from processing by setting up the relevant selection range in the Trace Input module.

After the parameters have been specified, press OK, and the program will build a binning auto-line according to the indicated parameters. The binning line will appear on the screen and its name will be displayed in a panel on the left in the profile tree.

Every profile can have several alternative binning lines; however, at the end of the work only one line may be applied to a profile.

Once built, a binning line can be edited manually (see Binning line manual editing). Binning auto-line settings may be edited by means of the Parameters->Auto-line parameters option (see Binning auto-line settings).

Click the right mouse button on the name of the binning line in the profile tree to open a pop-up menu. Select the Show bins option to display in the module desktop the bins partitioning lengthwise:
After the binning line has been set completely, click the right mouse button to select from the list the binning line that you would like to apply to the dataset and press **Apply binning to dataset**
As a result, the CDP numbers values as well as other calculated values will be recorded in the dataset headers.

**Binning line manual editing**

It is possible to move, delete or add nodes, thus change the line shape (for example, to build a more accurate line). For line editing, use the following mouse commands:

- **Ctrl+left mouse button** – **add line node**;
- **Right mouse button** – **drag line node**;
- **Double click with the right mouse button** – **delete node**.

**Navigation and zooming**
While binning, use the following options in the toolbar for navigation and zooming:

- ![Zoom In](image) – zooming in to the selected area
- ![Zoom Out](image) – zooming out one step
- ![Reset Scale](image) – return to the original scale
– align the scale correlation by matching the vertical scale to the horizontal one

– align the scale correlation by matching the horizontal scale to the vertical one

To move the zoomed image, use the scrolling bars or the mouse – drag and drop the image to a new position with the left mouse button.

Binning auto-line settings

Binning auto-line settings may be edited by means of the Parameters->Auto-line parameters option.

As generally the midpoints coordinates do not fall in a single line, with an automatic binning line computation it is possible to indicate the rules to be followed by the mechanism of the line midpoints approximation cloud.

The algorithm of the automatic line computation moves along the RP line (in ascending scale of the SOURCE field values) as a window of a specified size with a specified step. For each position of the window, the binning line node is computed as an average of midpoints found in this window. It is possible to use all the midpoints found in this window or reject certain percent of far offsets, so that the resultative line will be drawn to near offsets. Then, by default, the received nodes are reduced; the nodes, in which the line direction does not change significantly, are rejected.
It is possible to configure the following parameters:

- **Window size** – the size of the midpoints averaging window (in the number of bins).

- **Overlapping** – the width of overlap with the averaging window displacement (in the number of bins).

- **Rejection parameters** – this group of parameters makes it possible to set points reduction and far offsets rejection.

- **Reduce nodes** – nodes reduction flag (activated by default).

A node rejection criterion is the proximity of the node line to a straight line. For each node, except for the extreme one, it is necessary to compute an angle between the direction from the previous node to the current one and the direction from the current node to the following one. If this angle is less than the specified in the **Angle** field threshold value in grades (i.e. the node direction does not change dramatically), the node is rejected.

- **Far offset rejection** – if this option is activated, with the midpoints averaging a certain percent of the farthest offsets is rejected. Thus, the resultative binning line will be drawn to near offsets. The far offsets rejection percent is specified in the **Percent to reject** field (0 value is identical to the case of the option being deselected; with the value of 100, the binning line will be traced along the RP line).

**Additional features of the module**

**Midpoints colouring depending on offsets**

Press the button in the toolbar, and the midpoints of the active profile will be coloured depending on the distance between the receivers and according to the selected colour palette. The palette is configured via the **Parameters->Offset palette** menu.

**Display of additional trace information**

The module makes it possible to show in the status bar some additional information for a corresponding trace when moving the pointer over a midpoint. To select the information to be displayed, use the **Parameters->Headers** menu option. A pop-up window will appear:
Checking the necessary options makes it possible to show the values of the fields of the **FFID** and **SOURCE** headers from the active dataset as well as those computed in the module RP- and SP-coordinates-based offset values (**OFFSET**) and the CDP number (**CDP**), i.e. the number of the bin met by the trace in compliance with the active binning line.

**ATTENTION!** **OFFSET** and **CDP** values displayed in the status bar are computed in the module and will be written into the dataset headers only after the current binning has been applied thereto. (Apply binning to dataset command is performed).

**Displaying a bitmap image as background image**
Select the **File->Load background image** menu option to download a background image to the program desktop (e.g., a location map). In the opened pop-up window press **Browse** to select the file with picture in one of the available graphic formats. Then indicate the coordinates of the picture angles:

- **Left X, Right X** – X-coordinates of left and right borders of the picture.
- **Top Y, Bottom Y** – Y-coordinates of top and bottom borders of the picture.

In order to remove from the desktop a previously downloaded image, use the **File->Delete background image** menu option.
Interactive Tools

Screen Display

The Screen Display module is a basic instrument to view and interactively analyze the data in the RadExPro program. The module works with data in the flow.

IMPORTANT! The data should contain the following filled headers: DT (sampling interval) and NUMSMP (number of samples per line). If one of these headers is zeroed, the module will stop working with error. However, these headers must be filled before entering the data into the flow – to change their values within the flow does not affect the operation of the module.

The module is used to:

- display data on the screen in various modes;
- pick horizons (see Working with picks);
- view the values of the header fields in various ways (see Working with headers), including:
  - view the header fields values of any trace on the screen;
  - display the header fields values as plots on top of seismic data;
  - display the header fields values of the current trace in the status bar of the module, etc.;
- interactively estimate velocities of different wave types (see Estimating velocities of different wave types)
- analyze the 1D amplitude and 2D (F-K) spectrum of an arbitrary rectangular piece of data, interactively define areas for F-K filtering (see Amplitude spectrum and Two-dimensional spectrum, respectively);
- interactively set-up windows of arbitrary polygon shape for calculating QC attributes (see Working with QC polygons);
- synchronize display parameters, zoom, and scroll between several windows to compare processing results (see Synchronizing several Screen Displays) and so forth.

The module interface consists of two parts: the initial setup screen settings and the main working window at runtime. The dialogue box with settings can be opened at runtime, but the user’s changes will be active only during the current session of the module.

When the user adds a module to the flow, a dialogue box with main module parameters Display Parameters is opened:

Main Parameters
The right part of the dialogue box configures the traces drawing parameters: methods of drawing, colour, gain. The left part is intended for the drawing the scales and additional options.

**Drawing Parameters**

Traces can be displayed both in the variable density display mode (**Variable density display mode**) (in colours) and in the wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode (**WT/VA display mode**). In addition, the variable density display mode can display velocity sections (sum of CDP or interval) instead of the traces.

The both display modes can be used separately or simultaneously. In the latter case, the traces in wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode will be shown on top of the colour display of the same traces (or the velocity sections) in the variable density display mode.

**WT/VA display mode** – parameter group displayed in the wiggle trace or/and variable amplitude display mode.

Possible display options:

**WT/VA** displays traces in wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode. The amplitude of each sample determines the deviation from zero line of the trace to the right (positive values) or to the left (negative values), and the positive deviations are coloured black.
WT displays traces in wiggle trace mode.

VA displays traces in variable amplitude display mode.

By default, the wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode shows all the traces in sequence. When viewing a large number of traces on a small scale at the same, such an image may not be informative – adjacent traces can merge. Additional parameter Show every N-th trace allows to reduce the number of traces on the screen showing not every first, but every N-th trace (e.g. every fifth).

Variable density display mode – group of parameters for displaying in variable density display mode with the selected palette.

Possible display options:

- Grey – uses the greyscale palette, from white to black
- R / B – uses the red-white-and-blue palette
- Custom – uses a custom palette specified by the user,
  - Define – button that opens the dialogue for editing palettes window; available if the option Custom is enabled. User can open a dialogue box Custom Palette.

The palette is defined as a set of points with specified colour. Colours are linearly interpolated between the specified points. You can create, move or delete points, change the colours of the points. Points are located under the image panel in the greyscale bar (white rectangles).
To **change the position of a point**, drag and drop the point with the left mouse button (MB1). The view of palette will change while moving.

To **change the colour of an existing point**, double-click on it with the left mouse button (MB1). The standard colour dialogue box will appear.

To **create a new point** with the specified colour click on the palette with the left mouse button while holding down the **Shift** key (Shift + MB1). The standard colour points dialogue box will appear. A colour point will be added to the specified place of the palette.

To remove a point from the palette, click on the point with the right button of the mouse (MB2).

**Load palette...** button opens the standard Windows File Open to select RGB ASCII text file on disk.

**Save palette ...** The button opens a standard Windows file saving the current palette as a RGB ASCII text file on disk.

An additional group of parameters **Data / Velocity** allows choosing the items to be displayed in variable density display mode: data (**Display data**) or a velocity section (**Display velocities**).

If the variable density display mode is used to show a velocity sections, you can use the button for selection of the velocity model (**Set velocity**) and the fields for setting the appropriate values of the velocity model and colour palette borders: **Min. Vel (m/s)** – the minimum velocity corresponding to the right part of the palette, **Max. Vel (m/s)** – maximum velocity corresponding to its left part.

When user clicks on **Set velocity**, the dialogue box of velocity model selection appears:
The dialogue is similar to the **Velocities** tab of the NMO/NMI module. You can enter the velocity model manually (**single velocity function**), read it from a file (**Use file**) or from the project database (**Database picks**). Velocities can be summary CDP velocity (**RMS**) or interval ones (**Interval**).

The following parameters for the wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode and the variable density display mode are set independently.

The corresponding fields are duplicated in each group:

- **Screen gain** – screen magnification. Additional factor for multiplication of the trace samples before displaying.

- **Bias** – average offset of the trace level with respect to zero, in percent. In case of wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode, changing the parameter modifies the start level of the black filling of the positive deviation. A positive value will produce a shift to the left from zero line of the trace with increasing the black-filled area of the curve. A negative value corresponds to a decrease of the black-filled area of the curve. When displaying the data in variable density display mode, this value will result in a shift of zero palette centre.

- **Normalizing factor** – method of displayed trace amplitude normalization.

Options are:
None – no additional normalization,

Entire screen – normalizes all the traces together by dividing the amplitudes of the trace by the average absolute value of all traces amplitude.

Individual – each trace is individually normalized by dividing the trace amplitude by the average absolute value of the most traces amplitude.

Drawing the scales and additional options
Scale mapping and additional parameters are set in the left side of the dialogue box:

From $t = \text{Initial time display in milliseconds}$. Time sections will be displayed on the screen, from the current time (all data can be viewed using the vertical scroll bar).

$t_0$ – $\text{The final time displayed in ms}$. Time sections will be displayed until the current time. To display all the samples until the end of the trace, enter 0. This option is available if the option $t$Scale is disabled. (The whole dataset can be viewed using the vertical scroll bar).

Number of traces. – A horizontal scale to display data: number of traces displayed simultaneously on the screen. This option is available if the option $X$scale is disabled.

TScale. If this option is enabled, the data will be displayed on the vertical scale explicitly specified by the user. Specify in the right field the vertical scale in ms / cm.

Xscale. If this option is enabled, the data will be displayed on the horizontal scale explicitly specified by the user. Specify in the right field the horizontal scale in ms / cm.

Ensemble boundaries. If this option is selected, different trace ensembles will be intermittently separated on the screen. The trace ensembles are defined in the module of data input in the flow (e.g., in the Trace Input module ensembles are formed in virtue of the selected number of the first sort fields).

Variable spacing. If this option is enabled, the distance between adjacent traces on the screen will be variable, proportional with the specified header value increase. To select the header to use for calculation of the distance between the traces, press the button field. For example, using this option one can arrange the traces of a stacked section according to their real-world coordinates along the profile.

Ensemble's gap. The width of the gap between trace ensembles (in traces). The field is available if the option Ensemble boundaries is selected.
Multiple panels. Enable this option to display data on the screen in a few, arranged one above the other panels. The number of panels is entered into the field on the right.

Space to maximum ensemble width. This option is only available if both options Multiple panels and Variable spacing are selected. If it is available while the user views the data in several panels in the mode of variable distance between the traces, the scale used to arrange the traces in each panel will be selected based on the maximum range of values of the selected header found in the data. For example, if the distance between the traces is determined based on the point number, then, if the option is selected, the traces of different seismograms, but having the same RP number, will be displayed in different panels exactly one above the other.

Use excursion ___ traces. This option is used to limit the maximum deviation when drawing traces in WT, VA or WT/VA modes. Specify the maximum allowable deviation of the traces. If this option is selected while drawing the traces in places where the amplitude exceeds the maximum deviation, the amplitudes of the screen will be clipped.

Axis ... This button opens the dialogue for setting the axis parameters (see Setting the axes)

Plot headers ... This button opens a dialogue box Header plot to set the parameters of displaying the plots of values for the selected header fields (see Displaying the headers plots).

Header mark ... This button opens the dialogue Header mark for settings the parameters of the header marks (see Displaying the marks).

Show headers... This button opens the dialogue Quick show header fields to select the header field values that will be displayed in the status bar (see Displaying the headers in the status bar).

Picks / Polygons settings – this button opens the dialogue for setting parameters of the picks and polygons for quality control attributes in the transition to the next frame when the flow in performed in the frame mode (Framed mode).

The options are:

Autoload picks opened on previous frame – automatically load the picks opened within the previous frame.

Autosave opened picks without notification – automatically save the opened picks when exiting the module without notice.

Autoload polygons opened on previous frame – automatically download the polygons for the quality control attributes opened in the previous frame.

Autosave opened polygons without notification – automatically save the opened polygons for the quality control attributes while exiting the module without notice.
Save template / Load template – these buttons allow saving the current module settings as a template in the project database, or load settings from a previously saved template, respectively.

Setting the axes
The dialogue box for setting the axes parameters is opened by clicking Axis ... button in the main parameters window of the module or at runtime by clicking in the toolbar.

![Axis Parameters](image)

**Time.** This field specifies the time intervals between major (thick) and secondary (thin) lines of the time grid. For example, to display the thick lines at every 1000 ms and thin lines at every 100 ms, enter 1000.0 in the Primary lines and 100.0 in the Secondary lines field.

**Values.** If this option is selected, the line of the appropriate type will be labelled in the vertical scale of the time section on the left.

**Traces.** This group of fields sets the signatures of horizontal scale parameters – labels of the traces. To select the header which value will be used as a label line, click on the field. One can use two trace label configuring each of them independently. The user can set the frequency of the trace labelling, i.e. intervals between the trace labels in the horizontal scale. The options are:

- **Different** labels the first trace and each next trace with a header value different from the previous ones.

- **Interval** labels the first trace and every N-th trace after it. Set the desired interval N in the dx field. For example, if you put 2 in the dx field, the traces 1, 3, 5, 7, etc will be labelled.

- **Multiple** labels the trace if the serial number of the header is divisible by the chosen increment set in the dx field. For example, if you put 5 in the dx field, the label will be added to all traces with header numbers equal to 5, 10, 15, 20, etc.
**Values.** Select this option to display the traces labels on the screen. The size of the font to display the labels on the screen is set in the **Font size** field.

**Margins.** Here user can set the margins of the left and top fields of the time section display on the screen. These fields will be used for the labels of axes and traces. Enter the field size in mm.

**Working with the Screen Display module**

When launching a flow that contains the Screen Display module, a window like the one shown in the following picture is opened:

![Screen Display window](image)

The parameters of the data display and the scales are configured in the **main parameters dialogue** of the module. During the module operation, they can be changed by calling the same dialogue with the help of the **Common parameters...** menu command.
In addition, a number of predefined ways to display the data can be included during the module operation with the use of the following keyboard shortcuts:

- Ctrl +1 – the wiggle trace and variable amplitude display mode (WT/VA);
- Ctrl +2 – the wiggle trace display mode (WT);
- Ctrl +3 – the variable amplitude display mode (VA);
- Ctrl +4 – the display mode of variable density in shades of gray (Grey);
- Ctrl +5 – the display mode of variable density in the red-white-and-blue palette (R/B);
- Ctrl +6 – the display mode of variable density in the user-defined (Custom) palette (the palette is adjusted by means of the Define button in the main parameters dialogue).

The axle configuration during the module operation can be changed with the use of the button in the toolbar.

The title bar shows the name of the project / area / profile / processing flow, from which the current instance of the module was launched. At the end of the title bar, the time stamp is added which corresponds to the date on which the current module window was opened. The timestamps can be used as the guidelines during the testing of the processing parameters of the same flow by storing and recording the sequence of the parameters and, consequently, by comparing them to the results on the screen. Also, when testing the parameters, it is comfortable to view the flow history.

**Viewing the Flow History**

The module permits to view the flow history – i.e. the procedures and the parameters that are applied to the data that are displayed in the current instance of the module. This is useful when testing different processing parameters in the same flow in order to correctly identify the result of the application of certain procedures.

In order to view the Flow History window, choose the View / History menu command. This will open the Flow History window, which contains the snapshot of the flow at the time of its launching with the current instance of the Screen Display module:

![Flow History Window](image)

By double clicking on the procedure in the history window, you can view its properties that were exposed at the time of the launching of the flow.

**Zooming (temporary increase of the picture fragment)**
The module allows you to temporarily change the scale of the image, to increase the selected rectangular piece of data to the size of the full window. To do this, click on the button in the toolbar (or press the Z key on the keyboard or use the Zoom / Set zoom menu command). Then select the fragment to be increased with the mouse: click the left button (MB1) in one corner of the fragment; move the cursor to the opposite corner of the fragment while holding the button down, and release the button. The selected rectangular piece of data will be increased to fit the full window.

To return to the original size that is specified in the main parameters dialogue, click on the button in the toolbar (or press X on the keyboard or click the Zoom / Unzoom menu command).

**Synchronizing several Screen Displays**

You can synchronize the display of several Screen Display windows in order to compare the data before and after some processing, “binding” them together. All bound Screen Displays will be of the same size, and they will synchronize data display parameters, zoom and scroll.

To synchronize another Screen Display window with the current one, click the button in the current window, and holding the mouse button pressed, drag the target symbol to another Screen Display window that you want to synchronize with the current one. After that, the two windows will be bound together, so that changing display in one of them will be reflected in another one in exactly the same way. This way you can bind as many Screen Display windows as you wish.

To unbind current Screen Display, click the button in its toolbar.

**Estimating velocities of different wave types**

The module permits to estimate velocities of the reflected waves on the pre-stack seismograms, of diffracted waves on stacked sections and to sections, as well as the apparent velocity by means of the interactive fit of the observed events by theoretical travel-time curves.

**The hodograph approximation of the diffracted wave**

The module permits to determine the effective velocity and the depth of a diffracting object on the basis of the travel-time curve (hodograph) of the diffracted wave for a stacked seismic section or the to section.

Click the button in the toolbar or use the Tools / Approximate / Hyperbola (difraction) menu command. The screen will show the hyperbole: the theoretically calculated travel-time curve (hodograph) of the diffracted wave. In calculating the hodograph coordinates, the traces recorded in
the CDP_X and CDP_Y fields will be used. In order to determine the parameters of an observed diffracted wave, apply to it a theoretical hyperbole and achieve their best matching.

Use the left and the right mouse buttons to control the theoretical hyperbola. The top of the screen displays the line that shows the values of the effective velocity and the depth of the diffracting object.

Approximation of the Reflected Wave Hodograph
In order to determine the effective velocity for the hodographs of the reflected waves based on pre-stack data, click the button in the toolbar or select the Tools / Approximate / Hyperbola (reflection) menu command.

The screen will then display the theoretically calculated hodograph of the reflected wave. In the course of the calculation of the hodographs the offset values (in meters) are used, which must be recorded in the OFFSET header field. In order to determine the parameters of an observed reflected wave, achieve the maximum match of the theoretically calculated hyperbole to the observed one. The top of the screen will display the line that shows the current settings of the theoretical hodograph.

In order to change the hyperbola parameters, use the following keys:

- left / right arrows – change the effective velocity;
- up / down arrows – change the vertical time;
- +/- – change the sloping angle of the border.

Ranges and steps of the search for the parameters of the reflected wave hodograph can be set using the Tools / Approximate / Hyp. (Reflection) parameters menu command. The dialogue box will appear in which the hyperbola parameters must be set: the step and the ranges of vertical time (t0 step, min, max), the effective velocity (v step, min, max) and the sloping angle of the reflecting border (fi step, min, max). The sloping angle of the border is specified in degrees; the positive values correspond to the slope of the border in the direction of the offset increase. After setting the parameters, click OK.

Determination of the Apparent Velocities
To estimate the apparent velocities as the ratio of the increment of the distance to the increment of the time, click the button in the toolbar or use the Tools / Approximate / Line menu command.
The screen will display a line segment, the beginning and the end of which can be set using the left and the right mouse buttons, respectively. The top of the screen will display a line that shows the value of the apparent velocity that corresponds to the current slope of the segment.

In the course of the calculation of the apparent velocity, the distance values are taken from the header that can be selected using the Tools / Approximate / Line header word... menu command (by default, the distance is taken from the OFFSET header).

**Saving Hodograph Parameters**
If this Tools / Approximate / Save parameters menu command is used when one of the tools of the velocity estimation is active, the window with an editable text field will appear on the screen. Pressing the Ctrl + Q key combination will lead to copying of the current parameters of the used tool as a string into the text box of the window. Further, arbitrary text comments can be added to them. The contents of the window can be saved to a text file.

**Analysis of the Spectra of an Arbitrary Rectangular Piece of data**

**Amplitude Spectrum**
In order to view the average amplitude spectrum of a trace ensemble in a given time window, click on the button in the toolbar or select the Tools / Spectrum / Average menu command. Then, select a rectangular piece of data using the mouse, which will be used to calculate the spectrum (the window is configured in the same way as in zooming). The window with the display of the amplitude spectrum is then opened:

![Amplitude Spectrum](image)

By default, the X-axis shows the frequency in Hz from 0 to the Nyquist frequency.
Along the Y-axis, the values of the amplitude spectrum can be specified either as a percentage of the maximum amplitude of the spectrum (% Amplitude) or as dB (dB Amplitude) or as true raw amplitude (Raw Amplitude). In order to switch between the modes, use the Scale / Scale type menu command.

When the display in dB is selected (Scale / Scale type / dB Amplitude), the absolute value of the spectrum amplitude, with respect to which the values in dB are calculated (Reference Amplitude), can be set in the dialogue box opened via the Parameters command menu:

![Spectrum Parameters dialog](image)

When a negative value is selected as the Reference Amplitude, the dB values will be calculated with relation to the maximum absolute value of the amplitude spectrum.

In the same dialogue, you can select the colour that will be used to display the spectrum plot. To do this, click on the coloured Plot colour rectangle.

The range of the spectrum plot fragment can be increased along either axis to fit the entire spectrum window. To do this, select the corresponding range along one of the axes with the mouse: move the cursor to the beginning of the range on the axis, click the left mouse button and move the cursor to the end of the range while holding the button down. Then release the mouse button:

![Spectrum plot with range selection](image)

In order to return to the original size along one of the axes, double-click the axis with the left mouse button.

The values of the average amplitude spectrum in the selected scale can be saved to a text file with the use of the File / Save... menu command.

You can add additional spectrum plots to the same window. For that, click the File/Add spectrum menu item and repeat selections of an area for spectrum calculation. Additional spectrum will appear in the same window:
The areas where the spectra were taken from will be marked in the Screen Display window with rectangles of the corresponding colors:

At the right of the spectrum window there is a list with the curve names and colors. Clicking on a curve name you can change it (the same way as renaming a file in Windows Explorer). Clicking on the colored box near the name you can change the curve color:
When the spectra are displayed in % or in dB referred to maximum amplitude, each curve is scaled separately, as shown on the above figure. When the true amplitude display is selected or dB are referred to a fixed amplitude value, the curves are displayed in a common scale so that their relative amplitudes can be compared.
The same spectra as above displayed in true amplitudes:

... and in dB referred to 1000000:
Multiple windows of the spectrum can be opened simultaneously containing the spectrum for different data ranges. Then, they still can be combined in one and the same window: holding Ctrl key drag one of the spectrum windows (source) to another one (target). As a result, all graphs from the source window will appear in the target one. This way you can combine spectra from different Screen Display windows, opened from different flows and even different projects.

Two-dimensional spectrum (the FK spectrum) and assignment of areas for F-K filtering
For the purposes of review and analysis of the two-dimensional (FK) spectrum of the trace ensemble in the given time window, click the button in the toolbar or use the Tools / Spectrum / 2D Spectrum menu command. Then, select a rectangular piece of data using the mouse, which will be used to calculate the 2-D spectrum (the window is configured in the same way as in zooming). This will open the F-K analyze two-dimensional spectrum analysis window:

Two-dimensional spectrum (the FK spectrum) and assignment of areas for F-K filtering
For the purposes of review and analysis of the two-dimensional (FK) spectrum of the trace ensemble in the given time window, click the button in the toolbar or use the Tools / Spectrum / 2D Spectrum menu command. Then, select a rectangular piece of data using the mouse, which will be used to calculate the 2-D spectrum (the window is configured in the same way as in zooming). This will open the F-K analyze two-dimensional spectrum analysis window:
The window is divided into two parts – the left one shows a piece of data for which the two-dimensional spectrum was calculated (the TX field), the right one – the actual F-K spectrum (the FK field). The parameter panel is located in the right section.

The TX field along the vertical axis represents the two-way trip time in ms; the field along the horizontal axis, the distance from the beginning (left side) of the fragment in meters. The step between the adjacent traces in the fragment is permanent – it can be set in the Distance between traces section of the options bar or explicitly (the Manual DX option) or by specifying a pair of headers that will be used for its calculations (First header and Second header). In the course of the header-based calculation, the permanent step is set as the median value of the actual distances between the adjacent traces within the fragment.

The FK field on the vertical axis represents the F frequency expressed in Hz (0 to the Nyquist frequency). The horizontal axis represents the K spatial frequency expressed in 1/m.

The screen gain of each of the fields can be configured independently in the Gain section of the toolbar with the use of the FK and TX gain knobs. In addition, the colour palette can be selected and customized for each field using the Parameters / FK Palette and Parameters / TX Palette menu commands.

The arbitrary rectangular fragment of the TX or FK field can be zoomed to the size of the corresponding panel. To do this, click on the button in the toolbar of the F-K analyze window and select the fragment to be increased with the left mouse button by pressing and holding it.
incremental reduction of the display scale of both fields is achieved by pressing the button. In order to quickly return the two fields to the original scale, press the button.

**Analysis of Consistency of TX and FK Fields – the Ruler Tool**
The mutual correspondence of the TX and FK fields and the apparent velocity of the observed seismic events can be analyzed with the use of the Ruler tool.

Click the button and control the «ruler» that appears on the screen with the help of the left and the right mouse button.

![Image of F-K analyze](image)

In this case, the status bar will show the apparent velocity dx/dt (in m/s) which corresponds to the current slope of the «ruler».

**HINT:** The values of the apparent velocities can be used in the F-K filter module (F-K Filter) to set the parameters of the fan filter (in the Fan mode).

**Setting and Testing of the F-K Filtering Areas**
The arbitrary areas of the F-K filtering can be interactively defined and tested in the two-dimensional spectrum analysis window. The areas can be saved in the project database and then used as filters in the F-K filter module (FK Filter) in the Polygon mode.
In order to create the F-K filtering area, click on the button in the toolbar. The area is defined in the FK field as an arbitrary polygon. The polygon nodes are added by clicking the left mouse button. Right-click the mouse to drag the existing node to a new location. To remove the node, double-click the right mouse button. In order to delete the entire area, click on the button in the toolbar.

If any other control is clicked during the area editing, the program will exit the edit mode. In order to return to this mode, click the button again or use the Pick / Edit menu command.

After the filtration area is set, it can be tested by selecting the filter mode (Filter mode) in the options bar: Reject or Pass. Click Preview to preview the results of the filter application to the selected piece of data (the TX field). In order to return to the original image, click Undo.

The image below shows the results of the application of the same filtering area to the data in the Reject and the Pass modes:
After the filtering area is set, and if you are satisfied with the preliminary results of its application, save it to the project database by selecting the **Pick / Save polygon** menu command. Then, the saved area can be saved to the Parameters dialogue for the **F-K Filter** module and used to filter the data in the flow.

The previously saved filtering area can be loaded into the two-dimensional spectrum analysis window. To do so, use the **Pick / Load polygon** menu command.

**Working with the Headers**

**Viewing of the Headers of the Selected Trace on the Screen**

Click the **H** button in the toolbar; then click the left mouse button on the arbitrary trace on the screen. The Headers Display window with the table of values of all the header fields for the selected trace will be opened:
Displaying the Headers Plot

In the **Main Parameters dialogue**, click the **Plot headers...** button. This will open the dialogue for the configuration of the plots of header field values:
**General parameters.** This group includes the common parameters that are the same for all the curves.

- **Plot headers.** Enable this option to output the plots of the header values to the screen of the **Screen Display** module.

- **Time scale.** Enable this option to interpret the header values as the time values and to place them at the existing time scale. For example, this option can be used to print the real-scale static offset values.

- **Fill background.** This option is used to display the plots against a solid-colour background. Click on the coloured square on the right to select the background colour.

**Curves to plot.** The headers to be displayed in the form of the plots can be specified here.

- **Add.** Use this button to select the header fields to be displayed. Use the button to open the list of available headers for the current project. Multiple headers in the list can be selected with the
left mouse button and Shift and Ctrl keys. After selecting the headers, click **OK**. The selected headers will appear in the list.

- **Remove**. This button deletes the selected header fields from the list of the displayed plots. Multiple headers in the list can be selected with the left mouse button and the Shift and Ctrl keys. In addition, there exists the option to plot interactive statics:

- **Current statics**. Select this option if you want to display the time shifts that are made in the current panel but have not been yet applied, in the form of a plot.

- **Applied statics**. Select this option if you want to plot the time shifts that have already been applied to the data in the panel. These changes do not affect the **Current Statics**.

- **Total statics**. Select this option if you want to plot the total time shifts, i.e. the sum of **Current Statics** and **Applied Statics**.

- **Curve parameters**. Here, the individual display parameters for each of the header fields in the list are configured. Left-click on one of the selected header fields in the list to view and edit the settings for its display.

- **Colour**. Here the colour of the display of the selected header fields can be set. Click on the coloured square to set a new colour.

The underlying fields specify the scale of plotting. They become available if the **Time scale** option is deselected.

- **Plot area position (%)**. Enter the downward offset value for the header plot as the percentage of the screen size. If this field is set to 0, the plot will be displayed directly above the time section.

- **Plot area width (mm)**. The height of the area (in mm) intended for the output of the plot of the values of the selected header field.

- **Whole range**. When this option is enabled, the whole range of the header values will be scaled to fit entirely to the specified display area. Otherwise, the range of values to be displayed must be set manually by specifying its minimum (**Min scale value**) and maximum (**Max scale value**) values.

- **Show scale**. This option permits to display the axis with the scale bar for the selected plot. If it is enabled, the axis location can be set as the percentage of the width of the screen (0 for the left-hand section; 100 for the right-hand one) in the **Scale Position** field. **Value marks orientation**
is used to specify the position of the mark relative to the scale axis – to the left (Left) or to the right (Right).

- **Autoscale.** When this option is enabled, the interval between the scale marks on the axis is selected automatically. Otherwise, set the desired interval in the Mark distance field.

After the plotting parameters of one of the header fields in the list have been configured, the next field in the list can be accessed by clicking on it with the left mouse button.

In this case, the parameters set for the previous field will be saved.

After setting the parameters, click **OK**. The values of the selected header fields will be plotted according to the selected parameters.

**Value-Changing Display of Marks**

Click the **Header mark...** button in the **Main Parameters dialogue**. The **Header mark** dialogue box will then be opened, in which the header marks can be set:

- **Field...** Click this button to select the header that will be assigned to this type of mark. Marks associated at the same time with three headers can be used. Select the header word from the list; then click on the square to select the colour of the marks. As a result, all the traces with the changing values of the selected header will be marked by vertical lines in the corresponding colour.

- **Clear:** this button removes the selected header field from the **Field ...** section and cancels the associated marks.
Displaying of Headers in the Status Bar

Click the Show headers... button in the Main Parameters dialogue. This will open the Quick show header fields dialogue box where the header fields can be selected, the values of which will be displayed in the status bar.

Add... Click this button to select the title, the values of which must be displayed in the status bar of the list of the header fields. The header fields to be displayed will be included in the list in the left part of the dialogue box.

Delete. Click to delete the selected header from the list of the headers selected to be displayed.

Quick show dataset name. If this option is enabled, the status bar will display the name of the displayed dataset, on which the cursor is positioned.

After setting the parameters, click OK. The values of the selected header fields of the traces that the cursor is placed on will be displayed in the right-hand side of the status line of the working window of the Screen Display module.

Mathematical Operations with the Headers

The Tools / Trace Header Math... menu command is used to open the window of the mathematical operations module with the headers Trace Header Math (see the description of the module in the relevant section). The result of the editing will be applied to the trace headers in the flow (the current frame of the flow).

Working with Picks

In order to enter the pick editing mode, click on the button in the toolbar. This will open an additional dialogue box with the list of picks. At the same time, if no picks have been created before, a new pick will be created automatically and its name will appear in the list:
List Window Commands
- + and – buttons are used to create a new pick and to remove the current one, which is selected in
  the list.
- In order to select an active pick, click on its name in the list with the left mouse button. It is also
  possible to switch between the picks by pressing the Tab key (down the list) and the Shift + Tab
  key combination (up the list).
- Left-click on the colored square to the left of the name of the pick to open the standard object
  color selection dialogue.
- The square with a check mark to the left of the name of the pick determines its appearance on
  the screen.
- Right-clicking on the name of a pick opens the context menu.

While the list window is open, the picks can be edited on the screen. In order to exit the edit mode,
close the list of the picks (or release the button in the toolbar). The current picks will remain
on the screen. In order to continue the handling of the picks, press the button again.

Editing the Picks
Once created, a pick can be edited on the screen with the use of the mouse and keyboard.

- In order to add a node to the pick, left-click on the screen. In this case, depending on the selected
  pick mode, one or more nodes will be added (see Pick Parameters).
- In order to move the node, drag and drop it with the right mouse button to the new location. You
  can also right-click on the new location – this will cause the nearest node to move to the cursor
  position.
- In order to move all the picks up and down, grab any of the pick nodes with the right button, hold
  down the Shift key, and drag the entire pick to the new location.
- In order to remove a single node, double-click on it with the right mouse button (the range of the
  nodes is deleted in the Eraser mode – refer to Pick Parameters).
- In order to remove all the picks, press the Delete key on the keyboard or click the button in the list
  window; this will delete the selected pick.
- In order to add a new pick, press the N key on the keyboard or click on the button in the list window.
- The current pick can be smoothed by pressing the O keyboard key (or by using the Smooth
  command of the Tools / Pick / menu or of the pick context menu). The size of the sliding
  smoothing window is set in the pick parameters.
All of the above commands in the Pick Edit mode can be cancelled (Undo) or repeated (Redo).

- In order to undo the last edit command, click on the button in the toolbar or press the Ctrl + Z key combination on the keyboard. The rollback depth is up to 10 steps.

- In order to repeat the last undone command, click on the button in the toolbar or press the Ctrl + Y key combination on the keyboard.

The Pick Parameters
The pick parameters determine how the pick nodes will be added. This section is also used to set the size of the window of the pick smoothing. In addition, the display of the current picks can be configured here.

In order to open the pick settings dialogue, press the Latin «A» key in the pick edit mode. The same dialogue can be accessed via the Tools / Pick / Picking parameters... menu. You can also choose a similar command in the context menu of the pick that appears when right-clicking the pick name in the list.
previous node and the current cursor position are added as well. The nodes are arranged along a straight line.

- **Draw** – *(D hot key)* move the mouse keeping the left button pressed. The pick nodes will be added to every trace, follow the cursor.

- **Draw along phase** – *(G hot key)* The same as Draw but the nodes will snap to the nearest phase (the type of phase to be traced is selected in the **Parameters** field below) within the **Guide window** around the cursor.

- **Eraser** – the eraser mode is used to delete a range of pick nodes. To switch to this mode, from any other mode, press and hold *E* key. Left-click and hold the mouse button at the beginning of the range to be deleted, then move the cursor to the end of the range, and finally release the mouse button. All the nodes that fall into the selected range will be deleted. After you release *E* key, the software returns to the mode that was used before.

- **Hunt** – the automatic tracing of the horizon *(T hot key)*. On the command of adding a new node, the program will add new nodes to each trace to one or both sides of the new node for as long as the horizon can be traced. *(The phase to be traced is selected in the **Parameters** field below.)*

During the phase tracking, the position of the pick node in the current trace is calculated as an offset relative to the node on the previous trace which is defined by the maximum of the normalized cross-correlation function between the current and the previous traces within the specified correlation window. *(Correlation window)*.

The automatic pick filling will be terminated at the end of the traceable event if the program cannot trace it any further, i.e. when the cross-correlation function within the given correlation window has no defined maximum or when the maximum is located outside of the tracing window *(Guide window)* or when the quality of the correlation does not comply with the pre-set criteria *(Correlation test)*.

- **Hunt options**: the automatic tracing mode parameters can be configured here *(the parameters are available only if the **Hunt** mode is selected)*:
  - **Correlation window** – the length of the window of the cross-correlation function calculation *(in ms)*.
  - **Correlation Test** – this option is used to check the quality of the cross-correlation of the current and the previous traces. If the maximum of the normalized cross-correlation function value is below the **Halt threshold** value, the automatic tracing will be terminated. The **Halt threshold** parameter can possess the values from 0 (no correlation) to 1 (perfect correlation).
  - **Hunt direction** – the following three buttons determine the direction of the tracing: *<<* – only leftward; *<>* – both ways; or *>>* – only rightward.
  - **Show hunt direction window** – if this flag is activated, the buttons of the tracking direction assignment will be available during the interactive work with picks in the **Hunt** mode. The buttons will be displayed in the special floating panel over the main module window:
Parameters: the exact phase that will be seen in the pick modes of Auto-fill and Hunt can be selected here (the parameters are available only if these modes are selected).

- **Peak** – the local maximum of the signal values,
- **Through** – the local minimum of the signal values (i.e. the largest negative values in the module),
- **Zero: Neg2Pos** – the signal zero-crossing from the negative values to the positive ones,
- **Zero: Pos2Neg** – the signal zero-crossing from the positive values to the negative ones.

The **Guide window length** parameter specifies the length of the window in milliseconds that will be used to search for the selected phase (i.e. the local maximum, minimum etc.). In fact, this parameter specifies the maximum shift of the current pick point from the previous one.

**Smoothing** – the smoothing parameter of the pick. The **Window length ___points** field indicates the number of the pick nodes that is used to smooth out with the use of the sliding window when the Smooth command is selected (see Editing the Picks).

**Drawing parameters** – the drawing parameters for the current picks.

- **Line style** button opens the display window of the pick line:

You can select the line style (Solid, Dashed, Dotted), width (Line width) and colour (Colour). The **Draw cross-marks at nodes** option monitors the appearance of the icons in the pick nodes (crosses for the active one and circles for the others). If it is off, the icons in the nodes will not be displayed.

- **Marks only** – if this option is enabled, the pick is displayed as vertical marks in the traces where its nodes are located (such a display can be useful when the pick filling specifies the set of traces for their subsequent rejection in the Trace Editing module).

**The Pick Headers**

Picks in RadExPro is a 3-column table. The first two columns are the values of 2 header fields that are used to attach the picks to the trace. These headers must permit the correct identification of the trace that hosts the pick node. For example, depending on the situation, they can be: FFID:CHAN,
CDP:OFFSET, or ILINE_NO:XLINE_NO. The third column is, in fact, the pick value, that is the time of the location of the pick node on the corresponding trace.

If only one header is sufficient in order to determine the trace (e.g., in the stacked section), or if the pick nodes must be assigned to all the traces with the same header value (e.g., for the entire ¹ seismogram), both pick headers must be specify as identical (e.g., CDP:CDP).

Before the picks are saved or exported, it is always necessary to check that the current pick headers comply with the tasks at hand and with the peculiarity of the existing geometry. For example, if the pick is set for the top muting of unadded SRT² CDP data and is at the same time set individually for each CSP seismogram, the following header pairs can be required: FFID:OFFSET or SOURCE:OFFSET. If the same pick for the top muting of unadded SRT CDP data must be the same for all SPs, i.e. the muting time must depend only on the offset, then the following titles must be used: OFFSET:OFFSET. If the pick needs to be set for the first onsets to be processed by the MPV method, the headers must be the linear coordinates of the source and the receiver – SOU_X: REC_X.

Notice that the use of headers with the floating point value (for example, any coordinate headers) while saving the pick and loading it into the section can lead to the incorrect display of the picks. This is due to the rounding-off errors – the value in the picks table can be different from the same value in the trace header, for example, in the 10th decimal place, which will lead to the fact that the program cannot find the required trace. In such cases, when saving the pick, you are advised to tie to pick to the integer values (for example, instead of using the CDP_X coordinates, use the CDP point number). If the use of a floating-point header is necessary and re-loaded pick is not displayed correctly, interpolated loading of the picks can be used (see Download / Import of the Picks).

In order to select the pick headers in the edit mode, use the Tools / Pick / Pick headers... menu command and select the required fields in the dialogue box with two lists of headers that opens:

¹ Common source point
² Seismic reflection technique
The same dialogue box can be invoked directly before saving the pick into the project database or into the header of the dataset. To do this, click the **Pick headers...** button in the appropriate dialogue boxes (see Saving / Export of the Picks). 

**Projection of the Picks**

By marking a pick in one seismogram, it is possible to project it to all the other seismograms of the flow (or of the current frame of the flow) later on. In this case, the pick nodes will appear at each trace of each seismogram within the range of the offsets (the OFFSET field values) to which it was originally assigned. Between the source nodes, the pick values are interpolated linearly from the values of the OFFSET field of each trace.

For the projection of the pick, create a new pick, set it in one of the seismograms (with the maximum range of offsets); then select the **Project** command from the pick context menu (or the **Tools / Pick** / menu).
Saving / Export of the Picks

The pick can be saved in the project database, in the header of the traces flow, as well as in the header of the data predefined in the project. In addition, it can be exported to a text (ASCII) file.

Saving to the Database

In order to save the pick in the database, right-click on its name in the list and select one of the two menu commands — **Save** (to be saved under the same name) or **Save As...** (to be saved under a new name). These commands are also available via the **Tools / Pick /...** menu. In addition, the **Save As...** command can be invoked via the hotkey Ctrl + S or with the use of the button in the toolbar.

If **Save As...** is chosen, as well as in the first use of **Save** command, the following Database Pick Saving window will be opened:

In the **Location** field on the right, select the level of the database that the pick is to be saved at. The **Objects** field on the left displays the existing picks that are located at this level.
The new pick name can be specified in the Object name line or the existing name can be overwritten if it is selected in the Objects field.

When overwriting the existing pick, the Append flag becomes available. It is intended to be used in the frame mode exclusively – if it is on, the pick nodes of the current frame will be appended to the nodes of the previous frames. For all other cases, this option should be off.

Before saving the pick, the Pick headers... button can be clicked to select the two header fields that will be used to tie the pick to the trace (see Pick Headers).

**Saving into the Header**

In order to save the picks in the headers of the flow traces, as well as in the headers of the dataset predefined in the project, select the following context menu command: Save to header... (which is also available via the Tools / Pick / menu).

In the dialogue box that opens, select the header field to save the pick values to from the drop-down list in the Header field.
Before saving, the **Pick headers...** button can be pressed and two header fields be selected that will be used to tie the pick to the traces (see Pick Headers).

The **Reflect changes in** button is used to additionally save the pick into the header with the same name within the dataset predefined in the project.

If no dataset is selected, clicking **OK** will still open the dialogue box for the selection of the dataset for the additional saving of the pick. If **Cancel** is clicked in this window, the pick will be saved only in flow trace header.

By clicking **OK**, the time value of the node expressed in ms will be recorded into the selected headers of the traces that host the pick nodes. The header values on other traces will not change. In this case, if the header has not contained any values, the value 9,999 – the number absence sign – will be written to the traces that host no nodes.

**Exporting to a Text File**
Select the **Export pick** command in the pick context menu. This will open the standard text file save dialogue. Select the file name and click **OK**.

The text file format is shown in the following example:

```
CDP:OFFSET
4811: -22.00000 165.467
```


The first line contains the colon-separated names of the header fields that are used to tie the pick to the traces. The following lines include the lines that each correspond to a single pick node: first, the colon-separated pick header values; then, the pick node values, i.e. the time expressed in milliseconds.

Load / Import of Picks
The picks can be loaded from the database, from the flow trace header, or imported from a text file.

Loading from the Database
Press the button in the toolbar or the Insert shortcut key on the keyboard or select the Load pick command from the pick context menu or from the Tools / Pick / menu. Then the pick selection dialogue box will appear:
In the **Location** field on the right, select the level of the database that the pick is saved at. The **Objects** field on the left displays the existing picks that are located at this level.

Select the pick in the **Objects** field, and the **Matching** line will display the headers that are used to tie the pick to the traces.

Click **OK** to load the pick.

**NOTE:** If after loading the pick name has appeared in the pick list but the pick itself is not displayed or is displayed incorrectly, it could happen for either of two reasons: (1) The titles of the picks do not match the geometry of the existing traces, or (2) the titles of the pick have the floating-point values and cannot be tied to the traces because of the rounding-off errors – the differences in the last decimal places. In the first case, it is necessary to either alter the picks or to fix the geometry. In the second case, you can try to load the picks with interpolation.
**Interpolated Pick Loading**
When loaded with interpolation, the pick nodes are placed in all the traces within the ranges for each of the pick headers. At the same time, the position of the new nodes in the traces between the original pick nodes is calculated by means of the linear interpolation between the existing nodes.

In order to load the pick with the interpolation, select the **Load w/ interpolation...** pick context menu command or the equivalent **Tools / Pick /** menu command. Next, select the pick in the database pick selection dialogue.

**Loading of the Pick from the Flow Trace Headers**
Use the **Load from header...** command in the pick context menu or run it from the **Tools / Pick /** menu. In the dialogue box that opens with the list of the available field headers, select the field that contains the pick. When picks are loaded, the 9999 value in the header will neglected as it is used as a sign of the absence of number.

**Import of the Pick from a Text File**
Use the **Import pick...** command in the pick context menu or run it from the **Tools / Pick /** menu. This will open the standard text file selection dialogue. The file format is similar to that described in **Exporting to a text file**.

**NOTE:** If after the import, the pick name has appeared in the pick list but the pick itself is not displayed or is displayed incorrectly, it could happen for either of two reasons: (1) The titles of the picks do not match the geometry of the existing traces, or (2) the titles of the pick have the floating-point values and cannot be tied to the traces because of the rounding-off errors – the differences in the last decimal places. In the first case, it is necessary to either alter the picks or to fix the geometry. In the second case, you should download the picks into the database through the database manager (see **Database Manager**), and then **load it from the database with interpolation**.
Working with the QC Polygons

The Screen Display module is used to interactively define the arbitrary areas (QC-polygons) that correspond to different types of waves in the seismograms. These areas can be stored in the project database and used to calculate the quality attributes in the Ensemble QC Compute module.

The area (polygon) of the attribute calculation is set as a closed polygon of an arbitrary shape. At the same time, the polygon nodes are tied to the traces by offsets (the OFFSET values) and the time. Thus, it suffices to set a polygon in a single CSP or CDP seismogram; it will be simultaneously displayed in all the seismograms at the appropriate offsets.

To enter the QC polygon edit mode, select the following menu command: Tools / QC polygons / Edit polygons. This will open the additional window with the list of the polygons. At the same time, if no polygons have been created before, a new polygon will be created automatically and its name will appear in the list:

The List Window Commands
- + and – buttons are used to create a new polygon and to remove the current one, which is selected in the list.
- In order to select an active polygon, click on its name in the list with the left mouse button.
- Left-click on the coloured square to the left of the name of the polygon to open the standard object colour selection dialogue.
- The square with a check box to the left of the name of the polygon determines its appearance on the screen.
- Right-clicking on the name of the polygon opens the context menu.

While the list window is open, the polygons can be edited on the screen. In order to exit the edit mode, close the list of the polygons. The current polygons will remain on the screen. In order to continue handling the attribute calculation areas, use the Tools / QC polygons / Edit polygons menu command.

Editing a Polygon

Once created, a new polygon can be edited on the screen with the use of the mouse and the keyboard.

- In order to add a node to the polygon, left-click on the screen. If the polygon already has a few nodes, the new node will be added to the edge that is the closest to the cursor.
- In order to move the node, drag and drop it to the new location with the right mouse button.
- In order to remove a single node, double-click it with the right mouse button.
- In order to delete the entire polygon, select it with the mouse in the list and press the Delete key or click the button in the window with the list.
- In order to add a new range, press the Q key on the keyboard or click on the + button in the window with the list.

**Saving and Loading of Polygons**

In order to save the polygon in the project database, right-click on its name in the list and select Save as... from the context menu (which can be run from the Tools / QC polygons / menu; in this case, the current polygon will be saved) and specify the position and name of the polygon in the database object saving dialogue box.

In order to load the previously saved polygon from the database, right-click the blank white field in the list and use the Load polygon context menu command (which can be run from the Tools / QC polygons / menu as well).

**Text Hints**

The module is used to create text strings – hints – on the screen workspace. In order to create a new hint, select the Tools / Text hint... menu command. When this command is selected, the following window appears:

![Text hint window](image)

The **Text string** field contains the hint text; the **Font** button allows you to select the font name, style and size. The **Slope** field sets the slope of the text string in degrees (counter-clockwise).

In order to move the created hint on the screen, drag and drop to the new location by clicking the right mouse button (MB2).

In order to delete the hint, double-click it with the right mouse button (MB2).

In order to edit the hint (content type, slope), click it with the left mouse button (MB1).
Selection of Trace Ensembles

In order to select a single trace or an ensemble of traces, place the cursor over the top horizontal axis in the position that corresponds to one of the borders of the selected data polygon. Then click and hold the left mouse button (MB1) and move the cursor to the next border. Release the mouse button – the selected polygon will be highlighted in the inverted colour.

Amplitude corrections and Statics can be interactively entered into the selected ensembles.

In order to deselect, press the left mouse button (MB1) above the upper horizontal axis.

Interactive Amplitude Editing

The module contains the option for the manual data gain control. To do this, the traces must be selected in an ensemble. Then, each time that the «+» or the «-» keyboard key is pressed, the amplitude of the selected traces will be correspondingly multiplied or divided by 1.4. This gain/attenuation only affects the display of the data on the screen. The manual gain coefficients are stored along with the flow and will be restored each time that the flow is launched.

Amplitude editing: this command is used to perform various manipulations with the interactively amended amplitudes:

- Cancel amplitude editing – the cancellation of all the actions performed manually with the amplitudes.
- Invert traces – the polarity inversion for the highlighted ensemble of traces.
- Load from header – the multiplication of the amplitudes of the traces by the coefficients stored in the headers. The title is selected in the standard window that appears when the command is run.
- Save to header – the saving of the current manually entered coefficients of multiplication of the traces amplitudes on the screen, in the headers. The title is selected in the standard window that appears when the command is run.

Interactive Application of the Processing Procedures

Some of the most common processing procedures can be applied to the data directly in the interactive Screen Display module. When these procedures are applied, the changes will be saved in the flow data. That is, after the module window is closed, the flow will contain the already processed data.

On the Tools / Apply procedure menu command, the submenu is opened with the list of possible processing procedures that can be interactively applied to the data. The help on specific procedures in this submenu is provided in the descriptions of the corresponding processing modules.
In addition, the submenu contains undo commands for the interactive processing: **Undo one step back** – this command cancels the last procedure application; **Reverse to non-proceeded data** – this command returns to the original data that existed prior to the application of the interactive processing procedures.

**Interactive Processing of Statics**

The module is used to interactively select the static shifts for the trace ensembles or individual traces on the screen. Then, various actions can be performed with them (input, saving in the database, saving in the headers, saving in a text file, import of the corrections file etc.).

The **selected ensemble** can be moved up / down with the use of the arrow keys on the keyboard or with the left mouse button (MB1). In order to do this, place the cursor on the selected fragment by clicking and holding the left mouse button (MB1) and move the mouse up or down. At the same time, only the image on the screen will move; the methods for the saving of the selected statics and to enter them in the data are provided below.

*Note: When using the keyboard, the selected fragment will move to the value equal to the discrete interval; at the same time, the mouse can be used to enter the statics below the discrete value.*

Following the interactive selection of the static shifts, all further manipulations are implemented via the **Tools / Static Correction** / menu.

The statics to be saved in the database are essentially picks. They also have the headers that are used to tie them to the traces (of which there may be more than 2); their processing is similar in many ways.

The menu contains the following commands:

- **Simultaneous shift in panels** – if this option is enabled, all the static shifts are carried out simultaneously for all panels when several panels are used. Otherwise, the static shifts are implemented only for the traces of the current panel.

- **Clear current editing**: this command is used to reset either all the interactively entered static shifts or only some of them (the shifts that are introduced in a specific ensemble of traces). If it is necessary to reset only the part of the statics, select the ensemble that needs to be reset and run this command.

- **Invert current statics** – this command is used to invert either all the entered values of the static shifts or only a specific part of the values. In order to apply this command to only the part of the data, select the data for this command to be applied to.

- **Load...** – this command is used to apply the statics that were previously stored in the database. When this command is run, the standard dialogue box appears; the right corrections must be made.
in this window; at the same time, the **Matching** field displays the information about the headers that are used to tie the selected statics to the traces.

- **Save as...** – this command is used to save the statics to the database. When this command is activated, the **Save statics** window that is similar to the **Save pick** window is opened. All the actions are similar to the actions that are performed during the saving of the pick. The **Matching field...** contains the to-be-selected tie-in headers that correspond to the type of statics. For example, select the RECNO header if the statics are used to amend the collection point.

- **Export...** – this command is used to save the statics to a text file outside of the database. When this command is activated, at first the **Reflect matching fields** window appears, in which the required tie-in headers are selected; then, the path and name of the object in the database are specified in the standard dialogue box.

- **Convert to pick...**: this command is used to convert the current static shifts to the picks on the screen. When this command is selected, the following window appears:

![Time shift window](image)

Here, the time in milliseconds that will be added to the statics values to obtain the pick times can be specified.

- **Save to header...** – this command is used to save the entered static shifts in the headers. When this command is selected, the following window appears:

![Save to header window](image)
The **Header field** contains the to-be-selected headers that will host the offset values; click **Reflect changes in...** to select the dataset, the header of which will host the statics. Generally, the dataset used to handle the shifts should be selected; however, it is possible to select the statics in one dataset and to save them in another one. The **Reflect matching fields...** button is used to select the headers that will be used to tie the shift values. If a certain piece of data is selected, the **Save all** and **Save selection** fields will become active, which will make the saving of either all statics (**Save all**) or only the statics of the selected area (**Save selection**) to the headers possible. By default, the **Save selection** field is selected.

- **Load from header...** – this command is used to apply statics from the headers. When this command is selected, the following window appears:

![Load from header window](image)

In the **Header field**, the header must be selected the values of which will be used as the statics. This command has the following modes:

- **Replace current** – this option replaces the current statics value with the statics value from the header.
- **Replace current when overlap** – this option replaces the current value with all statics values from the header that are not equal to zero. The current statics values remain unchanged where the statics values of the header are equal to zero.
- **Add to current** – this option adds the statics values from the header to the value of the current statics.
- **Keep current when overlap** – this option applies the statics from the header only where the current statics are equal to zero. The current shift values remain unchanged unless they are equal to zero.

- **Convert from pick...**: this command is used to convert the current pick to the statics. When this option is activated, the **Time shift** window (see **Convert to pick...**) appears, where the time must be specified in milliseconds. The statics value at the point will be equal to the difference of the values of the horizon time at this point and the number entered in the **Time shift** window.
**Difference between picks** – this command is used to calculate the statics as the difference in the values of the two picks. This command is active if the window contains only two different picks.

**Apply statics...**: This command is used to apply a static correction from the headers to the data which will not be considered the current static. When this command is selected, the following window appears:

![Apply statics window](image)

Select the required header from the list opened by the Add... button in the Add statics field. The values that are contained therein will be applied to the data as a static correction. The Subtract statics field is used when other statics values that are stored in the headers need to be subtracted from the statics values that are selected in the Add statics field. The Delete option is used to delete the selected header from the Add statics or Subtract statics field.

**Saving the Image**

In order to save the working window in a bitmap image file, use the Tools / Save image... menu command. This will open the image parameter settings window.
The **Image size** fields set the image size expressed in mm; the **Resolution** fields, the image resolution in dots per inch. The **Format** field specifies the image saving file format.

Note: The resolution information is not saved in the Windows BMP format. When the correct image size is important, the use of the TIFF format is suggested. In addition, the compressed TIFF files with the LZW compression are usually much smaller than the BMP files.

**Exit from the Module**

In order to exit the module, use the **Exit** menu command. When working in the frame mode, this command will close the current frame and display the following one.

At the same time, the **Exit / Stop flow** menu command is also available in the frame mode. Once run, it sends the command to stop and not to pass to the next frame to the processing flow. Notice that during the interactive operation of the Screen Display module, the program loads the next frame in the background in order to speed up the processing. Therefore, when the **Exit / Stop flow** command is selected, another pair of frames can be displayed on the screen.

When the flow is interrupted by the **Exit / Stop flow** command, the following message will be displayed:
This message is used to inform that the processing flow has received the break command. This routine behaviour of the software is not an error.

**Plotting**

This module outputs processing results to any printing device compatible with Windows operating system. The module allows changing data visualization parameters (sorting, display method, scaling, amplification, pick and header plot visualization, line width, font size etc.), adding labels and logos to the image, and working with all standard print setup functions (including image preview before printing).

Plotting is a so-called standalone module, i.e. a module that does not require other modules in the flow.

**Plotting parameters**

The Dataset field allows the user to select a dataset that shall serve as a source for generation of the image to be printed. When the button \[
\text{Add…}
\] is clicked, a dialog box will appear prompting the user to select a dataset from the project database.

The Add… button in the Sort Fields field opens a standard dialog box containing a header field selection list. The user should select appropriate input data sorting keys from this list. The selected keys will appear in the Sort Fields list. Keys can be moved up and down in the list using the arrow buttons to the right of the list. Keys can also be deleted from the list by pressing the Delete button.

The Selection field allows specifying the input range for each key. Different key ranges are separated with a colon.

**Example:**
Let us assume that two sorting keys are selected in the **Sort Fields** field. In this case, the range string in the **Selection** field may look like the following:

*:* – all data sorted in accordance with the two selected keys will be input.

*:1000-2000(5) – data for the second key will be input in the 1000 to 2000 range at increments of 5.

**From** t= – start time in ms. Time sections will be displayed on the preview screen and printed starting from this time.

**to** – end time in ms. Time sections will be displayed on the preview screen and printed down to this time. To display all samples down to the end of the trace, enter “0” in this field.

**Display mode**

- **WT/VA** – displays the traces using the wiggle trace/variable area method;
- **WT** – displays the traces using the wiggle trace method;
- **VA** – displays the traces using the variable area method;
- **Gray** – displays the traces using the variable density method in the gray-scale palette;
- **R/B** – displays the traces using the variable density method in the red-white-blue palette;
- **Custom** – displays the traces using the variable density method in a custom palette,

**Define** – this button is active if the **Custom** option is enabled. Pressing the button opens the **Custom Palette** window.
The palette is specified as a set of points with assigned colors. Colors are interpolated linearly between the specified points. The user can create, move and delete points and change their assigned colors. Points are shown as white rectangles on the gray strip under the palette image.

- To **move a point**, select and drag it with the left mouse button (MB1). The palette will change its appearance as you move the point.

- To **change the color assigned to an existing point**, double-click it with the left mouse button (MB1). A standard point color selection dialog box will appear.

- To **create a new point** with a specific color assigned to it, Shift-click the appropriate spot on the palette using the left mouse button (Shift+MB1). A standard point color selection dialog box will appear. A new point with the selected color will be added in the location you clicked on.

- To remove a point from the palette, click on it using the right mouse button (MB2).

- **Load palette...** Pressing this button opens a standard file opening dialog box to select an RGB ASCII text file from the disk;

- **Save palette ...** Pressing this button opens a standard file saving dialog box to save the current palette to the disk as an RGB ASCII text file.

![Variables and Ensemble settings](image)

- **Variable spacing.** Select this option to arrange the traces on the preview screen/plot in accordance with the specified header values. For example, this option allows arranging stacked section traces on the screen by their world coordinate along the profile. To select a header, press the field button.

- **Ensemble boundaries.** Enable this option to have the Plotting separate different trace ensembles on the preview screen/plot with gaps. The first sorting key specified in the stream data input module is the ensemble key.

- **Ensemble's gap.** Gap width (specified as the number of traces) between trace ensembles. The field is active if the Ensemble boundaries option is enabled.
Use excursion ___ traces. This option is used to limit the maximum trace display deviation when using the WT, VA or WT/VA method. If this option is enabled, amplitudes exceeding the specified maximum deviation will be clipped on the screen when the trace is displayed.

Additional scalar. (Display gain). An additional factor to multiply trace samples by before being displayed on the screen/plot.

Bias. Trace mean level shift relative to the zero. If traces are displayed using the variable area method, changing this parameter leads to a change in the black level. Positive values will result in a shift to the left from the trace zero line and an increase in the blackened area of the curve. Negative values will reduce the blackened area of the curve. If data is displayed using any of the variable density methods (Gray, R/B or Custom), this value will shift the zero relative to the palette center.

Line width (mm) – width of lines displayed on the screen. This option can be used when traces are displayed using the WT/VA or WT method.

Normalizing (normalization of trace amplitudes displayed on the screen/plotted)

None – no additional trace normalizing;

Entire screen – normalizes all traces by dividing trace amplitude by the average absolute amplitude value of all traces;

Individual – normalizes each trace individually by dividing trace amplitude by the average absolute amplitude value of the trace itself.

Scales

TScale. Vertical scale value in ms/cm.

Xscale. Horizontal scale value in traces/cm.
General Layout… (label and margin setup)

General Margins (margin width)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Margins</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Left** – image margin from the left edge of the sheet in mm;

**Top** – image margin from the top edge of the sheet in mm.

Label

**Left side** – plot label to the left of the image;

**Right side** – plot label to the right of the image;

**Label font**… – Click this button to opens the label text font setup dialog box;

**Text block width** – text block width in mm.

Margins

**Left** – label margin from the left edge of the sheet in mm;

**Right** – label margin from the right edge of the sheet in mm;
Top – label margin from the top edge of the sheet in mm.

Fields - label text fields are as following:
- Company name;
- Project Title;
- Project Location;
- Comments – for any additional information.

Label logo

The BMP file (image in *.bmp format) field allows the user to choose a logo to be added to the label. Clicking the button will open a file selection dialog box.

- **Logo Height** – logo height in mm;
- **Logo Width** – logo width in mm;
- **Constrain proportions** – preserve/do not preserve initial proportions.

Logo Position
- **Left** – in the left part of the label;
- **Right** – in the right part of the label.

T Axis...(time axis parameters)
Show axis – show/do not show axis titles and scale ticks

Enabling Show axis allows the user to specify major and minor tick display parameters and their value marks as well as axis titles.

Major ticks

Step – tick interval in ms;

Tick length (mm);

Tick line width (mm);

Show values – show/do not show scale values;

Show grid lines – show/do not show grid lines;

Scale font – clicking this button opens the major tick value mark font setup dialog box.

Minor ticks

Number per primary – number of minor ticks per one major tick;

All other parameters are identical to Major ticks parameters.

Title

Show title – show/do not show axis title;

Title – title text;
• Title font – clicking this button opens the axis title font setup dialog box.

X Axis parameters (horizontal axis parameters)

This group consists of three identical fields used to specify the parameters of horizontal scale titles – trace labels. Several trace labels can be used in this case, with each label set up independently.

• Show axis – show/do not show axis titles and scale ticks;

• Linear axis – linear axes, displays the values of the specified header field.

• To select a header field whose values will be used as a trace label, press the Field button.

• Time axis – displays shooting time stamps (hour, minute and second).

• If header fields containing hours, minutes and seconds are completed in the project, they can be selected in the appropriate Hour, Minute, and Second fields and used as axis titles.

• It is possible to specify the trace title step, i.e. interval between trace labels appearing on the horizontal scale (Step). Possible options:

  • Different shows a title for the first trace and every subsequent trace with header value different from the previous trace (does not work for the Time axis);

  • Interval shows a title for the first trace and each N\textsuperscript{th} trace after it. Specify the desired N interval in the Step field;

  • Multiple shows a title for the trace if its header value is a multiple of the increment specified in the Step field.

• Show values – show/do not show scale values;

• Show grid lines – show/do not show grid lines;

• Tick length (mm) – tick length in mm;

• Tick line width (mm) – tick line width in mm;

• Axis width (mm) – axis width in mm;
- **Scale font** – click this button to open the scale tick value mark font setup dialog box;
- **Title font** – click this button to open the axis title font dialog box.
This option allows setting up the pick display parameters. A list of displayed picks is shown on the left side of the setup dialog box. Picks may be added to the list by the **Add horizon**...button or deleted from the list by the **Remove horizon(s)** button. To select multiple picks to be removed, Shift-click on them using the left mouse button (MB1).

- **Individual horizon parameters**
- **Line style** can be the following:
  - **Solid**,
  - **Dashed**,
  - **Dotted**.
- **Line width (mm)** – line width in mm;
- **Draw cross-marks at nodes** – draw pick nodes;
- **Apply the same to whole list** – apply the current pick visualization settings to the entire list of picks.
This field allows selecting the pick color. To open the color list and change the pick color, click the color square with the left mouse button and select a new pick color from the list.

- **The same color to whole list** – apply the current color to all picks in the list

**Plot headers**

Pressing this button opens the **Header plot parameters** dialog box that allows specifying the preview screen/plot display parameters for selected header field value plots:

- **General parameters**. This is a group of general parameters common for all curves.
- **Fill background** – this option is used to display plots against a solid background. Click on the colored square to the right to select the background color.
- **Scale font**… – clicking this button opens the plot tick font setup dialog box.
- **Headers to plot** – this option is used to select the headers to be displayed as plots.
**Add.** Use this button to select the header fields to be displayed. A list of headers available in the current project will open. You can select several headers from the list by left-clicking while pressing the Shift and Ctrl keys. After selecting the headers, press the **OK** button. The selected headers will appear in the list.

**Remove.** This button removes the selected header fields from the displayed plot list. You can select several headers in the list by left-clicking while holding down the Shift and Ctrl keys.

**Curve parameters.** This section is used to set up individual display parameters for each header field in the list. Left-click on one of the selected header fields in the list to view and change its display parameters.

**Time scale.** Enable this option to have header fields interpreted as time values and displayed in accordance with the existing time scale. This option, for example, can be used to print static shift values in the real scale.

**Color.** Specify the display color for the selected header field here. Click on the colored square to select a new color.

The fields below are used to set up the plot display scale. They are active only if the **Time scale** option is enabled.

**Plot area position (%)**. Specify header plot downward shift as percentage of the image size. If the value of this field is set to “0”, the plot will be displayed immediately above the time section, if to “100” - at the bottom of the section.

**Plot area width (mm)**. Height of the area (in mm) in which the selected header field value plot will be displayed.

**Line width (mm)** – line width in mm.

**Whole range.** When this option is enabled, the entire range of header values is scaled to fit it completely into the specified display area. Otherwise the displayed value range should be set manually by specifying its minimum (**Min scale value**) and maximum (**Max scale value**) values.

**Show scale.** This option allows displaying an axis with a step scale for the selected plot. If it is enabled, the axis position can be specified in the **Scale Position** field as percentage of the screen width (0 – left edge, 100 – right edge).

**Value marks orientation** allows specifying the value mark position relative to the scale axis – to the left (**Left**) or to the right (**Right**).
After setting up plot display parameters for one of the header fields in the list, left-click another one. The parameters specified for the previous field will be saved. After setting up all necessary parameters, press the **OK** button. Selected header field values will be displayed as plots in accordance with the specified parameters.

**Image preview and print setup**

The **Print setup**… option allows selecting a printer and adjusting its parameters in a standard Windows print setup dialog box.

The **Display traces in Layout Preview** option allows selecting whether to display seismic traces in the preview window (it is recommended to switch it off for big lines, otherwise the preview will be very slow).

The **Layout Preview**… option allows previewing the image before printing. Clicking the button opens a print preview window (**Layout preview**).

This window allows the user to preview the image in general, check how many sheet the image will
be printed on, and zoom in or out by pressing the buttons or selecting the View/Zoom In, View/Zoom Out from the menu. To close the window, press the button or select File/Exit from the menu.

To print the image, set all necessary parameters in the Plotting parameters dialog box and click OK. Then use the Run command of the flow editor to execute the flow with the module.
3D Gazer (Display of seismic crossections in real 3D coordinates)

The module is dedicated to 3D display of the seismic crossections along the lines. The crossections are displayed in their real 3D coordinates.

Each line at the module input must have a unique line ID value stored in one of the trace header field (by default, SFPIND). This field must be indicated as the first sorting key in the Trace Input module when entering the traces from several datasets into the flow using one single instance of the Trace Input (in order to ensure that the traces from one line goes together).

Module parameters

The parameter dialogue looks as following:

- You can select colour Palette that will be used for data display. The following options are available:
  - R/B – red-white-blue palette;
  - Gray – greyscale palette.
- Custom – when this option is on, the corresponding button calls palette section dialogue similar to that used in the Screen display routine.
- Additional Scalar: - screen gain.
- Normalization – allows selecting amplitude normalization method. Available options include: NONE – no normalization applied, ENTIRE – all traces are normalized altogether, INDIVIDUAL – each trace is normalized separately.
- Axis – this button calls the dialogue with axes parameters. You can indicate intervals for primary and secondary ticks separately for the time and coordinates. It is also possible to adjust the font.
- Profile ID header – trace header field with the unique line ID value.
**X Coordinate Header** - trace header field with X-coordinate.

**Y Coordinate Header** - trace header field with Y-coordinate.

**Working with the module**

After the module is launched you will see its main working window (Fig.1) containing 3D image of the loaded data and coordinate axes. Horizontal axes display coordinates in meters, vertical axis – two-way time in nanoseconds.

![Main working window with available bars.](image)

**Fig. 1. Main working window with available bars.**

Besides, 2 special bars are available: the **Tool Bar** (by default is visible) and the **Pick Bar** (by default is invisible). You can switch the bars on and off through the **View** menu.

**Controlling 3D scene**

**Tool Bar**
The **Tool Bar** (Fig.2.) is designed to control the position of the 3D scene relative to the user, as well as to switch on and off some additional working modes. The purpose of the command buttons is described below:

**Fig.2**

- **Buttons** (2),(4),(6),(8) allow rotating the scene relative to two mutually-perpendicular axes, button (5) brings the scene back into default position.
- **Buttons** (10),(11),(13),(15) allow moving the scene left, right, up and down, button (12) brings the scene back into default position.
- **Buttons** (14) and (16) allows zooming and unzooming the scene.
- **Button** (1) switches on/off the Cursor-mode (see details about this mode in “Working in Cursormode” section).
- **Button** (3) switches on/off Slice-mode. In this mode, the amplitude slices of all the profiles are displayed (Fig. 3). The width of slice display can be adjusted through the menu (Options/Slice Properties…). Vertical position of the slices can be controlled by “Up” and “Down” arrow-keys, or (when Cursor-mode is on) by mouse.
- **Button** (7) switches on/off displaying of survey map above the profiles. (A map must be previously loaded by Options/Map…, see corresponding section n of this manual).
- **Button** (9) switches on/off continuous rotation mode. In this mode, rotating the scene by mouse would cause its continuous rotation in the specified direction.
Fig. 3. Slice-mode.
Controlling the scene with the mouse and keyboard in the normal mode

In 3D Gazer you can work with the mouse in two modes: normal-mode and cursor-mode.

In normal mode you can use the mouse to rotate the scene, move it, zoom up and zoom out.

For **rotating** the scene, click left mouse button at any point of the screen and while holding the button move the mouse cursor. The scene will be rotated in the specified direction.

For **moving** the scene relative to the observer move the mouse cursor holding its right button pressed.

For **zooming/unzooming** the scene hold left mouse button and move the mouse cursor up/down keeping Ctrl key pressed.

The keyboard can be used to **change the vertical scale** of the scene – use Ctrl+”Up” and Ctrl+”Down” key combinations

Working in Cursor mode

In the Cursor mode a 3D cursor is displayed on the screen. It can be used to determine coordinates of any point on the screen (Fig. 5). X and Y coordinates as well as two-way time (t) in nanoseconds are displayed along the coordinate axes and also at the status bar.
Fig. 5. Cursor mode.

In Cursor-mode the mouse controls only the 3D cursor position. You can control the scene position through the Tool Bar.

When left mouse button is pressed, **3D cursor will follow the mouse cursor in XY-plane.** The vertical cursor position (along time axis) does not change at that.

When the left mouse is pressed together with the Shift key, **moving the mouse cursor will change the vertical position of the 3D cursor.** At that, the position of the 3D cursor in XY-plane will not change.

**Picks**

**Pick Bar**

You can work with picks through the **Pick Bar** (Fig.6). To display the **Pick Bar** on the screen, use View/Pick Bar… menu command.
On the pick bar the **new** button creates a new pick, **delete** button deletes the current pick. With the corresponding buttons you can also **save** current pick into a text file and **load** some previously saved pick on the screen.

**IMPORTANT:** Since the 3D Gazer picks correspond to linear objects rather than to horizons, their file format is different from the **RadExPro** horizon picks. XY coordinates of pick nodes and the node time values are stored together with the line style and colour information. You can switch from one pick to another with **previous** and **next** buttons.

The colored rectangular field to the right shows the color of the current (active) pick. Click on this field to select a new colour for the pick in a standard colour-select dialog.

In the **Pick** group of fields you can specify the name of the current pick and its **Size**.

**Set** button updates parameters of the active pick in accordance with the current pick bar settings.

Option of automatic cursor positioning to current pick points (**Cursor to current point**), allows in the Cursor-mode to quickly move 3D cursor from one pick point to another. For that, switch the option on, use the tool bar to switch on the Cursor-mode, and then use Ctrl+”Right” and Ctrl+”Left” key combinations. The 3D cursor will jump sequentially from one current pick point to another.

**Editing picks on the screen**

For editing picks on the screen you need to switch to the Cursor-mode.

**To add a point** to the current pick, position the 3D cursor to the desired location of the 3D scene, place the mouse cursor to the same location and click the left mouse button holding Ctrl key pressed. A point can be added either to the end or before the beginning of the pick. To make this, before adding a point, “illuminate” either the first or the last point in the pick (a pick point is “illuminated” when a 3D cursor is placed on the corresponding position in the 3D scene, see fig. 7). A point can
also be added between two existing pick points. To make this, position the 3D cursor to the connecting line, add a point on the line and then move it to the desired location.

To **move a point** of the current pick, position the 3D cursor at the desired point (when the cursor is properly positioned at a pick point, the point becomes “illuminated”, see fig.7), place the mouse cursor to the same location of the screen, then catch the point with the right mouse button and drag the point to the new position (to move the point along the time-axis, keep Shif key pressed).

To **delete a point** of the active pick, position the 3D cursor at the desired point (when the cursor is properly positioned at a pick point, the point becomes “illuminated”, see fig.7), place the mouse cursor to the same location of the screen, then double-click the point with the right-mouse button.
Fig. 7. Editing pick on the screen: when 3D cursor is positioned at a pick point, the point is "illuminated".

**TIP:** When moving/deleting an existing point of the active pick it is convenient to use the option of automatic cursor positioning to current pick points (**Cursor to current point**) of the Pick Bar.

**TIP:** When adding/editing pick points it is often convenient to switch on slice-mode, as in this mode positioning of 3D cursor appears to be more simple and obvious.
Adjusting data display parameters

Adjustment of data display parameters can be made through the Display Properties dialog window that is called by Options/Display Properties menu command (Fig. 8).

![Display Properties Window](image)

**Fig. 8. Data display parameter dialog**

You can select color **Palette** that will be used for data display. Available options are as following:

- **R/B** – red-white-blue
- **Grey** – grey-scale
- **Custom** – user-defined color palette.

When user-defined palette is selected, the **Custom** becomes enabled. The button is used for selecting/editing custom color palettes. When the button is pressed, the palette dialog will appear, similar to that used in the Screen Display module. The dialog allows editing the palette, saving it to hard disk (**Save** button) and loading previously saved palettes from disk (**Load** button).

**Additional Scalar** is a screen gain coefficient value. **Normalization** drop-down list allows setting a mode of amplitude normalization prior to data display (**ENTIRE** – one and the same normalizing factor is calculated for all traces, **INDIVIDUAL** – separate normalizing factor is calculated for every individual trace, **NONE** – no additional normalization is performed).

**Transparency** slider allows making some portion of low-amplitudes transparent, i.e. to display only the strong amplitude parts of the sections. (Fig. 9). The current transparency value (the percentage of absolute amplitude values that become transparent) is reflected above the slider in the **Value** field.
Fig. 9. Data 3D display with transparency – only the high-amplitude portions of the sections are visible.

Axes adjustment

The axes parameters can be adjusted through the dialog window that is called by Options/Axis menu command (Fig. 10).

![Axes parameter dialog](image)

Fig. 10. Axes parameter dialog.

The **Time** group allows adjusting vertical (two-way time) axis. The **Coordinates** group controls X and Y horizontal coordinate axis. For both groups, you can specify **Primary** and **Secondary** tick
intervals (for time axis – in nanoseconds, for coordinate axes – in meters). To the right of every field you can indicate if the particular type of ticks is to be displayed on the axes.

Use Font button to display a standard dialog for adjusting font to be used for axes tick marks.

**Working with the map**

The *3D Gazer* allows displaying a map above the seismic sections. A map here is an arbitrary BMP image, which corners are tied to coordinates (see Fig. 4). It could be a survey map with the lines, a chart of a building where the survey was performed, area map with topography etc. The map can be loaded through a dialog window that is called by **Options/Map…** menu command (Fig.11).

![Fig.11. Map parameter dialog.](image)

Use **Browse** button to select a BMP image-file with the map you want to display.

**IMPORTANT:** An image must be in Window BMP format in 24-bit RGB color mode. In case your map is in a different format, use any third-party image editing software to convert it to the appropriate format.

When the file is selected, its name will be displayed in **BMP file** string.

The **Transparency** group of fields allows adjusting map transparency parameters.

The transparency of the map can be calculated by two methods. If **Use proximity to color** option is on, transparency is calculated automatically for every color of the map through the proximity of this color to the specified opaque color. Use **Set** button to select a color that is to be **opaque**. The other colors of the map will be as transparent as they differ from the specified color.

When **Use proximity to color** option if off, use **Set** button to select the color that is to be **transparent**. All other colors of the map, in this case, will be considered to be **solid**. Then you can separately adjust the actual transparency of the **transparent color** and **solid colors** by means of **Solid Percent** and
Transparency Percent values. These fields can take on values from 0 (fully transparent) to 255 (fully opaque).

In order to properly tie the map to the data, in Coordinates group of fields specify coordinates of Top Left and Bottom Right corners of the map (in meters). The coordinates can also be loaded from a text file: the 2nd line must contain X and Y coordinates of the top left corner, the 4th line – those of the bottom right corner (see Fig. 12).

![Fig. 12. An example of text file with map coordinate opened in a standard Windows Notepad application.](image)

After the map is loaded, use “Map” button of the Tool Bar to make it visible on the screen.
Amplitude Correction

This module allows for different types of amplitude correction of data. When accessing this module the following window appears:

The options available in this window are described below:

- **Spherical divergence correction**: applies gain function variable in time to traces. Each sample of the trace is multiplied by the corresponding time and by a constant coefficient set by user. Allows compensation for amplitude loss during spherical divergence of wavefront. When activating this option, specify (in l/s) the coefficient for linear correction of gain.

- **Exponential correction**: multiplies every sample by the exponential function of \( e^{kt} \). This allows approximate compensation for intrinsic attenuation in the media. Neither attenuation coefficient variation with depth, or frequency dependency, are taken into account. When activating this option, specify the constant in dB/s to enable the amplitude correction calculation.

- **Automatic Gain Control**: allows automatic changing of gain, applied to trace samples, as a function of amplitudes in AGC sliding window. For each trace, the gain scalar is calculated for every position of a window of given length, sliding down the trace with the step of one sample.
Then, the scalar is applied to the specified sample within the window, i.e. the amplitude of the sample is divided by the scalar. As a result, amplitude variations along the trace reduce. When activating this option, specify:

- **Operator length** - the length (in ms) of the sliding window that will be used for the gain scalar calculation.

- **Type of AGC scalar** - **Mean** is used for AGC scalar calculation as mean of absolute values of amplitudes in the sliding window. **RMS** (root-mean-square) is used for AGC scalar calculation as root-mean-square of the amplitudes within the window. To select a type of AGC scalar, click the left mouse button (MB1) in the corresponding field.

- **Basis for scalar application** - **CENTERED** applies the scalar to the central sample at every sliding window position **TRAILING** applies the scalar to the last sample in every sliding window. **LEADING** applies the scalar to the leading sample in every sliding window. To chose the position of scalar application, click the left mouse button (MB1) in a corresponding field.

- **Trace equalization** calculates an individual gain scalar for each trace. The scalar is calculated over the indicated fixed time window. Then, all amplitudes of the trace are divided by this scalar. As a result, the amplitude variation between the traces are reduced. When activating this option, specify:

  - **Basis for scaling.** Defines the amplitude to be used as a gain scalar: **Mean, RMS, Maximum** (i.e. mean, root-mean-square, or maximum amplitude within the specified window select the basis for scaling, click the left mouse button (MB1) in a corresponding field.

  - **Time gate start time.** Defines the start time scalar calculation window.

  - **Time gate end time.** Defines the end time scalar calculation window.

  - **Time variant scaling** defines the law of amplitude scaling along the trace. When the option is activated, specify time-scaling pairs as a text string. The syntaxes of the string is as following: time1:gain1,time2-time3: gain2,....timeN:gainN
**DC Removal**

This module removes DC component of each trace if there is any. When accessing this module the following window appears:

![DC Removal Parameters](image)

- **Start Time** and **End Time** define the time range where the DC level will be evaluated.
- **Mode** defines the mode of DC evaluation:
  - **Mean** - the mean value is taken within specified time range.
  - **Median** - the median value is taken within specified time range.
  - **Alpha trimmed** - the mean value is taken within specified time range excluding specified percentage of the smallest and the biggest values.
- **Save DC** check box, when checked, allows saving the DC value evaluated for each trace into a trace header field selected in the drop-down list to the right of the check box.
Bandpass Filtering

This module applies frequency filtering to every input trace. The filtering algorithm operates in frequency domain and is realized by means of multiplying trace Fourier transform on digital filter frequency characteristic.

When this module is activated the window containing two fields: for filter type selection and for filter parameters selection will appear. The set of filter parameters depends on the type of filter selected.

The field for filter selection contains:

- **Simple Bandpass filter** - simple trapeziform bandpass filter. Here, specify four values of frequency in Hz in filter parameters selection field.

- **Ormsby Bandpass filter.** Here, specify four values of frequency in Hz in filter parameters selection field.

- **Butterworth filter.** Here, specify two values of frequency limits values in Hz and two slope values in dB/Oct.

- **Notch filter** - notch filter is trapeziform. Here, also specify four values of frequencies in Hz.

Choose one type of filter. In the filter parameters selection field for **simple bandpass filter** or for **Ormsby bandpass filter** select a set of four frequencies in the corresponding parameters' fields. These frequencies consistently define the 0% and 100% points of signal gating from the side of lower frequencies and 100% and 0% points of signal gating from the side of higher frequencies (expressed in Hz). The filter slopes are developed within a frequency domain by linear weight function (for simple bandpass filter) or by Hanning function (cosine weight function) for Ormsby bandpass filter.

*Example:*
Low Cut Frequency  5
Low Pass Frequency 20
High Pass Frequency 50
High Cut Frequency 80

If you set such parameters it will result in creation of a band pass filter with a band pass from 20 to 50 Hz and with low frequency slope 30 Hz wide.

For **Batterworth filter**, specify a set of parameters: frequency-steepness-frequency-steepness in corresponding fields. *Example:*

- Low Pass Frequency 20
- Low Cut Slope  10
- High Pass Frequency 50
- High Cut Slope  40

If you set such parameters it will result in creation of a bandpass filter with a band pass from 20 to 50 Hz and with 10 dB/Oct slope steepness for lower frequencies and 40 dB/Oct slope steepness for upper frequencies.

For **notch filter** the frequencies consistently define 100% and 0% points of signal gating from the side of lower frequencies and 0% and 100% points of signal gating from the side of higher frequencies. *Example:*

- Low Pass Frequency 40
- Low Cut Frequency 45
- High Cut Frequency 55
- High Pass Frequency 60

If you set such parameters it will result in creation of a bandpass filter with a suppression band from 45 to 55 Hz and 5 Hz wide slope for lower frequencies and 5 Hz wide slope for upper frequencies.

**Butterworth Filtering**

This module applies Butterworth frequency filtering to each input trace. The filtering algorithm operates in the frequency domain and is implemented by multiplying a Fourier transform of the trace by the digital filter frequency response.
**Theory**

The Butterworth filter is designed in such a way as make its amplitude frequency response as smooth as possible for frequencies within the pass band, but have it drop almost to zero for frequencies within the stop band range.

The amplitude frequency response $G(w)$ of an $n^{th}$ order Butterworth low-pass filter can be expressed by the following formula:

$$G^2(w) = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{w}{w_c}\right)^{2n}}$$

where

- $n$ – filter order (for a first-order filter, the response rolls off at −6 dB per octave, for a second-order filter, the response decreases at −12 dB per octave, a third-order at −18 dB, and so on.)
- $w_c$ – cut-off frequency (frequency on which the amplitude is equal to -3 dB)

The amplitude-frequency response of an $n^{th}$ order Butterworth high-pass filter is calculated using the same formula, but with “$w$” replaced by “$1/w$”.

**Module parameters**

When the module is activated, a dialog box with filter parameters will appear:

The dialog box allows specifying the filter operator type, two frequency limit values in Hz, and two filter slope ratio values in dB/oct.

Select the phase of the filter operator:
Zero-phase filter – zero-phase form of the filter operator;

Minimum-phase filter – minimum-phase form of the filter operator;

Specify the type(s) of filter to be applied, the cutoff frequencies and slopes (in dB/oct)

Low-cut filter

Low-cut frequency – the -3dB cutoff frequency;

Low-cut slope in dB per octave;

High-cut filter – low frequency range filtration (high frequency suppression)

High-cut frequency – the -3dB cutoff frequency;

High-cut slope in dB per octave.

Resample

This module allows for changing of sample rate of the data. It allows both increasing and decreasing of the sample rate. New sample rate can be a broken number. Usually the data are resampled to rarer sampling interval in order to increase processing speed and reduce space on disk required for data storing.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

In the New sample rate field, specify new sampling interval value expressed in ms.

Hilbert Transforms

This module is used to recalculate seismic traces into traces of reflection strength, instantaneous phase or instantaneous frequency.

For every trace of the dataset through passing the flow its own analytical function (complex trace) is created, where the real part of the signal is the trace itself and imaginary part is its Hilbert transform. The module of this function is usually called instantaneous amplitude or "reflection strength". Reflection strength analysis often allows more accurate tracing of amplitude variations along
reflecting boundaries and the whole section. Since a function phase is independent from module size/value, the instantaneous phase study can be used while boundary tracing, faults and irregularities educing. Instantaneous frequency is calculated as phase derivative and can be used while studying the absorbing or/and scattering properties of the section, since absorption and scattering result in frequency-dependent elastic wave attenuation.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

Select one of available types of transform:

- Hilbert Transform
- Reflection Strength
- Instantaneous Phase
- Instantaneous Frequency

**Use median filter** ___samples - in case when instantaneous frequency is selected, you can activate this option to apply median filter (with the operator of the specified number of samples) in order to smoothen the result.
Trace Math Transforms

This module allows some integral transformations of every trace of the dataset through-passing the flow. When this module is activated the following window appears:

Here, select the type of transform:

- **Amplitude spectrum**
- **Phase spectrum.** When this option is selected it is possible to set additional shift, ms/
- **Autocorrelation.** By default, time-zero of the autocorrelation function remains at the beginning of the trace. Use the check box to the right to shift zero to the center of the trace.
- **Hilbert transform;**
- **Reflection Strength** – amplitude envelope as calculated through Hilbert transform.
- **Instantaneous Phase** - instantaneous phase (calculated through Hilbert transform)
- **Instantaneous Frequency** - instantaneous frequency (calculated through Hilbert transform). When this kind of transform is chosen, the apply median filter to result option becomes available. You can switch it on in order to smoothen frequencies via the median filter. The length of the filter operator should be specified in the number of samples.
- **Phase rotation** (degrees). When the option is chosen specify the phase rotation in degrees in the edit field to the right.
Power of Trace

This module is used to raise the amplitudes of all the trace samples to an arbitrary power.

The Module Parameters

- **Power exponent** – the power exponent can be any real number.

- **Keep sign** – if this flag is on, the amplitude of the observation will be assigned the sign of the initial amplitude after being raised to the power. Otherwise, after being raised to the power, all the amplitudes will be positive.

- **Positive only** – only positive amplitudes will be raised to the power. The observations with the initial negative amplitudes are zeroed.

- **Negative only** – only negative amplitudes will be raised to the power. The observations with the initial positive amplitudes are zeroed. (The sign of the result will depend on the value of the **Keep sign** flag.)
Data Enhancement

2D Spatial Filtering

This module is meant to accomplish various types of two-dimensional spatial filtering.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

![2D Spatial Filtering Window](image)

In the **Type of filter to be applied** field, select the type of filter:

- **2-D Mean** - this algorithm averages the samples within the bounds of filter application window;

- **2-D Median** - this algorithm sorts the samples within the bounds of filter application window and generates median (central) sample of the sorted set.

- **Alpha-Trimmed Mean** - this algorithm sorts the samples within the bounds of filter application window and averages the range of values centralized regarding to the median. This process is equivalent to the process of culling of samples which are beyond the bounds and smoothing the rest of them.

Next, specify the size of window for filter application, i.e. its operator horizontal and vertical dimensions.

- **Number of traces for 2-D filter** - number of traces to be used as the width of the operator of two-dimensional spatial filter. This value must be an odd integer.
Number of samples for 2-D filter - number of samples to be used as height of the operator of two-dimensional spatial filter. This value must be an odd integer.

There are two modes of filter application. The first mode (normal) substitutes the sample value in the center of operator of two-dimensional filter for calculated value. In the second mode in the center of operator of two-dimensional filter calculated value is subtracted from the input value thus preserving the "differed" dataset.

In the Application mode for 2-D filter field, specify the spatial filter mode:

- Normal - allows replacing of the initial value in the center of the two-dimensional filter operator by calculated value.
- Subtraction - allows subtracting the calculated value from the input value in the center of the two-dimensional filter operator. It is usually applied for culling of energy of some coherent waves.
- Rejection percentage for spatial filter (this option is available only when Alpha-Trimmed Mean filter is selected) - in this field, specify the percentage of input samples of the window of two-dimensional special alpha-trimmed mean filter which will be discarded before averaging the rest of the samples. The 40% value means that the lowest 20% of the samples and the highest 20% of the samples will be discarded while filter calculation. When the 0% value is entered, the filter at the output will give the mean sum whereas the 100% value will give the median filter.

WARNING!: Owing to the median filters nature, when using the median filter the accidental gaps in values of samples may occur and they are the result of shifts in family of samples taken place while process of sorting. It is recommended that the median filter is followed by the bandpass filter with a wide bandpass in order to eliminate these calculation gaps.
**Antenna Ringdown Removal**

It is obvious that the presence of constant component in all the traces (or in part of traces) of the window under processing can be only an instrumental error. It can be removed by means of subtracting the mean for the window from every sample of all traces of the ensemble. Practically it is possible that the value of this constant component slowly changes within the window under processing. A special parameter for window size is available in the module which equals average number of traces. ARR can be considered as the most rapid and simplified mode of 2D spatial filtering.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

![Antenna Ringdown Removal Window](image)

**Panel Size** - defines number of traces which will be averaged in order to find the constant component.

---

**Radial Trace Transform**

**Theory**

The module is designed to transform traces from \((x,t)\) domain into \((v,t')\) domain and back following the rule (see Fig. 1):

\[
R(S(x,t)) = S'(v,t) \quad R^{-1}\{S'(x,t')\} = S(x,t)
\]

\[t' = t; \quad v = \frac{x}{t}\]

where \(x\) – distance from source to receiver, \(t\) – time, \(v\) – apparent velocity.
Several filtering types (special and time) and different muting types can be applied to traces in V-T domain.

The transform can be used for noise attenuation, that regards coherent noise with linear seismic events, starting from the axes’ origin (for instance, direct and air waves etc.).

Parameters

The figure (Fig. 2) demonstrates a dialog box for parameters’ setting of the module Radial Trace Transform.
Fig. 2. Parameters of module Radial Trace Transform

- **Forward transform (Forward)**.
- **Start apparent velocity** – minimum apparent velocity (in m/ms or km/s, which is similar)
- **End apparent velocity** – maximum apparent velocity (in m/ms)
- **Apparent velocity step** – step of search (step between the generated traces, in m/ms)

- **Inverse transform (Inverse)**

Inverse transform can be performed in two modes – into the set of offsets specified by the user (in this mode a trace ensemble in x-t domain with the specified set of offsets will be obtained from each radial traces’ ensemble). The following parameters are applicable for this mode

- **Minimum offset** (in m)
- **Maximum offset** (in m)
- **Offset step** (in m)
The second mode of inverse transform is selected via the check-box **Use reference dataset**. In this case the module generates traces with the same geometry (offsets) and header fields, as in the seismic dataset from the database, selected by the user. The selection of the database object is performed by standard means after clicking the button **Browse**.

It is assumed that the offsets are kept within the header field OFFSET of the raw data when performing the forward transform, The traces are formed as a result of transform, with the header field OFFSET containing apparent velocity. The other way round is done during the inverse transform.

**IMPORTANT!** The traces’ sorting in Reference dataset should be as follows:

- **ENSEMBLE_INDICATOR**:OFFSET, where **ENSEMBLE_INDICATOR** – header field, specified in
- **In reference dataset traces grouped by…** parameter, the same as the first sorting field of input radial traces.

**IMPORTANT!** Each ensemble of input traces in any domain (x-t or r-t) should contain at least 2 traces.

**Application**

Let’s give a typical example of module application aimed at ground roll suppression. Let us assume that the raw data have a header field TRC_TYPE = 1.

- **Forward transform**
  - **Trace Input (FFID:OFFSET sorting)** <- **Dataset A**
  - **Radial Trace Transforms**
  - **Forward**
    - Apparent velocity -2:0.01:2 (км/с)
  - **Trace Output → Dataset B**
- **Generation of a reference dataset**
  - **Trace Input (FFID:OFFSET sorting)** <- **Dataset A**
  - **Trace Output → Dataset C**
- **Generation of ground roll model and inverse transform**
- Trace Input (FFID: OFFSET sorting, range OFFSET -0.35-0.35) <- Dataset B (OFFSET range (where the apparent velocities are kept at the moment) is limited by apparent velocities of ground roll)

- Bandpass Filter - 0-0-8-12 (Hz) (pass only the ground roll)

- Radial Trace Transforms

- Inverse

- Use reference dataset (Dataset C, group header FFID)

- Trace Header Math

- TRC_TYPE = 2

- Trace Output -> Dataset D

In this example, to distinguish the ground roll a band pass filtering (high cut filter) is used. However instead of the band pass you may use some other 1D or 2D filters to pickup the field of noise in R-T domain.

- Subtracting ground roll model from the raw data

- Trace Input <- Dataset A, Dataset D Parameters should control the traces sorting in pairs in the flow: “minuend1”, “subtract1”, “minuend2”, “subtract2”...

- Trace Math

- Trace Output -> Dataset E

This is a preferential kind of approach (when the noise model is generated, and subtracted from the raw data), in comparison with the direct approach (when the noise is subtracted in R-T domain), because an inverse transform can (though moderately) distort the data. Moreover, it allows editing the noise model before subtraction.

Reference

Radon Transforms

Theory

Forward linear discrete Radon transform of seismogram, containing N traces $LL^*$ with a range of offsets $h$ from $L_0$ to $L_1$ can be specified as

$$v(p, t) = (Lu)(p, \tau) = \sum_{l=L_0}^{L_1} u(h_l, \tau + h_l p) \Delta h_l$$

Correspondingly the discrete version of inverse Radon transform is

$$\tilde{u}(h, t) = (L^*v)(\tau, p) = \sum_{j=J_0}^{J_1} v(h, t + hp_j) \Delta p_j$$

Where $\Delta p_j = p_{j+1} - p_j$ denominates an increment of ray parameter. The Fourier transform of the given equations on time variable gives

$$V(p, f) = \sum_{l=L_0}^{L_1} U(h_l, f) \exp(2\pi ifh_l p) \Delta h_l$$

$$\tilde{U}(h, f) = \sum_{j=J_0}^{J_1} V(p, f) \exp(-2\pi ifp_j h) \Delta p_j$$

In matrix notation (asterisk signifies operator contingency), the data is a result of inverse Radon transform application $d = Lm$ , then (Yilmaz 1994), we need to find $m$ while minimizing the following functional of a square norm

$$\| d - Lm \|^2$$

it corresponds to a well-known formula of the least square method

$$m = (L^* L)^{-1} L^* d$$

As the matrix $LL^*$ is very close to degenerate matrix, it is worth using a regularizing parameter $\mu$ , that modifies diagonal line:

$$m = (L^* L + \mu I)^{-1} L^* d$$

The realization of forward and inverse parabolic Radon transform is similar on the whole.
The transform can be used in order to eliminate different coherent noise with linear event (for example, direct and air waves etc.).

**Parameters**

Figure (Fig. 2) illustrates a dialog window for parameters’ setting of Radon Transforms package.

![Parameters of the module Radial Trace Transform](image)

**Fig. 3. Parameters of the module Radial Trace Transform**

- **Radon mode** – Radon transform mode (Linear or Parabolic)
- **Fmin / Fmax** – frequency range (Hz) of the signal, in data subject to transform.
- **Reference offset** – offset (m), for which a range of moveouts will be indicated in case you choose Parabolic mode. As a rule, it should be approximately equal to the maximum offset in seismograms. Irrelevant in case of the linear Radon transform mode.
**Tapering** – ensemble edges’ smoothing (in space (Left, Right, traces (number)), as well as in time (Top, Bottom, ms)). With the aim of distortion reduction, linked with the calculation of discrete Fourier transform, the ensemble is multiplied by piecewise-cosine weight function.

**Forward transform (Forward).**

- **Min ray parameter** – minimum ray parameter (in ms/m or s/km, for linear transform and ms for parabolic transform)
- **Max ray parameter** – maximum ray parameter (in ms/m or s/km, for linear transform and ms for parabolic transform)
- **Step** – search step (step between generated traces, in ms/m)

**Inverse transform (Inverse)**

The inverse transform can be carried out in two modes – into the set of offsets specified by user (in this case each ensemble of radial traces produces trace ensemble in x-t domain with the specified set of offsets). The following parameters are applicable in this mode:

- **Minimum offset** (in m)
- **Maximum offset** (in m)
- **Offset step** (in m)

The second mode of the inverse transform is carried out using the check-box** Use reference dataset.** In this case the traces with the same geometry (offsets) and the header fields as in the set of seismic data, selected by user, are generated by the module. The selection of database object is performed by standard means after you click the button **Browse.**

It is assumed in the module, that in the raw data the offsets are kept in header field OFFSET when you perform forward transform, as a result of transform the traces are formed with the header field OFFSET, containing ray parameter (or corresponding moveout on a reference offset). The inverse transform is done vice-versa.

**IMPORTANT!** Trace sorting in Reference dataset should be the following:

**INDICATOR_ENSEMBLE:OFFSET**, where **INDICATOR_ENSEMBLE** – is the header field, set in parameters field **In reference dataset traces grouped by…**, the same as the sorting field, of the input radial traces.

**IMPORTANT!** Each ensemble of input traces in any domain (x-t or r-t) should contain at least 2 traces.
Application

The application of module is generally the same as the **Radial Trace Transform** module and is laid down in the corresponding section of this Manual.
Burst Noise Removal

The module is designed for removal of high-amplitude noise bursts from the seismic traces.

The algorithm of the module operation is as following:

- The average of the absolute amplitudes over all samples of all traces within the flow is calculated.
- Within a sliding window of several traces, alpha-trimmed average of absolute amplitudes is calculated for each sample.
- The average for the current sample within the window is compared with the average over the flow. If the average for the sample over the window is too small (that is, does not exceed certain percentage of the average over the flow), this sample is skipped as the module is not supposed to change low amplitude samples.
- Otherwise, the amplitude of this sample at the middle trace of the window is compared with the average for this sample over the window. If the absolute amplitude exceed the average N times and more, this sample at the middle trace is considered to be a burst and its amplitude is substituted by the alpha-trimmed average for this sample over all traces within the current position of the window.

The parameter dialog of the module looks as following:

![Burst Noise Removal](image)

Here:

**Window size for average value calculation (traces)** — number of traces of the sliding window used for alpha-trimmed average calculation.

**Rejection percentage (%)** for alpha-trimmed average calculation. This percentage of the highest and lowest amplitudes will be rejected, the remaining will be averaged.
Do not change amplitudes lower than (%) of the average — this is the threshold percent from the average over the flow. When the alpha-trimmed average over the window is below this threshold, this sample is skipped and guaranteed to remain unchanged.

Modify values when exceed average in more than N times — set the N-parameter here. When the absolute amplitude of the sample at the middle trace is N-times higher than the average for this sample over the windows, it is substituted by the average.

**Wave field subtraction**

**Theory**

This module performs adaptive subtraction of one wave field from another. The main feature of the algorithm is its capability to make adjustments for possible gradual amplitude distortion along the time coordinate. A shaping filter is calculated using the least square method in such a way as to make the filtered subtracted field as close to the source field in terms of minimum quadratic deviation as possible. This filter is essentially a multi-channel filter. Additional channels for its calculation and subsequent folding are taken from the source trace by adding parametrized time non-stationarity to it.

**Method theory**

The adaptive wave field subtraction method consists in finding a continuous time shaping Wiener filter \( \hat{g}(t) \) in the set of Wiener filters \(-\tilde{g}(t)\) to satisfy the following condition:

\[
\hat{g}(t) = \arg \min_{\tilde{g}(t)} \int (p(a,b,t) - \tilde{g}(t) \ast l(a,b,t))^2 dt, (1)
\]

where \( p(a,b,t) \) is the source trace of the wave field being reduced, \( a \) and \( b \) define the spatial coordinates of the trace, and \( l(a,b,t) \) is the trace of the wave field being subtracted.

The implemented algorithm allows making adjustments for possible discrepancies between the \( p(a,b,t) \) and \( l(a,b,t) \) traces (including nonstationary \( t \) discrepancy), but does not have enough degrees of freedom to make adjustment for arbitrary differences.

A traditional method of accounting for nonstationarity in adaptation tasks is a “local stationary” (i.e. stationary within the window) multi-window filtration that involves breaking the trace down into intervals:
where \( i \) is the window number, with its upper and lower boundaries serving as limits of integration \( T_i \). Drawbacks of this method lie in the very task of making adjustments for nonstationarity by breaking the trace down into intervals within which such effects are considered insignificant. As a result, filters generally have to be set up in small windows; this considerably degrades the statistical properties of evaluation and leads to a potential usable reflection energy decrease during subtraction.

Besides, such parametrization of nonstationarity nature is described by uneven filter changes at window boundaries. By introducing matrix designations for the filter set, expression (1) may be presented as follows:

\[
\hat{g}_i(t) = \arg \min_{\tilde{g}_i(t)} \int_{\tilde{T}_i}^{\tilde{T}_i} (p(a,b,t) - \tilde{g}_i(t) * l(a,b,t))^2 dt ,
\]

(2)

where \( T \) is the trace length and \( w_i(t) \) is the step function. To eliminate uneven change of filters, the number of the shaping filter’s degrees of freedom should be reduced while maintaining its nonstationarity, i.e. the filter should be allowed to make adjustments for possible dynamic variations, but not in an arbitrary mode. Use of smooth functions for subtracted trace weighing is suggested to eliminate the drawbacks inherent to the traditional approach.

In this case a substitution of step functions \( w_i(t) \) with, for example, polynomials \( w_i(t) = t_i \) can be used. After that, the optimization task comes down to calculating a nonstationary, gradually variable shaping filter for the entire trace. The procedure is technically implemented as follows. First the subtracted trace \( l(a,b,t) \) is represented as a weighted set of smooth functions \( w_i(t) \), resulting in a set of channels \( l_i(a,b,t) = l(a,b,t)w_i(t) \). Than adaptation is carried out by calculating a continuous time shaping filter for each channel \( l_i(a,b,t) \).

To increase reliability of filter calculation (especially for traces with high amount of interference), calculations should be performed taking adjacent traces into account too, – for example, \( l(a,b + \Delta x,t) \), \( l(a,b - \Delta x,t) \) etc., where \( \Delta x \) is the lateral increment. In this case the task of adapting the subtracted wave field to the source data is reformulated as follows: it is also necessary to find minimizing functionals \( \hat{g}_k(i,t) \) and \( \tilde{g}_k(i,t) \).

\[
\hat{g}_k(i,t) = \arg \min_{\tilde{g}_k(i,t)} \sum_{i=0}^{T} (p(a,b,t) - (w_i(t)l(a,b,t)) * \tilde{g}_k(i,t))^2 dt ,
\]

(3)

where \( T \) is the trace length and \( w_i(t) \) is the step function. To eliminate uneven change of filters, the number of the shaping filter’s degrees of freedom should be reduced while maintaining its nonstationarity, i.e. the filter should be allowed to make adjustments for possible dynamic variations, but not in an arbitrary mode. Use of smooth functions for subtracted trace weighing is suggested to eliminate the drawbacks inherent to the traditional approach.

In this case a substitution of step functions \( w_i(t) \) with, for example, polynomials \( w_i(t) = t_i \) can be used. After that, the optimization task comes down to calculating a nonstationary, gradually variable shaping filter for the entire trace. The procedure is technically implemented as follows. First the subtracted trace \( l(a,b,t) \) is represented as a weighted set of smooth functions \( w_i(t) \), resulting in a set of channels \( l_i(a,b,t) = l(a,b,t)w_i(t) \). Than adaptation is carried out by calculating a continuous time shaping filter for each channel \( l_i(a,b,t) \).

To increase reliability of filter calculation (especially for traces with high amount of interference), calculations should be performed taking adjacent traces into account too, – for example, \( l(a,b + \Delta x,t) \), \( l(a,b - \Delta x,t) \) etc., where \( \Delta x \) is the lateral increment. In this case the task of adapting the subtracted wave field to the source data is reformulated as follows: it is also necessary to find minimizing functionals \( \hat{g}_k(i,t) \) and \( \tilde{g}_k(i,t) \).

\[
\hat{g}_k(i,t) = \arg \min_{\tilde{g}_k(i,t)} \sum_{i=0}^{T} (p(a,b,t) - (w_i(t)l(a,b,t)) * \tilde{g}_k(i,t))^2 dt ,
\]

(3)
which leads to Levinson algorithm for multi-channel filters. The block Toeplitz matrix obtained as a result of minimization can become ill-conditioned, which is characteristic of all tasks of optimum spatial filtering. To avoid this, let us find a separate optimum multi-channel filter by variable $i$ for each trace in the database $(b-M\Delta x,b+M\Delta x)$, obtaining the following as the result:

$$
\tilde{l}(a,b+k\Delta x,t) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} (\hat{g}_k(i,t) * l_i(a,b+k\Delta x,t) + \hat{g}_k^i(i,t) * l_i^*(a,b+k\Delta x,t)).
$$

Then let us find coefficients $c^i k$ satisfying the following conditions:

$$
\hat{c}_k = \arg \min_{\hat{c}_k} J_{a,b}(\hat{c}), \quad J_{a,b}(\hat{c}) = \int_{0}^{T} \left( p(a,b,t) - \sum_{k=-M}^{M} \hat{c}_k l_i(a,b+k\Delta x,t) \right)^2 dt.
$$

The procedure is repeated several times with $p(a,b,t)$ in the last expression substituted with the subtraction result from the previous iteration until the minimum of functional $J_{a,b}(\cdot)$ is reached.

Recalculation for a larger sampling interval (or, to be more precise, “band transformation” or resampling) presents another reserve to draw upon in order to improve the task conditionality. In this case the lower limit frequency of the source trace operating band will correspond to Fourier spectrum zero frequency, while the upper limit frequency of the band will correspond to Nyquist frequency.

Further improvement of algorithm stability in terms of increasing the regular noise suppression depth while maintaining the signal dynamics can be achieved by using spatial smoothing

$$
Y_{a,b}(\hat{c}) = \sum_{n=-A}^{A} J_{a,b-n}(\hat{c}),
$$

i.e. averaging of functional based on $(2A+1)$ traces. In this case the optimum adaptive filter is determined by minimizing the functional $Y_{a,b}(c)$. If such procedure modification is implemented, the filter will be estimated for a group of traces, resulting in regularized solutions.

**Parameters**

- Input data.
- One model dataset
- Two model datasets
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This key assigns the mode of module operation.

As a rule, the raw field is considered to be the minuend field, while the multiples’ field, constructed using a tricky approach, is considered to be the subtrahend. The given processing mode is organized to input traces’ pairs (One model dataset mode), the first trace is related to the raw field, while the second trace of the pair – to the subtrahend field. Thus, the traces of the subtrahend and the minuend fields, sorted by the main sort field are fed to the processing flow (for example, DEPTH) and within this sorting type they are sorted by field, defining the affiliation to the field type (for instance minuend or subtrahend, TRC_TYPE).

The procedure can be used in iterative mode, while subsequently subtracting several fields (for example, several modeled fields of multiples from different boundaries). The program provides (Two model datasets) mode when two subtracted fields are fed into it simultaneously. In such a case, both subtrahend fields are considered during the calculation of the shaping field using the least squares technique, which is different from the successive subtraction of each subtrahend field in separate mode. In this mode the traces are input in threes, the sorting is the same as in case of the single subtrahend field.

Multiplication parameters

The given parameters set describes the characteristics of the basis functions that contribute to multiplication of subtrahend field traces. In particular the procedure algorithm includes the calculation of the multichannel shaping filter. More particularly, the assignment of each multiplication function adds a channel, formed by the multiplication of the raw trace by function

\[ t^{\alpha \cdot n} \]

where

\( n \) – number of multiplication function, while alpha – is the so called Exponent parameter, used for fine tuning, and usually is equal to 1. Thus, without consideration of the Exponent parameter, we can say that if the Number of basis function is 0, the shaping filter is considered to be single channel; if this parameter is equal to 1, the trace, multiplied by time is added to the shaping; if it is equal to 2, a trace with squared non-stationarity is added etc.
The more we assign multiplication functions the better we subtract one field from the other; but we have to take care, as in this case we can subtract undue value from the raw field. You should come to a compromise, and the number of multiplication functions is selected individually proceeding from the processor’s experience in each case. You should also keep in mind that the extent of subtraction depends on the other parameters, particularly the filter length and the length of the working window. The more the filter length and the less the window length, the better we subtract (we imply that we, possibly, subtract undue value).

**Processing windows.**

![Processing Windows](image)

Considering the nature of the records, sometimes the processing should be done in different windows individually. The procedure supports the division by windows using picks as processing windows’ boundaries. Thus if there is no boundary in the list, we conclude that there is only one window from the start to the end of the trace. If only one pick is assigned, the whole processing area is divided into two windows: 1) from the start to the pick, 2) from the pick to the end of the trace. If you assign two picks, we have three processing windows respectively, etc. The boundaries of picks are added/removed using the buttons **Add** and **Delete**, the current set of boundaries is represented in the list. The user should insure that the boundaries do not intersect, since the program behavior is unpredictable over intersecting boundaries. As well you shouldn’t use windows that are too narrow, as there will be subtraction to zero which is not good. However, sometimes it is useful to set a narrow window and mark it as non-active (i.e., there will be no subtraction in this window); in such a way you can perform a so-called muting of areas that are unsuitable for subtraction.

**Tapering length** parameter sets an area of results’ stitching in different windows. This is measured in samples.

**Subtraction parameters**
The given set of parameters characterizes the parameters of the shaping filter.

- **Window use** - sets the sign of whether to perform subtraction in the given window or to keep the raw field unchanged. (1 – subtraction in the window should be performed, 0 – should not be performed).

- **Filter length** - sets the length of shaping filter, in samples.

- **Filter zero position** - sets the number of zero filter samples, i.e., determines the ratio of predicted and reminiscent filter components.

- **White noise level** - regularization parameter. Fractional additive to the main diagonal of autocorrelation matrix while solving the system, (for some reason this is sometimes called “white noise level”).

- **Use adjacent traces**

  - **Number of traces** sets additional channel number in spatial coordinate. It is useful to consider not only the subtracted trace but also adjacent traces while forming the filter and performing subsequent subtraction. This parameter sets the arm of the adjacent traces’ set window. That is, when it is equal to zero, the adjacent traces are not used in the calculation; if it is equal to 1, then 3 traces are used: the central trace and each adjacent trace at each side, etc. As adding new channels is linked with some difficulty, another algorithm for reporting adjacent traces is created. Namely, first we calculate the filter for each spatial channel, the subtracted traces are filtered, and then the coefficients for each spatial channel are matched in order to minimize dispersion using a special algorithm (Kholetsky algorithm). Then each filtered channel is subtracted from the raw trace using the corresponding coefficient. In order to increase the method efficiency a notion of iteration is introduced. Namely the given procedure is performed several times. The filter for every following
iteration is calculated on the basis of new cross-correlation matrix. A comparison of trace energy difference before and after iteration is performed after every iteration; if it exceeds the calculation accuracy, the cross-correlation matrix is recalculated and transition to the next iteration is performed.

- **Max number of iterations** parameter sets the maximum number of such iterations. After having achieved this number the iteration cycle is automatically stopped.

- **Filter averaging base** – another way of allowing for adjacent traces. It sets the arm of the averaging base of autocorrelation and cross-correlation matrices during filter calculation. In other words, the shaping filter is averaged by a certain number of traces. Let’s point out that filter averaging can be done simultaneously with spatial channels.

**Other parameters**

- **Accuracy** – accuracy of calculation. Parameter is used while comparing the traces’ energy before and after filtering.

**Band transform**

You can perform filtering, within the full bandwidth as well as within a limited bandwidth. The button **Band transform** is designed to toggle between the modes. When you use the mode of limited bandwidth, a kind of re-sampling, or, more precisely, a band transform of the data is carried out before the subtraction in such a way that the specified bandwidth is projected into the whole available bandwidth. After the subtraction, an inverse band transform is applied to the result. Due to this procedure, the subtraction is performed within the limited frequency band and the remaining frequencies are filtered out. This stratagem is used because the algorithm is designed for the work in full frequency range, while practically speaking it is preferable to use a limited bandwidth. **Low frequency** and **High frequency** parameters assign low and high frequencies of the used bandwidth, correspondingly.

**Remarks on parameters assignment in several processing windows**
Due to properties with depth variation it is helpful to divide the whole data area into processing windows, and to use specific processing parameters for each separate window. The following parameters can be set individually for each window: **Number of basis function**, **Exponent parameter**, **Windows use**, **Filter length**, **Filter zero position**, **White noise level**, **Low frequency**, and **High frequency**.

In this case the values are specified using a colon `:` as the separation character between the values for individual windows.

For example, subtraction parameters for three processing windows can be written as follows:

![Subtraction parameters table]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtraction parameters</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Window use</td>
<td>1 : 1 : 1</td>
<td>0 - no operation</td>
<td>1 - subtraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter length</td>
<td>20 : 20 : 20</td>
<td>samples</td>
<td>samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter zero position</td>
<td>10 : 10 : 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White noise level</td>
<td>0.001 : 0.001 : 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F-X Predictive Filtering (F-X Deconvolution)

This module is used to suppress random noise both on trace ensembles and stacked sections.

**Principle of operation**

The F-X predictive filtering procedure is based on prediction of linear events in the frequency-space domain.

A linear event in the time domain described by the expression \( f(x,t) = \delta (a+bx-t) \) is transformed using a Fourier transform into \( f(x,\omega) = e^{i\omega(a+bx)} \) or \( f(x,\omega) = e^{i\omega a}(\cos(\omega bx)+i\sin(\omega bx)) \) in the frequency domain. For simple linear events this function is a periodic function by \( x \). This periodicity (sinusoidal complex signal along a certain frequency section) can be traced along any constant frequency (frequency section) in the frequency-space (f-x) domain.

The F-X predictive filtering procedure uses a complex Wiener filter to predict the signal for one trace ahead. The Wiener prediction filter is calculated for spatial series obtained at each frequency by means of the Fourier transform. Each prediction filter is sequentially applied in two directions (forward and backward in space), and the results are then averaged to eliminate prediction errors.

Prediction in the f-x domain is applied in small windows to ensure that the assumption about the linearity of events in the time domain is valid.

**Module parameters:**

- **Filter length** – number of samples in the prediction filter.

- **White noise level** – percentage of white noise added to the zero delay of the autocorrelation value. Default value is 1%. Increasing this value eliminates more noise, making the data “smoother”.

- **Horizontal window** – number of traces in the horizontal F-X prediction window. The value must be greater than the number of filter samples.

- **Time Window** – time window length in ms.

- **Time window overlap** – amount of time window overlap. Is added at the top and at the bottom of the time window for “vertical mixing” purposes.

- **Start frequency** – minimum signal frequency in the data.

- **End frequency** – maximum signal frequency.

- **Divide by ensembles** – the F-X predictive filtering function will be applied within ensembles. Ensembles are determined based on the Trace Input module headers.
Mute hard zeros – if the data contain zero trace values resulting from muting, those values will remain zero after the F-X deconvolution procedure.

TFD Noise Attenuation

The module is designed for attenuation of noises localised in frequency domain and possibly in time domain as well. It allows to remove local narrow frequency band noises without affecting the spectrum of the remaining record.

Brief theory

1. For each trace of a seismogram in the indicated time window the amplitude spectrum is computed. The time window width identifies the amount of frequency samples that the amplitude spectrum is subdivided into (the smaller the window width, the less the frequency samples amount (the bigger the frequency sampling interval).
2. For the whole seismogram (or specified ensemble of traces), the median value is computed for each frequency sample.
3. The median value of the received medians multiplied by the specified multiplier is taken as a threshold value for the whole seismogram.
4. Every frequency sample is compared with the indicated threshold value. If the value in the current sample exceeds the threshold one, it is replaced with the average value computed on the basis of the traces set indicated in the Trace Aperture parameter and within the same frequency band.
5. The multiplier parameter (Threshold Multiplier) allows a user to control the threshold value as it makes it possible to avoid too «strong» (with too low value) or insufficient (with too high threshold value) amplitude balancing.

Threshold value calculation scheme for a seismogram (items 1-3 of the description) is shown below:

![Threshold value calculation scheme](image)
Module parameters

Start time (ms) – start recording time (in milliseconds), to which the noise attenuation procedure is applied.

End time (ms) – end recording time (in milliseconds), to which the noise attenuation procedure is applied.

Time window (ms) – time window, in which the amplitude spectrum for every trace is calculated.

% of tapering – this parameter specifies the window width on the borders of the indicated time window, in which the amplitudes are measured linearly (or according to the Gauss’s Law, in case the Gauss Taper is selected) from 0 to 100%. Tapering is defined in percentage of the time window width. Tapering gives an opportunity to avoid border effects on the borders of the windows.

Min frequency (Hz) – minimal frequency (Hz) to be involved in the noise attenuation process.

Max frequency (Hz) – frequency (Hz) to be involved in the noise attenuation process. Frequency band limitation allows for reducing the span time for calculations. Before limiting frequency bands, it is recommended to filter the corresponding band using Bandpass Filtering module.

Trace Aperture – number of traces, according to which an average value of noise samples replacement is calculated.

Threshold multiplier – a multiplier that allows for the control of the threshold value calculated from a set of traces. It makes it possible to avoid too «strong» (with too low value) or insufficient (with too high threshold value) amplitude balancing.
**Number of threads** – number of threads the process is subdivided into when using the module. It ensures the module work acceleration. Its maximal value should match the number of computer kernels.

**Muting on** – if, before the frequency alignment procedure, a seismograph contained zero values (which are supposed to represent the muting result), the given operation retrieves the zero values to the same positions, if they were replaced as a result of the module work.

**Spectral whitening**

The spectral whitening procedure is used to expand and level the frequency spectrum of the seismic data.

Each input data trace is converted to the frequency domain, multiplied by the specified number of amplitude spectra, and then converted back to the time domain. The procedure produces a certain number of traces corresponding to the number of frequency bands specified in the module parameters, i.e. each trace is a filtered source trace in a particular frequency range. Automatic gain control (AGC) is applied to the resulting traces in the time domain. Then the traces with the AGC applied and the AGC factors are stacked to obtain the final trace and average AGC factor values. The true signal amplitude is restored by dividing the resulting trace amplitude by the average AGC factor value.

**Module parameters:**

- **Manual design** – manual specification of frequency bands. Four frequency values define one frequency band: F1 = 0%, F2 = 100%, F3 = 100% and F4 = 0%. Six frequency values define two frequency bands where the F3 and F4 frequencies are common for the first and second frequency band. For the second frequency band F3 = 0%, F4 = 100%, F5 = 100%, F6 = 0% etc. (see the screenshot).
- **Automatic design** – automatic division of the frequency band into the specified number of bands. The F1=0%, F2=100%, F3=0% and F4=100% frequencies define the “common” pass band. This band is divided into the number of bands specified in the Number of panels field.

- **AGC operator length** – value defining the length of the window (in ms) that will be used to calculate the gain factor.

- **Reapply trace muting** – restores zero values in trace amplitudes (resulting from muting) after running the filter.
Spectral shaping

This module is used to alter the shape of the input trace signal amplitude spectrum.

Module parameters and procedure description:

**Whiten shaping** — defines the signal amplitude spectrum according to the specified shape, leaving the phase spectrum unchanged. The filter is created by specifying the Frequency:Amplitude value pairs. The amplitude values are specified in percent.

The filter format is as follows:

5:0, 10-55:100, 115:0

The spectrum resulting from the application of the filter will be flat in the 10-55 Hz frequency range, will rise from 0 to 100% in the 5-10 Hz range, and will drop from 100% to 0 in the 100-115 Hz range.

**Amplifier filter** – as a result of this procedure the current amplitude spectrum of the incoming traces will be multiplied by the contour specified in the shape parameters without changing the phase spectrum. The contour shape is defined in a similar manner – by specifying the Frequency:Amplitude value pairs.

**Frequency AGC** – this procedure performs automatic gain control in the frequency domain. The gain factor is calculated for each position of the window with the specified length in Hz sliding across the frequencies of the amplitude spectrum as an average of the absolute values throughout the window. The frequency step is obtained by dividing the Nyquist frequency by
the number of trace samples. This factor is then applied to the window's central value. The amplitude spectrum variations are smoothed as a result of this procedure.

Start frequency – start frequency to which the gain control will be applied.

End frequency - end frequency to which the gain control will be applied.

- **Window length** – value defining the length of the window (in Hz) that will be used to calculate the gain.

- **White noise level** – defines the level of white noise to be added to the signal amplitude spectrum. Is specified in percent.

- **Reapply trace muting** – restores zero values in trace amplitudes (resulting from muting) after running the filter.
**F-K Filter**

This module is used to filter data in the F-K (frequency-wavenumber) domain. The user specifies a polygon in the F-K plane. This polygon defines a rejection or passing range for the filtering. Before adding the module to the flow, you need to create a filter polygon. It is defined interactively in the Screen Display module window. You can view the two-dimensional F-K spectrum of a selected data fragment, construct a polygon for filtering in the F-K domain, preview the filtering results using the selected fragment as an example, and modify the parameters on the fly. After creating the polygon and choosing filtering parameters for the data fragment you can proceed to apply the filter to the entire data set in the flow using the F-K Filter module.

**IMPORTANT:** For the module to function correctly, the distances between the traces need to be approximately the same.

**Brief F-K filtering theory**

Two-dimensional (spatial) filtering algorithms are used to suppress noise waves or identify wanted waves with known properties. Spatial filtering is based on transferring the data to another domain (such as the frequency-wavenumber domain) by applying a mathematical transformation to the traces, filtering noise waves in that domain, and then converting the results back to the \((t, x)\) domain.

The fk filter is an example of two-dimensional filters. It is based on twofold Fourier transform – a method of expansion the wave field into plane wave components. Each plane wave carries a monochromatic signal which propagates at a certain angle to the vertical. Events with the same inclination in the \((t, x)\) plane are located on the same line in the radial direction in the \((f-k)\) plane regardless of their position. As a result, for example, interfering signals inclined in the \((t, x)\) plane may have no interference and may be successfully separated in the \((f, k)\) plane by their inclination values. This allows eliminating the energy corresponding to noise waves (coherent line interference in the form of surface waves, channel waves, laterally dissipated energy obscuring true reflections) from the data. These types of noise are usually isolated from the reflected energy in the \((f, k)\) space. (Yilmaz, 1989).

**Viewing the F-K spectrum and setting up the filtering parameters**

Viewing the FK spectrum and creating filter polygons is performed in the Screen Display module.
Applying the filter to the entire data set in the flow

Now that the filter has been interactively defined and saved to the database, it can be applied to the data in the processing flow. To do this, add the F-K Filter module to the flow.

The **F-K Filter parameters** dialog box will open.

Select a polygon that will define the filtering area from the project database. To do this, click the + button. You can use several polygons for filtering at once. Click a – button to remove a polygon from the list. Using the **Mirror** option will mirror all polygons relative to the F axis. Both original and mirrored polygons will be used for filtering.
Instead of polygon filtering, Fan filtering can be used. Type fan definition according to the Format tip in the dialog window. In this mode, use Wrap option to wrap the fan over the Nyquist frequency.

Select the filtering mode (reject or accept) and define the fixed interval between the traces either using the two header fields or manually. These dialog box parameters are similar to the ones in the interactive filter definition dialog box discussed above.

When Use ensembles is on, ensembles will be processed separately and will not affect each other.

You can also define Taper window width (%) to reduce edge effects.

**F-X Amplitude Power**

Module parameters are shown below:

The module raises 2D FK or (if FX domain only checkbox is switched on) 1D FX amplitude spectrum to a power with an arbitrary real Exponent. Phase spectrum remains unchanged. The result is transformed back to the original TX domain.

2D spectrum operations are performed independently for each position of a time-spatial sliding window. The window widths and shifts at sliding are defined separately in Time dimension (Time window, ms and Time shift) and Trace dimension (Trace window and Trace shift).
When FX domain only check is switched on, **Trace dimension** parameters do not affect the result – 1D spectrum operations are performed in time-window sliding downwards trace by trace.

**Exponent** values greater than 1 for the 2D FK spectrum increase coherency of the input recordings and suppress random noise. In 1D **FX domain only** case, it results in a kind of frequency filtering, making amplitude spectrum narrower.

**Exponent** values smaller than 1 in 1D case of **FX domain only** result in some kind of spectral whitening, making the amplitude spectrum broader and less sharp. We do not recommend using of exponent smaller than 1 in FK domain.

**Get by ensemble** option, when switched on, prevents spatial sliding window from crossing boundaries between ensembles. Thus, in this case, each ensemble will be processed separately.
**Trace Editing**

**Trace editing**

This module makes it possible to exclude invalid traces (dead) and/or record intervals (muting) from initial record.

Two factors make us carry out the editing:

- Initial data very often contains traces with extremely high amplitude values. It is caused by technical noise of different nature and has nothing in common with reflections from objects of medium. Traces identified by the user are being muted in order to eliminate their influence on processing results and interpretation quality. However, in order to preserve real horizontal scale they are not excluded from data.

- As a rule, the intensive noise which does not interfere with the desired trace fragment is registered at start and end time of seismic record. Almost in all types of processing they are subject to different transforms and significantly affect the result. Muting of some rectangular/rectangulars in a processed panel helps to neutralize this effect.

When this module is activated the following window containing two tabs: **Muting and Horizon** will open:

![Trace Editing Window](image)

On the **Muting** tab, specify the type of editing:

- **Top muting** - allows muting of trace fragments from zero time to time defined by the user.

- **Bottom muting** - allows muting of trace fragments from time defined by the user up to maximum time.
**Trace killing** - allows muting of separate traces defined by the user.

When selecting the **Top/ Bottom muting** the **Taper window length** window becomes active.

**Trace tapering** multiplies traces by symmetrical function of the window with cosine edges. The length of the window equals the length of the trace. In the Taper window length, specify the window length percentage where the function will be expressed as a straight line, i.e. will not change traces amplitudes.

When the **Horizon** tab is activated the following window opens:

![Trace Editing Window](image)

where it is required to specify the pick for muting. There are three ways to do this:

- **Pick in database** - specify the pick from database. To do this, activate this option, click the **Select...** button and in the opened dialog box select the desired pick saved in the project database.

- **Trace header** - specify the pick from trace header field. To do this, activate this option, click the **Browse...** button and in the opened dialog box select the desired header.

- **Specify** - specify the pick manually in the **Specify** field.

*An example:*

CDP

0-50:500,70:300

*In this example:*

CDP - header field name;

0-50 - field values, in this case these are CDP points numbers; 500 - time, etc.

Between specified positions the muting times will be interpolated horizontally.
Trace length (Trace length changing)

This module is applied to change the number of samples in the traces of the flow. In case when the new value samples number is smaller than the old one then traces are being cut off. Otherwise, they are supplemented with zeroes to comply with a new length. This procedure can be useful in the following cases:

- When you need to reduce the data from different input sequences to one number of traces
- When you need to add zero samples to traces in order to provide space for static shift
- When you need to cut unneeded trace fragment off in order to increase processing speed

When this module is activated the following window appears:

![Trace Length Parameters](image)

where, in the **New trace length** field, specify a new length of trace (expressed in ms).

Trace Math

The Trace Math module is applied to conduct arithmetic operations with adjacent traces or with traces and scalar.

There are two ways to carry out the module: trace with trace and trace with scalar. When the first method is used, every trace at the module output is a combination of two traces at the input. If the number of traces is an odd number then the last trace will remain unchanged.

When starting the module the following dialog box will open:
where, **Mode** - selection of module execution method: **Trace/Scalar** - trace with scalar or **Trace/Trace** - trace with trace.

**Trace/Scalar method**

In the **Trace/Scalar** method in the **Scalar** field, specify the scalar value which will be applied to accomplish selected operation. You can also use for every trace a value written in one of its header fields. To do this, select the **Header** option and, in the same field, replace the value by the header field name.

The following operations are possible between the trace and the scalar:

- **Add Scalar** - add the scalar to every sample;
- **Scalar minus Sample** - subtract every sample from the scalar;
- **Multiply by Scalar** - multiply every sample by the scalar;
- **Divide into Scalar** - divide the scalar by every sample;
- **Reverse Trace (Trace/Scalar)** – turns each trace back to front in time (i.e. the first sample becomes the last one);
- **Cross Correlation (Trace/Trace)** – calculates cross correlation within the pairs of neighboring traces (as a result the number of traces is halved);
The last option requires specification of threshold value in the Divide Threshold field. In case when the absolute value of the sample is smaller than the threshold defined by the specified parameter then division will not be accomplished.

Trace/Trace method

The following operations are possible:

- **Add Traces** - sum traces by samples;
- **Subtract traces** - subtract traces by samples;
- **Multiply traces** - multiply traces by samples;
- **Divide traces** - divide traces by samples;

The last option requires specification of threshold value in the Divide Threshold field. In case when absolute count values are smaller than threshold one defined by specified parameter then division will not be accomplished.
Deconvolution

Deconvolution (Deterministic deconvolution)

This module is meant to accomplish deterministic deconvolution. As a matter of fact, this module can accomplish not only the deconvolution but any other spectral operations with traces and specified signal as well.

Theory

Deconvolution is an inverse filtering of a signal with defined source pulse. The registered reflected signal (trace) is interpreted within linear model defined by convolution integral. Within the framework of this model the frequency characteristic of a trace is a product of characteristic of receiving-recording channel and frequency characteristic of the medium. The latter includes distortions induced by the medium which are actually the interpretation errors of observed data (for example, multiple reflections, ghost-waves formed on the Earth's surface and the waves similar to them). The essence of the deterministic deconvolution consists in that the frequency characteristic of reflected signal (trace) is divided by frequency characteristic of initial impulse (i.e. the impulse of receiving-recording channel). Ideally, when doing this, obtain the frequency characteristic of the medium which, when converting it to time domain (if you do not take into consideration stated above distortions caused by the medium), will return reflection coefficients section at the output. In practice due to some reasons it is impossible. However the deterministic deconvolution allows significant narrowing of the signal by increasing data resolution ratio.

Before deterministic deconvolution application, determine the impulse of source for inverse filtering (signature). This impulse should be saved in file. This file must contain the sequence of real numbers in R4 format (IEEE). To obtain signature you can use the procedure described below.

Select a fragment of profile with traces you would like to use for signature determination.
Pick the reflected signal which will be used for deconvolution via the picking function of the Screen Display module. To speed up the operation you can use the automatic pick mode. The pick must be saved either in the database (the Tools|Pick|Save module command) or in the text file (the Tools|Pick|Export...module command).

Reduce the impulses to common time via the Apply Statics module with static corrections obtained at a previous stage.

Sum corrected traces via the Ensemble Stack module.

Save the obtained trace into file via the Data Output module having the following parameters:

- **Format**: User-defined

User-defined format parameters:

- **File passport**: 0
- **Trace Passport**: 0
- **Trace points**: the value is selected in accordance with impulse length (including impulse delay).

You can use the number of samples of input data flow.

- **Data format**: R4
- **From x, to x, From t, to t** to be set in accordance with the values containing impulse.

Parameters

When this module is activated the following window appears:
Impulse group of parameters defines the signature:

- **File** - a file that contains the trace with signature. To define the file name, click the **Browse...** button or enter the name and the path manually;
- **t1, t2** - start and end time of signature in trace (it is considered that the first sample has zero time);
- **dt** - sampling step of the trace with signature;

Deconvolution parameters:

- **t1, t2** — start and end time of vertical window to which the deconvolution will be applied (usually it is set so to include the hole trace time range).

The **Amplitude spectra** group of parameters defines what operation to be applied to amplitude spectrum of every trace and amplitude spectrum of impulse:

- **No operation** - operation with amplitude spectrum is not carried out;
- **Multiply** - amplitude spectrum of every trace will be multiplied by amplitude spectrum of signature;
- **Divide** - amplitude spectrum of every trace will be divided by amplitude spectrum of the signature. The operation of spectrum division is unstable. That is why the damping factor **Damp** (often called "white noise level") should be specified. This value is added to the spectrum of impulse before division is accomplished.
The **Phase spectra** group of parameters defines the type of operation applied to phase spectrum of every trace and to impulse phase spectrum:

- **No operation** - operation with phase spectrum is not carried out;
- **Add** - signature phase spectrum will be added to phase spectrum of every trace;
- **Subtract** - signature phase spectrum will be subtracted from phase spectrum of every.
- **Additional phase shift** - This is a time shift of the whole trace which accomplished after all selected operations.

Different combinations of operations applied to amplitude and phase spectra of data are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amplitude spectrum transforms</th>
<th>Phase spectrum transforms</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No transforms</td>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>Phase deconvolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divide</td>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>Deconvolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divide</td>
<td>No transforms</td>
<td>Zero-phase deconvolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>No transforms</td>
<td>Optimum filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Convolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Custom Impulse Trace Transforms**

**Theory**

This module conducts a set of operations of phase and amplitude spectrum of trace and impulse (set of impulses).

Different combinations of operations of phase and amplitude spectrum are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amplitude spectrum transforms</th>
<th>Phase spectrum transforms</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No transforms</td>
<td>Subtraction</td>
<td>Phase deconvolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Subtraction</td>
<td>Deconvolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>No transforms</td>
<td>Zero-phase deconvolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>No transforms</td>
<td>Optimum filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>Convolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>Subtraction</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parameters**
The **Get impulse from dataset** group of parameters allows selection of the impulse (impulses) from the project database:

- **Dataset** - a dataset from which the impulses can be selected. To select a dataset, click the **Browse...** button.

- **Matching field** - a field according to which the trace selection is carried out, i.e. according to the value of this field the trace searching within selected dataset is accomplished for every trace.

- **t1, t2** - the start and end time of time window for the impulse. It is possible to use the values of header fields of seismic traces as t1 and t2 but in this case field selection is accomplished by clicking the **Browse...** button (to do this the **Get time from headers** mode should be chosen).

The **Get impulse from file** group of parameters:

- **File** - is a file containing trace with impulse. This file must contain the sequence of real numbers in R4 format (IEEE). To select a file, click the **Browse...** button.

- **t1, t2** - the start and end time of time window for the impulse. (The first trace sample with impulse is considered to be the time zero).

- **dt** - sampling step in trace with impulse.
General parameters of operation:

- **t1, t2** - the start and end time of time data window in which the selected spectra transform will be carried out.

- It is as well possible to use header field values of seismic traces as t1 and t2. In this case selection of field can be done by clicking the Browse... button (to do this the Get time from headers mode should be chosen).

The **Amplitude spectra** group of parameters defines what operations to be done with amplitude spectrum:

- **No operation** - operation with amplitude spectrum is not carried out;

- **Multiply** - amplitude spectrum of every trace will be multiplied by impulse amplitude spectrum;

- **Divide** - amplitude spectrum of every trace will be divided by impulse amplitude spectrum. The operation of spectrum division is unstable. That is why the damping factor **Damp** (often called "white noise level") should be specified. This value is added to the spectrum impulse before division is accomplished.

The **Phase spectra** group of parameters defines what operations to be done with phase spectrum:

- **No operation** - operation with phase spectrum is not carried out;

- **Add** - impulse phase spectrum will be added to phase spectrum of every trace;

- **Subtract** - impulse phase spectrum will be subtracted from phase spectrum of every trace.

- **Additional phase** - This is a time shift of the whole trace which accomplished after all selected operations.
Predictive Deconvolution

This module is applied in order to carry out predictive deconvolution.

Theory

Predictive deconvolution is applied to remove coherent noise and to increase resolution ratio. The reflected signal (trace) is interpreted within linear model assigned by convolution integral. Within the framework of this model the frequency characteristic of trace - is a product of characteristic of receiving-recording channel and frequency characteristic of the medium. The later includes distortions caused by the medium which are actually the interpretation errors of observed data (for example, multiple reflections, ghost-waves formed on the Earth's surface and the waves similar to them). Within the process of predictive deconvolution the operator of linear filter applied for above mentioned distortions removing is calculated. To do this, in order to solve Viner-Hopf equation, Viner-Levinson algorithm with white noise adding is used and in order to reduce prediction error to minimum the least-squares method is used.

Parameters

When this module is activated the following window appears:

- **Decon gate start time** - start time for deconvolution operator
- **Decon gate end time** - end time for deconvolution operator construction. It must be greater than Decon gate start time,
- **Prediction gap** - Prediction operator gap to be applied to input data expressed in ms,
Decon operator length - deconvolution operator length expressed in ms. It defines the length for autocorrelation function calculation,

"White noise" level - "white noise" level expressed in percents. This percentage of preliminary whitening defines what percentage of white noise must be added to the original impulse characteristic.

NOTE: Also, in order to increase record resolution the Predictive Deconvolution module can be used for spiking deconvolution. To do this, in the Prediction gap field, specify prediction operator gap as equal sampling step and in the Decon operator length field, specify deconvolution operator length as equal at least the length of outgoing impulse.
**Surface-Consistent Deconvolution**

**Parameters**

- **Mode Tab**
  - **Calculation.** Amplitude characteristics (both spectral and scalar) can be evaluated either by means of cross-correlation function or auto-correlation function. The first method has preferences because of better resistance to random disturbances. By default program calculates only scalar amplitude, spectral amplitudes and their output to standing alone dataset or txt-file are optional.
  - **Calibration** means 2-factor model fitting. The corresponding tolerance parameter should be set in “Calibrate & Decompose” section. Optionally you can view the resulting calibrated spectra or save it to file in text format.
  - **Decomposition** means recovering both factors for 2-factor model in order to use them for separate filtering. There exist also possibility to consider these factors as signals and save them either to standing alone dataset or to text file.
  - **Correction** means construction of the filter which damps the corresponding factor effect and application this filter to the trace record. Such a filter can be implemented either by means of true amplitudes or by means of their variations versus global “average” value (this average value is defined as an exponent applied to the mean value of logarithms of non-calibrated amplitudes for all dataset).
### Parameter Tab

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Calibrate &amp; Decompose</th>
<th>Headers</th>
<th>Top bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Characteristics calculation**
  - Cross correlations
  - Auto correlations
  - Calculate spectral characteristics
  - Save characteristics to text file (`*_raw*`)
  - Output spectrum

- **Calibration**
  - Calibrate
  - Save characteristics to text file (`*_calib*`)
  - Output spectrum

- **Decomposition**
  - Decompose
  - Save decomposed characteristics to text file (`*_decomp*`)
  - Output spectrum

- **Correction**
  - Variances only
  - Correct Spectrum for receiver
  - Correct Spectrum for source
  - Correct Amplitude for receiver
  - Correct Amplitude for source

**Test File name base**

**Advanced parameters:**

- Cepstrum dimension: 8
- Max. allowed time shift (ms): 20
- Window move (cell): 0.25
- Min. allowed sub/window (cell): 0.25
- Spectrum resolution (Hz): 2
- Min frequency (Hz): 5
- Max frequency (Hz): 75
- Filter length (ms): 300

**Mode:**

- Extended
- Fast
- Regularization: 0.01
- Rho

**Save ampl to header:** UPHOLE
**Cepstrum dimension and Mode.** Amplitude spectrum and its logarithm can in given frequency segment can be approximated by finite linear combination of functions belong to some base family. The number of functions under consideration is “Cepstrum dimension” parameter, approximation method is defined by “Fast” or “Extended” buttons. When “Extended” method is on there exist an additional tuning parameter Rho, in general terms the larger the value of Rho the more smooth is spectral amplitude function. “Regularization” parameter controls relative value to be add to amplitude spectrum.

**Max.allowed time shift (ms)** is an estimation of hodograph time shift for the two neighbouring traces (when considered in initial sorting).

**Window move (relative measure).** In order to evaluate covariance function the moving window size and the corresponding shifts should be defined. The entry input define ratio of the size of elementary shift of the moving window to the window length.

**Minimal allowed subWindow (relative measure).** When calculating the covariance function over its domain (this domain is assumed to be symmetrical segment \([-\tau, \tau]\)) the different displacements of the moving window are necessary. For any displacement the subwindow (= intersection of the two windows) is defined, the entry value is the lower bound of such a subwindow in relative units.

**Spectrum resolution.** Covariance function domain can be defined in terms of desired spectrum resolution.

**Minimal and maximal frequencies.** These are the left and right bounds of amplitude spectrum under consideration.

**Filter length and zero phase checkbox.** The must be an agreement between source signal length and filter length. By default filter is Minimal Phase Filter, special case is Zero Phase Filter.

**Advanced parameters.** Listed above entries together with sampling rate of trace record are sufficient to define in absolute units the moving window size and its dynamics. Nevertheless the user may disagree and may want to manually set internal absolute parameters (not recommended!) . To make this settings, which are not at all safe from calculus internal limitations, you should enter first the sampling rate to child window entry, then click “SetTuneAuto” to see the corresponding absolute values:
**Headers Tab.** The 2-factor model needs indexation, the corresponding “Source unique id” and “Receiver unique id” are two indices under consideration. Other entries are reserved for the extended version of the module.

**Top Bound and Bottom Bound Tabs.**

These are standard dialog windows for selection special time bounds within traces.
Calibrate & Decompose Tab. Here Tolerance constant for the approximation can be set. In order to make calibration execution faster you can reduce the number of conditions in consideration (generally the number of such conditions is of the order of square the number of traces) by division to the “Accelerator” value. Since calibration is an iterative process we also reduce the number of iterations, calibration will be done when either “Maximal number of iterations” or “Tolerance” parameter exceeded. Decomposition quality also can be improved by means of similar iterations, however there exists a kind of “uncertainty relation” for given difference $\varepsilon$ (between 2-factor model and calibrated data) and the number $N(\varepsilon)$ of entries where this difference is exceeded. “Refine decomposition” checkbox is used to decrease maximal observable difference $\text{max}(\varepsilon)$. 
Nonstationary predictive deconvolution

If subtrahend field is raw field, shifted by one sample, and it is input to an algorithm of adaptive subtraction of wave fields (realized in module Wavefield Subtraction), then the calculated filter will be considered to be a predictive-error filter. Thus the procedure of subtraction gets the significance of predictive deconvolution. If we set non-zero number of special basis functions, this deconvolution equivalent can theoretically correct the wavelet shape versus time variation, caused by different reasons, and that’s why the amplitude spectrum equalization can be better, then as a result of conventional deconvolution. Basically you can input shifted data into wavefield subtraction algorithm independently, but in this case the band pass transform will be performed after a shift, that is not quite correct. For that reason and as well for convenience, a separate module is realized in the program, in which the process works as non-stationary deconvolution, described above. In given mode only one wavefield is input, the field to which we have to apply predictive deconvolution. The subtraction algorithm is identical to the wave fields’ subtraction algorithm, realized in the module Wave field subtraction.

That’s why the description of parameters, that are in general similar to parameters of the indicated module, will be done in the context of subtraction of one wavefield from another one.

Remarks on using the subtraction algorithm in the mode of non-stationary deconvolution

- Non-stationary deconvolution is attractive because it can use statistics on a large window; that’s why there is no need to divide data field into windows. However in some cases there is no possibility to avoid this.

- In the given mode the functions of multiplication are responsible for correction of nonstationary nature of seismic response.

- In the given mode revoking components have no sense, as the filter should be purely predictive.

- Processing is very sensitive to regularization parameter in this mode.

- As there is a shift on one sample, using it when subtracting neighboring traces can cause a big error. That’s why the option of spatial channel number in this module is not realized.

- The working frequency bandwidth should be selected, to avoid zeros in spectrum, if possible.
Parameters

- **Input data.**
  
  **Zero phase input data** – flag that indicates that the input data are zero-phase. The given option works only in stationary mode. At the same time the filter is recalculated into its’ zero-phase analogue.

- **Multiplication parameters.**
  
  The given parameters’ set describes the characteristics of the basis functions that are used in multiplication of subtrahend field traces.

  The process algorithm contains, in particular, the calculation of the shaping filter using the least squares technique, so that the filtered subtrahend field in the sense of the least squared deviation would be close to the initial field. This filter is considered to be a multichannel filter, while the additional channels for its calculation and subsequent convolution are taken from the raw trace, by means of adding parametrized non-stationarity in time domain. More particularly, the assignment of each multiplication function adds a channel, formed by the multiplication of the raw trace by function:

  \[ t^{\alpha \cdot n} \]

  where

  - \( n \) – number of multiplication function, while alpha – is so called **Exponent parameter**, used for fine tuning, and usually is equal to 1.

  Thus, without consideration of **Exponent parameter** we can say that if **Number of basis function** is 0, the shaping filter is considered to be single channel; if this parameter is equal to 1, the trace, multiplied by time is added to the shaping; if it is equal to 2, a trace with squared non-stationarity is added etc.
The more we assign multiplication functions the better we subtract one field from the other; but we have to take care, as in this case we can subtract undue value from the raw field. You should come to a compromise, and the number of multiplication functions is selected individually proceeding from the processor’s experience in each case. You should also keep in mind that the extent of subtraction depends on the other parameters, particularly the filter length and the length of working window. The more the filter length and the less the window length, the better we subtract (we imply that we subtract undue value).

**Processing windows**

Considering the records’ nature, sometimes the processing should be done in different windows individually. The procedure supports the division by windows using picks’ assignment – processing windows’ boundaries. Thus if there is no boundary in the list, we conclude that there is only one window from the start to the end of trace. If only one pick is assigned, the whole processing area is divided into two windows: one – from the start to the pick, another from the pick to the end of trace. If you assign two picks, we have three processing windows respectively, etc. The boundaries of picks are added/removed using the buttons **Add** and **Delete**, the current set of boundaries is represented in the list. The user should insure that the boundaries do not intersect, since the program behavior is unpredictable over intersecting boundaries. As well you shouldn’t use too narrow windows, as there will be subtraction to zero that is no good. However sometimes it is useful to set a narrow window and mark is as non-active (i.e. there will be no subtraction in this window); in such a way you can perform a so-called muting of areas that are unsuitable for subtraction.

**Tapering length** parameter sets an area of results’ stitching in different windows. It is measured in samples

**Subtraction parameters.**
The given set of parameters characterizes the parameters of shaping filter.

**Window use** – sets the sign of whether to perform subtraction in the given window or to keep unchanged the raw field. (1 – subtraction in the window should be performed, 0 – should not be performed, correspondingly).

**Filter length** - sets the length of shaping filter, in samples.

**Hamming tapering window length** – specifies the size of Hamming window in samples. If there is 0, the Hamming window is out of use.

**White noise level** – regularization parameter. Fractional additive to the main diagonal of autocorrelation matrix while solving the system, sometimes for some reason is called white noise level.

- Use adjacent traces.

**Filter averaging base** – sets the arm of averaging base of autocorrelation and cross-correlation matrixes during filter calculation. In other words the shaping filter is averaged by a certain number of traces.

- Other parameters.

**Accuracy** – accuracy of calculation. Parameter is used, in particular, while comparing the traces’ energy before and after filtering.

- Band transform.
You can perform filtering, within full bandwidth as well as within a limited bandwidth. The button **Band transform** is designed to toggle between the modes.

When you use the mode of limited bandwidth, re-sampling is carried out, more precisely, band transform (see report attachment) of the data from the specified bandwidth to the whole area. An inverse band transform is applied to the result after carrying out the subtraction. This stratagem is used because the algorithm is designed for the work in full frequency range, while practically for some reason it is preferable to use a limited bandwidth. **Low frequency** and **High frequency** parameters assign low and high frequencies of the used bandwidth, correspondingly.

**Remarks on parameters assignment in several processing windows**

Due to properties with depth variation it is helpful to divide the whole data area into processing windows, and to use specific processing parameters for each separate window. It is admitted by a number of parameters of the module, namely:

**Number of basis function, Exponent parameter, Windows use, Filter length, Hamming tapering window length, White noise level, Low frequency and High frequency.**

In this case the values are specified using separation character ‘:’.

For example, subtraction parameters for three processing windows can be written as follows:
Static Corrections

Calculate Statics

The module is designed for the calculation of datum static corrections for PP and PS waves. The values of corrections can be calculated for each trace for PP, as well as for PS waves. The acquired values are written down to the header fields indicated by the user.

Attention: The following header fields should be present in order to work in the project: SOU_STAT, REC_STAT, SOU_STAT1, REC_STAT1.

The traces from the flow with any sort order are input in this module. The source and receiver positions are determined from the header fields indicated by the user. The altitudes and the source depths, the altitudes and/or uphole time values are taken from the text files or from the header fields indicated by the user. Vp and Vs velocities (in weathering layer and the layer from the weathering zone to the final datum) are taken from the editing field in the parameters window and can vary in lateral direction.

(uphole time – travetime from the source in the borehole, upwards to the earth surface. The borehole source is supposed to be places below the weathering zone (low-velocity layer or weathering).)

The unchanged traces with the initial sort order are the output from the module. Shot and receiver static corrections for PP waves are written to the header fields SOU_STAT and REC_STAT subject to user selection and to the header fields SOU_STAT1 and REC_STAT1 - for PS waves.

Module parameters

The following dialog window including three tabs appears when you activate the module:

Select the calculation method of static corrections on the tab Calculation method:
Statics to calculate – indicate the type of waves to calculate corrections

PP-statics - option that indicates that corrections for P-waves will be calculated.

PS-statics - option that indicates that corrections for PS-waves will be calculated.

Reference headers – you should indicate the header fields, including the stake numbers with source and receiver positions.

Source reference field – header field that is used to determine the source position (source stake number), SOURCE by default.

Receiver reference field - header field that is used to determine the receiver position (receiver stake number), RECNO by default. (We believe that the stake numeration is the same for sources and receivers, i.e. if SOURCE=10, then the source was situated at the stake number 10, while RECNO=10, means that the receiver was at the same place)

Calculation method – method of corrections calculation.

Shot holes using uphole times – uphole times are used for corrections calculation (by default).

Shot holes ignoring uphole times – the values of uphole times are ignored. The traveltime through the weathering zone is determined from the values Weathering Vp and Weathering Vs.

Surface source – the sources are situated on the surface, uphole time is not used, the effective velocities Replacement Vp and Replacement Vs are used for calculation.

Surface source with weathering – the sources are situated on the surface, uphole value is not used, the depth of the weathering layer and velocity are set for profile stakes (similar to the borehole depth).

Further you have to set velocity values (as well as thickness of weathering zone, if it is used) that will be used for statics calculation on the Velocity tab:
A set of fields that are available in the tab, depend on the selected options in **Calculation method**. You have to set the values to all accessible fields.

The values can change laterally (they are interpolated linearly between the stakes). The syntax of the values on the tab is the following:

\[ \text{number\_stake} : \text{value}, \text{number\_stake} - \text{number\_stake} : \text{value} \]

- **Replacement Vp** – the values of Vp associated with the stakes numbers are indicated in the editing field.
- **Replacement Vs** - (accessible if the option PS-statics is on) the values of Vs associated with the stakes numbers are indicated in the editing field.
- **Weathering Vp** - (is accessible, if you choose **Shot holes ignoring uphole times** or **Surface source with weathering** in the field **Calculation method**) the values of Vp in the weathering layer are assigned in association with the stake numbers in the editing field.
- **Weathering Vs** - (is accessible, if you choose **Shot Holes Ignoring Uphole Times** or **Surface source with weathering** and the option **PS-statics** is toggled on in the field **Calculation method**) the values of Vs in the weathering layer are assigned in association with the stake numbers in the editing field.
- **Weathering depths** - (is accessible, if you choose **Shot holes ignoring uphole times** in the field **Calculation method**) the values of Vp in the weathering layer are assigned in association with the stake numbers in the editing field.

And finally, you should indicate the source of each geometry parameter on the tab **Geometry** that you are going to use when calculating statics, as well as the level.
Geometry and upholes from file – option that allows indicating the text file (~A-format, see Borehole Loading and visualization.../ File formats), from which the altitude/depths and upholes values are read. If the option is toggled on, the Browse button for selecting files becomes available. There is a possibility of reading several (or all) important geometry parameters from the corresponding file columns (the column names for each parameter are enclosed below). If the option is toggled off, all geometry values should be read from the trace headers.

Source elevations

- from file – the option is available, if Geometry and upholes from file is toggled on. The values will be read from the SE column of the selected file if you choose the option.
- from header – when you select this option you have to choose the header field, containing the corresponding values from the pop-up window on the right.

Source depths – (available in all cases, except the Calculation method: Surface Source)

- from file – the option is available if the Geometry and upholes from file is on. When you select this option the values will be read from the SD column of the chosen file.
- from header - when you select this option you have to choose the header field, containing the corresponding values from the pop-up list on the right.

Uphole times – is accessible if you use the Calculation method: Shot Holes Using Uphole Times

- from file – the option is available, if the Geometry and upholes from file is on. When you choose this option the values will be read from the UT column of the chosen file.
- from header - when you select this option you have to choose the header field, containing the corresponding values from the pop-up list on the right.

Receiver elevations – surface altitude in receiver point

- from file – this option is available, if the Geometry and upholes from file is on. When you choose this option the values will be read from the RE column of the chosen file.
- from header - when you select this option you have to choose the header field, containing the corresponding values from the pop-up list on the right.

Final datum elevation – altitude (in meters) of datum, to which the traces are reduced by means of static corrections.
Module functioning

The static corrections for each trace are calculated using the following formulas:

For PP:

- **Shot statics**: \( \text{source\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{source\_elevation} + \text{source\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} \) If you use **Calculation method: Surface source**

- **Surface source with weathering**

  \( \text{source\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{source\_elevation} + \text{weathering\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} \) - \( \frac{\text{weathering\_depth}}{\text{weathering}\_vp} \)

- **Receiver statics**

  If you use **Calculation method: Shot holes using uphole times**:

  \( \text{receiver\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver\_elevation} + \text{source\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} - \text{uphole} \)

  If you use **Calculation method: Shot holes ignoring uphole times**:

  \( \text{receiver\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver\_elevation} + \text{source\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} - \frac{\text{receiver\_elevation} - \text{source\_depth}}{\text{weathering}\_vp} \)

  If you use **Calculation method: Surface source**:

  \( \text{receiver\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver\_elevation}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} \)

  If you use **Calculation method: Surface Source with Weathering**

  \( \text{receiver\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver\_elevation} + \text{weathering\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} - \frac{\text{weathering\_depth}}{\text{weathering}\_vp} \)

For PS:

- **Shot statics**

  \( \text{source\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{source\_elevation} + \text{source\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} \) If you use **Calculation method: Surface source**

  \( \text{source\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{source\_elevation}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} \) If you use **Calculation method: Surface Source with Weathering**

  \( \text{source\_statics} = \frac{f_{\text{datum}} - \text{source\_elevation} + \text{weathering\_depth}}{\text{replacement}\_vp} - \frac{\text{weathering\_depth}}{\text{weathering}\_vp} \)
**Receiver statics**

If you use **Calculation method: Shot holes using uphole times:**

\[
\text{receiver statics} = \left( f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver elevation} + \text{source depth} \right) / \text{replacement vs} - \\
- \text{uphole} \ast \text{weathering vp}/\text{weathering vs}
\]

If you use **Calculation method: Shot holes ignoring uphole times:**

\[
\text{receiver statics} = \left( f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver elevation} + \text{source depth} \right) / \text{replacement vs} - \\
\left( \text{receiver elevation} - \text{source depth} \right) / \text{weathering vs}
\]

If you use **Calculation method: Surface Source:**

\[
\text{receiver statics} = \left( f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver elevation} \right) / \text{replacement vs}
\]

If you use **Calculation method: Surface Source with Weathering**

\[
\text{receiver statics} = \left( f_{\text{datum}} - \text{receiver elevation} + \text{weathering depth} \right) / \text{replacement vs} - \\
\text{weathering_depth}/\text{weathering vs}
\]

*Here:*

"source elevation, source depth, uphole" – the values of surface elevation in receiver point, depth of source position in the borehole and uphole time in receiver point (they should be set for each source point). If there were no source point data on the given stake when calculating statics – the values are linearly interpolated.

"receiver elevation" – elevation value of receiver point position (they should be set for each receiver point).

"f datum" - datum, at which the data are reduced, it doesn’t change along the profile  "velocities replacement vp, replacement vs, weathering vp, weathering vs" are given for separate stakes and are linearly interpolated in between.
Apply Statics

This module is meant for application of static corrections which can be entered manually, read out from the database or from the file or from the trace header fields. Static shifts should be expressed in milliseconds. Negative values reduce time and shift the data upwards; positive values add the time and shift reflections deeper in section. The program interpolates corrections between specified reference points.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

There are four ways to assign correction that will be applied to traces:

- **activate the Manual option** that allows manual correction setting in the window.

  An example:

  CDP

  0-50:500,70:300

  In this example::

  CDP - header field name;

  0-50 - field values to which the correction is applied. In this case these are SDP points; 500 - time, etc.

  i.e. here, the CDP points traces from 0 to 50 will be shifted downward by 500 ms and the CDP point trace with number 70 will be shifted downwards by 300 ms.

- **activate the Header Word option** that allows static correction setting from the header of database which can be selected in the header window that appears when clicking the **Browse...** button.
activate the **Get from database** option that allows static corrections loading from database object that can be selected in the standard dialog box that appears when clicking the **Select...** button.

activate the **Use file** option that allows static corrections loading from file that can be selected in the standard dialog box that appears when clicking the **File...** button or enter the file name manually.

**The text file format must be:**

First line contains header for trace matching. All other lines contain two columns divided into space: header value and corresponded shift value.

*Example:*

```
TRACENO
0 50
100 60
200 75
```

Besides, the window contains the following options:

- **Relative to time** allows adding constant shift to static corrections that can be specified in a respective window;
- **Subtract static** option makes it possible to apply static corrections with reversed sign;
- **Use interpolation** option makes it possible to apply static corrections which value is smaller than sampling step;
MaxPower Autostatics*

MaxPower Autostatics calculates surface consistent static on 2D and 3D data by stack power optimization.

Input data requirements:

1) CDP ensembles with applied NMO corrections
2) Horizon picks, which should be made on a stacked section and assigned to CDP:CDP headers
3) Header fields SOURCE and RECNO (source and receiver numbers) need to be filled in correctly before static calculation

For each active CDP in a given dataset a pilot trace will be generated. Pilot trace is generated by summing traces in the defined time windows, aligned on the autostatic horizon over the number of CDP ensembles. After, cross-correlation function between every active CDP ensemble trace and pilot trace is calculated. Cross-correlations for every trace are then summed by sources and receivers separately. Static shifts, which correspond to the maximum of summed cross-correlation functions will be assigned to SOU_STAT and REC_STAT headers. Their sum will be assigned to TOT_STAT headers. For detailed description of the algorithm see the following paper:


Module parameters
Parameters tab

Dataset – select dataset, which contains CDP gathers with applied NMO corrections.

Use current statics from header – if chosen, static shifts from SOU_STAT and REC_STAT headers will be applied before static calculation. Resulting static shifts will be the sum of current header values and calculated by the module.

Processing parameters

Number of iterations – number of iterations for static shifts calculation

Maximum statics (ms) first iteration – maximum static shift for the first iteration in ms

Total (ms) – maximum total statics allowed in ms

CDP smash size – number of CDP ensembles for pilot trace calculation
Restriction parameters

Minimum smash fold – a minimum number of traces in the CDP ensemble, required for pilot trace calculation. If CDP ensemble does not contain required number of traces it will be skipped from calculation.

Minimum source fold – a minimum number of traces in shot gather ensemble, required for static shift calculations. If source fold is less than this value, static for this source will be 0.

Minimum receiver fold – a minimum number of traces in receiver gather ensemble, required for static shift calculations. If receiver fold is less than this value, static for this receiver will be 0.

RMS convergence criteria (ms) – on every iteration RMS value of calculated statics is compared to the defined criteria value. If the value is bigger than defined in criteria, static calculation will be finished. Choose 0 to ignore this parameter.

Pick global maximum – if chosen, static shifts are calculated as an absolute maximum of summed cross-correlation function. Otherwise, % of global max can be defined – % from absolute maximum to find the local maximum as a static solution.

Autostatic horizons

Static horizons can be selected both from headers and database.

Time window length, ms – time window length to calculate statics. Time window is centered on a selected horizon.

Minimum live samples in a window, % – minimum live samples in a time window required for statics calculation. If a number of live samples less than defined, window will be skipped from calculation.
Limitations

Process the whole line – if chosen, all dataset will be taken for static calculation. Otherwise, define CDP range:

Start CDP – starting CDP number
End CDP – final CDP number

Auto Statics* (Automatic static correction calculation)

This module is used to calculate residual static corrections for surface conditions during land seismic observations. Static shifts are calculated relative to the “pilot” traces using mutual correlation functions (MCF) in a time window along the specified horizons and saved to the trace header fields selected by the user. After that they can be applied to the data in a separate flow using the Apply Statics module.

This module is a so-called standalone module, i.e. it does not require any input/output modules to be present in the flow. The module reads a 2D or 3D datasets (sorted as specified by the user) and a pick set from the project database. Pilot traces are calculated along the picks in the selected time window based on a set of seismograms or a stacked section.

Static shifts are calculated relative to the “pilot” traces using mutual correlation functions (MCF) in a time window along the specified horizons. Validated shifts are then saved to the header fields specified by the user.

After that static shifts are equalized for surface conditions. The results are saved as a pick containing only the traces with permissible static shifts: a general pick (for the receiving and emitting group), a pick for the receiving group, and a pick for the emitting group.

For the module to operate correctly, the input data must meet the following condition: the trace header fields TLIVE_S and TFULL_S are to be filled. The TLIVE_S field should contain the start time of the working (non-zeroed) trace area, and the TFULL_S field – the end time of the working trace area. The module will treat all trace readings falling outside the (TLIVE_S – TFULL_S) interval as equal to zero regardless of their actual value. These headers allow limiting the time range for each trace that will be used to build the pilot trace without expressly invoking the bottom and top muting procedures. If no additional time limit is required, the TLIVE_S should be set equal to 0, and the TFULL_S – equal to the time range of the traces (for example, by using the Trace Header Math
module and specifying the following two lines in the parameters: “TLIVE_S = 0” and “TFULL_S = ([NUMSMP]-1)*[dt]”.

**Module parameters**

The module setup dialog box contains several tabs:

- **Dataset (Dataset selection for calculation of corrections)**

  This is where you specify the path to the dataset for which the static corrections are to be calculated (Input dataset). The **Sorting** field is used to specify data sorting keys – such as CDP, CDP and Offset fields for 2D land survey or XLine_No, Iline_No and Offset (cross line number, inline number and offset) header fields for 3D land survey.

- **Horizons (Specification of horizons)**
The list of horizon picks along which the static shifts will be evaluated is displayed in the **Horizons** field. The picks need to be created beforehand – for example, using the Screen Display module.

It is important that the picks are tied to the same header fields as the ones specified in the first two sorting keys in the **Sorting** field on the **Dataset** tab.

You can add or delete picks from the horizon list by pressing the **Add...** or **Delete...** button, respectively.

The **Velocity** field is used to specify a velocity function obtained earlier in other processing flows during vertical velocity analysis (this is the output velocity function of the Interactive velocity analysis module). Stacking velocities are used to account for the kinematic shift of traces relative to the pilot trace set before calculating residual static adjustments.

**Window size above horizon (ms)** – size of the window for calculation of mutual correlation functions above the horizons in ms.

**Window size below horizon (ms)** – size of the window for calculation of mutual correlation functions below the horizons in ms.

**Pilot (Pilot trace set calculation)**

Parameters for pilot trace set calculation are specified on this tab.
Super gathering base (gathers)

This field is used to specify the number of ensembles that will make up the superseismogram. This parameter influences the number of traces that will be used to generate the pilot trace, but does not affect the number of pilot traces created as a result of running the module. A superseismogram consisting of n ensembles (where n is equal to the Super gathering base parameter value) is created for each input data ensemble.

The ensemble for which the superseismogram is created is the central ensemble in the superseismogram (except for “outer” ensembles that have less than n/2 ensembles between them and the edges of the area available to the module). For outer ensembles, the superseismogram “window” is moved in such a manner as to match the “window” edge with the available data boundary. For example, the superseismogram for the very first ensemble will consist of the first n ensembles, while such superseismogram for the last ensemble will consist of the last n ensembles.

Superseismograms may consist of several CMPs (for 2D surveys) or several In Lines or Cross Lines (for 3D surveys). The header field to be used for superseismogram generation is specified in the first sorting key in the Sorting field on the Dataset tab.

Offset binning

This group of parameters controls offset binning. It is used by the program only if the Output pilot dataset option is checked and the Pilot type: Gathers is selected.
If **Data type: Stack** is selected, all parameters from this group are ignored.

**First** – first offset value in meters

**Last** – last offset value in meters

**Step** – distance between offset bins in meters

**Range** – range of offsets falling within one offset bin.

Therefore, the number of bins will be calculated according to the following formula: \((\text{First} - \text{Last})/\text{Step}\). The offset range corresponding to bin number \(i\) is an interval calculated using the following formula: \((\text{First} + i\times\text{Step} - \text{Range}/2, \text{First} + i\times\text{Step} + \text{Range}/2)\).

If the **Output pilot dataset** option is enabled, the pilot trace output dataset selection button (...) and the pilot type radio buttons become available:

**Pilot type**

**Gathers** - seismograms

**Stack** – stacked section

**Picking**

This tab contains parameters used in calculation of static shifts relative to the pilot trace set. They specify a set of threshold values for calculation of permissible pilot trace shifts, shifts of the original trace relative to the pilot trace and their validation criteria, and the path to the database file in which the shifts calculated for each trace will be stored.

When calculating shifts, the maximum permissible shift to be taken into account in calculation of static adjustments is specified, and the MCF of the original and the pilot trace is calculated. If the original and the pilot trace were identical, the MCF maximum would be achieved with a zero shift value. In all other cases within the specified time window the MCF will have one absolute maximum (A) and a number of local maximums taking different values in the vicinity of zero. Shift calculation involves finding the local MCF maximum closest to zero but above a certain threshold value calculated as \(p\times A\), where \(p\) is a user-specified parameter.

Pilot traces are built based on user-created picks. Picked values in some traces may deviate from the true horizon time. Therefore, the resulting pilot traces may be shifted relative to the picks. To eliminate this shift, pilot traces may be moved to match the position of the nearest local pilot maximum with the horizon time. The nearest local maximum is determined relative to the \(p\times A\)
threshold value (same as in the case described above), and the permissible shift value is determined within the limit specified by the user.

Max. signal shift, ms – maximum permissible lineup shift between adjacent traces to be taken into account in calculation of static corrections. If the calculated pilot trace shift exceeds the Max etalon shift parameter value, the pilot trace shift is considered invalid.

Local maximum level – p value that sets the trace and pilot MCF threshold value. It is used to find the position that is closest to zero but above the local MCF maximum threshold value when calculating the static shift.

Align pilot trace loc. maximum with horizon

Enables the pilot shift mode. When this mode is enabled, pilot traces will be shifted to match the position of the nearest local pilot maximum with the horizon time before calculating static shifts for the specified time window. When the nearest local maximum is found, all maximums with amplitudes less than p*A will be ignored. If the calculated pilot trace shift exceeds the Max signal shift parameter value, no pilot trace shift will take place.

Output picking results to file

Defines the filename under which the calculated static shifts will be saved. This parameter is optional and is intended primarily for module operation analysis and troubleshooting purposes.

During normal operation the shifts are saved to the output trace headers.
This group of parameters allows specifying the names of the headers where the calculated shifts and weights for each of the horizons (Horizon 1, … lines) as well as the resulting average weighted shift (the Average line) will be saved. The sum of the calculated shift and the horizon time for the particular trace is saved to the Time/shift field for each horizon (time window). The checkboxes to the right of (Average, Horizon 1, …) lines allows selecting which values are to be output to the dataset trace headers at the module output. The Time/shift column is used to specify the target header fields for time shifts, the Weight column – the target header fields for weights used in shift averaging.

Calibration
This tab is used to set up the surface-consistent shift calculation parameters.
**Calibrate** – this option enables/disables the interactive surface-consistent shift calculation mode.

**Weight threshold** – threshold certainty value for the resulting static shifts used to reject static shifts in the 0 to 1 range. If the calculated certainty value for any particular trace is below this threshold, the shift for that trace is rejected and is not used in the procedure of data correlation for surface conditions. If this value is set to 0, all shifts are considered valid and are used in the surface consistent procedure; if set to 1, all shifts are rejected.

**Accel. factor** – this parameter determines the iterative process acceleration. The lowest process speed corresponds to the value of 1. Higher values will result in higher process speeds. However, increasing the speed degrades the quality of the procedure because it uses fewer traces to determine surface-consistent shifts.

**Iterations** – maximum number of process iterations.

**Tolerance** – mistie value that will result in the iterative process being terminated before the maximum specified number of iterations is completed.

**Save calibrated shifts** – if enabled, this option allows specifying the path for saving the calculated surface-consistent shifts to the project database.

**Save decomposed shifts** – save/do not save shifts associated with sources (SRC) and receivers (REC) to separate user-specified paths.
Picking (It is old module. We recommend you to use Statics Correction module)

Statics Correction

Purpose

The module is used to calculated traces’ static shifts relative to “reference” (pilot) traces on the basis of cross correlation function. Static shifts, acquired in such a way, are used for a further processing as correlation statics (trim statics) or as raw information for calculation automatic statics (auto statics). In several cases the given procedure can be used in order to adjust events’ correlation (picking).

For information on generating pilot traces, see module Pilot description.

Application

The input data to the module Picking:

- data from the flow, containing raw data (for which the shifts are calculated) and pilot traces. The input dataset should contain one pilot trace for each ensemble (gather);

- set of horizons (picks), specifying the time intervals where cross correlation function and shifts will be calculated;

- stacking velocities, used for reflected waves’ traveltime curves calculation (static shift calculation is done after considering NMO shift of traces in relation to the pilot).

Calculation of static shifts is carried out by the module in the following succession.

- Time gate boundaries are determined for each input data ensembles on the basis of the specified horizons (picks) and time window length. Further on the steps 2, 3 are carried out independently for each time window.

- Optionally (if the corresponding mode is turned on in module’s parameters) traces’ shift of the pilot can be done to make the position of the local pilot maximum (the closest to the horizon) coincide with the horizon time value.

- Cross correlation function of the pilot trace and each trace in the ensemble is calculated for each ensemble (seismic gather). The position of the closest local maximum of the cross correlation function determines static shift (for the given time window).
The resulting weight average shift of the trace in relation to the pilot is calculated for each trace of raw data. Averaging is done between the shifts, acquired for given trace independently for each time window. The weight of a specific shift depends on the value of the local extremum of cross correlation function of the pilot and a trace and equals to the ratio of the local maximum and the value of the absolute maximum (p1). If the mode of reference shift is selected, the weight depends as well on the value of the local reference maximum, which position corresponds to the horizon position after the shift. “Reference weight” (p2) equals in this case to the ratio of the local and the absolute maximums, while the final weight, with which the shift is averaged, equals to geometrical mean of p1 and p2 (SQRT(p1*p2)).

Depending on the mode of operation a set of pilot traces or a set of raw traces (for which the shifts were calculated) is output from the module. The raw traces’ output mode is the main operational mode. The indicated headers of the raw traces set contain a resultant static shift, as well as shifts, acquired separately on different time gates (more precisely, the sum of shift and reference horizon is output, for a more convenient visual control of the obtained correlation shifts in the form of picks or headers output on the screen (in time domain) in Screen Display module), and weights, which were used for averaging. The mode of pilot traces output is very convenient for validity check of input data to the module and validity check of the reference shift (if the reference shift is applied).

Very often (especially when we do not use the mode of reference shift) we don’t need a detailed picking of reference horizons in order to obtain correlation shifts, we can confine ourselves to rather rough (smoothed) horizon picking on the section.

Time marks of reference horizons have influence on:
- time gates’ boundaries;
- value of reference trace shift, if the mode of reference trace shift is on.
- time of “picking”, output in the output dataset in headers, for each horizon (they have no direct influence on the resultant weighted average time shift of the reference horizons). The output value for each time gate equals to the sum of the time mark of the reference horizon and the calculated shift.

The time marks of the reference horizon have no direct impact on static shift value, calculated as a result of correlation with the reference.

Input data characteristics
The data input to the module in the flow should comply with the following conditions for the correct module performance:

- Input data should contain pilot traces, and traces for which the time shifts will be calculated.
- Pilot traces should contain the following header field TRC_TYPE, equal to 2. Raw traces (subject to shift) should have TRC_TYPE, equal to 1.
- Each ensemble of the input data should consist of one pilot trace and one or more traces, for which the shifts will be calculated. The pilot trace should be in the first ensemble.

Example 1.

We need to calculate static shifts for the traces relative to the pilot, generated for CDP gathers. Suppose, that the dataset is prepared that contains pilot, in which one trace corresponds to each CDP, header field TRC_TYPE is equal to 2 for all traces. Raw (data being shifted) are located in another dataset, containing one seismic gather for each CDP, header field TRC_TYPE is equal to 1 for every trace. Thus, we set the following parameters in the module Trace Input:

- in Datasets list – datasets of pilot and raw traces;
- in Sort fields – CDP, TRC_TYPE (strictly in the indicated sequence);
- in Selection field - the line ":2,1";

We get the needed sorting order. Ensemble key in the given example is considered to be the CDP number, the first trace of each output ensemble of the module Trace Input will contain the pilot trace, the rest traces are considered to be CDP gather of raw data. Module Picking will calculate a shift for each trace of raw data with reference to the pilot trace, independently for each ensemble.

Example 2.

We need to calculate static shifts for each trace of the profile relating to the single pilot trace in case of single channel profiling. Pilot trace is located in a separate dataset, TRC_TYPE is equal to 2 for the pilot trace, and 1 for every trace of the profile; Header field of the trace XLINE_NO contains one and the same profile number (for example, 1) in both datasets.

We have to set the following parameters in Trace Input:

- in Datasets list – pilot dataset and profile dataset;
- in Sort fields – XLINE_NO, TRC_TYPE, CDP (strictly in the indicated sequence). Instead of CDP quite often there can be other header field, depending on the field which contains the number of
profile point. In the given example the presence of the third header sort field is not mandatory, if we don’t need to guarantee the trace output order after calculating the shifts.

- In field Selection – the line "*:2, 1: *

With this way of parameters’ selection, all the dataset read (joined from the two datasets within the database), will represent one ensemble (the first sort key is the same for all traces); the first trace will be the pilot trace. Static shifts will be calculated for all traces of the profile.

Example 3.

We need to calculate static shifts of each trace of the profile related to its own pilot trace (acquired for example, by means of sliding averaging of raw profile along the reference horizon, or using the module Pilot) in case of single channel profiling. Let’s assume, that a dataset containing a pilot is prepared, which contains one trace per each profile point, the number of profile point is given by CDP field, the header field TRC_TYPE equals to 2 for every trace. The raw data (being shifted) is located in another dataset, the number of a profile point is given by CDP field, TRC_TYPE field is equal to 1 for all traces.

You should specify the following parameters in Trace Input:

- In Datasets list – datasets of pilot and the data;
- In Sort fields – CDP, TRC_TYPE (strictly in the indicated sequence).
- In Selection field – the line "*:2, 1"

With this way of parameters’ selection, each ensemble will contain two traces – pilot trace (the first one), and data trace. A static shift will be calculated in regard to the pilot trace for each data trace in Picking module.

- Input data sorting should correspond to pickings match fields, which determine time windows of the pilot. For example if the match key of pickings is CDP, the first sort key of the input data should be CDP.

Parameters

Group of parameters Horizons
The list represents horizons, which determine the set of time windows. A number of time windows, which will be used is equal to the number of horizons in the list. Each time window for the given pilot trace is determined as time interval from \( t_0 - t_1 \) to \( t_0 + t_2 \), where \( t_0 \) – time mark of the corresponding pick of the given trace, \( t_1 \) – value of Window size above horizon parameter (see below), \( t_2 \) – value of Window size below horizon parameter (see below).

If the picking point is absent for the given trace, \( t_0 \) is acquired by simple linear interpolation between the neighboring picking points.

Using Add… button to the right of the list you can add a horizon from the system database. Delete button to the right of the list removes the selected horizon from the list.

NOTICE: pickings’ match fields should coincide for all picks selected to the list. The input data sorting should correspond to pickings’ match fields. For instance if the match field of the pickings is CDP, the first sort key of the input data should be CDP.

**Window size above horizon (ms), Window size below horizon (ms)**

These parameters correspond to the currently selected horizon from the Horizons list, and specify the boundary of time window (see description **Horizons**).

**Velocity**
The Browse… button to the right of parameter allows selecting velocity model from the database.

Specification of stacking velocities allows considering NMO shift for correct calculation of static shift. Stack velocities are used for calculation of time values on raw traces (for which the shifts are calculated), with reference to which the shift is calculated. Tm(t0, Velocity) is subtracted from the time value estimated from the maximum of cross correlation function in order to calculate the final shift for the specified time window, where Tm – hyperbolic traveltime curve function of reflected wave, t0 – the given time mark on pilot trace, velocity – stacking velocity for CDP point, to which the trace is related, and time t0.

This parameter is not mandatory. In case this parameter is absent, Tm(t0, Velocity) is set to zero.

There is no need to assign velocity model, if the data input to the module are the data with applied NMO correction, either stack (or single channel data with zero offset). In the first case (applied NMO corrections) setting stack velocities will lead to incorrect stacking of pilot data.

**Group of parameters Data Output**

**Output data**

Specifies the mode of module operation.

In Original mode the raw traces for which the shifts are calculated and saved to the given header fields are output from the module (pilot traces are not output). The given mode of the module operation is considered to be the main operation mode.

In Etalon gathers mode the pilot traces are output from the module. The given mode is convenient for the validity check of the input data definition and visual control of the reference shift results (if the reference shift mode was activated).

**Shift etalon**

Activates the mode of reference shift. If the mode is activated, the pilot traces will be shifted to allow the position of the neighboring local maximum coincide with horizon time mark before calculating static shifts for the given time window. In addition, the maximums with the amplitude values less than p*A, where A – the value of the absolute maximum of the reference within the time window, p – the value of parameter Local maximum level, are ignored when calculating the neighboring local maximum.

If the calculated pilot trace shift exceeds the value of parameter Max etalon shift, there will be no pilot trace shift.
Max. etalon shift, ms

Is used only in case when the reference shift mode is activated. If the calculated pilot trace shift exceeds the parameter Max etalon shift value, the pilot trace shift is not performed.

Local maximum level

For the calculation of the trace shift relative to the pilot the module Picking finds the position of the neighboring local maximum of the trace and the pilot cross correlation function, exceeding $p*A$ in modulus, where $A$ – the value of the absolute maximum of the cross correlation function within the time window, $p$ – the value of parameter Local maximum level.

Output picking file

Specifies the filename, to which the calculated static shifts will be output. The given parameter is not mandatory; the shifts are saved to the output traces’ headers in operation mode, the given possibility is provided in order for module parameters’ debugging.

Group of parameters Headers

The given group of parameters allows specifying header names, to which the calculated shifts and the weights for the given horizon will be saved (lines Horizon 1, …), as well as the resultant weight-averaged shift (line Average).

In addition for each horizon (time window), a sum of the calculated shift and horizon time mark will be written to the field Time/shift for the given trace.
A flag to the right of the line (Average, Horizon 1, …) allows selecting the values output to the trace headers of the dataset at the output of the module.

The column Time/shift determines header fields, where the time shifts are output; the header fields for weight output, which were used during shifts’ averaging, are set in the column Weight.
**Auto Statics* (Calculation of automatic statics)**

The module is intended for calculation of residual statics for the surface conditions with terrestrial seismic observations. Static shifts are calculated in relation to "pilot" traces on the basis of mutual correlation functions (MCF) in a time window along the assigned horizons and are saved in the trace header fields selected by the user. Further on, they can be inserted into the data in a separate flow by means of Apply Statics module.

This module belongs to the class of independent (Stand-alone) modules, i.e. it does not require any other I/O modules in the flow. The module reads a set of 2D or 3D data from the project database in the sorting defined by the user, and a set of pickings. Pilot traces are calculated in the assigned time window along pickings on a set of gathers or using the total section.

Static shifts are calculated in relation to "pilot" traces on the basis of mutual correlation functions (MCF) in a time window along the assigned horizons. The shifts recognized as reliable are then saved in the trace header fields selected by the user.

Further, there is an alignment of static shifts for the surface conditions. The result is saved in the form of picking where only traces with admissible static shifts are involved: general picking (for the receiving-emitting group), picking for the receiving group, picking for the emitting group.

For proper operation of the module, the data at the input must satisfy the following condition: the traces are to have TLIVE_S, TFULL_S header fields filled. Field TLIVE_S is to contain starting time of the operating (not resetted) trace area, TFULL_S is to contain end time of the operating trace area. Trace counts outside the interval (TLIVE_S – TFULL_S) module will be regarded as zero, irrespective of their actual value. These headers help each trace to restrict the time span which will be used for pilot creation, without explicit application of lower and upper muting procedure. If no additional time limit is required, one is to set TLIVE_S to 0 and TFULL_S to the time range of the traces (for example, by means of Trace Header Math module by setting two lines in parameters: “TLIVE_S = 0” and “TFULL_S = ([NUMSMP]-1) * [dt]”).

**Module Parameters**

Module parameter dialogue contains several tabs:

- **Dataset (selection of dataset for statics calculation)**

This tab shows the path to the dataset for which statics will be calculated (Input dataset). In the
Sorting field data sorting keys are set. For example, for 2-dimensional terrestrial survey CDP, CDP, Offset fields can be used, while for 3-dimensional terrestrial survey XLine_No, Iline_No, Offset (inline number, crossline number, offsetting) can be applied.

**Horizons (Horizons assignment)**

In the Horizons field the list of horizons pickings along which static shifts will be estimated is displayed. The pickings are to be created in advance, for example, in Screen Display module.
It is important for pickings to be anchored to the same header fields specified in the first two sort keys in the **Sorting** field in **Dataset** tab.

One can add or delete pickings from the list of horizons by means of buttons **Add...** or **Delete...** accordingly.

In the **Velocity** field the velocity function acquired earlier in other processing flows at the vertical velocity analysis is set (being the output velocity function of Interactive velocity analysis module). Stacking velocities are used for registration of kinematic shift of traces in relation to the pilot set of traces prior to calculation of residual statics.

**Window size above horizon (ms)** is the size of the window for mutual correlation functions calculation above horizons, in ms.

**Window size below horizon (ms)** is the size of a window for mutual correlation functions calculation below horizons, in ms.

**Pilot (Calculation of the pilot set of traces)**

This tab shows parameters for calculation of the pilot set of traces.

![Image of Pilot (Calculation of the pilot set of traces) tab](image.png)

**Super gathering base (gathers)**
The number of assemblies which will compose the super gathering base is assigned in the field. This parameter sets the amount of traces which will be used for acquisition of the pilot trace. For each assembly of input data a super gathering base consisting of n assemblies is formed (n equals to the value of **Super gathering base** parameter).

The assembly for which the super gathering base is formed is the central assembly in the super gathering base (apart from “extreme” assemblies which fall back less than n/2 assemblies from the edges of the data area accessible to the module). For extreme assemblies the super gathering base "window" moves in the manner so that the window edge coincided with the limit of the accessible data. For example, for the very first assembly the super gathering base will consist of first n assemblies, for the last one – of last n assemblies.

Super gathering bases can consist of several CDPs (for 2D) or several In Lines, Cross Lines (for 3D). The header field on which super gathering bases are formed is set in the first sort key of the **Sorting** field of **Dataset** tab.

- **Offset binning**

  This group of parameters is intended for binning according the offsets. It is used by the program only in case the **Output pilot dataset** option is enabled and the type of pilot set of traces **Pilot type: Gathers** is selected.

  If **Data type: Stack** is selected the parameters from this group are ignored.

  **First** – value of the initial offset in meters

  **Last** – value of the final offset in meters

  **Step** – distance between offset-bins in meters

  **Range** – range of offsets getting in one offset-bin.

  Thus, the amount of bins will be calculated under the formula: (First – Last)/Step. The range of offsets corresponding to bin number i equals the interval calculated under the formula: (First + i*Step – Range/2, First + i*Step + Range/2).

- If **Output pilot dataset** option is enabled, the button of output dataset for pilot traces selection (...) and traces pilot set type selection become available:

- **Pilot type**

  **Gathers** - seismograms
Stack – stack

**Picking**

Parameters of this tab are intended for calculation of static shifts in relation to the pilot set of traces. Parameters assign the set of threshold values for calculation of admissible shifts of the pilot trace, shifts of the initial trace in relation to the pilot one and criteria of their reliability, and the path to the database file in which the calculated shifts for each trace will be stored.

In the process of shifts calculation the maximum admissible shift that will be considered at calculation of statics is assigned and MCF of the initial and pilot traces is calculated. If the initial and pilot traces coincide, the maximum MCF can be reached at zero value of the shift. Otherwise, within the set time window MCF will have one absolute maximum (A) and numerous local maxima of various values in proximity to the zero value. When calculating the shift, the nearest to zero local MCF maximum exceeding some threshold value calculated as p*A, where p is the parameter set by the user, is searched.

When designing the pilot traces, the pickings created by the user are used. Picked values on particular traces can deviate from the true time for horizons. Therefore, the acquired pilot traces can have shifts in relation to pickings. For elimination of this shift, the pilot traces can be moved so that the position of the nearest local pilot maximum coincided with the horizon time. The nearest local maximum is defined in relation to the threshold value p*A (like in the case described above), and the value of admissible shift is defined within the value set by the user.
- **Max. signal shift, ms** is the maximum allowed wave pattern shift between adjacent traces that will be considered at calculation of statics. If the calculated pilot trace shift exceeds the value of parameter Max signal shift, the pilot trace shift is considered unreliable.

- **Local maximum level** is the value $p$ that sets the MCF threshold value of the trace and the pilot for search of the position of the local maximum of MCF nearest to zero and exceeding the threshold value while calculating the static shift.

- **Align pilot trace loc. maximum with horizon**

  Includes the pilot shift mode. If the mode is enabled, prior to static shifts calculation for this time window, the pilot traces will be shifted so that the position of the nearest local pilot maximum coincided with the horizon time. Upon this, when searching for the nearest local maximum, maxima with amplitudes below $p*A$ are ignored. If the calculated pilot trace shift exceeds value of parameter Max signal shift, the pilot trace shift is not executed.

- **Output picking results to file**

  Defines the file name where the calculated static shifts will be written. This parameter is optional and is intended mainly for the analysis of the module operation and troubleshooting. In the operating mode the shifts are saved in the output trace headers.

- **Headers**
This group of parameters enables to set names to the headers where the calculated shifts and weights for each horizon will be saved (lines Horizon 1, …), as well as the resultant weightaverage shift (line Average). At the same time, field Time/shift contains the total of the calculated shift and the horizon time for this trace for each horizon (time window). The toggle to the right of the line (Average, Horizon 1, …) enables selection of the values to be brought to the dataset trace headers at the module output. In column Time/shift header fields intended for the time shifts are set, in column Weight header fields for the weight outputs used at averaging of the shifts are set.

Calibration

Parameters setting tab for calculation of the surface-coordinated shifts.

- Option Calibrate enables/disables the iteration mode of the surface-coordinated shifts calculation.

Weight threshold is the threshold value of estimation of the acquired static shift reliability used for rejection of static shifts in the range of 0 to 1. Thus, if the calculated estimation of shift reliability for any trace is below the threshold value, the shift for this trace is rejected and is not used in the data coordination procedure for the surface conditions. If the value is 0 all shifts are considered reliable and are used at calculation of surface coordination, if the value is 1 all shifts are rejected.

Accel. factor is the parameter that defines acceleration of the iteration process. The lowest velocity of the process at this parameter value will be 1. If the parameter is higher, the velocity increases. The higher the velocity the lower is the quality of operation, as it leads to the decrease of the amount of traces participating in the surface-coordinated shifts determination procedure.
**Iterations** field specifies the maximum amount of iterations in a process.

**Tolerance** is the value of discrepancy which sets the limit when the iteration process will be terminated before completion of the assigned maximum number of iterations.

- **Save calibrated shifts** is the option specifying the path to save the calculated surface-coordinated shifts in the project database, if enabled.

- **Save decomposed shifts** saves/does not save the source-conditioned shifts (SRC) and the receiver-conditioned shifts (REC) separately in accordance with the paths specified by the user.
**Velocity**

**Time/Depth Conversion**

The module converts the data from time to depth domain and vice versa using a specified velocity model. Velocities can be either RMS or interval, defined in either time or depth domain. Conversion can be based on either RMS or average velocities.

The velocity model is defined at specific CDP's and is interpolated in between of them. Below the deepest point where velocity is explicitly defined, the RMS/average velocities are calculated basing on the assumption that the interval velocity remain unchanged.

When the module is activated the following dialog appears:

Two tabs are available: **Time/Depth Conversion** and **Velocity**.

- **Time/Depth Conversion tab** contains the following parameters:
  - **Time->Depth** and **Depth->Time** specify the direction of the conversion;
  - **Destination range** – specify the maximum depth or time of the resulting traces after the conversion, either in m or in ms depending on the output domain;
**Destination sample interval** — sample interval of the resulting traces after the conversion, either in m or in ms depending on the output domain;

**Use coordinate-based interpolation** — as it has been mentioned, velocities are defined at certain reference CDP's. Between those reference CDP's they are linearly interpolated. When the option is off, the interpolation is based on CDP indexes. Otherwise, interpolation is made according to the CDP coordinates stored in CDP_X and CDP_Y header fields of each trace.

**Output velocity traces** — when the option is on the resulting traces in the output domain will be substituted by the interpolated values of either RMS velocities or average velocities, whichever are to be used for the conversion depending on the **Use average velocities** flag on the next tab.

**Velocity** tab contains the following parameters:

- **Single velocity function** — select this option to specify velocity constant on lateral in the edit window shown below. The syntax is similar to that of normal moveout correction application, velocities are in km/s.
- **Use file** — select this option to read out the velocity function from the text file (usually created by either **Interactive Velocity Analysis** or by **Velocity Editor** and, perhaps, it is spatially heterogeneous). To select a file, click the **Browse...** button or specify the name manually.
• **Database – picks** – select this option to read the velocity function from velocity picks saved in the project database (usually created by the **Interactive Velocity Analysis**). To select a pick, click the **Browse...** button.

• **Velocity domain** – this parameter defines in what domain this velocity field is specified: **Time** or **Depth**.

• **Velocity type** – this parameter defines the type of specified velocity: **RMS** (root-meansquare) or **Interval**.

• **Use average velocities** – when this flag is unchecked, the time-to-depth (or depth-to-time) conversion is performed using RMS velocities (input velocity model, if not RMS, will be scaled to RMS velocities). Otherwise, average velocities will be used for the conversion (input velocities will be scaled to average velocities). In case, input velocities are RMS and the flag is checked, average velocities will be calculated via interval velocities.

The formulas used for velocity scaling in case of two-interval model are shown below (for Ninterval model recursive approach is used):

RMS velocities from interval velocities:

$$v_{\text{eff}}^2 = \frac{v_1 \cdot h_1 + v_2 \cdot h_2}{\frac{h_1}{v_1} + \frac{h_2}{v_2}}$$

Here $v_{\text{eff}}$ — RMS velocity, $h_1$, $h_2$ — thicknesses of the intervals, $v_1$, $v_2$ — interval velocities.

Average velocities from interval velocities:

$$v_{cp} = \frac{h_1 + h_2}{\frac{h_1}{v_1} + \frac{h_2}{v_2}}$$

Here $v_{cp}$ — average velocity.

Interval velocities from RMS velocities:

$$v_2 = \sqrt{\frac{v_{\text{eff}2}^2 \cdot t_{02} + v_{\text{eff}1}^2 \cdot t_{01}}{t_{02} - t_{01}}}$$

Here $v_{\text{eff}1}$ — RMS velocity at time $t_{01}$, equal to the interval velocity in the uppermost interval 1, $v_{\text{eff}2}$ — RMS velocity at time $t_{02}$, $v_2$ — interval velocity of the interval 2.
Appendix 1. Velocity file format.

The file is ASCII tabulated, either space or tab separated. First line contains data type: 2D or 3D. Then, there are columns containing CDP numbers, times (or depths), velocities, and (optionally) X and Y coordinates. Velocities can be either RMS measured at the specified time (depth) or interval corresponding to the interval above the specified time (depth) until the previous time (depth). The examples are below:

Here the model type is 2D, the columns are: CDP, time (or depth), velocity.

Here the model type is 3D, the columns are: CDP, time (or depth), velocity, X-coordinate, Y-coordinate.
**DB Velocity Interpolation**

This module is meant for velocity field visualization together with CDP section added to it. When this module is activated the following window appears:

![DB Velocity Interpolation Parameters](image)

In the **Database-Pics** field, click the Browse... button and, in the window that opens, select the file with required velocities from the database.

A value of the point displayed on the screen will equal the sum of velocity values in this point and trace amplitude in this point multiplied by normalizing factor.

The normalizing factor is defined in **Normalizing factor** field:

- **None** - zero normalizing factor. In the running window only velocity field will be displayed,
- **Mean** - in the running window the seismic section normalized by mean value will be added to velocity field,
- **RMS** - in the running window the seismic section normalized by root-mean-square value will be added to velocity field.

In the **Additional scalar** the additional scalar on, which the trace samples values will be multiplied before being displayed on the screen, should be specified.
Usage (An example of module usage in the flow)

A typical flow would includes:

**Trace Input**

**DB Velocity Interpolation**

**Screen Display**

Trace Input reads out a summed section saved in the database.

DB Velocity Interpolation - velocity field interpolation module itself.

Screen Display displays velocity field with superposed section on the screen.

**HVA Semblance (Horizon Velocity Analysis Semblance)**

This module is meant for velocity field calculation from the specified horizon. The traces input to the model are to be sorted by CDP and without normal move-out correction.

When this module is activated the window containing two tabs: Semblance and Horizon appears.

![HVA Semblance](image)

**On** the Semblance tab you can set the following parameters:

In the **Min. velocity** field the minimum velocity is to be specified. In the **Max. velocity** the maximum velocity is to be specified. Velocity sampling step to be specified in the **Velocity step** window, the time sampling step to be specified in the **Time Range** window.

The **Mean** and **RMS** options are meant for semblance calculation:
- **Mean** - mean function value in the point to be calculated;
- **RMS** - root-mean-square function value in the point to be calculated.

On the **Horizon** tab, specify horizon:

There are three ways to do this:

- **Pick in database** - specify horizon from the database. To do this, activate the option, click the **Select**... button and, in the opened dialog box, select the required project database object.

- **Trace header** - specify horizon from the header in which it has been saved before. To do this, activated this option and click the **Browse**... button, then select the required header in the opened dialog box.

- **Specify** - specify horizon manually in the **Specify** field.

The order is the following:

*Example:*

CDP

100:2250

*In this example:* 100
- CDP number,

2250 - time.

**Save template** and **Load template** buttons are meant for current module parameters saving in the template in the project database and for saved parameters loading from previously saved template, respectively.
Usage (An example of module usage in the flow)

Super Gather
Apply Statics
Bandpass Filtering
Amplitude Correction
HVA Semblance
Trace Output
Screen Display

The **Super Gather** module allows creation of the trace sets (super gathers) composed of several CDPs. It is used for signal/noise ratio increasing thus enabling more accurate velocity field calculation.

- **Apply Statics** - applies static corrections to data,
- **Bandpass Filtering** - applies bandpass filtering to data,
- **Amplitude Correction** - applies amplitude correction to data,
- **HVA Semblance** - horizon velocity analysis semblance module itself,
- **Trace Output** - saves calculated horizontal spectrum into database of the program,
- **Screen Display** – visualized the spectrum on the screen.
This module allows to calculate and to apply normal moveout corrections to CDP trace samples by means of linear interpolation with the help of velocity function.

When this module is activated the following window containing two tabs: **Velocity** and **NMO** appears:

![NMO/NMI window](image)

On the **NMO** tab, specify the normal moveout corrections calculation method:

- **NMO** - select this option if it is requited to apply normal moveout corrections to trace samples.

- **NMI** - select this option if it is requited to accomplish velocity inversion, i.e. to apply inverse kinematic function to the seismograms to which the normal moveout corrections have already been applied.

- **Mute percent** - muting parameter expressed in percents. The trace stretching after NMO application is an unwanted but unavoidable result. It is required to set the muting parameter in percents in order to mute all data that has stretched for more then indicated number of percents.
On the **Velocity** tab velocity function specification parameter are grouped:

There are three ways to specify velocity function:

- **Single velocity function** (constant velocity function) option and specify it manually.

  The order of specification is the following:  
  \( \text{time:velocity, time-time:velocity etc.} \)

  Velocities here are in km/s.

- **Get from file** option and specify velocity function from file. To do this, click the Browse... button, select the desired file in the opened standard dialog box.

- **Database - picks** option and specify velocity function previously saved in the project database. To do this, click the Browse... button, select the desired database object in the opened standard dialog box.

In the **Velocity type** field it is required to define the type of velocity:

- **RMS** - root-mean-square velocity,

- **Interval** - interval velocity.

**Save template** and **Load template** buttons are meant for current module parameters saving in the template in the project database and for saved parameters loading from previously saved template, respectively.
HVA (Horizontal Velocity Analysis)

The module is designed for estimation/improvements of velocity profile along the given horizons.

Principle of operation

The user picks one or several horizons on a stack. Seismic gathers averaged on the given base are formed from CDP gathers along each horizon in the given time window on the basis of the starting velocity curve. Velocity spectrum is calculated from those seismic gathers in the indicated range of velocity parameter variation and is visualized graphically. Further on the user can pick velocity value along the selected horizon on the basis of velocity spectra, analyzing the changes in the appearance of the stack, calculated on the basis of the current velocity function and changes in the appearance of seismic gathers, corrected for normal moveout as well on the basis of the current velocity function. The acquired velocity function can be saved to a database. Other horizons are processed in a similar way.

Input data

The input data for the module represent CDP gathers, CDP stack, starting velocity function (represented in the form of vertical velocity picks or a uniform function) and a set of parameters. All data are input from the database; nothing could be input from the flow or conveyed to the flow.

Output data

Data, which were generated as a result of module operation or adjusted horizontal velocity functions along horizons can be saved to a database by the user during the module operation using the corresponding menu items. A warning message appears when the program operation is finished and you have any unsaved horizontal velocity functions.

Module parameters

The parameters dialogue of the module includes several tabs. Figure (Fig 1) represents the tab of main execution parameters.
CDP gathers for one profile (Gather dataset)

Specified by a database object, that contains seismic data (dataset). All CDP seismic gathers that belong to the profile. A CDP header value is considered to be a point number. Before using the data they must be sorted by CDP. If there is a blank in numbers, due to the lack of data, the program will populate the blanks with empty traces.

CDP stack for the same profile (Stack dataset)

Specified by a database object. A dataset should contain the same number of CDPs as the dataset for which seismic gathers are specified. If there is a misfit a user received a warning, and the module aborts the operation in off-normal mode.

Starting velocity function (Velocity)

Starting velocity function should be specified using one of the following modes:

Single Velocity function

A line written using a common RadExPro format.
Example: 500-1000:2.5, 2000:2.7, 3000:2.9

- Vertical wave field, specified as a database object (*Database pick*)
- **Other parameters**
  - Super gathering base (*Super gathering base*, in number of gathers)
  - Sizes of time windows below and above the horizon, within which the super gathers are generated, and the stack is calculated are specified by two parameters - a part of window, situated above the horizon (*Window size above horizon*) and a part of window below the horizon (*Window size below horizon*).
  - Parameters of velocity spectrum calculation (group of parameters *Semblance*, parameters *Start V* and *End V* - start and end velocity for search (in km/s), step of search *Step V* and time window size *Time window*, the samples of which are used in velocity spectrum generation)
  - Offset binning parameters (*Offset binning*) include minimum and maximum offset (*First, Last*), offset step (*Step*) and range of grouping window (*Range*), all parameters are in meters.

Draw parameters tab (Fig. 2) includes parameter groups, that are related to visualization mode of data, velocity function and semblance.

![Fig. 2. Module parameters dialogue, Draw parameters tab](image-url)
Using the tab you can specify visualization parameters of different data components, used in velocity analysis:

- **Stack (Stack)**
- **Initial velocity function (Model)**
- **Initial stack strip along the horizon selected by the user (Initial stack strip)**
- **Stack strip along the horizon selected by the user, acquired during the module operation with the current velocity function (Modif. stack strip)**
- **Velocity spectrum (Semblance)**
- **Super gathers (Super gathers)**
- **Horizontal axes, one for all elements (Horizontal axis).**

You can specify **Display mode** and **Norm mode**, screen gain (**Additional scalar**) and **Bias**, the parameters’ context is the same as in **Screen Display**.

- **Additional scalar.** (screen gain) - Additional scalar for multiplying samples’ values before display.
- **Bias**. Bias of an average trace level from zero, that leads to change in black color level in case of the variable area display. Positive value will cause a leftward shift of the trace zero line and an increase of the blacken area under the curve. A negative value corresponds to a decrease of the blacken area under the curve

- **Display mode.** Select the mode of traces’ display. Possible variants:
  - **WT/VA** displays traces using the wiggle trace mode/variable area mode,
  - **WT** displays traces using the wiggle trace mode,
  - **VA** displays traces using the variable area mode,
  - **Gray** displays traces using the variable density in grey palette mode,
  - **R/B** displays traces using the variable density in red-white-blue palette mode,
  - **Custom** displays traces using the variable density in palette, specified by the user,

**Define** button is available if the option **Custom** is on. It opens the dialogue window **Custom Palette**.

Vertical axis display parameters can be specified in group **Vertical axis** for each element of velocity analysis window individually. (Horizontal axis’ parameters are set simultaneously for all elements - select **Horizontal axis** in the drop-down list at the top of the dialogue page.)
For an axis you can change font of the tick values (Font button), font of the axis title (Title: Font), Axis width, the intervals (Step) for Primary ticks and Secondary ticks, and the option of whether to show values (Show values) and corresponding lines (Show lines) or not.

The last tab (Misc) of the parameters dialogue offers selecting the Supergather display step during velocity analysis and indicating whether disk buffering is needed for saving intermediate results when calculating velocity spectra (Use disk buffering while processing).

The lattermost mode is worthwhile if and only if the data volume is big and the module can’t function without it. Otherwise, using this option will simply slow-down the operations.

**Fig. 3. Parameters dialogue of the module, Misc tab**

**User interface and functionality**

(parameters' setting and module activation)

The module is standalone, i.e. it doesn’t receive seismic data from the flow, and it operates through
a database. At the same time the modes of representation and running don’t differ from ordinary modules. Parameters are specified through parameters’ dialogue window, the module is run using the button **Run** in the main application menu.

All necessary parameters should be specified in correct way; otherwise the module will not start operation, displaying a message on a corresponding error.

**Program configuration**

The program by default consists of two working windows.

- **Stack display window and initial velocity model** (Fig. 4).

This window in turn has two sub-windows:

- **stack display window**

  Input stack is displayed in this window. A user can perform horizon picking and select a horizon for velocity analysis.

- **Initial velocity function display window**

  Initial velocity function is displayed in this window in time domain.
Fig. 4. Stack display (upper part) and initial velocity model (lower part) windows

- **Window for velocity analysis along the selected horizon.**

This window is opened when running velocity analysis on selected horizon. It consists of four parts (Fig. 5, from top to bottom).

- Initial stack display window along the horizon.
- Modified stack display window along the horizon.
- Velocity spectra display window
- Supergather set display window.
Fig. 5. Velocity analysis window along the selected horizon

All windows of velocity analysis along the horizon support changing the display scale; there are scroll bars when required and display scrolling is allowed using scroll bars. All windows have joint horizontal scale and joint horizontal scroll bar. The windows are synchronized between each other and with the scale and scroll bar in horizontal direction. The windows initial and modified stacks are synchronized in vertical direction as well.

Program control is carried out through menu elements, some of which are duplicated by toolbar buttons. Some parameters can be changed after having run the program.

Module running and opening the main window of the module
When you run the module first of all the main window of module is opened, which consists of two parts. The upper part displays the stack; the lower part displays the initial velocity model. In the upper part there is a horizontal scale on CDP, in each part of window there is a vertical time scale at the left side. If required there are scroll bars, while the horizontal scroll bar, as well as horizontal scale is shared, one for each half-window. Sub-windows and all three scales are synchronized, in the sense that the scale change and scrolling through the screen is performed synchronically. You can perform zoom in/zoom out and modify stack display and initial velocity model parameters.

You can generate/modify/save/load picks, modify velocity analysis elements’ display parameters in the main window; as well velocity analysis window can be run from the main window.

The following menu items are reserved for performing these operations:

File/Exit – exit the module

Parameters – displays visualization parameters, is completely identical with the tab Draw parameters (see above) of the module parameters dialogue.

Horizon – working with picks.

Picking – switch on/off the mode of horizon tracking (hot button “M”)


![Fig. 6. Parameters’ dialogue of the Module](image-url)
The following operations are available for horizon being edited:

**Hunt** – automatic tracking of seismic events on the basis of correlation between neighboring traces.

Guide window length – window length, in which the cross correlation function between the neighboring traces will be calculated; Max shift – is the maximum allowed shift of the event on the neighboring traces; Local maximum level – the local maximum level with reference to the global extremum; Halt Threshold – threshold of the global maximum of cross correlation function, the tracking is terminated below this threshold.

**Auto fill** – tracking of phase maximum in the window between two specified points.

**Manual** – linear interpolation between the indicated points sequence.

**New** - create new pick (N hot key ).

**Delete** – delete active pick (Delete hot key)

**Save as** – save current pick to a database, with the name indication (Ctrl+S hot key ).

**Load** – load pick from the database (Ins hot key )

**Line style** – specify the line style in the dialogue (S hot key )

![Line style specification dialogue](image)

**Smooth** – smooth (averaging in selected window, R).

**Next/Previous** – toggling between active picks (Tab/Shift+Tab)

After having chosen any horizon you can run a procedure of horizontal velocity analysis using the menu item **Run Analysis**.

You are not allowed to select horizon, on which the velocity analysis is currently being performed, for editing. In order to edit a horizon, on which velocity analysis is performed, you have to exit the mode of velocity analysis and select another horizon for velocity analysis. After that, you may edit the horizon. However, in general, you have to reshape averaged seismic gathers for subsequent
velocity analysis along this horizon, as well as re-calculate velocity spectra. After the user had finished editing the horizon and exited the picking mode, it is possible select the horizon for velocity analysis.

**Operation in the window of velocity analysis on selected horizon**

Velocity spectra display and velocity function picking

After a successful velocity spectrum calculation for selected horizon it is displayed in special graphic window. Vertical axis represents velocity axis, there is vertical scale and vertical scroll bar.

Operations zoom in, zoom out, scrolling are available.

This window displays current velocity function above semblance, as well as initial function, used for semblance calculation.

The user can pick velocity function in the semblance display window.

The following operations are available:

- **Hunt** – tracking the maximum phase in selected time window.
- **Fill**– tracking the maximum phase in the window between two specified samples.
- **Manual** – linear interpolation between the specified samples’ sequence.
- **Smooth** – smoothing (averaging in the specified window).

Super gather set display

The fourth window of velocity analysis on selected horizon displays NMO-corrected super gather set.

Each N\(^{th}\) super gather (N – is specified by the user in Parameters) is displayed. The traces are visualized with an equal interval between each other and occupy all space available. Available display parameters: selection of traces visualization mode (WT, VA, WTVA, color with palette) and gain.

Super gathers’ position is linked with their central CDP points and synchronized with the stacks and semblance display window.

NMO correction is calculated on parallel travelt ime curves on the basis of current velocity for the given CDP. Editing velocity function, causes changed in velocity and subsequent NMO recalculation and redrawing of the corresponding super gathers being displayed.
Calculation and display of modified stack strip. Initial stack strip display

Stacking on parallel traveltime curves is carried out on the basis of current velocity function for each initial gather. It is performed within the time window along the horizon. Thus, a strip of modified stack is acquired along the horizon. This strip is displayed in a separate window. If the user edits velocity function, the stack traces of the CDPs being modified are stacked again using new velocity values.

Moreover a strip is displayed in the same time window along the horizon of the initial stack.

Specific requirements and comments

Mandatory header fields: CDP, OFFSET, DT, NUMSMP.

Fields TLIVE_S and TFULL_S are responsible for muting and contain time values of start and end of "meaningful" samples in ms. Make sure, that they don’t contain trash.

Velocity values in Parameters dialogue are given in m/ms.

Flag “Use secondary storage while processing” specifies whether the working data set will be loaded into a file during the analysis of the selected horizon, or the data will be loaded when recalculating characteristics and dropped off immediately. In the second case (flag is specified) the processing/recalculation time is greater, but you need less frame memory.

It makes sense to save the acquired horizontal velocity function to the database after velocity analysis along the horizon (object HVT). There is a utility function $Hvt\rightarrow Vvt$ that helps to make a transformation of a set of horizontal velocity functions into a vertical velocity field (menu Tools). As well there is a possibility to export horizontal velocity function from the database to a text file, via the Database Manager.

Transformation of horizontal velocity functions’ into vertical using HVT→VVT utility

Access to utility of transformation horizontal velocity functions into vertical functions is carried out through the menu Tools of the main window RadExPro.

The appearance of utility function window is displayed on Figure (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8. Utility of transformation horizontal velocity functions into vertical HVT→VVT

To convert a set of horizontal velocity picks (acquired as a result of Horizontal Velocity Analysis) into vertical, a user should perform the following:

- Run the utility.
- Select one or several horizontal picks (saved in the database and displayed on the left panel Database) and add them to the set, displayed at the right panel Selected Horizontal Velocity Tables using the buttons Add and Delete (the button removes the selected pick from the set, it doesn’t delete it from the database).
- Optionally the user can specify velocity value at 0 time (Zero time Horizontal Velocity Table) and at time value (Final time), specified by the user (Final time Horizontal Velocity Table)
- Specify CDP step for the vertical velocity picks (CDP step)
- Select an object from the database (vertical velocity pick), to which the pick will be saved, clicking the button Save Vertical Velocity to… Choose
click the button Convert.
**Velocity Editor**

This module is meant for creation of two-dimensional velocity models, as well as their editing, smoothing, and binding to coordinates.

The module interface consists of two parts: dialog box for initial parameters setting, and a primary running window of the module during its execution. The dialog window for parameters setting can be opened during module operation, but in this case all parameter changes will be active only during the current module execution session.

Velocity editor is applied on manual manipulations with the velocity field. In the case of singlechannel investigations, when the velocity field cannot be obtained directly from the data, the interactive velocity editor is the only way to specify the velocity field manually using external information.

The velocity field is constructed by means of interactively defined polygons filled by certain velocity values and with the help of a brush used to for color the velocity field manually.

In the flow, a velocity editor can operate on its own as an independent application. In this case in the module window only the velocity field is displayed and being edited.

If the *Velocity Editor* is launched from the flow in which the stacked data are running, the velocity field will be displayed against the time section background in the module window. The velocity field is matched to the data according to a coordinate (distance) along the line, which shall be stored in the data in an arbitrary trace header field and correspond to the coordinates specified in the velocity field file.

**Parameters**

The dialog window for the initial parameter specification for the module is as follows:
The dialog window contains four tabs.

The **General** tab contains parameters which define the position of files with polygons and velocity field on disk.

- **Velocity file**: Specifies the name for the text file that contains (or will contain) a velocity field. To select a file, click the **Browse...** button or enter the file name manually.

- **Polygons file**: Specifies the name for the text file that contains (or will contain) the polygons description. To select a file, click the **Browse...** button or enter the file name manually.

The **Data bounds** tab contains parameters that define velocity field size.

In case, there is an input dataset passing through the flow, click the **Field** button to define the trace header field of the input dataset that contains the linear coordinate for matching with the velocity field. In case, there is no input dataset available, this field will be ignored and all coordinate values will be in abstract units.

- **Left bound**: coordinate of the left velocity field edge

- **Right bound**: coordinate of the right velocity field edge

- **Time range**: Time range (maximum time) of velocity field

- **Time step**: Vertical step of velocity field grid

- **X step**: Horizontal step of velocity field grid

The **Trace display** tab contains parameters that affect the data visualization method. They make sense only if some stacked data are running in the flow in which the module operates. The meaning...
of these parameters is the same as that of parameters from Screen Display (the **Common Parameters** dialog window) module dialog box.

The Axis tab contains two fields (X Step and Time Step) where the intervals between labels on the coordinate axes should be specified.

**Working with the module**

The running window of the module is similar to the following:

![Image of Velocity Editor module](image)

The working area of the **Velocity Editor** module consists of:

- The menu in the upper part of working area
- The toolbar below the menu
- Horizontal and vertical coordinate axes
- Data fields
- Palettes
- Status bar at the bottom of the working area
- Scrollbars which appear in case if the image is enlarged

**Menu and toolbar**

The toolbar and the menu contain the following commands:
Parameters/Parameters... Allows initial module parameters changing, (see Parameters chapter).

Polygon/New Creates a new polygon. For new polygon the editing mode is automatically switched on.

Polygon/Edit Switches on/off the edit mode for active polygon. In case if the edit mode is switched off, the polygon can be made active by clicking the left mouse button (MB1) on one of its points. The polygon edit mode makes it possible to add/delete/relocate polygon points, close and open the polygon. To add a point to a polygon, click the left mouse button (MB1) at the desired spot. The points are sequentially added to the polygon.

To relocate the point, capture it by clicking the right mouse button (MB2) and drag it to the desired place. When clicking and holding the right mouse button (MB2) the active polygon point closest to the cursor position will be captured.

To delete the point, click the left mouse button (MB1) near the point while simultaneously holding the Shift key down. The active polygon point closest to the cursor position will be deleted.

Polygon/Close Closes/Opens the polygon. This command is available only within polygon edit mode.

Polygon/Delete Deletes active polygon.

Polygon/Fill... Fills the active polygon with specified velocity values, possibly with horizontal and/or vertical velocity gradient. To fill in the polygon, close it first. When this command is chosen the dialog box for specification of velocity and two gradients appears.

Brush/Parameters Serves to set the "velocity brush" parameters. When this command is chosen the dialog box for "velocity brush" parameters specification appears. Here, specify the shape, size and velocity of the brush.

Brush/Brush Serves to switch the mode of model drawing by "velocity brush" on or off. In the brush mode the oval or the rectangular (according to selected brush shape) are displayed at the cursor position point. With the left mouse button (MB1) held down, when moving the mouse over the area covered by the brush, the velocity specified in brush parameters will be set.

“+” Serves to switch on/off the image zoom-in mode. In the zoom-in mode the mouse cursor changes its shape. By clicking the left mouse button (MB1) you can enlarge the image by one step. When doing this, the image is scrolled so that the selected point is in the center of the screen.
“-” Serves to switch on/off the image zoom-out mode. By clicking the left mouse button (MB1) you can diminish the image by one step.

Exit Exits the velocity editor. When setting parameters, if the files names for the velocity and polygon fields were specified, then the changes will be automatically saved when exiting.
Interactive Velocity Analysis

The Interactive Velocity Analysis module is used for interactive analysis of the stacking velocities. The following header fields should be filled in correctly:

- **SCDP** – CDP supergather number. If the data input into the flow is performed using the module Super Gather, this field is assigned automatically. Otherwise it should be assigned manually.
- **OFFSET** and **AOFFSET** – should contain offsets and their absolute values, correspondingly.
- **ILINE_NO** and **XLINE_X** – for 2D data, the first field should contain the CDP numbers (CDP), the second field – any similar integer number.

The module interface consists of two parts: a window for initial parameters setting and a main window of the module that appears while executing this module. The dialog box for parameters setting can be opened while the module is running but, in this case, all parameter changes will be active only during the current module execution session.

When the module is activated, the window containing 8 tabs will open:

- **Output velocity.** Here, specify a database velocity pick object (recommended) or a text file that will contain the resulting edited velocities. This tab is similar to the window that appears when the
NMO/NMI module is activated, except for the Single velocity function option which is lacking in the tab.

**Input velocity.** Here, specify an existing input velocity field (a velocity pick object in the database or a text file) to continue editing it. In case, the module is executed for the first time and no velocity function exists yet, specify the same velocity pick object as in the Output velocity tab. As a result, after you execute the flow with the module for the first time and save the velocities, for the following sessions the same velocity field will be used as an input. Thus, you will be able to continue editing it. This tab is similar to the window that appears when the NMO/NMI module is activated.

**Super Gather.** On this tab, only the Bin offsets similar to that from Super Gather module parameters option is available.

**Semblance.** This tab sets the parameters for semblance (velocity spectrum) calculation as in the following:

![Interactive Velocity Analysis](image)

In the **Start velocity** and **End velocity** fields the start and end velocities for velocity searching should be specified. To calculate the semblance the velocity search step should be set in the **Velocity step** field, and the time search step in the **Time Step** field. The number of constant velocity stacks displayed on the screen is specified in the **Number of CVS** field.
Semblance Display. This tab is used for setting the velocity spectrum (semblance) display parameters as in the following:

In the Display Mode field select the display mode for the traces of velocity spectrum:
- WT/VA displays the traces in wiggle trace and variable area mode
- WT displays the traces in wiggle trace mode,
- VA displays the traces in variable area mode
- Color displays the traces in variable density mode

By clicking the Palette... button you can specify the color palette manually (when all color palette point are deleted, the traces are displayed in grayscale).

In the Scaling field, set trace amplitudes normalization
- None - there is no additional trace normalization
- Entire screen - all traces are normalized in the aggregate by means of dividing the trace amplitudes by mean absolute value of amplitude of all traces
- Individual - normalizes all traces individually by means of dividing the trace amplitudes by mean absolute value of amplitude of the trace itself
Normal type. In this the type of amplitude normalization to be set

Maximum - according to maximum value

Mean - according to mean value

RMS - according to root-mean-square value.

Additional scalar. In this field, enter an additional scalar (gain factor) on which the trace samples values will be multiplied before being displayed on the screen.

Bias. In this field, specify a value of average trace level bias from zero that results in black color level changing when variable area mode is used for visualization. The positive value will cause displacement to the left from the zero line of the trace and enlarge the blackened area of the curve. The negative value corresponds to reducing of the blackened area of the curve. When Color display is selected, this value will shift the zero level of the data relative to the center of the color palette.

Gather Display. This tab is used to set seismogram display parameters. The tab looks the same as the Semblance Display tab.

FLP Display This tab is used for the setting of display parameters of the dynamic stack obtained via the current velocity function picked in the Semblance Display panel. The tab looks the same as the Semblance Display tab.

CVS Display This tab is used for the setting of display parameters for constant velocity stacks. The tab looks the same as the Semblance Display tab.

Working with interactive velocity analysis module

When starting execution of the flow containing the Interactive Velocity Analysis module, a window similar to the one shown below will open:
The window is subdivided into 5 parts:

- **Vertical scale of wave two-way traveltime** (expressed in ms)

- **Velocity** - the panel of velocities spectrum obtained via semblance calculation (the parameters setting for this panel is done on **Semblance display** tab)

- **Offset** - seismogram display panel (the parameters setting for this panel is performed on **Gather display** tab)

- The panel for the dynamic stack obtained with the current velocity function picked on the semblance (the parameters setting for this window is done on the **FLP display** tab)

- **CVS** - constant velocity stack panel (the parameters setting for this panel is performed on **CVS display** tab).

All the panels have one common Y axis (time axis, ms) but every panel has its own X axis: velocity axis for **Semblance display** and **CVS display**, offset axis for **Gather display**.

Velocity function picking is accomplished in the semblance panel (**Velocity** or **Semblance display**).

**Point adding** is done by clicking the left mouse button (MB1) on the desired point.

**Relocation of existing points** is done by clicking the right mouse button (MB2). By doing this the point closest to the cursor position will be relocated.
Point removal is performed by double-clicking the right mouse button (MB2) on the point while holding down the Ctrl key (Ctrl+MB2 DblClick).

In order to enlarge a data display fragment horizontally or vertically, place the mouse cursor in the desired axis area and click the left mouse button (MB1) on the point corresponding to one of the edges of the fragment to be enlarged. Then, holding the button pressed, relocate the cursor to the point corresponding to the other edge of the fragment. After releasing the button the selected data fragment will be enlarged to the size of the whole panel.

In order to return to the initial scale on one of the axes, double-click the left mouse button (MB1) in the corresponding axis area.

Menu and Tool Bar

Menu

The menu contains the following submenus:

- **File**
  - Exit - exits the Interactive Velocity Analysis module.

- **Velocity Field**
  - Show previous: displaying the previous velocity function in the Semblance Display
  - Show mean: allows displaying a mean velocity function in the Semblance Display
  - Show Lay: allows displaying layer velocities calculated from Dix formula in the Semblance Display

- **NMO**

  Muting Percent allows stretch muting parameters specification in percentage. All data that has stretched as a result of NMO on more than specified percentage will be zeroed.  

Tool Bar

At the top of the running window there is a tool bar:

The following commands are available (from left to right):

- switching to the next seismogram
- switching to the previous seismogram
switching on the interactive NMO correction of the current seismogram in the Gather Display in accordance with the velocity function set in the Semblance Display panel

launching of Interactive Velocity Analysis parameter dialog where you can change the initial parameters set during flow creation.

saving the changes into a file or database depending on the settings specified in the Interactive Velocity Analysis parameter dialog.

displaying of the previous velocity function in the Semblance Display.

displaying of the mean velocity function in the Semblance Display.

displaying of layer velocities calculated from Dix formula in the Semblance Display.

deleting of all points of the active velocity function pick

exiting the Interactive Velocity Analysis module

Status Bar

At the bottom of the Interactive Velocity Analysis window there is a status bar.

\[ V = 1043 \quad T = 3518 \quad SCDP = 100, \quad ILINE = 100, \quad XLINE = 0 \]

In the left field of the status bar you can see information about velocity (V, m/s) and Time (T, ms) at the point of the current cursor position. In the central field you can find information about the current supergather (SCDP) and profile numbers (in 2D case) or about InLine, CrossLine numbers (in 3D case). The information contained in the right field of the status bar is duplicated in the header bar of the module running window.

Example of module application in the flow

A typical flow with interactive velocity analysis may look like the following:

- Super Gather
- Apply Statics
- Bandpass Filtering
- Amplitude Correction
- Interactive Velocity Analysis
- **Super Gather**: creates the trace sets (supergathers) containing several CDPs. It is used to increase the signal/noise ratio and, therefore, for better velocity analysis accuracy.

- **Apply Statics**: applies statics to the data.

- **Bandpass Filtering**: applies bandpass filtering to the data.

- **Amplitude Correction**: applies amplitude correction to the data.

- **Interactive Velocity Analysis**: the interactive velocity analysis itself.

**IMPORTANT!** In the Super Gather module the Bin Offsets option should be switched off. When needed, binning parameters may be set in the Interactive Velocity Analysis module.

### Launching the module from Map application

The interactive velocity analysis module (**Interactive Velocity Analysis**) can be launched from the Map application by clicking the V button on the tool bar. All the parameters for the module should be specified in the Interactive Velocity Analysis parameter dialog.
**Velocity Curve Editor**

**Velocity Curve Editor** is designed for editing vertical velocity picks, saved to an object database.

**Parameters of module**

![Velocity Curve Editor Parameters](image)

The module parameters allow adjusting the display of velocity picks for further editing:

- **Min Velocity** – minimum velocity
- **Max Velocity** – maximum velocity
- **Min Time** – minimum time
- **Max Time** – maximum time
- **Velocity scale** – horizontal velocity scale in $\frac{\text{m/s}}{\text{sm}}$
- **Pick to pick distance** – distance between neighboring velocity picks
- **Save Template** – saving module parameters to the database
- **Load Template** – loading saved module parameters from the database

**Module operation**

The module is standalone, i.e. it doesn’t need any additional modules in the flow, and it should be alone there. To run the module, please specify the parameters and click the button **Run**.
Loading velocity picks

After running the module you have to load velocity picks from the database. To do so click on the button on a toolbar, or select item **Load Velocity** from the menu **File**, or use shortcut key **Ctrl+O**. You will be invited to select the required velocity pick from the database.
After selecting velocity pick, it will be displayed in the main window of the module in the form of velocity curves’ set, each of those is tied to a CDP point number.

Display parameters editing

If appropriate you can modify velocity curves’ display parameters, to do so you have to click on the icon, or select an item Parameters... from the menu Tools, or use shortcut key Ctrl+P; after that parameters’ adjustment dialogue box will appear (see item Module parameters).

Velocity curve editing

An active velocity curve, displayed in red color is available after loading velocity pick. To change an active curve you can either Ctrl+click on the new curve or call a dialogue of curve editing. You can click on the icon, or select an item Edit Velocity Picks... from the menu Tools or use shortcut key Ctrl+E. As a result the following dialogue will appear:
Here you can select a velocity curve being edited by CDP point number (CDP). You can edit an active curve by dragging its nodes in the main window of the module via the left mouse button, or changing the values in the table of the dialogue manually.

**Saving velocity picks**

To save the velocity pick, having overwritten it, you can click the button on the tool bar or select the item **Save Velocity** from the menu **File**, or use shortcut key **Ctrl+S**. To save velocity picks under other name you should select the item **Save Velocity As...** from the menu **File**, or use shortcut key **Ctrl+Shift+S**; after that a dialogue prompting to save the velocity pick to the selected folder appears.

**Velocity manipulation**

This stand-alone module is aimed to transfer a vertical velocity function (like those created by Interactive Velocity Analysis) from any given type and domain to any other given type and domain. It is also possible to combine 2 input velocity functions into 1 output velocity function (provided that both input functions are of one and the same type and in one and the same domain). Module parameter dialog is shown below and seem to be self-describing:
Ensemble Stack

In the **Ensemble** stack module you can stack all traces within each ensemble of the flow into one trace. Every trace sample at the output will be a combination of corresponding trace samples at the input. An ensemble is considered as a group of traces with one and the same value of the primary sorting key defined in **Trace Input** or other input routine.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

![Ensemble Stack Window](image)

where, in the **Mode** field, select a trace stacking mode:

- **Mean** - sample values are being averaged.
- **Median** - the result sample is the median value of the samples at every trace time.
- **Alpha trimmed** - the smallest and the greatest values of the samples percentage are excluded and then the average value is defined. When selecting the **Alpha trimmed** it is required to specify the percentage of excluding.
- **Coherent stack**. The samples are stacked, if the value of the smoothed coherence function, calculated for the given time exceeds the indicated value at the given window (in percents).
- **Window (traces)** – the window of coherence function calculation is set in traces. If the value indicated in the field exceeds the number of traces in the ensemble, the whole ensemble will be used as a calculation window.
Filter length (ms) – the length of time sliding window used for coherence function filtering is set in the field.

Treat zero as result of muting. If this option is toggled on, the samples with zero values are treated as a result of muting and are not used in stacking.
Migration

Kirchhoff Migration*

This stand-alone module performs 2D or 3D post-stack Kirchhoff Migration in time domain. It uses vertically and laterally variant RMS velocity field. RMS velocity field can be obtained by Interactive Velocity Analysis or Horizon Velocity Analysis routines. Manual velocity table can be defined by user as well. Velocity values are interpolated both in time and space between the values in velocity table.

Module parameters

Input dataset – choose dataset to be migrated

Dimension – define type of survey - 2D or 3D

Define velocities

Defines RMS velocity table:

From DB – select velocity picks from database. Velocity picks can be obtained by Interactive Velocity analysis module, Horizon velocity analysis module or importing existing velocity table.
**Manual** – this option allows user to define velocities manually. Press *View table* to edit velocity table:

**Number of lines** – enter number of lines in the velocity table. They will correspond to number of CDP positions. Velocities will be linearly interpolated between defined values. Format of the string is the following:

Time(ms):Velocity1(km/s), Time1-Time2:Velocity2(km/s),….

![Velocity table](image)

In case of 3D survey, select Inline and Crossline numbers to assign velocity values.

![Geometry table](image)

**Geometry**

2D mode:

- **X step (m)** - select the correct distance between CDP positions.
- **CDP increment** – increment between CDP numbers, should be equal to the step of sequential CDP positions.

3D mode:

- **X step (m)** - select the correct distance between Crosslines
- **Y step (m)** - select the correct distance between Inlines
- **Xline increment** – increment between Crossline numbers which should be equal to the step of sequential XLINE_NO header values
**Iline increment** - increment between Inline numbers which should be equal to the step of sequential ILINE_NO header values

**Sample interpolation**
Interpolation of amplitude values between samples can be done linearly or by cosine function. Select desired way of interpolation here.

**Anti-aliasing**
To prevent spatial aliasing triangle or boxcar filters are realized. If spatial aliasing is not a concern, turn this option off to increase computation speed.

**Maximum frequency to migrate (Hz)** – define maximum valuable frequency in your data. During migration process data will be resampled according to this frequency to increase computation speed. Data should be filtered first in the given frequency range to avoid artifacts.

**Migration aperture**
Amplitude summation range can be limited by both angle and range:
- **Angle aperture** – select angle aperture. Choose 90 to use the maximum aperture equal
- **Angle aperture tapering (m)** – to avoid edge effect while summation process tapering on both ends of aperture should be done. Define tapering range in degrees here.
- **Range aperture (m)** – define aperture in meters. 0.6*D, where D is the target depth - could be a good starting point to test the migration parameters. Migration run time is mostly depends on the aperture range value.
- **Range aperture tapering (m)** – to avoid edge effect while summation process tapering on both ends of aperture should be done. Define tapering range in meters here.

In 3D case user should define both X (corresponds to crosslines) and Y (corresponds to inlines) range apertures.
**Stolt F-K Migration**

The module performs Stolt migration of seismic gathers, acquired at zero source-receiver distance. It is assumed that the traces are equidistant with the interval between the neighboring traces, assigned by $dx$ parameter (in m).

**Module parameters**

![F-K Stolt Migration](image)

- **Velocity** – migration velocity (in m/ms)
- **Dx** – distance between the neighboring traces (in m)
- **Max. frequency to migrate** – maximum frequency ($f_{MAX}$) that contributes to image generation (in Hz)
- **Frequency declining interval** – frequency declining interval $\Delta f$, the spectrum is multiplied by the function $w(f) = 0.5 + 0.5\cos(\pi \frac{f-f_{MAX}+\Delta f}{\Delta f})$ within the range of this interval
- **Max. dip** – maximum dip of the boundary $\theta_{MAX}$ (in degrees)
- **Dip. slope** – range of dips, for which a smooth spectrum roll-off is to be done ($\Delta \theta$).
- **Bottom tapering** – time window at the bottom of the trace, for which a smooth bottom tapering is to be done (ms).
Fig. 1. Scheme of the used part of the 2D spectrum.
**STOLT3D (3D Stolt F-K Migration)**

The module performs 3D Stolt migration of seismic gathers, acquired at zero source-receiver distance. The traces are supposed to be located at a regular rectangular grid. If some areas of the grid contain no data, these areas shall be zero-padded. (Such data can be prepared, for instance, by the Profile Interpolation routine). The input data shall be sorted by ILINE_NO (in-line numbers) and XLINE_NO (cross-line numbers).

**Module parameters**

![3D Stolt Migration dialog box]

**Velocity** – migration velocity (in m/ms)

**Dx** – distance between the neighboring in-lines (in m).

**Dy** – distance between the neighboring cross-lines (in m).
**T-K Migration**

This module is meant for T-K migration of single-channel data sorted by general offset or summed by CDP. The migration is accomplished within time-wave -number domain (T-K). The primary advantage of this method is its high accuracy in case of steep and even upset reflecting horizons and velocities varied with depth. The main disadvantage of this method is that lateral velocity variations are not taken into account. Just as in any other migration method the correct specification of migration velocities is critical. This method requires the user to specify interval velocity as a time function. It should be noted that interval velocities are usually higher than mean-root-square ones.

**Parameters**

When this module is activated the following window appears:

![T-K Migration Window](image)

- **Interval velocities for migration** - in this field, specify the interval velocities which will be used while migration as pairs of *time: interval _velocity* values (pairs are separated by commas). Time is expressed in ms, velocity - in km/s.

- **Number of traces to pad** - here, specify the number of zero traces added to data before BPF is accomplished in order to reduce BPF cyclic effects.

- **Maximum frequency to migrate (Hz)** - maximum coherent frequency (in Hz) which is presumably contained in data. At frequencies higher than the one indicated in this field the dispersion is possible after migration. The lower the indicated value is, the higher the migration calculation speed will be.
**Speed (>>1 for significant dispersion)** - when increasing this factor up to the value greater than one you decrease the computation time by means of increasing high frequencies dispersion for boundaries with big slopes. The value set by default (1.0) should not cause significant dispersion. This parameter is especially useful while testing various velocity functions.

**Edge taper length (traces)** - edge taper length expressed in traces. Both edges of the section will be smoothed by weighting function in the window with specified length. The most external traces will be zero.
**Dip-moveout correction**

Deregowski in his “What is DMO?” (1986) article states the following DMO principles:

1. Migrate each trace to zero offset so that each common-offset section becomes identical to a zero offset section.

2. This in turn implies that post DMO, but prestack, common-midpoint gathers contain the reflections from common depth points as defined by normal incidence rays. That is, reflector point dispersal for non-zero offset traces is removed.

3. Cross-line ties are improved because a zero offset trace is the same regardless of the direction of the offsets from which it is derived.

4. Dead traces are interpolated according to local time dips without those dips having to be estimated by a separate operation.

5. Coherent noise with impossibly steep dip is removed, without the artificial alignments often associated with dip filters, and at the same time steeply dipping fault planes are better imaged alongside horizons with smaller dips.

6. The signal-to-noise ratio is improved, especially at high offsets.

7. Stacking velocities become independent of dip, so that correct stacking of simultaneous events with conflicting dips is made possible.

8. Velocity analysis is improved, and provides velocities which are more appropriate for migration as well stacking.

9. Diffractions are preserved through the stacking process so as to give improved definition of discontinuities after post-stack migration.

10. Post-stack time migration becomes equivalent to prestack time migration, but at considerably less expense.

**Common offset log-stretch DMO**

DMO correction is a dip-dependent partial migration process, which maps non-zero offset data to the plane of zero-offset section. So that, prestack common-midpoint gathers contain the reflections from common depth points as defined by normal incidence rays. Computationally efficient Log-Stretch DMO correction is implemented in the RadExPro software (Hale, 1984; Black et al. 1993).
Logarithmic Stretch DMO implementation includes following steps:

1) Common-offset data are logarithmically stretched in the time direction
2) 2D Fourier transformation of each common-offset section in the log-stretch domain
3) Phase shift of the each transformed section and obtain DMO-corrected data
4) Inverse 2D Fourier transform
5) Undo the logarithmic stretch

Before applying 2D F-K DMO module, use the Offset DMO binning* to create constant offset bins with a predefined step. As a result, DMOOFF header field will be filled in. This field should be used to create common offset sections by selecting DMOOFF:CDP selection fields.

Module parameters

**CDP step (m)** – select the correct step between CDP positions

**Offset DMO Binning**

2D F-K DMO requires constant common offset sorting (DMOOFF:CDP). Offset DMO Binning fills in DMOOFF header according to the selected parameters:

- **Distance to the center of nearest offset bin** – distance to the center of nearest DMO-offset bin in meters
- **Bin increment** – increment for DMO-offset binning

Offset values in OFFSET header field that fall into the range:

“Bin increment/2 – (bin center) + Bin increment/2” will be assigned to the same Offset-bin (DMOOFF header field) with the current bin center value. Bin increment is always positive, while offset values can be negative as well.

- **Maximum number of bins** – by selecting maximum number of Offset-bins, the maximum value of offset-bin can be defined.
- **Use absolute offset values** – absolute values of offsets will be used
- **Dataset** – choose dataset to calculate DMOOFF header field
Dip-moveout processing sequence (Yilmaz, O, Seismic Data Analysis, 2001, v.1 p. 692):

1) Perform velocity analysis at sparse intervals and pick velocity functions with minimum dip effects
2) Apply NMO correction using flat-event velocities
3) Sort data to common-offset sections (Use DMO Offset binning* module) and apply DMO correction, sort data back to CMP gathers
4) Apply inverse NMO correction using flat-event velocities from step 1
5) Perform velocity analysis at frequent intervals as needed to derive an optimum stacking velocities
6) Apply NMO correction using optimum stacking velocities
7) Stack the data and migrate using an edited and smoothed version of the optimum stacking velocity field
VSP

VSP Migration

This module is obsolete. It is recommended to use the 2D-3D VSP Migration module with similar parameters.

Curved Profile VSP Migration

This module is obsolete. It is recommended to use the 2D-3D VSP Migration module with similar parameters.

2D-3D VSP Migration

This module performs Kirchhoff migration of VSP seismograms [Dillon, 1990] and VSP-CMP transformation. The migration method is based on a horizontally layered model and does not take lateral velocity changes into account. The input of the module is a VSP seismogram passing through the flow with separated nonconverted reflected wave field and completed DEPTH, REC_X, REC_Y, REC_ELEV, SOU_X, SOU_Y, SOU_ELEV header fields.

The following migration strategy is employed:

- A layered velocity model with sufficient layer thickness (when 10-meter observation intervals are used, introduction of layers less than 50-60 m thick into the model is justified only in certain cases) is built based on the near shot point data. In some cases, vertical anisotropy may be taken into account.
- A velocity model is selected in the space below the well bottom based on prior data.
- After the nonconverted reflected wave field of the near or far shot point is cleared of interference and noise, it is used to obtain a migrated profile.
The module parameter dialog box looks like the following:

![Module Parameter Dialog Box](image)

**Model file** – this field allows selecting a migration velocity model file. Such file may be generated, for example, by building a velocity model in the **Advanced VSP Display** module (see the description of this module for the file format).

Click the **Browse...** button to select a file.

![Model File](image)

**Z Start of the image, Z End of the image** – start and end depths (m) of the migrated section.

**Sample interval of the image** – sample interval (m) of the migrated section.

**Preferred boundary slope, Preferred slope range** – these two parameters allow adjusting the filter for the expected dip moveout and specifying the expected angle and angle range (in degrees), respectively.
**2D output geometry** – a set of parameters used to define the migration line.

This box becomes active when the **3D output** option is disabled.

- **by points** – the line is defined using points, i.e. sections with coordinates specified interactively in meters in the X1, Y1; X2, Y2 format.

- **automatically, using depth** (m) – the migration line is defined automatically. The maximum depth is entered into the box, and the migration line is calculated relative to the first source position in the specified depth range (enabling this option is not recommended when working with data obtained using the “Walk-Away VSP” method).

- **dx** – interval along the profile in meters.

- **Spline** – use/do not use spline smoothing.

**3D Output geometry** – a set of parameters used to define the 3D migration grid.

This option is active only when **3D output** is enabled.

- **Grid origin X, Y** – grid origin coordinates in meters.

- **Y` axis azimuth** – clockwise grid rotation angle relative to the Y axis azimuth in degrees.

- **dx`, dy`** – grid spacing in meters on the X and Y axes, respectively.

- **Lx`, Ly`** – grid size in meters on the X and Y axes, respectively.
**PS Wave migration** – converted PS wave migration. This box is active when the **3D output** option is disabled.

**Mute unaccessible area** – muting of seismogram areas corresponding to “invisible” (within the horizontally layered model and the known observation geometry) medium areas. This box is active when **3D Output** is disabled.

**Transform only, do not migrate** – if this option is enabled, the module performs VSP-CMP transformation; if it is disabled, the module performs migration.

**Straight rays** – if this option is enabled, migration will be performed in the time domain, and interval velocities will be converted to RMS velocities. **3D Velocity model** – read/do not read the text file containing the velocity model for migration from the 3D format (format description is provided below). This option is active only when **3D output** is enabled.

**Uneven velocities** – if this option is enabled, different velocities will be used for rays going from the source to the image point and from the image point to the receiver in the process of migration. The velocity function for each point is defined based on the specified **3D velocity model** as a value corresponding to the middle of the image – source and image – receiver distance. If this option is disabled, the same velocity function will be used for every image point with the same horizontal position. This option is active only when **3D output** is enabled.

**Extract velocity** – if this option is active, an interval velocity field will be displayed in the migration result visualization window instead of the migrated image (this option is still under development).

**Weights** – use of different weights in Kirchhoff integral for OVSP (Kirchhoff, offset vsp) and Walk-Away VSP (Kirchhoff, walk away VSP).
The Inverse distance option allows using values inverse to distances as weights.

**Derivative** – settings for the filter applied to the data before migration taking the wavelet shaping factor (*none, 1/2, 1*) into account.

Wavelet shaping for 2D Kirchhoff migration is determined by a 45-degree constant-phase spectrum and an amplitude spectrum proportional to the square root of the 2D migration frequency (**Derivative** = 1/2).

For 3D Kirchhoff migration, the phase displacement is equal to 90 degrees, and the amplitude is proportional to the frequency (**Derivative** = 1).

For VSP-CMP transformation, the phase displacement is equal to 0 degrees (**Derivative** = none).

**NOTE 2. 3D Velocity model file format description.**

The file should contain interval velocities with [km/s] dimensionality. The velocity function should be defined for each node of the regular 2D grid. Each velocity function may contain an arbitrary number of layers with known base depths (in meters) and velocities for each of them as well as a column with longitudinal wave velocities (in km/s).

The module reads the velocity field from a text file with the following structure:

1st line should always begin with #VSP and may contain any comments

2nd line: the number of cells into which the X axis will be divided, and interval on the X axis in meters. Comments may be added after a # symbol.

3rd line: the number of cells into which the Y axis will be divided, and interval on the Y axis in meters. Comments may be added after a # symbol.

4th line: X coordinate of the grid origin, Y coordinate of the grid origin, and Y axis azimuth.

Starting from the 5th line, all lines contain the velocity function defined for the set of layers. Each line consists of layer base depth, velocity, total number of layers in this velocity function, number of cells on the X axis, and number of cells on the Y axis.

An example of 3D Velocity model file structure:

```
#VSP migration velocity model file, generated by CVelocityCube
2      10000.000  #NX, DX
2      10000.000  #NY, DY
0.000   0.000   0.000  #X_origin, Y_origin, Y_azimuth
```
The module produces a migrated section or a VSP-CMP section plus a one-dimensional velocity model (distribution of velocities along the profile for a single depth or along the depth for a single image position on the axis).

**Comments on use**

Regardless of selected parameters, the medium is assumed to be one-dimensional. It means that ray tracing is performed for a horizontally-layered medium, and the method of migration in the time domain assumes the medium to be onedimensional for each ray (however, different rays may have different velocity functions).

Obtaining a one-dimensional velocity function from a 3D velocity cube.

A velocity function should be defined for every node of the regular 2D grid. The following approach is used to obtain velocity functions for points with specified coordinates:

1) If the point for which velocity is to be determined falls outside the grid and is not located between any two lines serving as grid line extensions (point A in the figure below), the velocity value for that point is selected equal to the nearest grid node (in this case – point C in the figure).

2) If the point for which velocity is to be determined falls outside the grid and is located between any two lines serving as grid line extensions (point B in the figure), the velocity value for that point is determined using the values in the nearest 2 nodes (in this case – points D and E in the figure).

3) If the point for which velocity is to be determined is located inside the grid (and, therefore, inside a certain cell), the velocity value for that point is determined using the values in the nodes of the cell containing the point in question.
If the velocity value for a given point is determined using more than one velocity function, the following principles apply:

First all velocity functions are normalized for the number of layers in the model. This is achieved by determining velocity values at layer boundaries and then applying linear or bilinear interpolation to determine velocity values for each point.
3C Orientation

This module converts PM-VSP seismograms into PRT system by means of P-component orientation on the energy maximum in the window.

Parameters

- **Window length** - the length of window from first arrivals (expressed in ms) in which the seismogram orientation will be carried out according to data in this window. If the window is too small it may cause unstable routine operation. If the window is too big besides direct P-wave, the waves reflected from adjacent boundaries, refracted on them with conversion and other waves will get in it.

- **XY Rotation, YZ Rotation, ZX Rotation** - these parameters (expressed in degrees) allow additional rotation of the coordinate system in respective directions.

Data preparation

The data on first arrival times this module obtains from FBPICK field of traces headers. That is why, before this module application you write them in. To do this you should:

- Select the Depth, Depth fields in the Tools/Pick/Pick Headers menu. Then, define the times of first arrivals and save them as a pick.

- Start visualization of field data of all three components by indicating the CHAN, DEPTH (it is better to specify them in this order though it is not compulsory) header fields in the Sort field of the Trace Input and ":*:*" in the string editor below Sort fields. It is as well useful, though it is not compulsory, to select the Ensemble boundaries flag in the parameters of visualization.

- Load first arrivals pick (Tools/Pick/Load Pick).
Save the pick to file headers (Tools/Pick/Save to headers).

After the pick has been saved to file headers the corresponding file should be saved and registered in the database. Beside, the coordinates of source and receiver positions should be saved to headers.

In order to enable module operation the input data must be sorted so that the traces corresponding to one depth were alongside. This can be, for example, achieved by specifying the CHAN, DEPTH (this order is compulsory) header fields in the Sort field field of the Trace Input and "*::*" in the string editor below Sort fields.

2C Rotation

![2C Rotation Module](image)

This module is used for orientation of any two components of multicomponent VSP data.

Data to be input into the module may be either 2C or 3C and must be sorted by depth and component number. The components must be numbered as 1, 2 and 3.

The header field containing the component numbers may be selected using the Get Components From option (COMP header field is set by default).
As a result of running the module, two components specified in the Max and Min drop-down lists are rotated according to the calculated values while the third component (if any) remains unchanged.

The amplitude values used for rotation angle evaluation are calculated within the window specified in the Window Length field in relation to the horizon pick that must be stored in a header field that is specified in the Load horizon from drop-down list. The window can either be Symmetric relative to the pick, or Below the pick.

The module employs two methods to determine the component rotation angle (Calculation method field):

1. RMS Amplitude – root-mean-square amplitudes are calculated over the specified window for the two components selected. These two values of RMS amplitudes are taken as a projection of the full amplitude vector and are used to build the vector. Then the component selected in the Max field is oriented along this vector while the component selected in the Min field is oriented perpendicular to the vector.

2. MAX Amplitude – a set of vectors based on individual pairs of amplitude samples at two components within the window is built. The vector with the maximum length is assumed as the orientation of the component selected in the Max field. The component selected in the Min field is oriented perpendicular to the longest vector.

Save to – if this option is selected, the module outputs the components rotated at the calculated angle and saves the angle to the corresponding header.

Load from – if this option is selected, the module does not calculate angles but simply take them from a specified header field and rotates the components selected in the Min and Max fields accordingly.
This module is meant for conversion of 3C data recorded with downhole tool with orthogonal geophones configuration to data recorded with downhole tool with symmetric geophones configuration and vice versa.

The only parameter of the module (**Type**) defines the direction of conversion.

The input data should be sorted by receiver location and, after that, by components (for example, DEPTH:CHAN - by cable depth and, after that, by channel). It is assumed that the CHAN field contains the record component (1 - X, 2 - Y, 3 - Z or 1,2 or 3 for symmetric configuration).

Besides, it is always assumed that one receiver location is corresponded by 3 record components.
**VSP Geometry**

The module is designed for input of geometry and inclinometry into VSP data. The VSP Geometry is a stand-alone module, that is it does not need any additional input/output routines to be in the flow. The dataset in the project database where the geometry is to be input to is a parameter of the module itself.

The module fills in a standard set of trace header fields needed for VSP processing, as well as input inclinometry information when needed.

**Module parameters**

The parameter dialog of the routine contains two tabs: Geometry and Headers.

On the Headers tab specify trace header fields to be read or overwritten during the module operation.

![Options](image)

- **Cable depth** – this is an input field, it shall be properly filled in beforehand.
- **Channel number** – this is an input field, it shall be properly filled in beforehand.
- **Component number** – this is an input field, it shall be properly filled in beforehand.
- **Absolute Depth** – this is an output field, it will be overwritten by the module.
- **Source X** — this is an output field, it will be overwritten by the module.
- **Source Y** - this is an output field, it will be overwritten by the module.
- **Source altitude** – this is an input field, it shall be properly filled in beforehand.
Receiver X - this is an output field, it will be overwritten by the module.

Receiver Y - this is an output field, it will be overwritten by the module.

On the Geometry tab specify the following:

Click the button to select the dataset name where the geometry is to be input in. When a dataset is selected, its name will be displayed to the left of the button:

Select one of the ways how source coordinates are to be evaluated:

Set distance and azimuth – the source X and Y coordinates will be calculated basing on its azimuth and distance from the collar of the well (the coordinates of the collar of the well are considered to be 0,0):

Azimuth – defined in degrees, minutes and seconds from the north. Any of the three fields can be decimal. After the dialog is closed and reopened again, the specified azimuth will be recalculated into the form of degrees, minutes and seconds with decimals. For instance, you can specify the azimuth as following:

After the dialog is reopened, it will be represented as shown below:
Distance – defined in meters from the well collar

Another option is to **Set source coordinates manually**.

Specify **Source X** and **Source Y** in meters.

**Inclinometry** – this flag allows loading inlinometry information for an inclined well.

If it is checked, the REC_X and REC_Y values will be calculated basing on the inlinometry information read from a specified file (the file format is described in the Appendix 1 below):

Otherwise, REC_X and REC_Y will be set to 0.

Other parameters are:

- **Selsyn altitude** – specified in meters.
- **Source altitude** – specified in meters.
- **Flange altitude** – specified in meters.
- **Rotor to flange altitude** – specified in meters.

(See scratch in the Appendix 2 for explanation).

**Mark duplicated traces** – if this flag is checked, the traces with the same value of cable depth (DEPTH) and of the same component (COMP) will be marked, by 1 written to the user-specified header filled. For all other traces, this header will be assigned 0.

**Except the last of duplicated** flag is active only when the **Mark duplicated traces** is checked. When this flag is checked, the last one of the duplicated traces is not marked – its marking header is assigned 0. This ensures that at least one trace of each set of duplicated traces is not marked, and thus can be easily kept while the others can be sorted out on input.
Module operations

The module uses the following formulas:

- For source position (if not assigned explicitly):

  Source X = Distance \times \sin\left(\frac{\text{Azimuth}}{180\times\pi}\right)

  Source Y = Distance \times \cos\left(\frac{\text{Azimuth}}{180\times\pi}\right)

- For receiver positions:

  Without inclinometry:

  Absolute Depth = \text{Cable depth} - \text{Rotor to flange altitude}

  Receiver X = Receiver Y = 0

  With inclinometry, the absolute depth, X and Y of the receivers are calculated based on the interpolated inclinometry information/

Appendix 1. Inclinometry file format.

It is a tabulated ASCII file with 3 tab or space separated columns: cable depth in meters (DEPTH), vertical angle in degrees (Angle), azimuth in degrees (Az). An example of the file is shown below:

![Inclinometry File Format Example](image)

Appendix 2. Scratch of equipment position
VSP Data Modeling

This module allows you to create a synthetic gather of transmitted P-waves, refracted converted PS-waves, reflected non-converted PP-waves, and reflected converted PS-waves, and enter it into the flow. The problem is solved for a horizontal-layered model at arbitrary position of source and receivers.

When the module is activated the following dialog box appears:

Parameters

Layer model file is a velocity model file. File selection is accomplished in a standard Windows dialog box after clicking the Browse... button. This should be a text file with spaces or tabs used as separators. It must contain a column for the depths of the bottoms of all layers (depth should be expressed in meters) and a compressional wave velocity column (velocity should be expressed in km/sec). If shear waves are to be taken into consideration there should also be a shear wave velocity column. In the first line of the table the names of columns should follow after the “~A” symbols. The depths will be read from the Z column, compressional wave velocity from the Vlay column, and shear wave velocity from the Vslay column.
Here is an example of such a table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>~A</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Vlay</th>
<th>Vslay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2540</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Receiver geometry file** is a file containing the data on sources' location (distance, expressed in meters), the file structure is similar to that in previous cases but the following names of columns can be distinguished:

- **DEPTH**: cable depth
- **X** – source: X coordinate
- **Y** – source: Y coordinate
- **Z** – source: Z coordinate

While calculating, the DEPTH is not taken into account but it is simply entered into the headers of traces under creation.

**Source X** – source X coordinate (m). **Source Y** – source Y coordinate (m). **Source Z** – source Z coordinate (m).

**Generated trace dt** - sampling interval of generated traces (msec).

**Generated trace length** - length of generated traces (msec).

**Impulse F1, Impulse F2, Impulse F3, Impulse F4** - define amplitude frequency spectrum of the source wavelet to be used for generation of synthetic traces. The spectrum is built according to the following rules:
Generated wavelet is zero-phase.

**Include P-waves** - include/do not include transmitted P-waves

**Include PPref-waves** - include/do not include reflected non-converted PP-waves

**Include PSref-waves** - include/do not include reflected converted PS-waves

**Include PSdir-waves** - include/do not include transmitted converted PS-waves

**Wave component** - two options are available: X-component and Z-component

**Amplitude multiplier** - all traces are multiplied by this amplitude multiplier, which is 1,000,000,000 by default. This parameter does not have any physical nature.
VSP SDC (Vertical Seismic Profiling Spherical Divergence Correction for nonconverted reflected compressional waves)

Theory

It is common knowledge that as a result of front divergence the spherical wave amplitudes decrease as $\frac{1}{R}$, where $R$ is the distance traversed by wave. As a rule, it is supposed that the distance is proportional to the wave traveltime, which is true for homogeneous medium. While vertical seismic profiling data processing, as supposed for horizontal layer model, it is possible to define velocity law and use it for more precise determination of divergence influence on reflected wave amplitude.

For the nearest shotpoint (SP) you can use an incident wave arrival-time curve. Let us to assume that for some trace the time of arrival of direct incident wave equals $T_1$ and the time of arrival of the wave reflected from some boundary equals $T_2$. Then, in case when SP is close enough to the wellhead, the time, when the wave falls on the boundary equals $T_3=T_1+(T_2-T_1)/2=(T_2+T_1)/2$. Thus, by using the incident wave arrival-time curve (having extrapolated it below the borehole bottom either linearly or with the help of information about velocity law) you can define the depth of this boundary and, of course, the reflected wave path to the boundary and after reflection: $R=R_{before\ falling\ on\ the\ boundary}+R_{after\ reflection}$.

Input data

The input data for vertical seismic profiling spherical divergence correction is a seismogram of compressional VSP with filled in header fields:

REC_ELEV, SOU_ELEV - coordinates of receiver/source FBPICK - first-arrival time.

Parameters

When this module is activated the following window appears:
**Alpha** - the degree for $R(t)$ function (see Algorithm), set 1 by default

**Const** - constant multiplied on correction function, set 1 by default

**Velocity below borehole bottom** - velocity below the borehole bottom (expressed in km/s), set equal 3 km/s by default

**Algorithm**

Pairs of REC_ELEV/FBPICK trace header values are selected for all traces within the whole frame. Further, these pairs are sorted according to REC_ELEV. The repeated depths are processed, i.e. if there are several traces with the same REC_ELEV value then in this case the FBPICK is assumed as mean.

For every trace the following procedures to be applied:

The following formula to be calculated

$$F(t) = \begin{cases} 
  t < FBPICK; & (R(FBPICK) \times Const)^a \\
  t \leq FBPICK; & (R(t) \times Const)^a 
\end{cases}$$

Here:

$$R(t) = Z_{otr} \times 2 - Z_{rec},$$

where $Z_{rec}$=REC_ELEV-SOU_ELEV, and $Z_{refl}$ is defined as following:

- If $t1=(t+FBPICK)/2 < FBPICK_{z_{max}}$ (the first-arrival time on the deepest trace), then $Z_{refl}$ is calculated from interpolated arrival-time curve.

- If $t1=(t+FBPICK)/2 > FBPICK_{z_{max}}$, then it is defined by extrapolation of arrival-time curve below the borehole bottom according to specified apparent velocity $V$ from the following expression:

  $$Z_{refl} = (t - FBPICK_{z_{max}}) \times V + Z_{max}$$
where FBPICKZmax is a maximum FBPICK value for the whole frame.

- After that, the initial trace $A_0(t)$ is multiplied by $F(t)$, i.e. $A(t) = A_0(t) \times F(t)$. 
**Advanced VSP Display**

This module is meant for interactive joint VSP and geophysical survey data interpretation in order to create the layer velocity model, to define the quality of the medium and the VSP arrival-time curve.

The module interface consists of two parts: a window for initial parameters setting and a primary running window that appears during execution of this module. The dialog box for parameters setting can be opened during module selection, but, in this case, all parameter changes will be active only during the current module execution session.

**Initial data**

The initial data for the module should be organized in the following way:

VSP seismogram with filled in fields: REC X, REC Y, REC_ELEV, DEPTH (coordinate and receiver cable depth), SOU_X, SOU_Y, SOU_ELEV (source position data), FBPICK - transmitted wave arrival time. Incident wave amplitude (without amplitude divergence correction, etc., but after taking into account the possible increasing gain factor of recording equipment) calculated via the SSAA module can be contained in a separate field. The seismogram should be sorted according to increasing depth and should not contain traces with repeating receiver depth.

Well-logging data can be transmitted in an ASCII text table file with the following structure: 

```
DEPTH   N1   N2   N3
100     1.1  2.1  3.1
200     1.2  2.2  3.2
```

In the DEPTH column, the cable depth is indicated. In the rest of the columns the data of some logging methods are indicated, from which any two columns can be selected.
Module parameters

Logging data (LAS) file – Name of the file with logging curves. To select a file, click the Browse... button.

LAS column name(s) – the list of selected columns. Here, you can access the list of columns available in the file by clicking the Edit button and, in the following dialog window move the name of maximum two columns from the Available window to the Added window.
Load model file - a file with initial velocity model. A new one will be constructed on the basis of this model. The file format is the same as that of the file required for the VSP Data Modeling module, however, only the Z column is needed. By clicking the Browse... button the user can select a file in a standard dialog.

Save model file – the file to which the obtained finite velocity model will be recorded. The format is similar to that in the previous case. The Z, DEPTH, Vlay, Vmean columns contain receiver depth values starting with what is assumed to be zero cable depth, layer velocity and mean velocity, respectively.

Start Z (m), End Z (m) - define depth intervals (height scale) to be visualized in the window (all data can be viewed by scrolling).

Altitude correction (m) wellhead altitude.

Start time (ms), End time (ms) - define time interval for VSP data (horizontal scale) to be visualized in the window (all data can be viewed by scrolling).

Trace scale - amplitude multiplier used during visualization.

Trace step (m) - depth step with which the output traces are to be selected.

Interval velocity calc. base - base (in traces) for interval velocities calculation.
Regularity parameter - visualization parameter used during velocity module calculation by layer stripping method. The increasing of this parameter results in obtaining smoother velocity values but less fitting to initial data on transmitted waves' time of arrival.

Attenuation/Get amplitudes from - traces header field from which the incident wave amplitude will be obtained during absorption calculation.

Working with the module

Main module window

When starting execution of the flow containing Advanced VSP Display module the window similar to one shown on the figure will appear in the case where parameters have been specified correctly:

![Main module window](image)

The window is divided into 5 parts and contains the following sections (from left to right):

- depth (cable, if L is indicated in the header or true, if Z is indicated in the header); scale;
- the set of Logging curves selected by the user (this column may be lacking);
the section with charts of measured amplitudes (Amp) and calculated mechanical quality (Q);

the column with velocity (V) charts;

and the main window with VSP seismogram put on vertical from reflected waves arrival-time curves and duplicated reduced arrival-time curve.

The logging curves are displayed by the same color as their names are displayed in the upper part of the column (red and green).

Amplitude curves and Q values are displayed by:

- **black** color - initial values of amplitudes;
- **dark-blue** color - spherical divergence corrected amplitude values;
- **light-blue** color - divergence and boundary passage corrected amplitude values;
- **vinous** color - mechanical (acoustic) quality values Q.

Velocity curves are displayed by:

- **green** color - mean velocity
- **red** color - interval velocities calculated on continuous base
- **blue** color - layer velocities

In the window with VSP seismogram the reduced arrival-time curve is displayed in **dark-blue**.

In the status bar the values of two-way traveltime and depths for current cursor position are shown. In addition, for the layer, where the cursor is placed, elastic wave velocity and quality values are displayed.

**Menu**

**File** contains two submenus:

**Export results** - allows the export of layer velocity model (Layer model file) and the per trace velocity model (Per-trace file) into ASCII files. The formats of the files is described in the NOTE box below.

**Exit** - allows exiting the module.

**NOTE:**
Layer model file structure

Layer velocity model file is an ASCII file of the following format:

First line starts with ~A. Then this line defines the column names. The following columns can be present:

- **Z** – vertical depth of the layer bottom in meters;
- **Depth** – cable depth of the layer bottom in meters;
- **Vlay** – velocity within the layer, estimated as the slope of a straight line fitting a set of first arrival time-curve values within the layer;
- **Sigma** – r.m.s. deviation of the time-curve values from the straight line;
- **Q** – the Q-factor. If the well is vertical, the columns **Vlay1** and **Sigma2** replicate the **Vlay** and **Sigma**, respectively. Otherwise, **Vlay1** contains the velocities estimated by layer stripping, while **Sigma2** contains r.m.s. deviation of the time-curve values from a straight line corresponding to **Vlay1** velocity.

Per-trace model file structure

Per-trace velocity model file is an ASCII file of the following structure:

First line starts with ~A. Then this line defines the column names. The following columns can be present:

- **Z** – vertical depth of the current trace in meters;
- **Depth** – cable depth of of the current trace in meters;
- **FBPICK** – first break arrival time (ms);
- **T** – two-way vertical travel time calculated from the first break (ms);
- **T1** – two-way vertical travel time calculated from the velocity model (ms);
- **Vint** – interval velocity (km/s);
- **Vmean** – mean velocity (km/s).

**Edit** contains one submenu: per-trace model (Per-trace file):
Parameters - allows setting up module parameters. The window for parameters setting - VSP Display Parameters - will open (see Module parameters chapter).

Layer Velocity - the menu providing for layer velocity calculation management by means of layered stripping. It contains two submenus:

Recalculate - when selecting this command the layer model is recalculated taking the refraction into account;

Scanning parameters - this command opens the window for velocity scanning parameters setting:

Here:

Start velocity, End velocity - start and end velocities in the model (expressed in km/s)

Velocity step - velocity selection step (expressed in km/s)

Precision - layer tracing precision

View menu allows chanting the displayed curves list.

Log display menu contains one submenu:

Axis parameters - when selecting this command the window for adjusting the dynamic range of axes displayed on logging curves, will open
Quality display - the menu for $Q$-factor calculation contains one submenu:

Frequency - selection of this command allows the user to specify the central frequency used for estimation of $Q$ (Hz) calculation.

Amplitude - the menu for amplitude displaying parameters changing contains the following submenus:

Scale type - enables scale type selection between logarithmic type and linear one.

Show - enables displayed curves selection: Initial amplitude - the initial values, with SDC correction - with spherical divergence correction, True amplitude - with divergence and boundary passing correction.

Z scale - the menu allows depth scale selection (Z - vertical, Depth - cable).

Working with scales

Depth, time, parameter value axes are the elements of management that allow changing the corresponding scale. To do this, click the left mouse button (MB1) on the start axis value and, holding it down, move the mouse to the position of the end axis value and release the button. To return to the initial scale on the selected axis, click on the corresponding axis with the right mouse button (MB2).

Layer boundaries editing

Layer boundaries can be added, deleted or displaced.

In order to add the layer boundary, click by the left mouse button (MB1) on the seismogram, where the boundary to be added.
In order to move the layer boundary, click the left mouse button (MB1) to the new position and then release the button.

In order to delete the boundary, double-click by the right mouse button (MB2) on the boundary.

Q-factor evaluation technology

While seismic wave propagation a part of energy is spent on inelastic deformations of medium -is absorbed. It is considered that wave amplitude decreasing caused by absorption can be described by the formula (Aki, Richards, 1983).

\[ A(x) = A_0 \times \exp\left( -\frac{\omega x}{2cQ} \right), \tag{1} \]

where \( x \) is wave travel path,
\( c \) is phase velocity,
\( \omega \) – circular frequency,
\( A \) – amplitude,
\( Q \) – quality factor determining absorption.

It should be noted that in our case a spatial parameter \( Q \) is used whereas in most of similar tasks the time parameter is used.

In order to simplify the task it is assumed that the \( Q \) parameter does not depend on frequency. As a rule, within seismic range of frequencies such assumption is quite acceptable and does not result in considerable errors.

Highly absorbent mediums, evidently, correspond to low \( Q \) values. In most of the cases the \( Q \) value is between 50 and 300 (Hatton, and others, 1989).

There are two absolutely different \( Q \) parameter evaluation techniques. The first one involves investigation of amplitude decreasing degree throughout the borehole taking divergence and transmission into account. The second one involves analysis of frequency spectra of incident waves.

In the module the \( Q \) parameter evaluation is accomplished from reflection amplitude variation.

\[ \ln(A(x)) = -\frac{\omega x}{2cQ} \times \ln(A_0) \]

From (1) it follows that \( A(x) \). It means that if the signal is harmonic with
some frequency $w$, then, when dividing the curve of logarithmic amplitude of a signal on approximately linear sections and approximating them by line segments (via the smallest squares method - the same as for layer velocities) and knowing the velocities, you could obtain the Q values. Since the real seismic signal, as a rule, is quasi-harmonic with pronounced central frequency, the rough estimation of the intrinsic attenuation can be obtained for it via the same method by substituting $w$ by the central frequency of a signal.

This is how the acoustic quality is calculated in the module. During calculation, the amplitude values corrected for spherical divergence and transmission are used. The central frequency used while Q calculation is specified by the user in explicit form through the Quality display/Frequency menu.

To increase calculated Q value reliability, it is recommended to apply surface-consistent source and surface-consistent receiver corrections to amplitudes.

Surface-consistent source correction can be carried out using reference seismometer data. If the wavelet does not change much from excitation to excitation, then you can read the amplitudes of, for example, some pronounced phase of the direct wave, normalize them, and divide the VSP seismogram traces by the respective numbers. Otherwise, if the wavelet changes significantly, the surface-consistent source correction can be performed by means of deconvolution.

Surface-consistent receiver correction must at least take into account recording equipment gain coefficient variations during the acquisition. Besides that, while working with a multimodule instrument you must take into account that different modules in the instrument often differ distinctly in sensitivity. It is convenient to do corresponding corrections during the general preprocessing in a data processing flow.
VSP NMO

This module allows application of normal moveout corrections to VSP data obtained for horizontal layered model in deviated wells with offset source position.

Theory

Obviously, while observations the VSP position of elastic waves source and receiver almost always do not coincide. When CDP processing by seismic reflection method you always try to obtain the section, which would be registered while source-receiver pair moving along the surface corresponding to the reference level. To do this at a certain stage, apply Normal Moveout Correction routine. Due to the fact that VSP observations are often applied for CDP data depth tie, it would be useful to transform VSP data before tie what will result in that every trace of vertical profile registered at a certain source-receiver position will obtain a form which it could have had if the source and the receiver were united and were at a certain level. This module transforms every trace to the form which is would have had if the source and receiver have been at position defined by the used (source elevation, receiver elevation, source to receiver horizontal distance).

The input data for the module is: VSP seismogram with given geometry (SOU_X, SOU_Y, SOU_ELEV, REC_X, REC_Y, REC_ELEV fields) and one-dimensional lay velocity model. As a result of transforms applied to the seismogram traces individually you obtain the seismogram corrected for normal moveout.

Module parameters

- **Source elevation** - new source elevation expressed in meters (0 is set by default).
- **Receiver elevation** - new receiver elevation expressed in meters (0 is set by default).
Source to receiver horizontal distance - new source to receiver horizontal distance expressed in meters (0 is set by default).

Depth step - algorithm depth step expressed in meters (20 m is set by default).

Speed model file - velocity model file.

Speed model file - is an ordinary text file having the following structure: the data on velocity model starting with the line specifying the names for the columns in the following way: ~A ... Z ... Vlay .. .or ~A ... Vlay ... Z.... The ~A field defines the start of velocity model setting in the file. Instead of dots you can enter other names of other columns. In the next lines there should be values of respective columns organized in the order they are specified in the header.

Algorithm

For corrections calculation and application, the following transform should be applied. The model is treated as horizontally-layered. This means that the medium is assumed as a half-space restricted by horizontal plane (the half-space is below the boundary) and divided on layers with boundaries parallel to half-space boundary. Elastic wave propagation velocity (only one velocity is important in this task) inside the layers is constant.

Let's assume that the source is in the point with SOU_X, SOU_Y, SOU_ELEV coordinates and the receiver is in the point with REC_X, REC_Y, REC_ELEV coordinates. In this case the obtained trace must correspond to the source and receiver position: SOU_ELEV_new, REC_ELEV_new, SOU_ELEV_dist (source to receiver horizontal distance).

Having started with the greatest depth of the source and receiver we will move downward with a specified step. For every obtained trace we calculate the time require to the ray to cover the distance between the source and receiver after reflecting from the boundary situated on this depth. In case if the ray can not cover the distance from source to receiver after reflecting from the desired depth (total internal reflection) the corresponding amplitude on the trace will be muted.

This algorithm is applied to old and new position of source and receiver. As a result we obtain two time sequences corresponding to certain depths. After that, by means of interpolation we can obtain the trace corresponding to CDP trace.
QC (quality control)

Ensemble QC

Ensemble QC Compute is designed for the computation of the main parameters that allow estimating the quality of seismic data in a certain time window and limited by certain offset range.

A traces ensemble is input to the module, the header field OFFSET contains the offset value. The output data represent parameters of seismic record, which are saved in header fields defined by user. If there are some reasons of failure to determine parameters, the header fields will contain value -1.0. The module fills the indicated header fields of all ensemble traces, not only those that fall within the given offset range.

The module allows calculating an average absolute (or mean square) amplitude in a window, signal/noise ratio, estimation of the record resolution and apparent signal frequency.

Dialog of module options is represented on the figure:

Module parameters (and, correspondingly, modes of the module):

- **Window group**
  - **Min/Max offset**. minimum and maximum offset
  - **Min/Max time**. minimum and maximum time
The module picks the data that fall within the window from the data that are being processed in the flow, that’s why there is no necessity to limit the offset range while sorting (it is well understood that it should not be narrower than the estimation range).

**Amplitude group**

- **Trace Header**. trace header name to save the window amplitude estimation
- **Mean**. mean absolute amplitude will be calculated

\[
A_{\text{mean}} = \frac{1}{NT} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{T} |A_{i,j}|
\]

\((A_{i,j} - j^{th} - sample of i^{th} \text{ trace}), N \text{. trace number in window, } T \text{ samples number in window})

- **1D RMS**. the root mean square amplitude will be calculated for each trace, simple average of that kind of trace estimation will be used for the evaluation.

\[
A_{1D\ RMS} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \sum_{j=1}^{T} A_{i,j}^2}
\]

- **2D RMS**. root mean square amplitude in window

\[
A_{2D\ RMS} = \sqrt{NT} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{T} A_{i,j}^2
\]

**Signal / Noise ratio group**. The estimation of signal/noise

- **Compute signal/noise ratio**. allows to switch on the calculation of signal to noise ratio and to select trace header field to output the value.
- **Min/Max freq**. minimum and maximum frequency in the range, which is used for signal-to-noise ratio calculation
- **Max shift**. maximum shift between the traces where we find the maximum of cross-correlation function
- **Mode**. mode of usage
- **Normal**. cross-correlation functions are calculated inside the ensemble between the neighboring traces as well as autocorrelation for each trace, mean cross-correlation function and autocorrelation
functions are calculated. It is assumed that averaged cross-correlation function autocorrelation
function of a signal, while autocorrelation is autocorrelation of signal + noise. Then module calculates
a spectrum of averaged cross correlation function \( S_{CCF}(f) \) and autocorrelation \( S_{ACF}(f) \), a signal to
noise ratio is determined from the formula:

\[
S/N = \sum_{f=f_{\text{min}}}^{f_{\text{max}}} \frac{S_{CCF}(f)}{S_{ACF}(f) - S_{CCF}(f)}
\]

- **Use model trace** differs from the **Normal** mode, by the methods of calculation: the pairwise
correlation is calculated between ensemble traces and a model trace, obtained by averaging of all
ensemble traces.

- **Treat model trace as signal.** In this mode we treat model trace as signal free of noise. Its
autocorrelation function is considered to the autocorrelation function of a signal.

- **Resolution** . estimation of data resolution power

The estimation is carried out using the formula:

\[
\lambda = \frac{1}{2q} \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{T} A_i^2}{\sum_{i=q}^{N} A_i^2},
\]

where \( 2q \) - is the width of the principal half-period of the autocorrelation or cross correlation
functions, \( A_i \) samples of autocorrelation function.

- **Compute resolution** allows calculating the estimation of resolution power and indicate the trace
header field to which the value will be written (the value will be in Hz)

- **Max time of ACF to use** – duration of autocorrelation function, that can be used for resolution
estimation

- **Mode**

- **Use mean ACF** . uses averaged autocorrelation function

- **Use mean CCF** . uses averaged cross correlation function

- **Use separate CCFs** . uses cross correlation function of separate traces, the obtained estimation
have to be averaged

- **Normalize CF** . normalizes correlation function using averaging (this parameters impact as well
on the apparent frequency estimation, if the it is calculated from the correlation distance)
**Apparent Frequency**. Apparent frequency estimation

**Number of sign changes**. Apparent frequency estimation on the basis of zero crossing number. Calculated for each trace using the formula, the values are averaged within the window.

\[ f_{ZC} = \frac{N_{ZC} - 1}{2(t_{last} - t_{first})} \]

**ACF**. Apparent frequency estimation on the basis of ACF main half period width. Calculated for each trace using the formula, \( f_{ACF} = \frac{1}{2q} \), the values are averaged within the window \( 2q \)

**Mean ACF**. The same as the previous mode, however in this mode the program uses averaged ACF. If the Normalize CF mode is on, then the ACF are normalized.

**References**


**Correlation function compute**

The module is designed for the computation of various correlation functions estimation, for the indicated offset and time ranges. The trace ensembles are input to the module with the header field OFFSET containing the offset value. As a result, each ensemble is replaced by an averaged ACF or CCF. Moreover, the output traces headers contain the signal to noise ratio estimation.

The parameters options dialog look like:

![Correlation function compute dialog](image)

**Parameters:**

- **Min/Max offset** . minimum and maximum offset

- **Min/Max time** . minimum and maximum time

The module picks the data falling within the window from the data that are processed in the flow, that why there is no need to limit the offset range while sorting (it is well understood that it should not be narrower than the estimation range).

- **Min/Max freq** . minimum and maximum frequency (Hz) in the range, used for signal to noise ratio estimation

- **Max shift** . maximum shift between the traces where do we estimate the maximum of cross correlation function

- **Use modeled trace** . if this mode is toggled off, the cross correlation function will be calculated between the pairs of the neighboring traces, if it is toggled on . between stacked trace and each ensemble trace.
**Trace Header**. header field, containing the calculated signal/noise ratio (the details are given in Ensemble QC Compute).

**Output**. this parameter toggles between the output type.

- **CCF**. the output of cross correlation function,
- **ACF**. autocorrelation function.
Compute fold

The module is designed for the calculation of fold coverage. The trace ensembles are input to the module, the OFFSET trace header field contains the offset value, the header fields REC_X and REC_Y contain receiver coordinates, SOU_X, SOU_Y - source coordinates. The values of general and effective fold count in the given azimuth range acquired as a result are output to header fields indicated by user.

General fold count is overall trace number in the ensemble (bin), the effective - is the number of nonempty offset-bins in the ensemble (bin). Traces inside the ensemble are distributed by groups in accordance with offset for the calculation of the effective fold count. Offset range falling within one group is set by the Range parameter, the groups do not overlap, there is no gap between the groups.

Effective fold count is the number of nonempty groups.

The figure represents the module options dialog.

Module’s parameters:

- **Min/Max offset**. minimum and maximum offsets
- **Range**. offset range, falling into one offset-bin
- **Min/Max azimuth**. minimum and maximum azimuths (in degrees, Y-axis is directed to the North)
- **CDP Fold**. header field of effective fold count
- **Total fold**. header field of general fold cover
Apparent velocity calculation

This module is designed for calculation of apparent velocity of direct wave from the arrival times inside the trace ensembles. There are two methods of calculation: mean velocity calculation and approximation of direct waves arrival using the least squares method. The resultant value, obtained from the calculation is output to the header field of ALL ensemble traces indicated by the user.

Module parameters:

- **Offset**: header field, containing source to receiver distance
- **Time**: header field, containing arrival times
- **Velocity**: header field, containing velocity value
- **Min/Max offset**: minimum and maximum offsets (the same header field indicated in Offset parameter is used), that are allowed to use for velocity estimation.
- **Mode**.
  - In **Mean** mode velocity computation is carried out using the formula:
    \[
    velocity = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{Offset_i}{Time_i}
    \]
  - In **Least-squares** using least squares method from the expression
    \[
    velocity = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} Offset_i \times Time_i - \frac{1}{N} (\sum_{i=1}^{N} Offset_i)(\sum_{i=1}^{N} Time_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (Time_i)^2 - \frac{1}{N}(\sum_{i=1}^{N} Time_i)}
    \]
SSAA (Seismic Sequence Attribute Analysis)

The module calculates the traces attributes in window along the indicated horizon. The calculated seismic attributes are written to database headers.

The following window emerges when you activate the module, it includes two tabs: Attributes and Horizon.

- **Attributes** field contains the following seismic attributes:
  - **Peak frequency.** Frequency that corresponds to the principal maximum in spectrum.
  - **Centroid frequency.** Mean frequency, calculated from the formula
    \[
    f_c = \frac{\int_0^{f_N} f|S(f)|df}{\int_0^{f_N}|S(f)|df}
    \]
    (here S(f) – spectrum in time window, where the frequency estimation is carried out, f – frequency, fN – Nyquist frequency).
  - **Apparent frequency.** Apparent frequency, acquired from the estimation of number of zero crossings:
    \[
    f_{NZ} = \frac{N_{ZC} - 1}{2(t_{last} - t_{first})}
    \]
(Here $N_{zc}$ – number of zero crossing, $t_{last}$ – time mark of the last zero crossing, $t_{first}$ – time mark of the first zero crossing)

- **Visible frequency.** Apparent signal frequency, estimated from correlation distance.
- **Bandwidth.** Frequency range.
- **Peak amplitude.**
- **Through amplitude.**
- **Max. absolute amplitude.** Maximum absolute amplitude value.
- **RMS amplitude.** Root mean square amplitude,
- **Amplitude.**
- **Peak amplitude time.**
- **Through amplitude time.**
- **Max. absolute amplitude time.** Time mark corresponding to the maximum absolute amplitude.
- **S/N ratio.** Signal to noise ratio, estimated from the normalized cross correlation between pair of neighboring traces.

Trace header field is activated when you select an attribute; in this field you have to indicate header to which the calculated attribute will be saved.

- You have to indicate the length of time window in ms to calculate seismic attributes in the field **Window length.** With respect to the given horizon the time window can be:
  - Symmetric
  - Up
  - Down.

Horizon parameters with respect to which the attributes calculation window will be positioned are set in the tab Horizon.
The horizon is set by three methods:

- **Pick in database.** Specify the horizon from the database. To do so activate the option, click the button **Select…**, then choose the right file from the pop up window.

- **Trace header.** Specify the horizon from the header, where is has been saved to. Activate the option, click the button **Browse**, you have to select the needed header in the dialog window.

- **Specify.** Specify the horizon manually in the field **Specify**.

  *An example of horizon specification:*

  CDP
  100 2250

  *In this example:*

  CDP – header field, by which the horizon is specified;

  100 – header field value (in this case the number of CDP),

  2250 – time mark of horizon in the given point.

  **Save template** and **Load template** buttons are designed for saving current parameters of module in the template of project database and loading parameters from the previously saved template, correspondingly.
**CrossPlot (Tied crossplots)**

This module is used to analyze interrelations between header fields using crossplots and histograms.

A crossplot is built based on a pair of seismic trace header fields, with each point on the crossplot corresponding to one trace. A histogram shows distribution of a single seismic trace header across value ranges; the height of each column corresponding to a particular range is determined by the number of traces with the selected header field values falling within that range.

The combination of all crossplots/histograms tied to one dataset together with all their parameters is called a crossplot collection. The collection is stored in the project as a database object. Therefore, the module works with a crossplot collection.

The user can select a so-called active crossplot (or histogram) which allows interactive highlighting of various areas of interest with different colors. Highlighting an area on a crossplot is done by defining a polygon enclosing that area; on a histogram, it is done by specifying the corresponding interval. When the polygons are specified on the active crossplot, the points on all other crossplots assume the colors of polygons within which the traces corresponding to those points fall on the active crossplot. Similarly, when the intervals are specified on the active histogram, the points on all other crossplots within the collection assume the colors of intervals containing the corresponding traces.

If necessary, a topographic base can be used as the crossplot background. The module also allows printing arbitrary sets of crossplots and histograms with added titles and legends.

**CrossPlot** is a so-called standalone module, i.e. a module that generates the flow independently. Therefore, the module should be the only one in the flow, with no presence of additional modules required.

**Module parameters**
When the module is added into the flow, the **CrossPlot Parameters** dialog box appears:

The header fields that will be used to build the crossplots (histograms) may be selected both from the project database (the **Get trace headers from dataset** field, the ... button) and from an ASCII file (the **Get trace headers from ASCII file** field, the ... button).

Specify the name under which the crossplot collection will be saved to the database or select an existing name (the **Crossplot collection path** field). If you leave this field empty, a collection object will be created under the current flow name by default.

Instead of using all traces from the dataset to analyze interconnections between the header fields, you can choose to use only those that fall within a certain range. The range is defined by two reference header fields.

Select the reference header fields from the list (**First Reference Header, Second Reference Header**) and specify the corresponding value ranges for them (much in the same way as header field sorting is specified in the **Sort Fields** field of the **Trace Input** module). Defining the ranges by reference header fields allows analyzing the headers of only those traces that fall within the selected range instead of all traces in the dataset.

When you are done setting the module parameters, press **Ok**.

**Working with the CrossPlot Manager**
Press **Run** to start execution of the flow. The **CrossPlot Manager** window will open. A list of objects (crossplots and histograms) existing in the collection will be shown on the left side of the window. Visible objects, i.e. crossplots and histograms currently displayed on the screen, will be checked. You can toggle object visibility by left-clicking the corresponding checkboxes. The currently active crossplot/histogram will be highlighted in red.

The **Show all** button allows making all crossplots in the list visible. The **Hide all** button hides all crossplots.

![CrossPlot Manager Window](image)

You can also control crossplots and histograms with the following buttons available in the window:

- **New Crossplot...** – create a new crossplot/histogram.
- **Edit Crossplot...** – edit the parameters of the crossplot/histogram selected in the list.
- **Delete Crossplot...** – delete the selected crossplot/histogram from the list.
- **Canvas** – create a “canvas” with a set of crossplots and histograms as well as additional information for printing.
- **Save** – save the current crossplot and histogram set.
- **Exit** – exit from the module. When this button is pressed, the program will prompt you to save the crossplot and histogram set before exiting.

**Creating a new crossplot/histogram**
Press the New Crossplot... button in the CrossPlot Manager dialog box. The following new crossplot/histogram setup dialog box will appear:

**Histogram** – a histogram will be generated if this option is enabled; otherwise a crossplot will be generated.

**First header (X axis), Second header (Y axis)** – header fields that will be used to build the crossplot/histogram (if a histogram is to be generated, only one header field will be available).

**Point properties / Histogram Color** – display parameters for crossplot points/histogram columns.

If a crossplot is to be generated, the point properties dialog box will look like this:

**Radius** – non-negative number defining the crossplot point display method. 0 – point size is 1 pixel, 1 – points are displayed as crosses, 2 and more – points are displayed as circles with the specified radius in pixels.

- the field is used to select the crossplot point color.

If a histogram is to be generated, only the histogram column display color selection field will be available.
When a histogram is built, additional histogram parameters become available. You can specify either the number of columns (Number of Columns) into which the entire range of the selected header field values will be broken down, or the histogram column width (Column Width).

After a new object is created, its window immediately appears on the screen. An example of a crossplot window is shown below:

And this is an example of a histogram window:

Crossplot/histogram window

This is what the window’s main menu and panel look like:

Here we will list all available commands and provide a short description for each one. The most important commands will be discussed in greater detail below.

File. This menu contains the following commands:
Active plot – select the current crossplot/histogram as active. The same is achieved by pressing the button on the toolbar (see the Working with active crossplots/histograms section).

Load Background Image – load a bitmap background image.

Unload Background Image – unload a loaded background image.

(These commands are discussed in detail in the Loading and unloading bitmap background images section).

Export Image – export the crossplot/histogram to a bitmap image.

Print... – print the current crossplot/histogram.

Close – close the current window and save its parameters.

Select. Commands from this menu are available only if the current crossplot/histogram is selected as active. They allow working with crossplot polygons or histogram intervals. (These commands are discussed in detail in the Working with active crossplots/histograms section).

New Polygon/New Interval – create a new crossplot polygon/histogram interval. The same is achieved by pressing the button on the toolbar.

Active Polygon's Properties/Active Interval's Properties – set up the active polygon/interval properties. The same is achieved by pressing the button on the toolbar.

Edit Active Polygon/Edit Active Interval – edit the active polygon/interval boundaries. The same is achieved by pressing the Edit Active Polygon button in the Polygons Manager window or the button on the toolbar.

Auto add intervals – automatically break the histogram down into intervals – either by quantiles or uniformly.

NOTE

In mathematical statistics, a quantile is a number which may not be exceeded by a specified random variable only with a fixed probability.

View – this menu is used to set up the crossplot/histogram display window parameters.

Show Tool Bar – show/do not show the toolbar.
Show Status Bar – show/do not show the status bar.

Point Properties/Histogram Color – open the Point Properties/Histogram color windows described in the Creating a new crossplot/histogram section.

Prompt Headers – this option allows displaying the values of additional header fields corresponding to the current crossplot point in the status bar. (This command is discussed in detail in the Displaying the values of header fields corresponding to a crossplot point in the status bar section).

Zoom This menu contains the following options active only for the crossplot window:

Set axis ratio 1:1 – set the same scale on the X and Y axes (recommended to use for header fields of equal dimension, such as X and Y coordinates). The same is achieved by pressing the button on the toolbar.

Keep ratio on square select – keep the aspect ratio when scaling the image up and down. (Image scaling is discussed in detail in the Image scaling and working with the axes section).

Editing the point size and polygon/histogram color

To edit the point size and crossplot or histogram display color, select the View/Point Properties (View/Histogram Color) menu item. For a detailed description of the dialog box, see the Creating a new crossplot/histogram section above.

Image scaling and working with axes

To enlarge a fragment, press the left mouse button in the corner of the fragment you want to enlarge, drag the cursor to the opposite corner of the fragment while holding the mouse button down, and release the mouse button. The selected rectangular fragment will be scaled up to fill the entire window.

You can achieve the same result by selecting the relevant section on the horizontal or vertical ruler located at the top or left edge of the visualization window, respectively. To do this, press and hold down the left mouse button at the start of the section on the ruler, drag the cursor to the end of the section, and release the mouse button. The range selected on one of the rulers will be scaled up to full-screen size (the scale on the other ruler will remain unchanged).
To revert to the original scale (i.e. to make the entire image area fit into the view window), doubleclick the right mouse button in the crossplot/histogram window.

To set up the axis display parameters, double-click the left mouse button on the axis. The following dialog box will appear:

- **Autoscale** – when this option is enabled, the axis scale is determined automatically based on the axis length and the header field value variation range.
- **Major ticks** – major scale tick parameters.
- **Step** – tick interval in units corresponding to the header field. This field is available only if the **Autoscale** option is disabled.
- **Tick length (mm)** – tick length in mm.
- **Show values** – show/do not show scale values.
- **Show grid lines** – show/do not show grid lines.
- **Minor ticks** – minor scale tick parameters.
- **Number per primary** – number of minor scale ticks per primary tick.
- The **Tick length (mm)**, **Show values** and **Show grid lines** parameters are similar to the ones described above.
- **Tick line width (mm)** – tick line width in mm.
- **Axis width (mm)** – axis width in mm.

- **Scale font** – this button opens a standard dialog box allowing you to select the axis tick label font parameters.

- **Title font** – this button opens a standard dialog box allowing you to select the axis title font parameters.

**Displaying the values of header fields corresponding to a crossplot point in the status bar**

This option is available through the **View/Prompt Headers** menu command in the crossplot display window. When it is selected, the **Choose headers to prompt** dialog box appears.

![Choose headers to prompt dialog box](image)

The left part of the dialog box contains the list of all headers in the dataset, the right part – the list of those headers whose values will be displayed in the status bar. Press **Add ->** to add headers to the list on the right; press **<- Remove** to remove headers from that list. When you are done selecting the headers, press **Ok**. Now when you hover the mouse cursor over a point on the crossplot, you can see the values of the header fields from the list assigned to the currently selected point in the status bar. An example is shown below:

![Header field values in status bar](image)

**Loading and unloading bitmap background images (File/Load Background Image, File/Unload Background Image)**
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The **File/Load Background Image** and **File/UnLoad Background Image** menu commands allow loading or unloading bitmap images to be used as the crossplot background (for example, if coordinates are used as crossplot axes, a topographic map of the project area may serve as the background). The **Load Background Image** and **UnLoad Background Image** commands are available only when working with the crossplot window.

When the **File/Load Background Image** command is selected, the following dialog box appears:

Select the bitmap background image in the **Background file** field using the **Browse...** button. The following formats are supported: BMP, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, PNG. Set the edge coordinates of the image being loaded in the **Left X, Right X, Top Y and Bottom Y** fields: left and right edge along the X axis and upper and lower edge along the Y axis. By default these fields contain coordinates matching the minimum and maximum values on the X and Y axes on the crossplot. In the example shown below an aerial photograph is used as the background image.
You can change the background corner coordinates at any time by re-opening the Load Background dialog box.

To unload an existing background image, select the Unload Background Image menu item.

**Exporting crossplots/histograms to bitmap images**

To export a crossplot/histogram to a bitmap image, select the File/Export Image... menu command. The following dialog box will appear:

**Scale X 1** – horizontal scale, in units on the X axis per mm.

**Scale Y 1** – vertical scale, in units on the Y axis per mm.

**Resolution** – image resolution in dots per inch.
Information on the image size in mm, resolution in pixels and file size in bytes (uncompressed) will be displayed on the right side of the dialog box.

When you are done setting the parameters, press **Next** and select the filename and format when prompted by a dialog box.

**Printing the current crossplot/histogram**

Select the **File/Print...** menu command. The **Print Preview** dialog box will appear, allowing you to set up the printing parameters and preview the image to be printed:

![Print Preview](image)

The left part of the window is the print preview area. The crossplot boundaries are shown in short dashes, the sheet boundaries – in long dashes.

The right part of the window contains additional printing parameters:

- **mm per unit on X axis** – horizontal scale in mm per unit on the X axis.
- **mm per unit on Y axis** – vertical scale in mm per unit on the Y axis.
- **Fit to page** – scale the image to fit to page.
- **xAxis Width (mm)** – total horizontal axis width with labels in mm.
- **yAxis Width (mm)** – total vertical axis width with labels in mm.
**Print Setup** – allows selecting a printer and setting all necessary parameters in a standard Windows OS print setup dialog box.

**Recalculate** – redraw the current image in the print preview area and recalculate the printing parameters taking the changes made in the dialog box into account.

The current printer settings are shown in the text area in the lower right part of the dialog box.

**Working with active crossplots/histograms**

An active crossplot (or histogram) is a user-selected crossplot/histogram on which polygons (intervals) determining the colors of points on other crossplots can be defined.

Only one crossplot/histogram can be active at any point of time. However, you can switch between several crossplots, making them active one at a time. In this case each crossplot will have its own set of polygons, as can be seen from the pictures below which show one and the same pair of crossplots twice – first with the right crossplot as the active one, and then with the left crossplot in that role:

You can make a crossplot/histogram active in one of two ways:

- By pressing the **A** button on the toolbar or selecting the **File/Active plot** menu item in the crossplot/histogram window.

- By double-clicking the right mouse button on the crossplot/histogram name in the list in the Crossplot Manager window.

When a crossplot becomes active, the **Polygons Manager** window appears, allowing you to work with polygons/intervals.
The **Polygons Manager** window allows creating polygons/intervals on the active crossplot/histogram. It lists the names of created polygons or intervals. To select a polygon, click its name in the list. After that you can edit the selected polygon, change its properties and location relative to other polygons, or delete it.

When a polygon/interval is defined on the active crossplot/histogram, the points on all other crossplots corresponding to seismograms that fall within the specific polygon/interval assume the color of that polygon/interval. If polygons intersect, the first polygon on the list in the **Polygons manager** window will be shown on top of all other polygons on the active crossplot, and its color will be assigned to all points within the intersection area.

To move the selected polygon/interval up or down relative to other polygons/intervals, use the following buttons:
Top – move the selected object to the top line of the list.

Move up – move the selected object one line up.

Move Down – move the selected object one line down.

Bottom – move the selected object to the bottom line of the list.

The window’s other buttons allow creating new polygons (New Polygon), editing the selected polygon boundaries (Edit Active Polygon), deleting the selected polygon (Delete Active Polygon) or deleting all polygons from the list (Delete All). A more detailed description of the main functions available when working with polygons/intervals is presented below.

Creating a new polygon/interval (the New Polygon/New Interval button in the Polygons Manager window)

To create a new polygon, press the New Polygon button in the Polygons Manager window. You can also do it by using the Select/New Polygon(Interval's) menu item in the active crossplot window or pressing the button on its toolbar. When you select this command, the Polygon Properties dialog box will appear:

Specify the polygon name in the Name field. (by default, the polygon_N name is assigned).

Select the polygon color using the color selection button .

In the histogram mode, the histogram interval parameters become available:

Left bound – this field is used to set the interval’s left boundary value in the current horizontal axis measurement units.
**Right bound** – this field is used to set the interval’s right boundary value in the current horizontal axis measurement units.

**Poligon's transparency** – sets the polygon/interval transparency. The extreme right position of the slider corresponds to a fully opaque image, the extreme left – to a fully transparent one (in the latter case non-active polygons/intervals are not shown at all, and the active polygon/interval has only its outline shown).

After creating a new polygon, draw it in the active crossplot window by adding points with single clicks of the left mouse button. To close the path (complete the polygon), double-click the left mouse button.

To create a new interval in the active histogram window, select it by pressing the left mouse button on one of the interval’s boundaries, dragging the cursor to the other boundary while holding the mouse button down, and releasing the mouse button.

**Editing polygon/interval properties**

To edit the name, color and transparency of the selected polygon/interval as well as interval boundaries, press the button on the toolbar or select the **Select/Active Polygon's Properties/Active Interval's Properties** menu item. This will open the already familiar **Polygon Properties** dialog box described above. The same can be achieved by double-clicking the left mouse button on the polygon/interval name in the list in the **Polygons Manager** window.

**Editing polygon/interval boundaries**

The geometry of polygons/intervals can be edited. To enter the active polygon/interval editing mode, press the **Edit Active Polygon/Interval** button in the **Polygons Manager** window. You can also do it by using the **Select/Edit ActivePolygon(Interval's)** menu item in the active crossplot window or pressing the button on its toolbar.

In the editing mode you can **move an active polygon node** by holding and dragging it with the right mouse button.

To **add a new node**, single-click the left mouse button.

To **delete an active polygon node**, double-click the right mouse button on that node.
You can also *move the entire polygon around* using the right mouse button while holding down the Shift key.

Editing an active interval on a histogram is done in a similar way.

**Deleting polygons/intervals**

To delete a single polygon/interval, select it from the list and press the **Delete Polygon/Interval** button.

To delete all polygons/intervals on the active crossplot/histogram, press the **Delete All** button.

**Automatic splitting of histograms into intervals (by quantiles or uniformly)**

When working with histograms, you can choose to define intervals automatically. Intervals may be defined by quantiles (assuming normal distribution of the value in question) or linearly (assuming uniform distribution of the value in question). To define intervals automatically, use the **Select/Auto add intervals** menu item.

Selecting this command will open the **Histogram Range Colors** dialog box which will show the histogram broken down into 7 quantiles by default. The quantiles are calculated based on the assumption of Gaussian distribution of the header field values, although this may not actually be the case. The slider allows adjusting the shape of the Gaussian curve.

The dialog box is divided into two parts: the left one contains a graphic representation of automatic splitting into intervals, while the right one displays the current list of intervals to be created with the right boundary of each interval shown in percent.
To split the histogram into uniform linear intervals, select the **Use linear intervals** option.

You can specify an arbitrary number of quantiles/linear intervals in the **Number of classes** field (to update the interval diagram, click the mouse anywhere within the dialog box except for the field itself).

The **Manual Set** option enables/disables automatic definition of quantile values.

The right part of the window contains the list of quantiles and their values. The name of each quantile is shown in the same color as the corresponding interval on the histogram. Double-clicking a quantile name in the list opens the **Quantille Properties** dialog box, allowing the user to edit the quantile.

**Quantille Value** – quantile (right boundary of the interval) value in percent (this field is active only if the **Manual Set** box is checked in the **Histogram Range Colors** window).

The **Color** button is used to set the interval color.
Working with “canvases” – printing sets of crossplots/histograms with additional information

To start working with a canvas, press the **Canvas** button in the **CrossPlot Manager** window. The **Print Multiple Crossplots** dialog box will appear.

The **Print Multiple Crossplots** dialog box consists of the parameter setting area on the left, and the area where you can preview and interactively edit the canvas (which is a combination of objects – crossplots, histograms, legends and titles) on the right.

The top left corner of the dialog box contains the list of objects that have been added to the canvas and will be sent to the printer. Objects can overlap, so the order in which they are listed determines the order in which they will appear when printed (the first object in the list will be printed over all other objects etc.). You can change the order of objects using the up/down arrows to the right of the list.

After adding objects to the canvas and setting up their parameters, position and size (see below for a detailed description of how to do this), you can print the canvas by pressing the **Print** button. The
information on the currently selected printer and its settings will be displayed in the lower right part of the dialog box:

![Printer info: Microsoft XPS Document Writer on XPSPort: using winspool Horizontal Resolution 600 dpi Vertical Resolution 600 dpi Actual paper size (without margins): 210x297 mm]

Press **Printer Setup** button to select a printer and set up its parameters.

You can save the current canvas state as the default collection canvas by pressing the **Save** button. This way, when you close the canvas and then press the **Canvas** button in the **CrossPlot Manager** window once again, the saved canvas will open.

If you need several different canvases, you can save the current canvas as a file on the disk (the **Save as** button) and later load it from that file (the **Load** button).

**Adding a crossplot/histogram to the canvas**

To add a crossplot or a histogram to the canvas and have it displayed in the preview area, select the object you need from the drop-down list in the left part of the **Print Multiple Crossplots** dialog box and press the **Add Crossplot** button. The **Crossplot Properties** dialog box will appear.

![Crossplot Properties dialog box]

- **Left X** – X coordinate of the image top left corner in mm.
- **Top Y** – Y coordinate of the image top left corner in mm.
- **Width** – image width in mm.
Height – image height in mm.

Transparent – enable/disable image background transparency.

X axis width – X axis width in mm.

Y axis width – Y axis width in mm.

The object size and position on the canvas specified in this dialog box can later be changed interactively in the preview area. When you are done setting the parameters, press **OK**. The selected crossplot or histogram will be added to the canvas.

Adding supplementary information to the canvas

Besides crossplots and histograms, you can add supplementary information – titles and a legend – to the canvas.

![Title Properties dialog box](image)

Add Title – add a title to the canvas. Pressing this button opens the **Title Properties** dialog box.

- **Left X** – X coordinate of the title top left corner in mm.
- **Top Y** – Y coordinate of the title top left corner in mm.
- **Width** – title width in mm.
- **Height** – title height in mm.
- **Transparent** – enable/disable title background transparency.
- **Angle** – title rotation angle in degrees in the 0-90 range.
- **Font** – title font setup.
- **Text background color** – text background color.
The object size and position on the canvas specified in this dialog box can later be changed interactively in the preview area.

A legend is a list of polygons within the active crossplot or intervals within the active histogram which define the colors of points on all other crossplots. Press the **Add Legend** button to add a legend to the list of objects displayed in the preview area. The following dialog box will appear:

![Legeng Properties](image)

- **Left X** – X coordinate of the title top left corner in mm.
- **Top Y** – Y coordinate of the title top left corner in mm.
- **Width** – title width in mm.
- **Height** – title height in mm.
- **Transparent** – enable/disable title background transparency.
- **Angle** – title rotation angle in degrees in the 0-90 range.
- **Font** – title font setup.
- **Save as** – save the canvas parameters to a text file with the specified name.
- **Save** – save the changes in the canvas parameters to a text file with the default name.
- **Load** – load canvas parameters from a text file.

The object size and position on the canvas specified in this dialog box can later be changed interactively in the preview area.

**Deleting a crossplot/histogram from the canvas**

To delete a crossplot/histogram from the preview area, select its name in the list and press the **Remove Object** button.
Working with the canvas preview and editing area

The canvas preview and editing area allows you to interactively change the position and size of objects on the canvas.

- **Selecting active objects.** Select an object by left-clicking on it while holding down the Ctrl key. In places where several objects overlap each other the topmost object will be selected (in accordance with the order in the list of displayed objects). You can also select an object by left-clicking on its name in the list (in the left part of the **Print Multiple Crossplots** dialog box).

- **Moving objects around the canvas.** Place the mouse cursor over the selected object you want to move. The cursor will change its appearance to 🖐️. Then grab the object with the left mouse button, move it to the desired location, and release the mouse button.

- **Resizing objects.** Place the mouse cursor over the lower right corner of the selected object (the selected object will have that corner marked with a red square), press the left mouse button, move the cursor to the new location while holding the mouse button down, and release the mouse button. The object corner will move with the cursor, and the object size will change accordingly.

- **Changing object parameters.** To open the object parameter setup dialog box, double-click the object with the left mouse button.

When objects are moved or resized on the canvas, the lines showing sheet layout and image printing borders on the canvas are automatically redrawn.
3C Processing (multi-component processing)

Asymptotic CCP Binning

Asymptotic Common Conversion Point Binning module is designed for performing asymptotic binning of converted PS waves’ data. Header values, relating to the common conversion point (CCP) are filled in the data when the module is run within the flow: CCP_X, CCP_Y and CCP.

Moreover, the module can be used for conventional CDP binning in 2D case.

When using the module for CDP binning, you should indicate the value \( \text{Gamma} = 1 \). Then, just after this module in the flow place a Trace Header Math and write down the following expressions there:

\[
\text{CDP}_X = [\text{CCP}_X] \\
\text{CDP}_Y = [\text{CCP}_Y] \\
\text{CDP} = [\text{CCP}] 
\]

Module parameters dialog

The following dialog box appears while accessing the module:

![Diagram of the module parameters dialog](Image)

- **Dataset** field is intended for selection of traces’ set by the user for binning procedure. A window for selection of dataset from the project database appears when you click the button **Browse**.
**Gamma=Vs/Vp** field is intended for input of shear waves’ velocity to compressional waves’ velocity ratio, which is considered to be a binning parameter (in case you use the module for CDP binning, you should specify 1).

**Bin to bin distance** is the profiling parameter and corresponds to the distance between bins in meters, calculated on binning profile.

Option **Strait line binning/Crooked line binning** allows selecting the binning type: onedimensional or two-dimensional. In the first case (when you have chosen **Strait line binning**) it is supposed that all traces for binning have the same REC_Y and SOU_Y and the binning profile is specified by the segment [**Start X, End X**]. **Bin range** parameter specifies here the bin width along the profile.

In the second case (**Crooked line binning** is on) the profile is specified by a crooked line, read from the file. **Browse…** button of the section allows selecting the filename of the profile, while the button **Display crooked line** – visualizing and editing a profile along with a crooked line of bin profiling, receivers, sources, CDP and CCP. If the file has not been specified, a straight profile will be generated, connecting the points of source and receiver of the first trace. **Bin inline** and **Bin xline** parameters allow specifying linear dimensions of bins: bin width along the binning curve and height across the curve, correspondingly.

**Visualization /curve editing window**

A visualization/profile curve editing window appears when you click the button **Display crooked line**:
Scale bars of the window are situated at the left and at the right sides of the screen. The dimensions of windows for these bars can be changed using mouse buttons. Except scale indication, a selected fragment of an image can be changed using these scales.

**To magnify the image** you have to indicate on a corresponding bar the start coordinate of the fragment to be magnified via the left mouse button (MB1), and holding left mouse button, drag the mouse pointer to the end coordinate. The selected fragment will be magnified and scaled to fit the viewport.

The viewport depicts:

- in black – a profiling curve,
- in green and yellow – CDP and CCP,
- in blue and red – receivers and sources.

Red crosses denote the nodes of profiling curve.
To change the position of the existing node, grab it with the left mouse button (MB1) (the cross will change its color), drag it to a new position and release a button. The node will shift to the position under the cursor. At the same time the bins will be redistributed.

To add a node to a curve you have to click a mouse button twice. A node will be added to the nearest point of the curve.

To delete the node, click on it with the left mouse button (MB1), holding simultaneously Ctrl button.

The status bar reflects: at the left side – metric coordinates, corresponding to the cursor position, at the right side – prompting message on the colors of visualizing objects.
**Modeling**

**Hodograph**

This module allows calculation of arrival time of direct wave or wave reflected from specified reflecting boundary on the assumption of horizontal layered medium. The medium model should be specified as a text file. The depth of reflecting boundary should be specified separately.

The seismograms running in the flow with filled in fields of source and receiver coordinates are input into the module. In the module the wave arrival time, the angle of incident wave at which it departs from the source and the angle at which the reflected wave comes to the receiver are calculated for every trace (for source-receiver position indicated in its headers). These values are recorded into indicated trace header fields.

When this module is activated the following window appears:

![Hodograph Dialog](image)

Horizontal layered model must be specified in the text file. To select the file in the Model group of parameters, click the Browse... button and choose the file in the standard dialog box. Besides, the file name can be entered manually in the Load from file field.
The file must be a text one and contain the values presented as a table with blanks or tabs as separators. The first line should be the line that starts with ~A symbols and then contain the names of the columns available in the file:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer bottom depth (Z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-wave velocity in the layer (Vlay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-wave velocity in the layer (Vslay)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The type of wave in the layer (*WaveType*). To identify the PP-wave in the layer the 0 constant is used, the PS-wave - 1, SP-wave - 2, SS-wave - 3. When specifying the type of direct wave only 0 (P-wave) and 3 (S-wave) constants are used.

After that, for every layer the respective values should be specified in the order similar to columns headers position. The depths are specified in meters, velocities - in km/s.

An example of table describing the model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>~A</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Vlay</th>
<th>Vslay</th>
<th>WaveType</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.791</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2540</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The *WaveType* column allows the user to assign the type of wave individually for every layer of the model. The module uses the values from this column only if in the module parameters dialog box the type of the wave is specified as **Other**. Otherwise, if the type of the wave explicitly indicated in the module parameters it is considered as same for all layers and the values in the *WaveType* columns are disregarded.

When the file with the model is specified, select the type of the wave for which the hodograph will be calculated. To do this, use the **Wave type** group of parameters available in the module dialog box. Here, activate either **Direct wave** option for direct wave or **Reflected Wave** option for reflected wave.

The direct wave can be of the following types:

- **P-dir** - direct P-wave;
- **S-dir** - direct S-wave;
- **Other**. When this option is activated the type of the wave is taken from the text file describing the lay model.

The reflected wave can be of the following types:
- **PP-ref** - PP-type wave (both the incident wave and reflected waves pass through all layers as the P-wave);

- **PS-ref** - PS-type wave (the incident wave passes through all layers just as the P-wave but the reflected wave passes through all layers as the S-wave);

- **SP-ref** - SP-type wave (the incident wave passes through all layers just as the S-wave but the reflected wave passes through all layers as the P-wave);

- **SS-ref** - SS-type wave (both the incident wave and reflected waves pass through all layers as the S-wave);

- **Other.** When this option is selected the types distribution in layers of the model is taken from the text file describing the lay model.

For reflected wave, specify the depth of the boundary (in meters). The time arrival of reflected from this boundary waves will be calculated. The depth of reflecting boundary should be specified in the **Reflection depth** field. It can be specified by one of the two methods:

- In the **Custom depth** field you can set the reflection depth manually for all source-receiver pairs at the same time.

- Activate the **Load from header** option and set the reflection depth previously saved in the headers field. To do this, select the desired header from the list.

The module calculates the rime of wave arrival from specified reflecting boundary, the angle of incident wave at which it departs from the source and the angle at which the reflected wave comes to the receiver. These values are recorded into indicated trace header fields. The header can be selected in the **Model** group of parameters:

- **Time** - from the list, select the header field where the time of wave arrival will be recorded;

- **Source Angle** - from the list, select the header field where the angle of incident wave at which it departs from the source will be recorded;

- **Receiver Angle** - from the list, select the header field where the angle at which the reflected wave comes to the receiver will be recorded.
Data manipulation

Data Filter

This module allows the user to sample traces by definite headers in the flow.

Module Parameters:

**No filter** – sample traces are left unchanged.

**Match selection** – only traces that meet the specified sample will be added into the flow.

**Do not match selection** – only traces that are not specified in a given sample will be added to the flow

*Syntax:*

The first line – the header.

The second line – sample (see picture). The sample syntax corresponds to the syntax used in the Trace Input module.

Add zero trace

The module allows the user to add an empty trace to the flow. The module can be used both as input module in the flow (i.e. not requiring modules such as the Trace Input, Seg-y Input, etc.)
and as an extension to the existing data. In the second case, the empty trace will be added to the beginning or end of the seismograms, depending on the location of the flow.

**Number of traces** – the number of added traces.

**Number of samples** – the number of sample traces.

**Sampling rate** – the sampling frequency of traces.

![Add zero trace dialog box](image)

**Resort**

Module resorts the traces from the current dataset to a specific one. While working with large data amount, the user should sort them in correct order in advance, because direct sorting in the Trace Input module is very time-consuming.

![Resort params dialog box](image)
Input dataset – the input dataset with the initial sorting.
Output dataset – the output dataset with the specified sorting.
Primary sort field – the primary header field of sorting.
Secondary sort field – secondary header field of sorting.
Memory buffer size – the buffer size in MB which will be used during the sorting. Choosing of the buffer size should be based on the available RAM. With 32-bit software version, it should not exceed 1024 MB.

Comments

The module allows the user to add comments to the flow. The module does not affect the flow.
Auto Picking

First Breaks Picking

The module is designed for automatic detection of first breaks. The figure represents a dialog of module options selection. The traces with time marks in headers, starting from which the first breaks detection will be performed (Horizon (header word)) are input; as a result two header fields (First break time) with first break times and amplitudes on traces corresponding to those time marks (First break amplitude) are filled in. The tracing of first break time is performed in window with the length Window length ms.

Two algorithms are implemented:

- Evaluation of first breaks by threshold level (Level)

  The search of first sample, which amplitude exceeds (if the parameter Level is positive) or less than (if the parameter Level is negative) Level, is implemented in this mode. The first characteristic point of the indicated Type (minimum, maximum or zero crossing) is searched further on starting from this time mark. The time of the characteristic point found is considered to be the first break time.

- Evaluation of first breaks from the maximum of energy growth (Derivative). Mean energy is calculated in two windows, with the length Window to calculate derivative, situated in series, the relation of energy in the second window to the energy in the first window is attributed to the central part of a window.
The first break time is considered to be the maximum of the relationship. We know from the experience that good window length is equal to impulse duration (you can decrease the window length).

The **Replace trace with derivative** flag helps to substitute the trace for the described function that can be useful for parameters testing.
Marine

Zero-Offset DeMultiple

The module is designed for demultiple of near-offset single-channel or stacked seismic data. The algorithm is based on adaptive subtraction of a model of multiples from the original wave field. The model is obtained from the data itself, either by static shift of the original traces or by autoconvolution. The adaptive subtraction algorithm used here is the same as implemented in the Wave Field Subtraction module and is discussed in more detail in the part of the Manual dedicated to that module.

In general terms, a special filter is calculated for each trace basing on both the original data traces and the model traces. This filter, when applied to the trace is trying to minimize the RMS amplitudes of whatever is found similar between the trace and the model. When the filter is calculated, it is accounted for non-stationarity to make it adaptive to the events that are quite similar but *not exactly* the same. This makes the subtraction to a certain extend efficient even for rather approximate models, when the arrival time of the modeled multiple differ from the actual observation. However, the more similar is the model of multiples to the real multiples observed, the more efficient is the subtraction. For this reason, the shorter is the source-receiver offset, the better is the result that can be obtained, because the most accurate multiple modeling can be easily made on zero-offset data. For the same reason, the module is less efficient if the data is significantly disturbed by sea swelling because the primaries and the multiples are disturbed differently and the resulting model becomes less similar to the observation.

When the filter is calculated for a particular trace of the original data, beside the corresponding trace of the model some adjacent traces of the model can also be used. It might happen that some extra similarity to what is observed on the original data trace can be found there. Thus, using adjacent traces could make the subtraction effect stronger. On the other hand, the filter shall not differ too much from trace to trace. For this reason, filters calculated for each of the original traces can afterwards be averaged over the base of several traces. This would make the subtraction milder and help to avoid the effect of erasing a gap around the removed multiple.

When the module is activated the following dialog appears:
Mode group of parameters defines a way how a model of multiples will be generated:

- **Static shift** – by shifting each trace to a specified time (typically, to the arrival time of the seafloor reflection). The static shift for each trace can be taken either From Pick in the database or from a specified trace header field (From Header) of each trace.

- **Auto-Convolution** – when this option is selected, a result of auto-convolution of the trace is taken as the model of multiples. This mode require no extra parameters.

- **Apply top-muting before modeling** – when the option is checked the data will be top-muted before the model is generated. You can select either Horizon from pick or Horizon from header to define the muting. Here the Tapering window length above the horizon defines a window in ms above the horizon where the amplitudes will gradually fade out down to 0.

- **Subtraction parameters** define how the model will be subtracted from the data.

- **Filter length** – the length of the adaptive filter that is used to form the result of the subtraction, specified in samples. The filter is calculated from both the original trace and the trace(s) of the model and is aimed to find similarities and minimize their RMS amplitudes at the resulting trace. Typically, the filter shall be longer than the wavelet length. Normally until a certain extend the
longer is the filter the stronger is the subtraction effect and the more time is required for the processing.

- **White noise level** – regularization parameter, the larger is the value the more subtle is the subtraction effect. More details are provided in the *Wave Field Subtraction* module description.

- **Processing windows** — the processing can be made independently is separate windows. Then, an individual subtracting filter is calculated for each window. This may lead to a more accurate result. You might wish to make a separate window for each strong seafloor multiple observed.

The windows are defined by picks – each pick is considered to be a boundary between a window above it and another window below it. Thus, when no picks are specified in the list here the whole data range is considered as one window. One pick defines 2 windows (above and below), 2 picks define 3 windows (above both, in between of them, and below both), etc.

Using the buttons above the list of currently selected picks you can Add picks to the list and Remove them. You shall make sure that the picks added to the list do not criss-cross, otherwise the module behaves predictively. It is not recommended to make the windows too narrow, otherwise it may lead to erasing everything there.

When several processing windows are used, the Filter length and White noise level (as well as the Band transform parameters discussed below) are to be indicated for each window individually. Values corresponding to different windows are separated by colon (:). When a new pick is added to the list, the parameter strings are adjusted automatically by duplicating the last parameter. If you wish to exclude some window from the processing, set its filter length to 0.

- **Use adjacent traces** – this group of parameters regulate use of adjacent traces of the model for filter calculation as well as averaging of the resulting filters over the base of several traces.

- **Number of traces** – specify the number of adjacent traces of the model taken on each side of the current trace to be used for filter calculation. When this parameter is 0, the filter for the current trace is calculated using the corresponding trace of the model only. When it is set to 1, the filter is calculated basing on 3 traces of the model: the current traces and 1 extra adjacent trace each side, etc. (For more details of the implementation refer to the *Wave Field Subtraction* module description). Using more traces here would lead to stronger subtraction and longer processing time. A good starting guess for this parameter is 3. Then you may try to increase the number try and subtract more.

- **Filter averaging base** – specify here how many adjacent traces the resulting filters will be averaged over. Normally, relatively big values are good here. You can start with 25 and then see if you would like to make subtraction stronger (smaller number) or milder (larger number).
Band transform — this option limits the bandwidth of the operation, saving processing time and providing additional frequency filtering at the same time. Specify **Low frequency** and **High frequency** to be processed for each of the processing windows.

Number of iterations – sometimes it is worth making several iterations of adaptive subtraction to achieve better result. At each iteration, the initial model of multiples is subtracted once again from the result of the previous iteration. When the first iteration removes the most high-energy part of the multiples only, additional iterations may help to get rid of the remaining lower-amplitude energy. However, each extra iteration requires additional processing time.

Don't substract output model – when this flag is checked, no subtraction of the model is performed. Instead, the module merely outputs the model of multiples prepared for subtraction. Often it is crucially important to see the model in order to understand the subtraction result (especially, when it happens to be not as good as was expected).
The module imports static corrections for tides into trace headers of a dataset. The tides data are usually represented as shape of "Time-Sea level altitude" tables. In order to import this data correctly, it is necessary that all traces have date and time information in their headers. Then the values of the sea level altitude can be related to specific traces. The time spacing in table is usually regular but infrequent (typical intervals between measurements are 1-10 minutes). Since the shooting interval is normally much shorter, when the static corrections are loaded linear interpolation is applied.

The **Tides Import** is a stand-alone module. Its parameter dialog window consists of several tabs:

**Input parameters tab**

![Input Parameters Tab](image)

**Dataset** – click the ... button to the right of the string to select a dataset where the tidal corrections are to be imported to.

**Tides Tab**
On this tab select a text file with the sea level altitudes here and define its format.

**Definition of Field**

Positions/columns from which the corresponding values will be loaded are indicated.

Time positions (hour, minute, second) and the column with tide values to be imported (VALUE) are to be indicated.

In the field **Date** specify the date of the first record in file (since only hours, minutes and seconds are read from the file)

**Lines** sets of the range of required lines from the file.

**Text table type** sets the file record type:

- **Delimited** - space-separated columns.
- **Fixed width** – field positions are specified by the offset from the start of the line.

The **File** button allows selecting the file with the information to be loaded.

Use **Edit File Layout** button to specify the structure of the tides file.

**Headers Tab.**
This tab sets necessary header fields:

- fields with date and time.

- **Assigned Header** – sets a header word for static corrections.
Marine geometry input

This module is designed for input of positioning information (geometry) into marine data. The module is stand-alone, that is it must be the only module in the flow, no additional input/output is required. The module parameter dialog is shown below:

Click the … button to select a dataset in the project database where calculated geometry will be assigned. The path to the file in the database will be displayed in the Dataset line:

The module will overwrite the following headers of the dataset:

- **SOU_X** – source X-coordinate, **SOU_Y** – source Y-coordinate, **REC_X** – receiver X-coordinate, **REC_Y** – receiver Y-coordinate, **OFFSET** – distance between the source and receiver, **CDP_X** – CDP X-coordinate, **CDP_Y** – CDP Y-coordinate, **CDP** – CDP number, **SOU_L** – cumulative distance from the profile start.
The module essentially enables two possibilities of geometry calculation and input into the data – with the use of the **Real ship coordinates** from GPS, or artificial “**Dummy**” coordinates calculation along the line basing solely on the source-receiver geometry layout. In both cases, specification of correct source-receiver geometry configuration is required.

One of the key moments concerning geometry input is selection of the way how positioning information will be matched to the traces in the dataset: this can be either by time (**Time match**) or by single trace header, typically, field record number – FFID (**Header field match**).

For geometry input, it is essential that the matching headers values in the dataset coincide with those in the coordinate file.

Let us consider the process of geometry input using the navigation file in more detail.

**Geometry input using the GPS file with ship coordinates**

![Image of GPS file input parameters](image)

Check the **Real ship coordinates** option to calculate positioning using real ship coordinated.

If the coordinates are linked to particular field record numbers, in the **Select matching** box select **Header field match** and specify a header that will be used for matching (typically, FFID).

In the following example, the coordinates will be matched to traces by time, so in the **Select matching** box we select **Time match** option. When it is activated, the coordinates will be matched to traces.
basing on the YEAR, DAY, HOUR, MINUTE and SECOND headers. The DAY header shall contain Julian day – the ordinal number of the day of the year. Specify the date corresponding to the first line of the file with the coordinates using Select date and/or Julian day fields.

Now click the Ship Navigation button to select a file with GPS-coordinates and specify the navigation layout, i.e. the exact way the coordinated will be read and interpreted:

Here, specify a Coordinate system of the GPS coordinates that can be either in the UTM (UTM_X/UTM_Y) or geographic (Lon/Lat) file.

Depending on the selected coordinate system, you will need to indicate coordinates in the UTM_X, UTM_Y format or in the latitude-longitude layout, respectively.

To select a navigation file, click the Select file button. When a file is opened, its contents will be displayed in the dialog window:
In this example, the geographic coordinates are used specified as degrees-minutes-minutes decimals. As it has been stated above, in this case we should indicate the coordinate system type – geographic, by selecting the Lat/Lon option in the **Coordinate system** field.

Then, match the value columns of the selected file with the fields of the **Definition of field** table. As the coordinates here are to be matched by time, these fields are hour, minute, second, and coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds.

Columns of file can be interpreted either as space **Delimited** or **Fixed width**. As in the uploaded file the time values (hours-minutes-seconds) are not separated from each other by, the **Columns-Fixed width** option should be used. This will let us explicitly indicate the positions to be used for reading the values of time and coordinates.

To make this, click the left mouse button on the first line in the **Definition of Field – Time-Hour** and match it with the column indicating the hour (22) by pressing the left mouse button at the beginning of the column and dragging it to the position where the hour value ends (two digits only). The selected columns will be marked by colour.

After the column has been selected by mouse, press **Set pos** (set position) button to fix its position. After that, for each line of the file the value indicated in the coloured column will be interpreted as an **hour**.
Specify the positions of minutes and seconds in the file the same way.

After the time has been identified, specify the coordinate positions in the file. As the Lat/Lon coordinate system is selected, we need to specify columns for degrees, minutes and seconds. When loading, the software will recalculate them into UTM coordinates. Fill UTM Zone number to specify a particular UTM zone for the recalculation. If you keep it zero, the most appropriate UTM zone will be calculated automatically.

Geographic coordinates may be defined as degrees with decimals, degrees-minutes with decimals or degrees-minutes-seconds with decimals, minutes-seconds with decimals, etc. Any combination is allowed: if any of the fields is not used, select it in the Definition of Field table and click the Field switch off button.

In this example, the coordinates are represented as degrees-minutes-minute decimals. So, both for LAT and LON we will need to switch seconds off. Select the LAT-Sec and click the Field switch off button, the field will be marked with -1. Repeat the same with LON-Sec.
Now, we need to indicate positions of degrees and minutes with decimals in the same way as it was done for the time. After each column position is selected correctly, fix it by clicking Set pos button.

If you file has any textual header or footer you can use Lines parameters to specify a limited range of lines, from which the file values will be read. As the first line of the indicated file contains a header, we start reading the values from the second line:

![Image of navigation layout dialog box]

After all the field values have been assigned (to check this, click each field in the table in turns – the correct file column should be highlighted), click the OK button, and the module will return to the main menu.

! IMPORTANT: When the coordinates are matched to traces by time, the time in the header fields (read by default from the field Seg-Y or Seg-D files), should coincide with the time recorded in the GPS file. Otherwise, the coordinates will not be assigned correctly!

! IMPORTANT: When the coordinates are matched by time, DAY header field of the dataset must contain the same Julian day number as specified in the Julian day field of the module dialog. Keep into account the date increment at 00:00. It the DAY header does not reflect this increment correctly, the coordinates will be assigned to a part of the traces only.
The picture below shows the important moments described above – necessary matches of time in the dataset headers and the file with the coordinates as well as with the Julian day of year.
If the GPS file with coordinates was not processed, you can smooth a navigation track using the **Coordinate Smooth** option, selecting the averaging base (number of points – **Window length**) and the **Rejection percent**.

After the ship navigation has been loaded, to calculate the source-receiver geometry coordinates, specify its configuration in the **Source/Streamer geometry** tab:

![Source/Streamer geometry tab](image)

The upper part of the tab contains a **schematically** shown source-receiver geometry tied to the **local** coordinate system, with the 0 point at the GPS antenna. The negative direction **Y** is represented by the ship’s heading, and the **X** direction is vertical to it. Negative **X** direction is port-side, while on its starboard side lies the positive one.

*In the schematic picture of the tab, the source and receiver are placed at different boards for visualization; really, the **X**-axis offset may either not differ in sign, or equal zero ( = the source-receiver geometry is placed strictly behind the ship).*

Set up the source-receiver geometry parameters according to the available information concerning the location of the source and receivers against the GPS position (when switching to any of the fields of distances specification, a corresponding distance is highlighted in the picture):

1. **Receiver geometry:**
   a. **First receiver dx (m)** – **X**-axis distance (m) between the GPS position and the first receiver in the streamer;
b. **First receiver dy (m)** – Y-axis distance (m) between the GPS position and the first receiver in the streamer;

c. **Number of receivers** – the number of receivers in the streamer;

d. **Distance between receivers (m)** – distance (m) between receivers in the streamer.

2. **Source geometry (source geometry set up):**

   a. **Source dx (m)** – X-axis distance (m) between the GPS position and the source;
   
   b. **Source dy (m)** – Y-axis distance (m) between the GPS position and the source.

3. **CDP bin size** – the size of the CDP bin.

This information makes it possible to identify the source-receiver group coordinates fully and, accordingly, to identify the CDP coordinates and CDP numbers necessary for further data processing.

Additional parameters that influence the coordinate calculation accuracy are as follows:

**Streamer shape** – sets up the receiver circuit (streamer) shape:

- **Straight line** – the streamer is always located straight behind the ship in the line of the ship’s course;

- **Follow ship track** – the streamer lays in the ship’s course, which generally is not dead ahead.

In both cases, the ship’s course is calculated by the navigation in virtue of the **Heading Calculation** field with the indicated base.

**Geometry input without using the GPS file with ship coordinates**

Another essential possibility is geometry calculation without using the GPS ship coordinates (“dummy” geometry). In this case, input only the source-receiver geometry data. The calculated coordinates of the source and receivers will be relative, i.e. not bound to real geographic coordinates. However, such geometry input is a necessary and sufficient condition for the further data processing.

The mode is enabled by selecting the **“Dummy” coordinates** option in the **Ship navigation** tab; in so doing, the items relating to the GPS file download will be unavailable. Instead, fill in the **Shot interval** field to specify the distance between the source points in meters:
Select matching:
- Time match
  - Select date: 20.11.2006
  - Julian day: 324
- Header field match
  - Select header: FFID

Notes:
In "Time match" mode the following headers must be filled: YEAR, DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND. Otherwise matching could not be performed.

Header DAY must contain Julian day.
The date specified corresponds to the first line of a navigation file.
The **Source/receiver geometry** tab in the «**Dummy geometry**» mode:

In the given tab, it is only necessary to specify the number of channels in the receiver group, the distance between the channels, the X- and Y-axes-based offsets of the source as well as the CDP bin size.

The **Dummy geometry** mode implies that *the first receiver geometry channel is placed at zero*, i.e. in the origin of the coordinate system. Thus, if the source was placed in front (in the current coordinate system – on the left) of the receiver during the survey, set up the dy offset value as negative.

As the ship moves within the reference system different from the geometry setup coordinate system, in such a case the calculated values of the receivers’ coordinates in the streamer will be negative, until the streamer covers the distance of one its length in the ship’s course. A schematic layout of the coordinate systems relative to each other and implicit when specifying geometry and ship’s course is presented below (it precisely corresponds to the **Dummy geometry** mode). A blue colour stands for
the CS\(^3\) against which the ship moves, and a deep red colour stands for the of CS the geometry input (displayed in the module); only positive directions are shown.

Also is worth noting that the CS of the ship movement identifies the headers intended for recording the calculated values of the positions of the sources and receivers. In other words, blue X corresponds to the REC_X, SOU_X headers; blue Y corresponds to the REC_Y, SOU_Y headers. It is clear that

\(^3\) Coordinate system
the first receivers’ positions in the streamer will be negative until the streamer crosses the zero point of the CS of the ship movement.

In general, in the **Real ship coordinates mode**, the relative position of the coordinate systems looks similar. The differences will lie in the fact that the receiver geometry CS may generally be found in any place with respect to the CS of the ship movement according to the obtained GPS coordinates.

**Short module features description:**

The **Ship / Navigation** tab

**Dataset** – dataset selection to be used for geometry calculation

![Marine geometry input parameters](image)

“**Dummy**” coordinates – geometry input mode without using GPS-file with ship coordinates
**Shot Interval** (enabled with «Dummy geometry» only) – the distance between source positions in meters.

**Real ship coordinates** – geometry input mode using GPS-file with ship coordinates.

**Ship navigation** – loading the file with ship navigation. After choosing this menu item, a dialogue box will appear:

![Edit navigation layout](image)

**Select file** – selection of the file with navigation

Having selected the file, the user should determine the columns which contain the information about the time or FFID and the coordinates.

The information assignment process from GPS-file is realized as follows:

a. In case of **Columns-Delimited** for each line in the field **Definition of field**, a corresponding column in a file with geometry needs to be defined. For this purpose the wanted field (for example Time-Hour) needs to be chosen: click with the left
mouse button on the required column and press Set pos. Current field will show the number of columns from where the value will be obtained.

b. In case of **Columns-Fixed width** for each line in the field **Definition of field**, it is necessary to define the spectral band containing the value required. For this purpose, it is necessary to select the first line in the option **Definition of field** with the left mouse button (while used for correspondence with time, it will be Time-Hour (hour); while used for correspondence with choosing header field, it will be the header field); then click the left mouse button within the displayed file in the beginning of the column corresponding to the hour and release the left mouse button where it ends. The selected range will be highlighted. To fix the range of the current line in the **Definition of fields** press Set pos.

**Field switch off** – This option allows you to «switch off» any of the rows in the set **Definition of fields**, which makes it easier to coordinate different record formats – degrees-minutes-seconds, degrees-minutes-split minutes, etc.

*Example*: if the coordinates are recorded in the format of degrees-split degrees, go to the field LAT / LON-Min, LAT / LON-Sec and switch them off by clicking **Field switch off**. Now it is necessary to set only the field LAT / LON-Deg to degrees-split degrees. So you do not need to recalculate the coordinates into format such as degrees-minutes-seconds – the program will do it automatically.

**Lines** – it is used to choose the range of lines that value will be read from. This option allows for skipping those lines with additional information recorded (for example, captions).

**Coordinates system** – setting the coordinate system in which the file with the coordinates is recorded.

**Lon / Lat** – Geographical Reference System in the format such as degrees-minutes-seconds

**UTM Zone number** – UTM Zone which will be used for recalculation of the coordinates into the UTM system. If the value is 0, the program determines the zone automatically.

**UTM_X, UTM_Y** – UTM coordinate system

The buttons **Load / Save template** lets you save and load configurations to assign values from the navigation file. By clicking on the **OK** button – the module will return to the previous MDI window and save all the changes.

**Cancel** – without saving changes.
Select matching

**Time match** – the coordinates will be assigned based on the correspondence between the time recorded in the dataset headers and the time recorded in the GPS file. The order number of the day of year is also used when assigning coordinates and determined in the **Julian day** field.

**Header match** – the coordinates will be assigned based on the correspondence between any of the header fields and the respective number of the file. More often than not, this field is the sequence number of the shot (FFID) recorded in the source data headers and in the file with coordinates. If this option is selected in the window **Edit navigation layout – Definition of field**, then, instead of the time, **Matching_field** will be displayed, i.e. the field selected in the previous window.

![Edit navigation layout](image)

**Coordinate smooth** – smoothing the coordinates on the basis of:

- **Window length** – the length of the window in pixels;
- **Rejection percent** – percent of rejection of the smallest and largest values.

**Shot report** – after the completion of the module work, it will display the Progress Report. The Tab **Source / Streamer geometry** is used to define the geometry of the receivers-emitters distribution.
**Receiver geometry** – setting the geometry of the receivers distribution:

**First receiver dx (m)** – distance in meters along the X-axis between the GPS position and the first receiver in the streamer;

**First receiver dy (m)** – distance in meters along the Y-axis between the GPS position and the first receiver in the streamer;

**Number of receivers** – the number of receivers in the streamer;

**Distance between receivers (m)** – distance between receivers in the streamer.

**Source geometry** – setting the geometry of the source:
**Source dx (m)** – distance in meters along the X-axis between the GPS position and the source;

**Source dy (m)** – distance in meters along the Y-axis between the GPS position and the source.

**CDP bin size** – the size of the CDP bin.

The parameters that affect the accuracy of the calculation of the coordinates:

**Streamer shape** – defines the form of the receiving streamer:

- **Straight line** – the streamer is always located in a straight line behind the ship in the direction of a ship’s course

- **Follow ship track** – the streamer is located in the ship’s course, which generally is not dead ahead.

In both cases, the direction of a ship’s course is calculated by navigation from the **Heading Calculation** field with the base defined therein.

**SharpSeis deghosing**

*SharpSeis Deghosting* routine is dedicated for removing ghost wavefield from marine seismic data. Provided algorithm can be applied for both 2D and 3D marine seismic datasets with any type of source and does not require any additional information except the data itself. The *SharpSeis Deghosting* module utilize a stabilized approximate recursive filter solution, applied to a seismic trace in both forward and reversed time. The resulting two traces (primary wavefield without the ghost, and ghost wavefield without the primary) are, then, combined in a nonlinear manner in order to maximize the signal and suppress the noise trains, stabilizing the result even further. The optimum ghost delay is estimated adaptively to the data within a sliding window, to ensure the best possible match. This results in sharp crystal-clear seismic images with high signal-to-noise ratio.
Method theory

It is well known, that the deghosting problem does not have an exact and stable solution without using additional data from special acquisition methods (variable depth streamers, dual sensor streamers, over-under acquisition). To show the complexity of the problem we will start from considering 1D model of seismic trace:

\[ z(t) = p(t) - p(t - \theta) \]  

(1)

where \( \theta \) - ghost time-delay, \( p(t) \) - desired ghost-free solution of the trace. Here, we assume the reflectivity of sea surface equal \(-1\). Equation (1) could be solved recursively in the following form:

\[ p(t) = z(t) + p(t - \theta) = z(t) + z(t - \theta) + p(t - 2\theta) = \ldots \]  

(2)

Given approach is not applicable in practice as it accumulates error exponentially. One of the possible and relatively simple way to solve the equation (2) is to use approximate solutions. For the approximate solution, we will introduce a parameter \( q \) to the formula (2) as following:

\[ \hat{p}(t) = z(t) + q\hat{p}(t - \theta), \text{ where } q < 1 \]  

(3)

The parameter \( q \) works as damping factor stabilizing our solution.

Main disadvantage of this approach is the error: \( \sum_i p(t - \theta i) \cdot (1 - q)^i \)  

(4),

which, strictly saying, is an infinite pulse train, decreasing exponentially with time. This amplitude error can be decreased by considering recursive filter in the opposite time direction:

\[ \check{p}(t) = -z(t + \theta) + q\check{p}(t + \theta) \]  

(5)

Two-way resulting filter that would be the sum of forward and reverse filters decreases amplitude error twice:

\[ \tilde{p}(t) = \frac{1}{2}(\check{p}(t) + \hat{p}(t)) \]  

(6)

This solution decreases amplitude of the error (4) but not the resulting energy. Nonlinear filtering could be used as a modification of formula (6):

\[ \check{p}(t) = \omega(t)\hat{p}(t) + [1 - \omega(t)]\check{p}(t) \]  

(7)

where \( \omega(t) \) is chosen in the following manner: if \( \hat{p}(t) \approx \check{p}(t) \) on a certain time interval, than we choose \( \omega(t) \) equal 0.5, otherwise, \( \omega(t) \) is inversely proportional to the RMS amplitude of \( \check{p}(t) \). As the result, noisy part (pulse train) of the deghosted trace by forward filter will be replaced by the same part “reversely” deghosted trace, which does not contain such noises. This approach would decrease noises, while leaving good signal level.
On practice, optimum time-delay $\theta$ and $q$ parameters are not constant both in space and in time – adjusting of these parameters within a specified range can significantly improve the processing result. In the implemented deghosting algorithm, the parameters are estimated adaptively to the data within sliding windows by resolving nonlinear optimization problem.

Reference:

Module parameters

Ghost time-delay adaptation – if checked ON, the ghost time-delay will be adaptively estimated both in time and space windows from the range, defined in Minimum and Maximum ghost time-delay header fields:

Minimum ghost time-delay (ms) – select the header with minimum value of ghost time-delay in ms for the adaptive time-delay estimation

Maximum ghost time-delay (ms) – select the header with maximum value of ghost time-delay in ms for the adaptive time-delay estimation

Time window length (ms) – time window in ms where adaptation normalized power will be calculated. Estimated time delays are interpolating between time window centers

Time window step (ms) – step for time windows in ms

Trace window length – number of traces where ghost time-delay will be calculated by adaptation normalized power. Estimated time delays are interpolating between time window centers

Trace window step - trace windows step

If checked OFF, ghost single time-delay value will be used for deghosting routine:

Ghost time-delay (ms) – select the header with the ghost time-delay in ms to be used by the deghosting algorithm

Ghost amplitude adaptation – if checked ON, the ghost amplitude delay will be adaptively estimated both in time and space windows from the range, defined in Minimum and Maximum ghost amplitude header fields. Smaller amplitude values will provide less noises while recursive filtering. Bigger
amplitude values results in better ghost subtraction. Thus, the choose of the amplitude value is a trade-off between noise level and ghost subtraction.

**Minimum ghost amplitude** – select the header with minimum value of ghost amplitude for the adaptive amplitude estimation

**Maximum ghost amplitude** – select the header with maximum value of ghost amplitude for the adaptive amplitude estimation

If checked OFF, single ghost amplitude will be used for deghosting routine:

**Ghost amplitude** - select the header with the ghost amplitude to be used by the deghosting algorithm

**Forward and reverse traces combination**

If **Combined filtered traces** is checked, forward and reverse filtered traces will be combined in the given time range. This option should be checked to provide final deghosting result.

**Trace combination time window (ms)** – time window in ms to combine forward and reverse filtered traces

**Output ghost model only** – by selecting this option, ghost model will be output as a result of SharpSeis routine. This ghost model can be subtracted afterwards by Adaptive Wavefield Subtraction module.

**Output estimated parameters** – estimated ghost time-delay will appear as a trace amplitudes. Could be used to adjust ghost time-delay.

**SharpSeis application**

1. Recommended sorting of input data is common channel gathers (CHAN:FFID). SharpSeis should be applied for every single channel gather. SharpSeis can be applied for both 2D and 3D data.
2. SharpSeis should be applied before Stacking and Normal Moveout corrections.
3. Nyquist frequency of the input data should be equal (5-10)*Fmax, where Fmax is maximum meaningful frequency of the data. Nyquist frequency can be increased by Resampling module.
4. Data should be prepared by removing direct wave arrival and strong linear noises. Top muting is strongly recommended before SharpSeis application.
5. Minimum and Maximum ghost time delay should be written to the headers before application. Ghost time delays can be initially estimated from frequency spectrum notches or directly from data.
6. Ghost amplitude around 0.8 is a good starting value for SharSeis deghosting algorithm.

**Deghosting* (Ghost wave suppression on near offsets)**

This module is used to suppress ghost waves in single-channel or stacked data obtained with small source-receiver offsets. The algorithm implemented in the module is based on adaptive subtraction of the ghost wave model from the source wave field. The ghost wave model is created from the data itself by means of static shifting of the original traces by the specified time. The ghost wave adaptive subtraction algorithm is similar to the one used in the Wave Field Subtraction module and is described in detail in the relevant section of the User Manual. The basics of the module operation are briefly described below.

A shaping filter that minimizes the results of the ghost wave model subtraction from the original field is constructed for each trace based on the original and model data. The filter searches for similar reflections present both in the original data and in the ghost wave model and minimized their root mean square amplitudes in the resulting field. Additional nonstationarity that allows the filter to adapt to events that are similar but not identical is introduced in the process of the filter calculation.

This allows the subtraction algorithm to work efficiently to a certain degree even with approximate ghost wave models wherein the arrival times and reflection amplitude differ somewhat from the observed ones. However, the closer the ghost wave model is to the actually observed ghost waves, the better it will be subtracted. Therefore, the best results can be achieved with minimum source-receiver distances, since zero offset allows obtaining the most accurate model. For the same reason the module works less efficiently when data are substantially affected by sea disturbance.

In the process of filter calculation for each individual original data trace several adjacent traces may be used in addition to the model trace corresponding to the original data trace, since it may be found that the specific features of the current trace are more similar to fragments of the adjacent traces in the model. Consequently, use of adjacent traces may result in stronger subtraction. On the other hand, filters generated for adjacent traces should not differ from each other substantially. Therefore, it may be useful to average the filters calculated for each trace with several adjacent traces. This operation results in a softer subtraction and allows avoiding the effect of a “hole” around the suppressed multiple reflection.
The following dialog box appears when the module is launched:

- **Decon operator parameters** – parameters of the subtraction operator

- **Operator length** – sets the shaping filter length in milliseconds. As a rule, the filter length should be equal to or greater than the wavelet length. Increasing the filter length to a certain extent leads to stronger subtraction and also increases the time needed to run the procedure.

- **White noise level** – regularization parameter. Increasing this parameter leads to a more stable result and softer subtraction effect.

- **Ghost delay** – static data shift used to generate the ghost wave models

- **Constant delay (ms)** – bulk shift in ms that will be introduced into the data. This value should correspond to the difference between the reflection arrival time and the associated ghost wave arrival time averaged across all traces.

- **From Header** — sets various shifts for each trace from the header field. The user needs to fill in the header field in advance.

- **Use adjacent traces** – inclusion of adjacent ghost wave model traces in filter calculation and averaging of the obtained filters across several traces

- **Number of traces** – this parameter sets the number of adjacent traces of the ghost wave model on each side of the current trace that will be taken into account during the filter generation. If it is equal to zero, adjacent traces will not be used, and the filter will be built based on the single current trace of the model. If it is equal to 1, the traces will be used: the central one and two adjacent ones on both sides, etc. This parameter is discussed in greater detail in the Wave Field Subtraction module.
description. Increasing this parameter amplifies the subtraction effect but results in a longer procedure run time. It is a good idea to start with 3 adjacent traces and then try to increase or decrease this number.

- **Filter averaging base (tr)** – sets the number of traces with which the calculated filters will be averaged. Usually it is recommended to enter a relatively large number here. You can start with 25 and work up or down from there. Increasing this parameter results in a softer subtraction, while decreasing it makes subtraction stronger.

- **Band transform** – this option limits the frequency range within which the operations are performed. It allows decreasing the processing time and performing additional frequency filtering of the data.

- The **Low frequency** and **High frequency** parameters set the lower and upper boundaries of the used frequency range, respectively.

- **Output ghost model** – when this option is on, the module does not subtract the model from the original wavefield but output the model itself, instead. This can be used for parameter testing and debugging.

### Dropped / Missed Shots Correction

When collecting the marine data, certain situations arise when the gathering system operates at the wrong time and either produces and records the dropped shot or misses any scheduled ones. If the navigation recording is performed separately and there exists an autonomous numbering of the shots, it turns out that the number of the shots in the data does not correspond to the numbers in the navigation files, which makes the geometry input more difficult.

This module is designed to coordinate the numbers of the shots in the data with their numbers in the navigation files. The traces with the numbers of shots from the **List of dropped shots** are rejected from the flow, and the following numbers are reduced. On the contrary, the numbers of the shots that follow the numbers from the List of missed shots increase.

It is assumed that the numbers of the shots are stored in the FFID field, and all the manipulations are made with this field only.

The Module options dialogue box is shown below:
Swell Filter

The **Swell Filter** module calculates and enters the swell statics into the single-channel marine data.

This module can also work with multi-channel data; in this case, the data must be sorted by channels and the flow must be performed in the frame mode so that each frame contains the data from only one channel.

For the operation of the module, the seafloor pick must be first created and stored in any header field. The module smoothes the pick by means of the trimmed mean method in the sliding window, calculates the difference between the initial pick and the smoothed one and enters this difference as the statics to the trace.

**Module Parameters**
- **Seafloor pick** – select the header field that contains the seafloor pick value from the drop-down list.

- **Averaging base (traces)**: the width of the sliding window expressed in traces.

- **Max / Min rejection (%)** – the rejection percentage.
Interpolation

Profile Interpolation* (Interpolation of profile data on a regular grid)

The module is designed for data interpolation into a regular grid. This module belongs to the class of stand alone modules, that’s why it doesn’t require any input/output modules in the flow.

Input data

The input data for the interpolation procedure are traces that reside in one or several datasets and traces’ coordinates, which can reside in any traces’ header fields. The requirement for the input data is an equal number of samples.

Module operation

To activate the module you have to put it into the flow and click the button Run, after that a parameters’ dialogue appears:
Parameters

- **X Coordinate** allows selecting x-coordinate for the raw data
- **Y Coordinate** allows selecting y-coordinate for the raw data
- **Add profile...** adds raw data for interpolation, after having added data the name of the dataset appears in the list
- **Output dataset...** allows specifying the dataset, to which the interpolation results will be saved
- **Save Template/Load Template** saves/loads the templates into the database
- **Define regular grid...** produces interactive tool for specifying regular grid
- **Interpolate** triggers the interpolation
- **Collar** specifies the size of vicinity for data retrieval at the edges of the regular grid, the size is given in steps of a regular grid
- **Exit** exit from the module

The module operation requires the input data specification (button **Add profile...**) and indication of which trace headers correspond to which x- and y-coordinates (items **X Coordinate** and **Y Coordinate**).

After that you have to specify a regular grid for interpolation, and click the button **Define regular grid...**; as a result a map window appears, where the raw profiles and a regular grid (if any) will be displayed:
as well a window that displays current cursor coordinates appears:

![Coordinates](image)

and a control window of display of map and regular grid appears:

![Map Tools](image)

where:

- **Pan** Image positioning of the map
- **Zoom In/Zoom Out** zooming in/zooming out of the display scale
- **Define Grid** defining regular grid parameters
- **Move Grid** moving regular grid
- **Rotate Grid** Rotating regular grid with reference to its’ origin
- **OK** Closing dialogue with saving parameters
- **Cancel** Closing dialogue without saving parameters
To specify the regular grid you have to click the button **Define Grid**, then parameters’ dialogue appears: where:

- **Origin X/Origin Y** origin of the regular grid
- **Angle** rotation angle of the regular grid
- **Cell size X** cell size of the regular grid in X direction
- **Cell size Y** cell size of the regular grid in Y direction
- **Number of cells X** number of cells of regular grid in X direction
- **Number of cells Y** number of cells of regular grid in Y direction

After specification of the regular grid it will be displayed on the map window:
In case of the necessity the position of the regular grid can be corrected by moving and rotating (buttons Move Grid and Rotate Grid correspondingly).

Upon completion of the regular grid specification you should click the button OK to save the parameters.

Then you have to specify the dataset to save the results of interpolation (button Output dataset...) and perform the interpolation (button Interpolate).

If required you have to save / load interpolation templates (buttons Save Template/Load Template), as after quitting the module the setup is not preserved.

The headers CDP_X, CDP_Y in the output dataset will contain coordinates in the system corresponding to the raw data, while the headers ILINE_NO, XLINE_NO - cell numbers on X and Y-axis of the regular grid.
**CCP-CMP X Interpolation**

This module allows accomplishing a dataset interpolation in horizontal direction. The sinc function out of 8 points is used in interpolation algorithm. The dataset under interpolation is re-sampled to a rarer or more frequent spatial interval. The new step between the traces can not be an integer or a divisible by step values at the input.

When this module is activated the following dialog box opens:

![Interpolation Dialog Box](image)

**New trace spacing interval** - a value that defines the step between the traces at output. This value should be specified in meters.

**Specify geometry** - in case if in the initial data the step values between the traces were different these values must be reduced to constant by means of interpolation. In this case the **Specify geometry** flag should be marked on and, specify the correspondence between trace numbers and x coordinates (offsets for profile start). First and last traces correspond to coordinates from x and to x, respectively, specified in the **Data Input** module. The correspondence between other traces must be assigned in a text field which is activated if the flag is marked on. Geometry specification format looks as the following: \( n1:x_1, n2:x_2, \ldots, nm:x_m, \)

where \( n_1 \) - trace number, \( x_i \) - coordinates. Trace numbers and coordinates should be specified increasingly. The correspondence between trace numbers and coordinates between adjacent specified \( n,x \) pairs is considered as linear.
Refraction

Travel Time Inversion*

The Travel Time inversion module is used to process curved-path refraction first arrival materials using the Herglotz-Wiechert (HW) method as well as the tomographic approach.

Travel Time inversion is a so-called standalone module, i.e. a module that generates the flow by itself.

All data processing within the module takes place within a certain processing scheme. A scheme is a combination of first arrival picks, processing and visualization parameters, and the resulting velocity model. Each scheme is stored in a separate directory within the RadExPro project.

Working with the module

After adding the module to the flow, specify the name of an existing scheme in the Select existing Travel Time Inversion project or make new dialog box or create a new one by clicking the “…” button.

When execution of the flow is started (Run), the following dialog boxes will appear: Scheme Parameters and Travel Time Inversion.

Scheme Parameters – this dialog box is used to add first arrival picks to the scheme and loading topography.
The left half of the dialog box contains a viewer means for the project database containing the picks necessary to run the module.

A list of picks added by the user to the scheme is shown in the right half of the dialog box.

Picks are added to the scheme by double-clicking their name in the project database or clicking the >> button.

To delete a pick from the scheme, select it from the list and press delete on the keyboard or click the << button in the dialog box.

To add a topography line, click the Load relief… button and select a relief-defining pick linked to the REC_X header field.

**IMPORTANT:** For the module to run successfully, the first arrival picks should be linked to the SOU_X and REC_X header fields, and the relief-defining pick should be linked to the REC_X header field. To make sure this is the case, press the Pick headers button in the Save pick dialog box when
saving the pick. A new dialog box with two header lists will open, allowing you to select the necessary fields.

One pick can contain first arrival curves obtained from several shot points (SP). In this case the pick is divided into flank segments when it is imported into the project. Each segment corresponds to one SP and has a unique name.

**Travel Time Inversion** – the primary working window of the module: the upper part of the window shows the observed travel time curves (in red), theoretical travel time curves (in blue), and source position (in pink); the velocity model, rays, and velocity values for specific points are shown in the lower part of the window.

The window also contains a menu bar and a toolbar.
This menu opens the **Scheme Parameters** dialog box used to edit the list of picks within the scheme and the topography.

**Picks**

![Image of menu options]

The Picks menu allows the user to:

- **Edit picks** (Edit Hodographs)
- **Delete picks** (Delete Pick)
- **Save an individual pick to the database** (Save Pick to DB)
- **Save all observed picks to the database** (Save All Data Picks to DB…)
- **Save all theoretical picks to the database** (Save All Theor Picks to DB…)
- **Smooth selected pick** (Smooth Pick…)
- **Smooth all picks** (Smooth All Picks…)
- **Enable/disable theoretical picks** (Show Theor Curves), observed picks (Show Data Curves) and rays (Show Rays)
- **Analyze deviation of the observed picks from the theoretical ones** (Deviation analysis)

**Editing picks**
To start editing the picks, select the **Edit Hodographs** menu item or click the button on the toolbar.

The following actions can be performed with picks:

- **Adding a point.** Place the mouse cursor over the spot where a new point is to be created and press the left mouse button (MB1).

- **Moving a point.** Place the mouse cursor over the point to be moved, press and hold the right mouse button (MB2) and drag the point to a new time (hold Ctrl key to move the point horizontally as well)

- **Deleting a point.** Place the mouse cursor over the point to be deleted and double-click the right mouse button (MB2).

- **Deleting several points.** While pressing the Shift key, press and hold the left mouse button (MB1) and select a rectangular area containing all points to be deleted.

- **Selecting a pick.** Move the cursor over the pick, press the Ctrl key and the left mouse button (MB1). Press Tab to cycle through the picks.

- **Moving a pick.** Place the mouse cursor over the pick, press Shift, then press the right mouse button and move the pick while holding down MB2+Shift.

**Deleting picks**

To delete a pick, first select it and then select **Delete Pick** from the **Picks** menu.

**Saving picks**

To save a pick, first select it and then select **Save Pick to DB…** from the **Picks** menu. A save dialog box will appear allowing you to specify the pick name and project database section where the pick will be saved.

To save theoretical and observed picks to a separate project database object, select **Save All Theor Picks to DB…** or **Save All Data Picks to DB…** menu item for theoretical and observed picks, respectively. A save dialog box will appear allowing you to specify the pick set name and project database section where the set will be saved.

**Pick smoothing**

This procedure can be applied only to observed picks (either to an individual pick or to all picks).
To perform individual pick smoothing, select it in the editing mode and then select the **Smooth Pick**… menu item or click the button on the toolbar.

The smoothing setup dialog box will open:

![Smooth Parameters dialog box]

The **Smooth base** parameter is used to specify the averaging window length in meters. Set this parameter and click **OK**.

To perform smoothing for all observed picks, select the **Smooth All Picks**… menu item and specify the **Smooth base** parameter.

**Model**

The velocity model menu allows the user to:

- Edit the palette used to display the velocity model (**Edit Palette**…)
- Load a velocity model in the GRD format (**Load Model**…)
- Save a velocity model in the GRD format (**Save Model**…)
- Specify a gradient velocity model manually (**Define Gradient Model**…)
- Extrapolate a velocity model to the edges of the sources and receivers (**Extrapolate Model**…)
- Export a velocity model as a text file (**Export Model to ASCII**…)

474
Enable/disable the display of velocity values obtained using the Herglotz-Wiechert (HW) method (Show H-W values…)

Smooth a velocity model (Smooth Model…)

**Editing the velocity model palette**

Select the Model/Edit Palette… menu option. The palette setup dialog box will open.

![Choose Palette dialog box](image)

Working with palettes in this module is generally similar to working with palettes in the Screen Display module and is described in the RadExPro Plus 3.95 User Manual. The only difference is the Palette limits field allowing the user to define the velocity value range based on the data (Get limits from data) or manually specify the minimum (Lower limit) and maximum (Higher limit) values.

**Loading a velocity model**

Select the Model/Load Model… menu option. A file selection dialog box will open:

![File selection dialog box](image)

To load a velocity model, select the necessary GRD file in the dialog box.
Saving a velocity model

Select the **Model/ Save Model**…menu option. A file selection dialog box will open:

Specify the name of the file to which you want to save the model.

**Specifying a gradient velocity model**

Select the **Model/ Save Gradient Model**…menu option. The gradient velocity model setup dialog box will open.

**XMin**: X – velocity model start coordinate

**XMax**: X – velocity model end coordinate
**Dx:** velocity model cell width

**Depth:** velocity model depth

**Dy:** velocity model cell height

**Vmin:** velocity model initial velocity

**Vmax:** velocity model terminal velocity

Set all necessary parameters and click **OK**.

**Extrapolating a velocity model**

Select the **Model/ Extrapolate Model…** menu option. The velocity model extrapolation setup dialog box will appear.

Specify the desired minimum and maximum X coordinates of the model in meters in the **Xmin** and **Xmax** fields.

**Exporting a velocity model as a text file**

Select the **Model/ Export Model to ASCII…** menu option. In the file save dialog specify the name of the file to which you want to save the model.

**Enabling/disabling the display of velocity values obtained using the Herglotz-Wiechert (HW) method**

The **Model/ Show H-W values…** menu option enables or disables display of values generated using the HW method (if any).
Velocity model smoothing

Select the Model/Smooth Model... menu option or press the button on the toolbar.

The velocity model smoothing setup dialog box will open.

Specify the smoothing window Horizontal and Vertical sizes in meters.

View
The View menu option opens a submenu containing the following commands:

- **Zoom In** – increase the current zoom level (this option works similarly to the Zoom/Set Zoom menu option of the Screen Display module and is described in the RadExPro Plus 3.95 User Manual)

- **Zoom Out** – decrease the current menu level (this option works similarly to the Zoom/Unzoom menu option of the Screen Display module and is described in the RadExPro Plus 3.95 User Manual)

- **Fit to Scale** – display the image in the “original” size (as set by the Set Scale option).

- **Full Extent** – scale the image to fit the window

- **Set Scale** – set the scale

- **Toolbar** – enable/disable the toolbar

- **Status bar** – enable/disable the status bar

**Setting the scale**
Select the **View/Set Scale** menu option or click the button on the toolbar. The scale setup dialog box will open, allowing the user to specify the horizontal **Horizontal scale** and **Vertical scale** for travel time curves (**Traveltime**) and the velocity model (**Model**).

![Scale parameters dialog box](image)

**Inverse problem solution (the Inversion field)**

Two methods can be used to solve inverse problems: the HW method (**Gerglotz-Wiechert Inversion**) and the tomographic method (**Tomography**).

![Inversion dialog box](image)

**HW method (Gerglotz-Wiechert Inversion)**

Load the observed travel time curves from the RadExPro Plus database using the **Scheme Parameters** dialog box as described above.

Select **Herglotz-Wiechert Inversion** in the **Inversion** field as the inverse problem solution method. To set the procedure parameters, press the **Parameters...** button. This will open the setup dialog box:
This dialog box allows the user to specify the boundaries of the model (Grid size) that will be created when the results obtained using the HW method are interpolated to a regular grid.

**X start** – model start X coordinate in meters

**Z start** – model start Z coordinate in meters

**X end** – model end X coordinate in meters

**Z end** – model end Z coordinate in meters

**nx** – number of cells on the X axis in meters

**nz** – number of cells on the Z axis in meters

**dx** – cell size on the X axis in meters

**dz** – cell size on the Z axis in meters

**Show results before gridding** – this parameter enables/disables viewing and editing of results obtained directly using the HW method (a non-regular set of nodes with estimated velocities), before gridding them.

**Filters**… opens a dialog box allowing the user to limit the output data range

![Filters dialog box](image)

**V Filter** – this parameter enables/disables the output data filtration mode

**Min** – minimum velocity value in m/s

**Max** – maximum velocity value in m/s

If the filter is on, the values outside of the specified range will not be taken for gridding.

To run the procedure, click the **Calculate** button. A dialog box will appear (VXH Grid):
The calculation results are presented as a table with the first three columns containing X coordinate values in meters, Z coordinate values in meters, and velocity values in meters per second. The fourth column allows specifying whether the current value will be used in interpolation to a regular grid.

**Editing cells**

If necessary, the results can be edited. To change the value in a cell, double-click the left mouse button on the cell to be edited or place the cursor over it and press Enter key on the keyboard. To exit the editing mode and save the results, press the Enter key. If you do not want to save the results of editing, press Esc key.

**Export**… opens a dialog box allowing the user to select an ASCII file name to which the HW calculation results will be exported.

**Adjust parameters**… opens the interpolation grid setup dialog box (same as the VXH setup dialog box).

Set all necessary parameters and click the OK button. The velocity model built will be displayed built in the lower part of the screen.

To exit the procedure without building a velocity model, press Cancel.

**Tomography**
This procedure requires a source velocity model. It can be obtained using the HW method, specified manually (see **Specifying a gradient velocity mode**) or loaded from an external GRD file. No parameters are needed to run this procedure – just press the **Calculate** button. If you see the following message,

![Error message](image)

it means that before running the procedure, you need to extrapolate the velocity model to make its size along the X axis equal to or larger than the source data receiver range.

**Direct problem solution**

Direct problem solution is based on eikonal equation solution and is performed in one of two modes: simple theoretical travel time curve building (the **Eikonal equation** mode) and theoretical travel time curve building with ray tracing (the **Raytracing** mode). A velocity model is necessary to solve the direct problem.

Select a mode and click the **Calculate** button.

**Analysis of observed travel time curve deviation from theoretical travel time curves**

(Deviation analysis)

To calculate standard deviation of observed travel time curves from theoretical ones select the **Picks/Deviation analysis** menu item. A dialog box containing a table with two columns will appear: **SOU_X** – shot point coordinate and **STD Dev** – standard travel time curve deviation.
When a table line is selected using the mouse cursor, the travel time curves corresponding to the shot point in the **SOU_X** field in that line will be highlighted in the **Travel Time Inversion** working window.
Easy Refraction* (Processing of seismic refraction data)

(This module was developed in cooperation with “Geometria” company)

The module allows processing first arrival curves and building refraction boundaries using the delay-time (classical reciprocal) method.

Easy Refraction is a standalone module, i.e. it shall be the only module in the flow.

All data processing within the module takes place within a certain processing scheme, which is a collection of the time-curves, parameters, and a resulting model. When you add the module into the flow, you will be asked to select a scheme.

Click the Browse button to either select an existing scheme or enter a name of the new one.

Working with the module

The module interface is divided into two main sections – travel time curve section and medium model section:
The travel time curve panel is divided into two parts: the window where the user works with travel time curves and the tree containing all loaded travel time curves grouped by their source positions.

The model panel is also divided into two parts: the window where the refraction boundaries, day surface relief and wave velocities are shown and the tree containing all refraction boundaries that have been built.

The travel time curve section and model section are synchronized on the X axis in such a way that any scale change or panning in one of the windows results in the same change in another window.

Travel time curves and refraction boundaries are shown as checkboxes in the object tree. If a checkbox is ticked, the corresponding travel time curve/boundary is shown on the screen, if not – it is hidden.

The module allows selecting travel time curves using either the left or the right mouse button; the selected travel time curves are highlighted in red and blue, respectively. To select, press and hold (!) the corresponding mouse button. If travel time curves have reciprocal points, the reciprocal point time determined by the red travel time curve is shown as two crosshairs on the screen.

The travel time curve section is divided into two parts: the window where travel time curves are shown and the tree containing all loaded travel time curves associated with their source positions.

The model section contains a tree of all refraction boundaries that have been built.

The module allows selecting travel time curves using either the left or the right mouse button; the selected travel time curves are highlighted in red and blue, respectively. If two travel time curves are selected and they have reciprocal points, the reciprocal point time determined by the red travel time curve is shown as two crosshairs on the screen. The status bar at the bottom also shows the value of the time difference at the reciprocal points.

The status bar in the main window of the Easy Refraction module shows the total number of the loaded travel time curves, the X and Y coordinates of the current cursor position, and the difference between the reciprocal times of the two selected travel time curves (if the selected travel time curves have any reciprocal points).

The Easy Refraction module has two different types of context menus opened by single-clicking the right mouse button in the travel time curve editing window. The first type appears if no travel time curve (red) was previously selected with the left mouse button:
If a travel time curve was selected before opening the context menu, the latter will look as follows:

The context menu items are the same as the ones in the *Time Curves* menu accessed through the main menu of the Easy Refraction module and will be described in detail further in this document.

**Hotkeys**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotkey</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Make selected curve visible/invisible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + a</td>
<td>Make all curves visible/invisible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Enable/disable color mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Show/hide velocity values by layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v (press and hold)</td>
<td>Determine velocity using the “ruler” tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>Show/hide velocity values by layers and velocity lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>Tie the travel time curve to zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Smooth the selected travel time curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete the selected curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMB Double Click</td>
<td>Edit the selected travel time curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Combination</td>
<td>Action Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMB Click</td>
<td>Open the context menu in the travel time curve editing window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Wheel</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + Mouse Wheel</td>
<td>Vertical zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt + Mouse Wheel</td>
<td>Horizontal zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space + Mouse Move</td>
<td>Rectangle zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMB Double Click</td>
<td>Return to the full-screen mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMB Double Click</td>
<td>Return to the full-screen mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + MMB Double Click</td>
<td>Return to the full-screen mode by the vertical axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt + MMB Double Click</td>
<td>Return to the full-screen mode by the horizontal axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMB + Move</td>
<td>Panning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up, Left, Right, Down</td>
<td>Panning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift + LMB + Move</td>
<td>Move the selected travel time curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift + RMB + Move</td>
<td>Move the point on the selected travel time curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, …, 9</td>
<td>Enable marker for layer 1, 2, …, 9 or disable it if already enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~</td>
<td>Disable marker mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reset layer marking for all travel time curves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + 1, 2, …, 9</td>
<td>Show/hide layer 1, 2, …, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + 0</td>
<td>Show/hide travel time sections that are not associated with any layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + z</td>
<td>Undo the last action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl + y</td>
<td>Redo the last action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>Launch automatic inversion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mouse Wheel – mouse wheel rotation

Mouse Move – mouse movement
LMB, MMB, RMB – left, middle, and right mouse button, respectively

Up, Left, Right, Down – up, left, right, and down arrows

Menu items

File

The **File** menu item is used to import/export data (travel time curves, boundaries, relief, velocities) to/from the Easy Refraction module.

The module allows exchanging data both inside the RadExPro project and with external sources.

The module allows saving/loading the current project that contains all information on the travel time curves, boundaries, relief and velocities obtained in the course of working with the module.

The module also allows exporting:

- refraction boundaries in the DWG format,
- travel time curves in the ST format (for further processing in the Zond2DST seismic tomography program).

Load from RadExPro DB

Clicking the **Load from RadExPro DB** menu item opens the following dialog box:

![Dialog](image)

All current project flows are shown on the left; the picks selected for import into the Easy Refraction module are shown on the right. To import picks saved in the project into the Easy Refraction module, select them in the left part of the window and press the >> button.

First arrival curves must be saved with correctly completed SOU_X and REC_X headers to enable their processing in the Easy Refraction module.
Import

Clicking the **Import** menu item opens a dialog box that allows importing data from external files (outside the RadExPro project):

The following input data types can be selected in this dialog box:

- **Easy refraction project**
  
  Easy Refraction module project with the *.erproj extension. This format contains all information on travel time curves, boundaries, relief and velocities obtained in the course of working with the module.

- **Easy refraction format**
  
  File with the *.erf extension. Data are stored in a binary format. This file type is created by the Easy Refraction module for the purposes of data exchange between projects. The file contains travel time curves with selected sections associated with different refraction boundaries in the Easy Refraction module format.

- **Time curves**
  
  File in the ASCII format consisting of three columns separated by spaces, colons or tabs. The first column is the X coordinate of the source, the second one is the X coordinate of the receiver, and the third one is the time.

- **Plain text model**
  
  File in the ASCII format containing information on refraction boundary positions, relief and velocities as plain text.

Export

This menu item is used to export data for further processing in other applications.

- **Easy refraction project**
  
  Easy Refraction module project with the *.erproj extension. This format contains all information on travel time curves, boundaries, relief and velocities obtained in the course of working with the module.
• **Easy refraction format**

File with the *.erf extension. Data are stored in a binary format. The file contains first arrival curves with selected sections associated with different refraction boundaries in the Easy Refraction module format.

• **Autocad DXF**

File in the DXF format containing refraction boundary positions and a relief line for further formatting of the results in AutoCAD.

• **Model text table**

File in the ASCII format containing text information on refraction boundary positions, relief and velocities in the form of a table.

• **Time curves**

Files in the ASCII format containing three columns – source coordinates, receiver coordinates and first arrival times.

• **Plain text model**

File in the ASCII format containing information on refraction boundary positions, relief and velocities as plain text.

• **Zond2DST**

File in the ST format serving as an input file for the Zond2DST seismic tomography program.

**Clear project**

This menu item deletes all data from the current project.

**View**

The **View** menu item is used to hide/show the travel time curve and model panels and select the travel time curve display color scheme.

**Time curve section**

This menu item is used to hide/show the travel time curve section:
Model section

This menu item is used to hide/show the medium model section:

Color settings

Clicking this menu item opens a dialog box that allows setting up the color scheme for the travel time curve section:
● **Plot background color**

Background color for the travel time curve section (black by default).

● **Default curve color**

Travel time curve display color (white by default).

● **Marker Colors**

Colors used to display travel time curve sections associated with different refraction boundaries (1 through 9).

**Time curves**

The **Time curves** menu item is used to edit travel time curves.

**Edit**

Select this menu item to edit the travel time curve. Clicking it opens the editing window for the selected travel time curve:
The travel time curve editing window can be divided into three main sections:

- travel time curve visualization section,
- table with travel time curve point coordinates,
- travel time curve editing panel.

The travel time curve visualization section dynamically displays changes applied to the travel time curve. In terms of functionality it is the same as the travel time curve section of the Easy Refraction module main window.

The table shows the coordinates of the points on the travel time curve. These coordinates can be changed manually, resulting in the travel time curve being redrawn.

The travel time curve editing panel contains the following buttons and fields:

- **Add**
  Adds a point to the travel time curve (at the end of the coordinate table).

- **Insert**
  Inserts a point into the travel time curve (the point is added between the selected line in the coordinate table and the next line).
• **Remove**
Deletes the selected point on the travel time curve.

• **X Shift**
Shifts the travel time curve by a constant value along the horizontal axis (coordinate axis).

• **T Shift**
Shifts the travel time curve by a constant value along the vertical axis (time axis).

• **Smooth curve**
Smoothes the travel time curve with a floating window by three points.

• **Curve name**
Allows changing the name of the current travel time curve.

• **Source X**
Allows changing the travel time curve source position coordinates.
Interpolate

This menu item is used to interpolate the entire travel time curve system to a new interval by receiver positions.

Travel time curve with a 5 m excitation interval.

Travel time curve with a 2 m excitation interval.

When this menu item is selected, a dialog box pops up, warning the user that all layer markings will be reset:

Then the interpolation dialog box opens:
• **None**

No interpolation.

• **Linear**

Linear interpolation.

• **Cubic Spline**

Cubic spline interpolation.

• **Fixed X**

Value of the X coordinate from which the interpolation will start.

• **Step X**

Target source point interval for interpolation.

**Color mode**

When this mode is active, each travel time curve in the list is displayed with a different color.

Standard travel time curve display

![Travel time curves](image)

Travel time curves in the **Color mode**
Delete
This menu item deletes the selected travel time curve.

Delete all
This menu item deletes all loaded travel time curves.

Travel time difference
This menu item allows building the difference between the two selected travel time curves to evaluate refraction in the medium.

Shift to zero
This menu item adjusts all first arrival time values so that the first arrival time on the source coordinate becomes zero.

Marker
Highlights travel time curve parts associated with different refraction boundaries. Up to 9 refraction boundaries can be built in the Easy Refraction module.
Smooth curve

Smothers the travel time curve with a floating window by three points.

![Initial travel time curve](image1)

![Smoothed travel time curve](image2)

Selecting this menu item opens a dialog box prompting the user to save or overwrite the source travel time curve:

![Dialog box](image3)

**Duplicate curve**

This menu item creates a copy of the selected travel time curve.

**Mirror curve**
This menu item creates a mirror copy of the selected travel time curve.

**Initial travel time curve**

**Initial and mirrored travel time curves**

**Refraction surfaces**

**Delete all**

This menu item deletes all refraction boundaries.

**Relief**

This menu item allows working with the topography.

- **Import**

  Imports the relief line from an external ASCII file consisting of two columns separated with spaces, colons or tabs. The first column is the X coordinate and the second one is the absolute relief elevation.

- **Export**
Exports the relief line to an external ASCII file.

- **Clear**

Deletes the relief line.

**Keep aspect ratio**

If the **Keep aspect ratio** mode is selected, 1:1 scale is maintained for the X coordinate and the depth when performing scaling in the model section.

**Inversion**

This section contains inverse problem solving methods for the seismic refraction method.

**Reciprocal method**

The delay-time (classical reciprocal) method for solving refracted wave inverse problems.

**Automatic inversion**

Automatic inverse problem solving using the delay-time method. When automatic mode is selected, the processing sequence is as follows:

- building of composite travel time curves,
- leveling of composite travel time curves by the reciprocal time,
- building of a residual travel time curve and a t0 curve,
- building of refraction boundaries.

If refraction boundaries cannot be built automatically due to the survey system complexity, they can be created manually by following all the procedures step-by-step.

**Composite travel times curves**

Composite travel time curve building procedure. Composite travel time curves are built based on the sections of the same color (associated with the same refraction boundary):
Reciprocal time leveling

This menu item levels two selected travel time curves by the reciprocal time. If travel time curves have no reciprocal points, leveling is not performed.

Velocity analysis and time-dephts functions

This menu item builds a residual travel time curve and a t0 curve for further analysis of the velocity under the refracting surface and building of refraction boundaries. Travel time curves are created automatically based on two selected (!) composite travel time curves.

If the two selected composite travel time curves have no reciprocal points, the reciprocal time for calculation of the residual travel time curve and the t0 travel time curve is entered manually:
Refraction surfaces

Refraction boundary building procedure. To build a single refraction boundary, select the t0 travel time curve by left-clicking it and the residual travel time curve by right-clicking it. Enter the value of the velocity in the overlying stratum in the dialog box.

The velocity below the boundary can be calculated using automatic selection of the interval for determination of the velocity by the residual travel time curve and the averaging base (Automatic mode). Alternatively, these parameters can be entered manually.

GRM

Processing of hodographs according to the generalized reciprocal method.

A detailed description of this method can be found in The generalized reciprocal method of seismic refraction interpretation (D. Palmer, 1980).

The generalized reciprocal method is a generalized version of the standard method of t0, the description of which can be found in Seismic Survey (Gurvich, 1975).

The residual hodographs and T0 hodographs in the generalized reciprocal method, according to [Palmer, 1980], are defined as follows:
where \( V_2 \) – apparent velocity in the refracting layer, determined according to the residual hodograph.

Fig. 1 shows the beam path conform to the above definitions. Fig. 2 displays the beam path, relevant to conclusions of the hodograph equation using the method \( T_0 \).

In contrast to the \( T_0 \) method, in the definitions of \( T_0 \) hodographs and residual hodographs is additionally used the XY distance called conjunction base – the distance between exit points of beams to the surface. The idea of the method is to find such a XY distance that the beams on the refractive surface will exit from a single point. In this case, in the calculation of the reflector depth we do not use the assumption of a flat part of the boundary between the points C and E (Fig. 2), which in certain cases can improve the accuracy of determining the reflector depth.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 and 2, the \( T_0 \) method is a special case of the conjugated points method with XY = 0. XY in which the beams exit to the surface from a single point of the refractor is called optimal. Selection of the optimal distance XY is one of the key moments in the method of conjugated points.
Selection of the optimal XY distance

According to [Palmer, 1980] in order to determine the optimal XY distance, it is necessary to build a series of residual hodographs and \( T_0 \) hodographs with different XY distances:

The optimal distance XY corresponds to a residual hodograph with maximum smoothness and a \( T_0 \) hodograph with *minimal smoothness*. In practice, the optimal distance XY determination is the main and the most difficult task of the method.

Defining the locations of the change in velocity of the refractor

One of the generalized reciprocal method implementation features is the ability to specify the locations of sharp changes in the velocity of the refractive formation based on characteristic changes in the slope of the residual hodograph (the previous figure shows the characteristic bend of the residual hodograph corresponding to a change in the velocity of the refractive layer).

After determining the velocity difference in the refractor by the hodograph, the refractor depth is calculated by:

\[
h = C_f T_0, \text{ where } C_f = \sqrt{\frac{V_1 V_2}{V_1^2 - V_2^2}}
\]

Parameters description:

To start the interpretation by GRM method, it is necessary to select the layers and choose Interpretation-> GRM
The following window will appear by default:

The upper left corner shows the «table of refractors» – the number of refractors strictly corresponding to the number of the refractors allocated by the user in the original window with the hodograph.
The lower windows show a $T_0$ curves family of (time-depth functions) and residual hodographs (velocity analysis functions) corresponding to different XY distances and the velocity law for each of the refractors. The colour of the plots corresponds to the colour assigned to this refractor in the original window with the hodograph.

There is a slider to the right of the $T_0$ curve families and residual hodographs which allows you to interactively modify the current XY and track the curve it corresponds to. The value of the current XY appears in the upper right corner of each window, and the curve corresponding to this XY is highlighted in blue and red for a $T_0$ hodograph and a residual hodograph, respectively.

According to [Palmer, 1980], to select the optimum XY from a $T_0$ hodograph family, the user should choose the smoothest one, and from the residual hodograph family – the least smooth one. Interactive opportunity to change the current XY slider helps to visually assess the degree of smoothness of the curves.

The family of curves is given in the table of refractors for each layer separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refractor</th>
<th>V1 Est</th>
<th>V2 Est</th>
<th>Min XY</th>
<th>Max XY</th>
<th>XY Inc.</th>
<th>Theor XY</th>
<th>XY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Approximate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Approximate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Approximate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Min XY – XY distance with the minimum value to built $T_0$ hodographs and residual hodographs.

Max XY – XY distance with the maximum value to built $T_0$ hodographs and residual hodographs.

XY Inc. – XY increment.

Theor XY – theoretical XY which was calculated automatically (the calculation of the smooth curve function).
**XY** – current XY which will be used in the construction of the border. This field is correlated with the current XY for each of the family – it changes with the motion of the slider, and vice versa – when the value of the corresponding curve in the table is highlighted, then XY changes.

It should be noted that the theoretical XY in some cases may give incorrect results because the calculation of the smoothness can affect, for example, pips in pickings.
**Surface Wave Analysis**

**MASW (Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves)**

This module is used to create models of S-wave velocities in the near-surface section using surface wave analysis.

This manual is structured as follows: 1) summary of the underlying theory with description of the survey method, 2) general procedure of working with the module – this section describes the procedure of obtaining a S-wave velocity section, from data loading to generation of the final model, 3) detailed description of module functions.

**Summary of the underlying theory**

During surface excitation of elastic vibrations, over 2/3 of the energy is expended on generation of low-velocity Rayleigh surface waves. In case of a vertical velocity gradient, each frequency component of the surface wave propagates at its own phase velocity, i.e. the surface wave velocity is a function of the vibration frequency.

The surface wave vibration propagation depth is proportional to the wavelength (or inversely proportional to the frequency). On the figure shown below there is a graphic representation of this statement: the high-frequency wave quickly dies out and characterizes the first layer, while the low-frequency wave propagates deeper and provides a characteristic of the lower layers (Rix G.J. (1988))

![Geometric dispersion in layered media (Rix G.J. (1998))](image-url)
Dependence of the phase velocity on the frequency for the particular medium is called a dispersion curve. The shape of the dispersion curve reflects the change of rigidity with depth.

The above property of dispersion is most commonly utilized to build S-velocity profiles using multi-channel surface wave analysis.

The procedure of working under this method is as follows:

1) **Registration of surface waves** generated by various sources – such as a sledgehammer. Since surface wave energy is considerable, a high signal/noise ratio is easily achieved (in this case body waves act as noise; the area in which they are most active is called the near field).

It is recommended to use low-frequency (4.5 Hz) vertical receivers. Use of low-frequency receivers allows registering waves with larger wavelength, which increased the method application depth. Higher frequency receivers may also be used. The length of the receiver line (D) is related to the maximum wavelength (\(\lambda_{\text{max}}\)), which, in turn, determines the maximum survey depth: \(D \approx \lambda_{\text{max}}\), survey depth in this case is defined as a half of wavelength: \(Z_{\text{max}} \approx \lambda_{\text{max}}/2\).

On the other hand, the distance between the receivers (dx) is related to the minimum wavelength (\(\lambda_{\text{min}}\)) and, therefore, the minimum survey depth (\(Z_{\text{min}}\)): \(dx \approx \lambda_{\text{min}}, Z_{\text{min}} \approx \lambda_{\text{min}}/2\)

However, in practice the primary factor determining the maximum wavelength is the source. Usually it is the first dozens of meters.

The distance between the source and the first receiver is usually 1-4dx (the method data were taken from [www.masw.com](http://www.masw.com))

A typical seismogram obtained using the MASW method is shown below:
2) **Dispersion analysis** – building dispersion images. A dispersion image is calculated for each seismogram. A typical dispersion image is presented in the figure below (generated using the MASW module). The calculation procedure is described in the article by Choon B. P. et al. (1998).

The dispersion curve is extracted from the image by means of picking by amplitude maximums:

3) **Final step – inversion** – finding the S-velocity profile whose theoretical dispersion curve is as close to the experimental curve as possible. Occam’s inversion is implemented in the MASW module.
the root-mean-square error between the curves is minimized while maintaining the maximum model smoothness (Constable S.C. et al. (1987)). The S-velocity profile is tied to the midpoint of the receiver spread. A two-dimensional S-wave velocity profile is built by interpolation between the obtained vertical profiles.

Below is a detailed description of the above processing steps for the MASW module in the RadExPro package.

**General Procedure of Working with the Module**

Data are processed within a processing scheme. A scheme is a combination of dispersion images, corresponding curves, the resulting model, and image and model calculation and visualization parameters. Each scheme is stored in a separate MASW directory within the project. This module is a stand-alone module.

When the module is added to the flow, the scheme selection dialog box opens. Create a new scheme or select an existing one by pressing the **Browse…** button:

![Choose MASW scheme dialog box](image)

After selecting the scheme, launch the module by pressing the **Run** button. The main project management window – **MASW Manager** – will appear. The left part of this window shows a list of all dispersion curves that have been added to the scheme. The curves (and, therefore, Vs profiles) are tied to the midpoint of the receiver spread and sorted in an ascending order. Source number for these midpoints are shown in the manager as well. This window remains empty until at least one image is processed and added:
Dispersion Imaging

This menu opens the dispersion image calculation and processing window:
A dataset with assigned geometry is input into this function. Header fields `sou_x`, `rec_x`, `offset`, `ffid`, and `chan` must be filled in for the module to operate properly. Source-receiver geometry is assigned using standard RadExPro tools – Geometry Spreadsheet or Trace Header Math module. The dataset can contain a single seismogram or several seismograms (for example, the entire survey). It is recommended to combine all source points into one dataset to make working with the module easier.

To select the dataset and start the dispersion image calculation, press the **Calculate from data** button, select the dataset and press **OK**.

The calculation process will be launched for all source points in the dataset.

As a result, a dispersion image will appear in the **Dispersion Imaging** window:
By default, the image is calculated in the phase velocity range of 0 to 500 ms with 1 ms steps and in the frequency range of 0 to 70 Hz. If the image exceeds the frequency or velocity limits, change the calculation parameters in the **Calculation options** function check **Recalculate dispersion images** function – dispersion images will be recalculated automatically.

![Calculation Options](image)

The status bar at the bottom of the window shows the current frequency, phase velocity, and amplitude values.

After the dispersion image appears on the screen, the dispersion curve needs to be “extracted” by means of picking the image by amplitude maximums. Automatic picking mode is activated by default – points are automatically distributed between the first and the last one by amplitude maximums in the specified window with the specified steps. The **Picking parameters** option is used to set the parameters.

After the image is picked, select the next source point by pressing the arrow in the control panel, and repeat the procedure.

Mouse functions during image picking:
- **left mouse button** – adds a picking point to the dispersion image;
- **right mouse button** pressed and held over a point – moves the point around the image;
- **double-click with the right mouse button** – removes the point;
- **CTRL + right mouse button** – selects an *area* in which the points will be removed.

When switching from one dispersion image to another, the current picking is saved even if it was not added to the list. This way, the user can always return to any source point, view the picking created earlier, and edit it if necessary.
The calculated dispersion images together with the pickings are parts of the scheme, i.e. if the user exits and then re-launches the project, they will be saved as of the time of exiting.

After all available images are picked, add the curves to the **MASW Manager** list by pressing the **Add all curves** button. Window with added curves is shown below:

When at least one curve is added to the list, the **Inversion** button becomes active. Now we can move on to the next step – curve fitting and model generation.

**Inversion**

The initial medium model needs to be specified before the curve fitting process is started. When the Inversion button is pressed for the first time, the dialog box of the initial model filling type selection appears:

It is recommended to select automatic model filling. This will open the parameter setup dialog box:
**Number of layers** – number of layers in the model;

**Layer thickness** – type of thickness increase with depth:

- Uniform – uniform layer thickness;
- Progressive – layer thickness increasing with depth;

**Half Space Depth** – depth to the half space. Approximate estimate of the half space depth should be made based on the maximum wavelength divided by two (Julian I. (2008)).

Automatic filling is performed as follows. The half space depth is broken down exponentially into the specified number of layers depending on the layer filling type. The Vs velocity is assumed equal to Vr/0.88 at each frequency and is averaged between the values occurring within one layer (Jianghai X. (1999)). The Vp velocity is calculated based on Vs and Poisson’s ratio using the following formula:

\[
\frac{V_p^2}{V_s^2} = \frac{2(1-v)}{(1-2v)} \]  

(Rock physics handbook).

In this case, the same value of Poisson’s ratio and density is set for the entire model.

The following inversion parameters are also specified in the current tab:

**Number of Iterations** – number of curve fitting iterations;
Use confidence interval – this option determines the size of the confidence interval at each frequency (curve picking confidence level). By default, it is disabled, and the value is equal to one;

If this function is enabled, the value will be taken from the one calculated by the dispersion curve (in percent of the picking point amplitude value) (see Picking parameters in the Dispersion Imaging section).

Chi-factor function – specifies the inversion completion threshold value. When the root-mean-square error becomes less than the chi-factor value during curve fitting, the inversion process is considered to have been completed successfully. By default, this value is equal to one.

It is recommended to use the default inversion parameters.

When curve fitting is performed simultaneously with Vs fitting, either the Vp value or Poisson’s ratio changes. The next option allows specifying which value will be fixed:

Fix Vp – Vp is fixed, Poisson’s ratio is variable;

Fix Pos – Poisson’s ratio is fixed, Vp is variable;

After specifying all the above parameters, press OK. An initial model corresponding to the specified values will appear on the screen:
Absolute profile coordinates in meters are shown on the horizontal axis, and depth in meters is shown on the vertical axis.

The receiver spread midpoints to which S-velocity models with the depths are tied are shown as triangles, with coordinates shown above them. Yellow-filled triangles mean that a certain model is assigned to that point (if automatic initial filling of the layers is used, the model is assigned to all receiver points). White-filled triangles mean than no model is assigned to that receiver point (if the user decides not to use automatic filling – this will be discussed below). This approach to tie-in point designation gives a quick indication of whether any work has been performed with a particular receiver point. The active receiver point whose experimental curve is shown on the Edit model tab is marked with a dot in the center of the triangle.

After the initial model is specified, the curve fitting can be launched. The Tools-&gt; Run inversion function (also accessible by pressing the button on the tool bar) launches curve inversion for all receiver points. A dialog box indicating that inversion is in progress will appear. As a result of inversion, an updated model corresponding to the fitted curves will be shown on the screen:
The fitting results for each curve can be evaluated using the **Edit model** option activated by double-clicking the receiver point triangle (or **Tools-> Edit Model**). This option is also a useful tool for detailed analysis of influence of all parameters on the dispersion curve.

Below is shown the model editing window for source point No. 12. It consists of two main parts – image of the experimental and theoretical curve, Vs and Vp models, and a table with model parameters.

The current receiver midpoint number is shown in the **Receiver midpoint** field. The same number is also highlighted as active in the **MASW Manager** window. Root-mean-square error between the experimental and theoretical curve and the number of curve fitting iteration are shown next to the source point number.

The experimental curve is shown in blue, the theoretical one – in red. If necessary, changes of the current Vs and Vp values with depth can be shown in this window (**Parameters tab**):
The appearance of the theoretical curve can be changed by changing the model parameters in the table. A detailed description of the available options is provided below.

**Detailed Description of Module Functions**

**MASW Manager**

All added curves are shown in the left part of the window. To select the curves that will be used for final model calculation, tick the check boxes next to them. If a model has already been built, the influence of each receiver midpoint on the result can be evaluated by enabling/disabling the source point in this list.
The right part of the window contains the following buttons:

**Dispersion Imaging** – opens the dispersion image calculation and dispersion curve extraction window;

**Inversion** – generation of the medium model by finding theoretical curves which are as close to the experimental ones as possible. This button remains inactive until at least one curve is added to the list;

**Delete curve** – removes the curve from the list;

**Import curve** – loads a curve from a text file;

**Export curve** – exports the curve.

Pressing the **Save** button saves the current scheme. The **Exit** button is used to exit the module; if the scheme has not been saved, the following message will be displayed

If the user chooses not to save the scheme, all unsaved data will be lost.

**Dispersion Imaging**
This menu opens the dispersion image calculation and processing window:

- **Calculate from data** – selects the dataset for dispersion image calculation.
- **Calculation options** – opens the dispersion image parameter calculation dialog box:

  ![Calculation Options Dialog Box]

  - Start V – start velocity for the calculation
  - End V – end velocity for the calculation
  - Step V – velocity step
End F – image calculation end frequency

Recalculate dispersion images – dispersion images will be recalculated automatically after choosing OK button

- **Import dispersion image** – imports a dispersion image from a grd file;
- **Export dispersion image** – exports the dispersion image to a grd file.

- **Picking parameters** – this option allows changing the following picking parameters

![Picking parameters window](image)

**Mode** – automatic or manual picking mode. Automatic picking is enabled by default.

**Line color** – color of the line connecting the picking points;

**Point color** – picking point color;

**Point symbol** – picking point type;

**Confidence interval** – confidence interval specified in percent of the current amplitude value at the picking point. Used as curve definition confidence parameter during inversion (optional).

**Draw confidence interval** – enables display of the confidence interval in the dispersion image;

**Picking step** – automatic picking frequency step;

**Search maximum window** – window in ms within which the search for the maximum is performed during automatic picking;
Smoothing options – Window length – smoothing window in samples.

 Tool bar functionality:

- zoom out of the image by one level;
- zoom of the image within the selected area;
- revert to original image size;
- delete all points from the image;
- smooth the curve using the base specified in the picking parameters;
- switch between source points.

The Display parameters option allows editing the dispersion image palette.

The left part of the window contains the following buttons:

Add current curve – adds the current curve to the curve list in the MASW Manager window;

Add all curves – adds all existing curves to the list.

If a curve with the same name already exists in the list, the system will display a replacement message:

Inversion

Generation of a model by finding S-velocity vertical profiles at active receiver midpoints.

This button becomes active after at least one curve is added to the list.
When the **Inversion** button is pressed, a dialog box opens in the project window prompting the user to select the initial model filling method – automatic or manual:

If automatic model filling is selected, the model parameter setup dialog box will appear. A detailed description is provided in Section 2.2.

If the user decides not to use automatic model filling, an empty model window will appear; all receiver point triangles will be white, meaning that there is no initial model assigned to them:

Double-clicking the receiver point triangle opens the curve fitting window (also accessible by selecting Parameters->Edit model). This option allows selecting model parameters for each individual receiver point, and is also a useful tool for detailed analysis of influence of the parameters on the dispersion curve. The initial window of the curve fitting module was shown.
earlier.

If there is no initial model, it can be filled either manually or automatically by pressing the **Autofill** button. Automatic filling parameters are specified in the main model window: **Parameters**-

**Model and inversion parameters** (a detailed description was provided above) or button on the tool bar.

- **Theoretical curve** – shows the theoretical curve corresponding to the model specified in the table.

The theoretical curve corresponding to the model specified in the table is shown in red in the curve display window; the experimental curve is shown in blue. If necessary, changes of the current Vs and Vp values with depth can be shown in this window (**Parameters** tab). When the mouse cursor is hovered over the curve window, the current velocity and frequency values are displayed in the upper right corner.

![Edit model](image)

- **Run inversion** – launches the curve fitting process using Occam’s method (the root-meansquare error is minimized while maintaining the maximum model smoothness). Curve fitting is performed
by changing the Vs velocity (the table column with the parameter being selected is highlighted in light blue). During this process, either Vp or Poisson’s ratio is also updated depending on the inversion parameters.

During each iteration, the theoretical curve and the velocity change with depth (if enabled) are updated in accordance with the current model. The inversion process stops when the number of iterations specified in the parameters is reached or when the root-mean-square error reaches a value below the one specified in the inversion parameters.

After the curve fitting process is completed, the user can perform a more detailed analysis of the theoretical curve by changing other parameters in the table. To display the updated theoretical curve after changing any of the parameters, press the Theoretical curve button.

مواصلين مع الجدول

الجدول يحتوي على أربعة معلمات تتيح تغيير شكل الكتلة النظرية – Vs, Vp, ρ, ν.

العابد على التحرير يحدد أدواره التالي: قيمة المعلم المحدد تзамك، وتصبح العمود غير متاحًا للتحرير. إذا نقلت عنصرًا غير متصلًا، فإن المعلم الآخر من المقرر المحدد سيتغير في القيمة الحالية من المعلم الم замك.

إعدادات – إعدادات الصورة

Show grid – اظهار الخطوط الواصلة للعشر مع الخطوة المحددة

Tick step for X axis – قيمة خط العرض

Tick step for Y axis – قيمة خط العرض

Show Vp – عرض النموذج ل Vp مع العمق (اللون المائل)

Show Vs – عرض النموذج لVs مع العمق (اللون الخضراء)
- **Undo** – undo one step in the value table;
- **Redo** – redo one step in the value table;
- **Save as..** – save the current value table to a text file;
- **Load** – load a value table from a file.

When the **Apply** button is pressed, the model corresponding to the receiver point is applied in the main model window.

The **Cancel** button cancels all changes and closes the model editing application.

Switching between source points is performed either by pressing the arrows or by selecting the receiver point in the model window or the **MASW Manager** window. If the model has been changed but has not been applied, a message prompting to apply the model is displayed:

![Model has been changed. Apply changes?](image)

---

**Model Display Window**
File

Export (button on the tool bar) – exports the model to a grd file;

Exit – closes the model window;

Parameters

Edit model – opens the curve fitting window. A detailed description was provided above;

Model and Inversion parameters (button on the toolbar) – opens the model and inversion parameter window (a detailed description of the parameters was provided above);

Display parameters (button on the toolbar)

Palette – model palette selection

Axes – axes properties (steps on the axes)

Display mode – switching between layer-by-layer and grid type of model display.

Tools

Run inversion (button on the toolbar) – launches the inversion process for all active receiver points;

Autofill all (button on the toolbar) – automatically fills the model values for all receiver points using the parameters specified on the Model and Inversion parameters tab. Previously filled values for all receiver points are automatically rewritten!

What to remember when building models

Vertical velocity profiles are tied to the receiver spread midpoint. Values between the profiles are interpolated.

If a new receiver midpoint is added to an already built model, interpolated values at the point where it was added are used as the initial values for the model of that source point. The receiver point remains white, since no model editing took place at that point.

When a receiver point is right-clicked, the Spread this model for all shotpoints option is displayed. This option applies the current model to all receiver points.
Influence of each receiver point on the model can be evaluated by enabling/disabling receiver points in the MASW Manager window. When a receiver point is unchecked, it will be removed from the model and will not affect the end result.

Bibliography:


7) www.masw.com website by Park Seismic LLC
Special tools

3D Volume Viewer*

This stand-alone module is dedicated for displaying seismic 3D data volumes. 3D volume should be stored in RadExPro database as a separate dataset. Input data requirements:

1) ILINE_NO and XLINE_NO must contain correct inline and crossline position correspondingly.
2) Input dataset sorting should be: ILINE_NO:XLINE_NO or XLINE_NO:ILINE_NO. Resort* module can be used for quick dataset resorting before using 3D visualization.
3) CDP_X and CDP_Y headers should contain X and Y trace coordinates.

Parameters:

- activates slices movement mode. Select slice by left mouse button and hold it to move selected slice. If mouse cursor is out the cube, left mouse button can be used for cube rotation. Use right mouse button for drag the cube.
- zoom mode. Select desired cube region to zoom in. To switch off selected mode switch off the button manually.

If none of the described modes are selected, rotation mode is active.
If <Ctrl> button is pushed, drag mode is active.
Map

To activate the Map application, select the Tools/View Map command in the primary RadExPro window (project tree window) or double-click the left mouse button (MB1) on one of the tree sections of Area level.

The menu and tool bar

- **File** contains the following commands:
  - **New** command creates a new Map. When selecting this command the user will be offered to save the current Map image,
  - **Open...** command opens a standard file opening window. Here, select the previously saved map file *rmp.
  - **Save** command saves the current Map image on disk in *rmp file,
- **Save as...** command opens a standard file saving window to save the current **Map** image on disk in *.rmp* file under specified name.

- **Print...** command sends the Map image to printer,

- **Print Preview** command enables image preview before printing,

- **Print Setup...** command opens a standard window for printer and printing parameters settings,

- **Exit** command allows exiting the application. If the current map was changed then when selecting this command the warning about the necessity of saving the changes will appear.

- **Insert** contains the following commands:

- **Survey...**— command opens the **Choose dataset** window where you can select a stacked dataset registered in the project which should be added to the current **Map** image as a new lineobject. As soon as the dataset is selected the **Survey Stack Type** dialog box opens:

  ![Survey Stack Type Dialog Box](image)

  When the stack type of the line is selected, click the **OK** button. Depending on the stack type choice, for displaying the new line on the map the application will use values of either CDP_X/CDP_Y or SOURCE_X/SOURCE_Y or REC_X/REC_Y fields. Besides, for 2D data, fill in the following fields: ILINE_NO (=CDP] or =SOURCE] or =FFID] depending on the stack type choice) and XLINE_NO=1.

- **Arbitrary Line...** command opens the dialog box for arbitrary line selection. This opportunity can be used in order to enable combining of fragments of several intersecting lines in one and the same **Screen Display** window. In the Title field the title for arbitrary line should be specified. In the 3D or 2D field from the list of available objects, select those lines, which will be displayed on screen and to which the arbitrary specified line will be related.
When all parameters are specified, click the **OK** button. After that you can assign an arbitrary line on the map via the left mouse button (MB1). You can exit the mode of arbitrary line specification by clicking the right mouse button (MB2). When double-clicking the left mouse button on the arbitrary line it will be visualized in the *Screen Display* module window.

- **Grid...** opens the dialog box for grid parameters,
that contains the following items:

- **Title** sets the grid title,
- **Size** sets the grid size in cells,
- **Import from DB** imports the file from the database,
- **Import** imports the file of ASCII format from the disk containing XYZ columns. The **Browse...** button opens a standard box for file selection,
- **Geometry** This item is available if the **Import** item is selected. When the file which to be imported is selected the maximum and minimum values of X and Y and the grid cells dimensions in X and Y directions should be specified in the **Geometry** item,
- **Grid header value** allows construction of a grid on the basis of dataset coordinates and selected header field value,
- **Surveys** shows the datasets added to current **Map** image. You can include/exclude it from the list by clicking the left mouse button (MB 1).
• **Header** shows the list of current project headers. Click the left mouse button (MB1) to select the header from which the value for the grid will be taken.

• **View**

• **Tool Bar** shows/hides the tool bar,

• **Status Bar** shows/hides the status bar

On the top of the client area of the window there is a tool bar containing several commands that are not accessible through the menu:

![Tool Bar Image]

• **Zoom in** enlarges the map image

• **Zoom out** diminishes the map image

• **Properties** opens the properties dialog of the currently active object on the Map. When a survey object is active the **Survey display properties** dialog box opens:

![Survey display properties Image]

It contains the following items:

• **Spacing** allows entering the inline and crossline step marks on the map. The marks are displayed as circles,

• **Display parameters...** opens the **Display parameters** dialog box for the **Screen Display** module parameters selection,
Related datasets enables selection of dataset from the database which will be displayed in the Screen display module window together with active Map object.

The Ins key activates the dialog box for database object selection.

When an arbitrary profile object is active, the Screen Display module dialog box appears.

When the grid object is active the dialog box for grid displaying appears:

![Grid display parameters](image)

It contains the following items:

- **Palette** In this field the current palette used for grid displaying is shown. The pallet should be set in the form of set of points with specified colors. Colors are linearly interpolated between the set points. You can create, replace or delete points, change points' color. The points are situated under palette image on the gray bar (white rectangles).

- **To change a point position**, click on it by the left mouse button (MB1) and, holding it, drag to the required position and release the button. The pallet image will be changing while replacing.

- **To change the color of an active point**, double-click on it by the left mouse button (MB1). A standard dialog box for points color changing will open.

- **To create a new point with specified color**, click on the required place by the left mouse button simultaneously pressing on the Shift key (Shift+MB1). A standard dialog box for point color selection will open.

- **To delete a point from the palette**, click the right mouse button (MB2) on it.
• **Load palette...** opens a standard window for file opening to enable selection of RGB ASCII file form disk,

• **Save palette** ... opens a standard window for file saving to save the current palette as RGB ASCII file on disk,

• **Middle value** shows the grid values corresponding to zero level of the color range (it is shown in **Palette** item). Usually it is mean value of palette values. Values can be edited by displacing the zero color level,

• **Amplifier** multiplies the grid value on the value specified in this field,

• **Draw color** allows displaying or not displaying the values on grid in color on **Map** image,

• **Draw contours** allows displaying or not displaying grid contours on **Map** image,

• **Contour step** allows contour step displaying on **Map** image,

• **Label step** allows displaying the step of contour text marks displaying on **Map** image,

• **OK** allows exiting the window with saving the changes,

• **Cancel** allows exiting the window without saving the changes,

• **To front** displaces the active map object to front,

• **To back** displaces the active map object to back,

• opens the **Interactive Velocity Analisys** application,

• **Delete object** deletes active object of the map,

• **Help** opens the **Help** application.

### Status Bar

At the bottom of the running window there is a status bar:

![Status Bar](image)

In the left part of the status bar there are coordinates of cursor position point and the hint with available mouse button commands. In the right part of the status bar there is a name of the active object.
Keyboard and commands

Tab/Shift+Tab make the next/previous map object active.

If an active object is an arbitrary profile then by double-clicking the left mouse button (MB1) you can open it in the Screen Display module.

By clicking the right mouse button (MB2) the window for X- or Y-profile selection can be opened.

After X- or Y-profile has been activated the Display Parameters window opens. After all required parameters have been specified the profile opens in the Screen Display application.

If an active object is a grid then by clicking the right mouse button (MB2) you can activate the popup menu of the grid,

which contains the following options:

- Map to surveys... opens the Map grid to surveys (grid saving into seismic data header fields) dialog box. From the Surveys and Header list
you should select available dataset and respective header to which the grid values will be saved. If you desire to change the sign of grid values to be saved, select the **Invert values** item.

**Export** opens a standard dialog box for file saving to save the grid values on disk in the file of ASCII format in form of XYZ columns.
The application is designed for 3D CMP data binning. To run the **3D CDP Binning** tool choose the corresponding command from the **Tools** menu. A dialog window for area selection, to which the binning refers, opens (element of a database of the *Area* level).

The principal tool window **3D CDP binning** opens after choosing the area.

The work with the tool is carried out via the principal menu, containing 3 items: **File, Geometry** and **Help**.
Menu **File** includes the unique command **Exit** for exit from the application.

Menu **Geometry** includes the following commands:

- **Initialize geometry** – initializes the internal geometry table, attached to the selected area from the database. This table includes the coordinates of CMPs and parameters of binning mesh.

- **Assign geometry from dataset** – this command opens the dialog window for dataset selecting, which geometry will be used for creating the tables of middle points. The following header fields should be filled in correctly in the dataset: TRACENO, REC_X, REC_Y, SOU_X, SOU_Y. The middle point coordinates (common middle point tables) are calculated for each trace when creating geometry table:

\[ X = \frac{(REC_X + SOU_X)}{2} \]

\[ Y = \frac{(REC_Y + SOU_Y)}{2} \]

These coordinates are kept in the middle point table and are not saved to the dataset headers.

- **CDP binning** – when you choose the command, the application goes to the binning mode. The main window represents common middle points for the dataset, which were selected from the previous command, and binning mesh. Moreover, a dialog window of the mesh parameters’ options opens along with tool bar that allows selecting the scale of the image and editing the binning mesh manually via the mouse. The following paragraph contains more details on binning mode.

- **Assign CDP’s to dataset** – the last command of the menu **Geometry** that allows assigning the binning results of this or that dataset. A dialog window for selecting the dataset opens when you choose the command, the binning results will be written to the trace headers of this dataset. The following fields will be filled in:

  - **ILINE_NO** – number of binning cell in horizontal scale, into which the trace has fallen
  - **XLINE_NO** – number of binning cell in horizontal scale, into which the trace has fallen
  - **CDP = ILINE_NO + XLINE_NO * 10 000**
  - **CDP_X и CDP_Y** – coordinates of the binning cell center (bin), into which the trace has fallen
Working in binning mode

To go to the binning mode select the command of the menu Geometry/CDP binning. The common middle points of the selected dataset (as green samples) and binning mesh will be reflected in the main application window.

Now the dialog window for selecting the mesh options opens along with the tool bar that allows changing the image scale and interactive editing of the binning mesh using a mouse. The dialog window Bin parameters allows adjusting binning mesh parameters. The window contains the following fields:

- **X Origin**. X-coordinate of the origin (left lower angle) of the mesh.
- **Y Origin**. Y-coordinate of the origin (left lower angle) of the mesh.
- **X Step**. horizontal size of a cell (bin).
- **Y Step**. vertical size of a cell (bin).
- **Count**. number of cells in horizontal /vertical scale correspondingly.
**Rotate**. Clockwise rotate mesh angle in degrees.

Buttons **Save grid** and **Load grid** allows saving the mesh parameters as a database object and load the bin mesh saved earlier.

Buttons **Apply** and **Cancel** close the work in the binning mode. If the button **Apply** is pressed, the binning parameters are saved to the internal geometry table. If the button **Cancel** is pressed, the last changes are canceled and the table is not overwritten.

**Toolbar**

The tool bar in the upper part of the screen contains three buttons:

- **Increasing the size of an image fragment.** To increase the size of an image fragment click this button, click the left mouse button on one of the angles of the selected fragment, move the cursor to the opposite angle of the fragment, and click the left mouse button. The selected fragment will be increased to fit the window size.

- **Decreasing the image scale to initial size.**

- **Toggling on/off interactive editing binning mesh parameters mode using the mouse.** You can perform the following operations in this mode:

  - **Moving the binning mesh** - is performed with the left mouse button
  - **Rotating the binning mesh** - is performed with the right mouse button
  - **Squeezing/stretching the binning mesh due to bin size changing** - is performed with the left mouse button holding the Shift button. All interactive binning mesh parameters changes are reflected in the fields of dialog window options.

**Sequence of work with the application**

If 3D binning is performed for the 1st time for the given area (database object of the **Area** level), you have to create (initialize) the geometry table, linked with the selected area, after having run the application **3D CDP binning**. To do so use the menu command **Geometry/Initialize geometry**.
Select the dataset, the CMPs of which are going to be reflected in the application main window in the binning mode. To do so use the menu command Geometry/Assign geometry from dataset.

Use the menu command Geometry/CDP binning to go to the binning mode. You will have a binning mesh linked with the area, reflected in the window, as well as CMPs of the dataset selected from Geometry/Assign geometry from dataset. When you finish the editing of binning parameters click the Apply button in the dialog Bin parameters. The binning mesh parameters will be saved to a table of the selected area.

In order to apply the binning mesh to any dataset, choose the menu command Geometry/Assign CDP’s to dataset. When you call this command several times you can perform binning of several datasets on the selected mesh.

You don’t need to carry out the steps 1 and 2 when you call the application for the next time for the same area. A previous binning mesh along with the CMPs of the last selected dataset will be reflected when you use the menu command Geometry/CDP binning in the application window. You are free to edit the bin parameters and after their application, perform the binning of different datasets (see paragraphs 3 and 4). To reflect the CMPs of another dataset with the same binning mesh, use the menu command Geometry/Assign geometry from dataset. To remove the existing binning mesh and create a new geometry table, choose the menu command Geometry/Initialize geometry. After that you need to carry out all the steps from 2 to 4 in series.
**Tape Loader (program of reading data from tapes)**

The program is designed for copying the files from the tape to computer disk. The program reads the files of any formats in series as they are and saves them to the indicated directory on the disk under the given names. The program is implemented as an independent application. To run the program, go to the directory where the **RadExPro** Plus package is installed; find the file **TapeLoader.exe** and run it.

**System requirements**

Program **Tape Loader** works with tape reading equipment, connected through SCSI-interface, under Win2000 and more recent operation systems. ASPI driver is not obligatory, but if it is absent the program cannot determine the type of tape reading equipment linked to computer and will not mark them as TAPE0, TAPE1, etc.

**Working with the program**

The main window of the program opens to which the log of the operations is written when you run the program:
The log is initialized and if possible the ASPI level is loaded when you run the program; the general information on initialization process is reflected in the log. Further on the information on the running process is written to the log, along with failures and summary of executed commands.

The main commands, essential for the program, are situated in the menu **Tools**. Buttons on the tools bar duplicates the most part of them.

- The menu **Tools** contains the following commands:

  - **Select tape**… - calls the dialog on the current device replacement. (The name of the current device is reflected in the main window header). If the ASPI level is not loaded, the program can’t determine the number of linked devices and their names, and uses notation conventions TAPE0, TAPE1 etc.

  - **Load files from tape**… - command of running the data loading. As soon as you select the command a dialog of parameter options for saving the loaded files is called.

![Load files from tape dialog](image)

The parameters have the following meaning:

- **Path to save loaded files** – path to save the loaded files from the tape.

  - The button "..." allows calling the dialog of path selection, as well the path can be selected manually.

- **File name base** – file name base for files on disk to which the number is added (for example, if the file name base = "file", the loaded files will have the names "file0000", "file0001" etc.

- **Select files** – line that sets the file numbers to be loaded from the tape. The following spelling is accepted:

  * - read all files from the tape
0, 2, 3 – read the files with indicated numbers (the files’ numbering starts from zero, i.e. the first file on the tape is number 0, the second - 1 , etc.)

0-1, 3-5- read the files with the numbers that fall within the indicated range 1,
3-4, 5,7-8 – a combination of separate numbers and ranges is allowed.

After indicating the parameters, click the button **Load** for running loading from the tape and writing them on disk.

- **Rewind** – rewind to the start of the tape.

- **Eject** – ejecting the tape from the device.

- **Break operation** – allows breaking time consuming current operation. There are two types of break operation: the immediate break at the time of reading, or the break after having read the current file. A dialog window appears if you choose this command of break operation; the window allows the user indicating the chosen break mode.

- The **File** menu contains a unique command **Exit** that helps to exit from the program.
Well loading and displaying in the RadExPro package

Wells loading to database

The loading of wells into project database is accomplished by the **Database Manager** application.

To open the **Database Manager** window you can use the **Database/Database manager** menu command of the main application window:

![Database Manager window]

In the **Database Manager** window in order to make the operation with database objects - wells - possible, select the **Wells** option in the **DB Objects to display** field:
To load a new well into current database section, click the New... button. The dialog box for well loading will appear. The dialog box consists of three tabs: **Passport, Data files, Log Data** The **Passport** tab is designed to specify general data on well:

The fields in this tab should be filled in by the user. They mean the following:

- **Well title** - the title of the well
- **X, Y** - relative well coordinates
- **L, W** - absolute well coordinates
- **Altitude** - wellhead altitude
- **Rotor height** - rotary table height
- **Well depth** - the depth of the well.

The **Data files** tab is designed for loading of data on wells from files:
The following buttons serve to load the following data:

- **Inclinometry** - inclinometry curve obtained in the well.
- **Time/Depth** - time-depth curve obtained in the well.
- **Lay model** - layer model.
- **Form. tops** - formation tops.

By clicking one of these buttons you can open the dialog box for selection of a file from which the data will be loaded. (see information about file formats in appendix).

When loading the time-depth curve (**Time/Depth**) and layer model (**Lay model**), in the respective **Depth** field, specify the type of depth that should be taken from file: true depth (**True**) or cable depth (**Cabel**).

If the file was loaded successfully then in the field to the right of the button the name of loaded file is displayed and in the **Defined** field which is opposite to the file name the checkmark justifying that the well possesses this type of data is put.

The **Log Data** tab serves to load the well log data.
To the left the list of log curves loaded at the moment is shown. In the brackets next to the name of a certain curve the units of measurement are displayed.

With the help of the **Import from las**, **Rename** and **Delete** buttons you can import new log curves from files, rename curves and delete the loaded curve, respectively.

To add a new curve to the list, use the **Import from las** button which opens the dialog box for LAS file selection. When selecting a file of supported format the following dialog will appear:

In the right part of the window there is a list of all log curves available in the specified file. In the left part of the window there is a list of log curves that should be added.

By " and " buttons you can choose the log curves that should be loaded to database.
Besides, you indicate in what column the depth values are recorded in the file. To do this, select the required curve (that represents depth) in the list at the left side and then click the Depth button. After that, the information about what column to be treated as depth will be displayed in the bottom part of the dialog box in the Treat as Depth: field.

After the user has correspondingly filled in all the tabs and pressed the OK button the standard dialog box of object saving into database will be displayed. In this dialog box you can adjust the path to database and the name for the new database element.

**Editing of database elements - wells**

If you choose some object - well - in the Database Manager window and then presses the Edit button, the dialog for well data editing will appear. This dialog box is almost similar to that of new well loading. Via this dialog box you can change the well passport data, various curves and well log data.

**Well displaying**

The wells are displayed in the Screen Display visualization module as projections onto seismic profile.

To select wells that should be displayed and to adjust wells visualization in the Screen Display module, select the Tools/Wells... menu command:
When this command is chosen the following dialog box for well visualization parameters settings appears:

In the left part there is a list of displayed curves. To the right of the list there are buttons meant for managing the list.

- **Add well...** - adds a well from the database into the list of displayed curves.
- **Remove well** - removes the selected well from the list of displayed curves.
- **Save well list...** - allows saving the whole list of displayed curves into database in order to load them later.
- **Load well list** - allows loading of previously saved list of wells from database and makes it current. When doing this all wells from the list are being checked.
- **Add well list** - this command is similar to the previous one. However the list loaded from the database does not replace the current one but is added to it.

In the right part of the dialog box there is a set of parameters for well displaying parameters control.

- **Treat vertical axis as Depth** - if this option is activated then the vertical well axis is treated as depth axis. Otherwise, the vertical well axis is treated as time axis.
- **Show well curves** - show/don't show wells.
- **Show formation tops** - show/don't show formation tops.
- **Show well names** - show/don't show well name at the top.
- **Stack type** - the stack type on which the wells are projected.
- **Maximal distance to visualize well** - sets the maximal distance from well to profile at which the well point is still projecting onto profile and reflecting.
- **Use time-depth curve if available** - makes application of time-depth curve obtained from the well a priority above the application of time-depth curve obtained from **Velocity Model Editor**.

The **Log Data...** button should be used to adjust the parameters for log curves displaying for every selected well. When this button is pressed the following dialog box appears:
It is possible to display up to four log curves for every well at the same time. In the right part of the dialog box in the **Logs to plot** field there are four drop-down lists of available for this well log curves. Here you can select the curves which should be displayed on the screen. For every curve you can specify the color by clicking the colored square to the right.

At the left side you can specify uniform display parameters for all selected log curves for this well:

- **Plot area position** - the displacement of log curve zero from the borehole. It should be expressed as percentage from maximal amplitude.

- **Plot area width** - the width of the area covered by the maximal curve amplitude. Should be expressed in centimeters.

**File formats**

**Formation top file description**

Every line in the file is of the following kind:

\[
<\text{depth}> \quad <\text{abbreviation}>[<\text{full name}>]
\]

(double) (contains up to 10 symb.) (contains up to 235 symb., optionally)

Besides these lines the following lines are possible

- The lines staring with '#' symbols (comments),

- The lines staring with '\n' symbol (carriage return) The presence of lines of other formants is prohibited.
A file description

The file must contain the line starting with ~A. In this line the columns names of successive table are described.

All lines following this line must be the table rows with blanks or tabs as separators. The presence of insignificant lines started with '#' or '
' symbols is permissible.

Inclinometry file description
File of ~A type (see above).

Must contain compulsory buttons: Depth, X, Y, Z.

Other columns are permissible. Must contain at least one record.

Time/Depth file description
File of ~A type (see above).

Must contain the following columns: Time and Depth (if the depth is cable one) or Time nad Z (if the depth is true one).
Refraction mode

**WARNING!**: This part of the software is obsolete is kept for backward compatibility only. It is not recommended that you use the Refraction Mode. For refraction data processing use *Easy Refraction* and *Travel Time Inversion* modules instead.

The Refraction mode is switched on and off using the **Options/Refraction mode** entry of the main menu of the project tree window.

Note that when the Refraction mode is on, the response to the mouse click of database objects of the levels “Area” and “Profile” of the project main window changes. The double click on the left mouse button on the “Area” object leads to the opening of the specialized profiles’ location of the Correlation Refraction Seismic data interpretation, not a Map.

A detailed characteristic of the obsolete Refraction mode has been removed from the manual. If you still need it for any reason, please contact the RadExPro support team.
Development tools - Creation of your own module

Microsoft Visual C++ Custom AppWizard

Here we provide just a brief overview of how to create a RadExPro module. If you actually like to program your own module, please contact us for instructions, as well as necessary libraries, include files, etc.

To create a template for a RadExPro module within Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 or Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 environment, a special AppWizard was developed. Please, contact us for the required files and installation instructions.

After installing the Wizard, open MS Visual Studio and create a new Visual C++ project. Select RE Module project type. This will start the RadExPro Wizard, the following window will open (for MS VC++ 2005 Wizard):

The parameters here are as following:

- **Execution function** - the name of the main function of the module which will be exported from dll and executed by the host processing flow.
- **Parameter struct** - the name of the structure with module parameters.
- **Module's display** - the name of the module as it will appear in the list the RadExPro modules in the flow editor.
- **Module's group** - the name of the group to which the module will be assigned.
- **Help ID** - the index in help file (currently unused).

The Wizard creates the empty frame for a RadExPro module, all exported functions required, and some auxiliary internal functions as well as empty parameter structure. Now a developer shall fill in the functions with the code.
int __stdcall INITPARAMS( HWND own_wnd, 
int *buf_len, TEST_MODULE_PARAM *par)

The function initializes module parameters structure (in our case, of TEST_MODULE_PARAM type).

*buf_len contains the size of the parameter structure.

When the module is added to the flow for the first time, the *buf_len is equal to -1. Then the internal function InitDefaultParameters is called and initializes the parameters structure with the default values.

If  *buf_len is not -1, it is checked if the size correctly corresponds to the actual structure size. If positive, the internal function EditParameters is called. This function shall normally show the module parameters dialog window.

int InitDefaultParameters( TEST_MODULE_PARAM *par, EXTRA_PARAM *ep)

You must implement this function to set the default parameters of the module.

int EditParameters( HWND w, 
TEST_MODULE_PARAM *par, EXTRA_PARAM *ep)

Implement this function to call module parameters dialog and allow user to edit module parameters. The updated values shall be saved to *par. void stdcall ExtraParameters( EXTRA_PARAM *ep)

It is recommended not to do anything with this function. It is simply writes down the EXTRA_PARAM pointer into global module variable and locks the critical section.

Main module function: unsigned long stdcall test_module( COMMON_PARAM *cp, 
TEST_MODULE_PARAM *par) (The name of the function depends on how you called it in the Wizard dialog).

This function is called by the flow being executed. Here the module algorithm is to be implemented. It receives a pointer to COMMON_PARAM structure which contains seismic data (current frame), auxiliary information and means of access to trace headers information, and a structure with the module parameters.
The definition of the COMMON_PARAM is shown below. The most important parameters and functions that you would likely need to use are indicated in the comments:

typedef struct common_param
{
    unsigned long state;

    int n_tr; //Number of seismic traces in the frame

    STRACE * tr; //Array of seismic traces. Typically you would access the i-th trace sample
    // of the j-th trace as cp->tr[j].d[i]

    double dx, dt; //dt is sample interval of the traces in the flow in ms

    int np; // Number of samples per trace in all traces of the flow

    void far _export (far*DepictWorkPercent)(int Percent); //pointer to function that displays
    //percentage of function completion.

    int p2n_tr;

    HWND MainWn; // handle to main program window

    GENERAL_OPTIONS gopt;

    float x_start, t_start;

    DM_DATAHANDLE dh;

    float y_start;

    float dy, dz;

    char l_type;

    float v;

    int nx, ny;

    int has_headers;

    int nf;

    DMP_DATAELEMENTDEF *de;

    DMP_TRACEHEADERS th;
}
int *rsort_ind;

int (*GetHNameInd)(struct __common_param *cp, char name[]); //pointer to a function that
//returns index of a header with the given name. First argument (*cp) shall be a pointer to
//COMMON_PARAMS structure, typically to the host COMMON_PARAMS.

double (*GetHField)(struct __common_param *cp, int ind, int itr); //pointer to a function that
//returns a value of ind header field of the itr trace

void (*SetHField)(struct __common_param *cp, int ind, int itr, double v); //pointer to a
//function that sets a new value to ind header field of the itr trace.

//Typically you would access a trace header field the following way:

//
// int indxSOU_X = cp->GetHNameInd(cp, "SOU_X");
// if ( indxSOU_X > -1)
// {
//   for (int i=0; i<cp->n_tr; i++) //for all traces
//     {
//       double valueSOU_X = cp->GetHField(cp, indxSOU_X, i); //get the SOU_X value
//       ... //do something with the value here, e.g. modify it
//       cp->SetHField(cp, indxSOU_X, i, valueSOU_X); //save modified value back to header
//     }
// }
//
//
void far _export (far*DepictStatusStr)(char s[]); //send a status string to the flow status

//window

int (*GetNextEnsemble)(struct___common_param *cp, int l, int *r); //gets indexes of the first
//(*l) and last (*r) traces of the next ensemble in the current frame. Ensemble is defined by the first
// sorting key of the Trace Input module.

int nsf_ind;

int sf_ind[10];

int cuse_s, cuse_n;

int cfr_ind;

int tot_ntr;

void *mc;

void (*SetModuleData)(unsigned data);

unsigned (*CreateDataOutput)(struct ___common_param *cp,
unsigned type, unsigned s_class); int

(*TraceOutput)(unsigned stream, OUTTRACE *tr);

char flow_title[128];

IStream **crdconn;

IREExecConn *exconn;

} COMMON PARAM;